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Getting Started

1

1
Should I Raise Poultry?
THERE ARE MANY POSSIBLE ANSWERS to the question, “Should I
raise poultry?” For some, the thrill of exhibition and the thought of winning
first place in a poultry show are enough to convince them to begin raising. For
others, it’s the excitement of seeing a little bit of nature in their backyard. For
still others, the pleasure or necessity of producing their own eggs and meat
will start them down the poultry road. The artistic are drawn to the beauty
and diversity of the birds. Hardcore gardeners are intrigued by the possibilities
of using poultry for insect control and manure as fertilizer in their backyard
gardens. A few individuals will even find poultry to be the perfect pets. Nearly
everyone can identify with some facet of the poultry world and find valid reasons to raise these wonderful creatures.

A diverse flock of poultry can provide beauty, eggs, meat, and unparalleled entertainment.
2
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URBAN RAISING ON THE RISE,
BUT CHECK WITH OFFICIALS
A growing number of cities and heavily populated towns allow residents
to keep a few young chickens; that is, at least until three to four
months when a rooster begins to crow. It’s always a good idea to check
on city and county ordinances in your area before you purchase poultry.
In some cases, even in rural areas, you may not be allowed to have
poultry or there may be a limit to the number of birds you may have.
Don’t be surprised if you are not allowed to keep roosters. Their
noisiness is considered an annoyance by some; it is their crowing
that turns many neighborhood associations, small cities, and towns
against their citizens raising poultry at all.

Many folks who decide to raise poultry want good food and something attractive. If that’s your desire, you can have it. Entire breeds and many varieties of
poultry are raised primarily for ornamental purposes. Keep in mind, however,
that while they are considered ornamental, many of these breeds also produce
a reasonable number of eggs and an acceptable meat product. With poultry, you
can have the best of all worlds: eggs, meat, and aesthetically pleasing birds.

Raising Your Own Food
Perhaps the desire to know all the raising and feeding practices involved in the
production of one’s food is a leading reason many people in the twenty-first
century choose to raise poultry. Backyard raisers may have decided to establish their own flock because they want to avoid genetically modified organism
(GMO) crops used to feed commercial animals, or they are concerned over the
use of preservatives and hormones. They may be trying to avoid trans fats or
they may find the agribusiness approach to raising poultry inhumane and feel
that supporting that kind of raising is bad for the environment.
Needless to say, one of the principal reasons for raising your own poultry is
to have a good supply of fresh, delicious eggs. Nothing compares with eating
an egg from your own flock that has a nice, deep, rich, dark orange yolk when
cooked. It’s a far cry from the pale, sickly, yellow, flattened yolk of an egg purchased at a supermarket.
You might also choose to butcher extra birds and supply your family with
fresh, nutritious home-raised meat. Knowing exactly what your animal was fed
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Poultry can be an ideal
4-H project.

and how it was cared for can make you feel at ease about the long-lasting health
and environmental consequences of what you’re putting into your mouth.
For all the reasons one chooses to become a backyard raiser, one principle
holds true. Anyone — producer or consumer — who knows the origin of his or
her food can’t help feeling confident and relaxed about this choice.

4 - H : A G R E AT WAY T O S TA R T
Raising poultry is a wonderful undertaking for a beginning 4-Her considering a livestock project. Many who raise poultry have their first
experience as a young 4-H member needing a simple animal project
that doesn’t require large livestock trailers or other major equipment. In fact, poultry raising is among the least expensive of the
livestock projects.
Types of 4-H poultry projects vary from area to area, but all of
them allow beginners to get their competitive poultry-raising feet wet.
Competitive learning experiences, these exhibition projects not only
help newcomers to see the practical reasons for raising poultry, but
also give them a chance to experience various aspects of the poultryraising life. They learn about record keeping and start to notice
advantages and disadvantages, struggles and rewards of raising
each type of poultry.
For some, the 4-H project continues on into adulthood when the
one time 4-H member finds him- or herself entering and competing in
the large professional poultry shows.
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Fowl for Exhibition
Exhibiting poultry can be a very rewarding experience. For those with the competitive spirit, 4-H membership offers exposure to poultry at an early age, and
poultry species make ideal 4-H livestock projects. Children and youths have
an early opportunity to learn about the animals firsthand, care for them, keep
record books, and gain knowledge of the science and economics associated with
raising livestock. Keep in mind that poultry projects aren’t just for rural youths;
these projects give urban and suburban kids an opportunity to raise animals too,
with the support and guidance of a national organization. Plus, raising a few
chickens in the backyard is far easier than raising a cow or pig.
If you’re fortunate enough to live in an area where poultry are allowed,
you don’t even have to wait for 4-H to get started raising poultry with younger
children. Although children can’t join 4-H earlier than age nine, five- and
six-year-olds can gain a great deal from raising poultry, especially in the area
of responsibility.
At some point, however, your growing children may find the simple 4-H
endeavor no longer satisfies their competitive desire. Up until the age of eighteen, they can show at professional exhibits that include juvenile divisions. As
their poultry-showing skills improve, they can advance from the juvenile to
the adult division, where raisers picking up the hobby in adulthood will begin.
This division may be very competitive; raisers tend to develop their own highperforming show-circuit poultry strains. These birds are not necessarily heavy
egg or meat producers, nor are they necessarily proper breeders, but you can bet
they will be properly colored, feathered, and marked, and have all of the traits
required in the American Poultry Association’s Standard of Perfection.

Poultry for Profit
People often successfully raise poultry as a source of income. In days gone by,
this income was known as the farm wife’s “egg money.” She would take care of
the hens, take the eggs to market, and keep the profits from such endeavors for
household expenses or other family needs. Those days are in the past — now
men and women are the farmers, of course — but there is still a distinct possibility that money can be made from raising poultry.
Keep in mind that even though a great deal of work is involved and long
hours of focused energy are necessary, the profits may not be large. But you do
have an opportunity to make poultry a profitable business venture, nevertheless. Backyard raisers are never going to be able to be more profitable than the
giant egg farms or broiler facilities that produce millions of eggs and millions of
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D O N ’ T S T O P AT C H I C K E N S
F O R E G G S A N D M E AT
Eggs from all species of poultry can be consumed and in many cases
make wonderful tasty additions to your diet.
Duck eggs are fabulous for baking and cooking. They make outstanding cakes and pastries, and some of the fluffiest omelets.
Goose eggs also are edible, but goose egg production is never quite
high enough nor is the season long enough for geese to be raised
solely for the purpose of eating the eggs. Goose eggs are far more
valuable for other purposes and never need be wasted if you plan
wisely. They are widely sought after for making pysanky, eggs decorated with traditional Ukrainian folk designs using the wax-resist
dying method. So even eggs that candle out of the incubator as infertile can be blown out and used for egg decorating.
Turkey eggs are a wonderful substitute for chicken eggs; in fact, they
are virtually indistinguishable. Turkey hens lay 80 or more eggs per
season, some more than others. The key to keeping turkeys laying is
to constantly gather the eggs to keep them from wanting to “steal a
nest” — lay and raise a clutch of eggs hidden from the general flow
of traffic.
Guinea eggs are also close to chicken eggs in taste and texture.
They are smaller and the shells unbelievably hard, but the yolks are
firm and stand high in the pan.
Quail eggs, although very small, are quite edible and can make cute
party bites when made into deviled eggs or used to dot the tops of a
potato salad or the like. They are commonly pickled and make beautiful decorations when mixed with pickled beets.

butchered birds per year. However, you can seek out well-paying niche markets
to help make your poultry hobby profitable.

Niche Markets
Niche markets are created by the demands of consumers desiring a product that
is rare or can’t be found easily among more mainstream products. For example,
a niche market is created when someone wants farm-fresh eggs laid by freerange laying hens. Other niche markets are customers who desire eggs from
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hens that have been fed a special diet to produce eggs higher in omega-3 fatty
acids or eggs from soy- and/or corn-free rations. Also, of course, some customers seek to eat eggs with unique colors such as the pastels of the Ameraucanas
and Araucanas, or the deep, dark brown eggs of the Marans, Penadesencas,
Welsumers, and Barnevelders.
In order to find potential customers, you must research the market in your
area, and work to develop your clientele. Know your particular area and what
people desire, and then go for that particular avenue.
Colorful Eggs
Colored eggs can be lucrative! For example, even though there is no content
difference between brown eggs and white eggs, people think brown eggs are
fresher, and will dole out more cash for them. A marketing ploy some years ago
gave consumers the idea that brown eggs were fresher because they came from
local farms, and white eggs, more common in the supermarkets then, were
shipped in and therefore older. This gave brown-egg sales a boost over whiteegg sales for a time.
Although there is something aesthetically pleasing about those deep, dark
brown eggs that makes one think of a farm in a rural peaceful setting, the difference in egg flavor depends solely upon what the chickens have been fed. A stale
egg is a stale egg and a fresh egg is a fresh egg, regardless of the shell color.
If you want to make a little extra cash on eggs, keep in mind that you can
develop niche markets among people who enjoy getting an assortment of colored eggs. You can provide a colorful variety in the egg carton: blue, green,
tinted off-white, white, light brown, and a deep, dark, almost chocolate color.
The eggs’ colors are almost as diverse as the birds that produce them. A flock
made up of Ameraucanas, Orpingtons, Leghorns, Rhode Island Reds, Langshans,
and Marans will provide a customer with the delight that comes with a pleasing
color palette.
Locally Grown Meats
You may find a niche market for fresh meats in your area. Search out those who
long for the taste of real chicken — not the tasteless flesh that must be prepared
with a salty coating or broth injections to provide any semblance of flavor. By
selling a young chicken that has a traditional texture, you provide customers
with an intensely flavorful meal unlike what most people have experienced.
Even older hens will produce a rich, tasty broth for chicken and dumplings,
chicken and noodle combinations, or other comfort-food dishes.
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Some ethnic cultures that prefer dark-feathered or other particular types
of birds have created a demand for live birds. Southeast Asians value Silkies;
dark-feathered birds are prized by all cultures other than European-descended
U.S. residents. In the United States, many folks seem to like their chickens with
white feathers and yellow legs, and they have to be easy to dress. Other cultures
don’t always share these values, and once they find you are a source for the type
of chicken they prefer over others, you can easily develop a working relationship
and perhaps profit for your farming venture.
Other sources of revenue include niche markets for Coturnix quail eggs for
pickling and boiling for lunchtime and snacks, duck eggs for baking, and fresh
geese for traditional holiday meals. It is almost impossible to locate a freshdressed goose for Christmas or other holiday dinners, but roast goose is especially prized by the people of Central and Eastern European descent and by
“foodies” desiring a new twist on a traditional dinner.
People are beginning to seek out heritage turkeys and naturally mating turkeys (those that are able to breed without artificial insemination)
that do not have the large, particularly broad breasts, but have rich, succulent meat.
With the rise of niche markets, and people hoping to purchase locally raised
food, many opportunities exist for the person hoping to turn their poultry venture into a profit.

Pet Fowl
Perhaps because so many folks were charmed as children by Mother Goose
stories that included illustrations of little ducklings, goslings, and baby chicks,
there will always be people who want to raise poultry for pets. During the Easter
season, when many across the world are celebrating spring and new life, people
are particularly attracted to purchasing poultry for pets.
Arguments exist both for and against using poultry as pets, although I’ve
come to find there are no absolutes regarding which breeds are suitable as
pets. I’ve seen the wildest chickens become very tame and docile around
someone who’s spent a considerable length of time with the birds. I’ve also
seen chickens that I usually consider tame and docile act wild when their
raiser has not spent any time with them or has treated them poorly. Just as
people have their own personalities and mannerisms, poultry personalities
are uniquely individual. Some tend to make better pets than others, however
(see chapter 23, Poultry as Pets, for further discussion).
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Poultry as Pesticide
Yet another important reason to raise poultry is for insect control. Although
there is a limit to how much they can eat, ducks, guineas, and other poultry
species can certainly provide backyard insect control, and allowing them freedom to roam is advantageous to any gardener as long as certain precautions are
taken. For example, you wouldn’t want to turn them out onto a newly sprouting
vegetable or perennial garden. Poultry love the first tender shoots of green in
the early spring and will devastate a tulip bed in seconds.

Ducks
Ducks are particularly helpful in areas inhabited by slugs and insects such as
earwigs, cockroaches, and crickets. Their beaks probe the ground around trees
and shrubs and bushes looking for all those luscious little slimy mollusks, as
well as earthworms, insects, and larvae that may be found under the litter in
and around your garden.

Guinea Fowl
Guineas provide a wonderful dryland alternative for insect control. Their diet
is predominantly insects when allowed to consume them. Given only moderate
amounts of grain, they will go in search of grasshoppers, crickets, and cockroaches — any sort of bugs that they can find.
I’ve observed them even eating squash bugs, the very nasty-tasting, stinkysmelling insects that do so much damage to squash and melons. They will work
their hearts out looking for green cabbage-moth caterpillar. They have a keen
eye and a good sense of where the insects are located. I’ve seen them moving

The Bug Patrol at work
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through an orchard getting grasshoppers on a daily basis; each day they rush out
of their pen and move farther along in the orchard to where the grasshoppers
have not yet been eliminated.

Poultry for Pleasure
The beauty of a poultry flock and the entertainment they provide are reasons
enough to raise them. Just seeing them in your yard after a long, hard stint at
work can turn your whole day around. When the stresses of modern society
and the pressures brought on by technological advances have wreaked havoc
with your nerves, coming home, turning your poultry out on your lawn, and
letting them roam gives you a sense of relaxation that can’t be matched. It is
not uncommon for me to go to the henhouse to drop off treats or just to watch
the birds and their antics. The multiple colors, personality differences, and
individual mannerisms of each breed and type of poultry will provide hours of
relaxing pleasure.

P O U LT R Y T Y P E S A N D U S E S
CHICKENS

Heritage — eggs and meat can be produced free range or in
semiconfinement
Commercial layers — eggs only, will survive in cages if necessary
Commercial broilers — for meat only, best suited for carefully
controlled systems with protection from environmental
fluctuations
TURKEYS

Commercial broad-breasted — fast growing, solely for meat,
not suitable for wintering over and breeding
Heritage (naturally mating) — slower growing; less white meat;
suitable for keeping to maintain your own self-perpetuating,
self-sustaining flock
GEESE

All varieties — raised primarily for meat, though can be used for
weeding and eggs; eggs are great for decorating
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Ducks always seem to be happy and enjoy a nice clean place to sleep. Even
though they love to play in the mud and get grimy during the day, they become
excited and make a pleasant little sound once back in their coop when they find
that you’ve cleaned it out and restocked it with fresh, dry bedding. They know
you’ve done something good for them and they, in turn, work their hardest to
help you by providing you with a reliable egg and meat supply, and insect and
weed control.
Even if you don’t choose to make your birds pets per se, they soon identify
you with their feed source, and, perhaps, as the person who brings them treats.
If you regularly give table scraps, such as extra lettuce leaves or some other
tidbits headed for the compost pile, they will come running to see you. Believe
it or not, they are similar to dogs and cats that wait for you to get home from
work at the end the day. As you may know, it is extremely rewarding when little
creatures come running to see you with welcoming looks on their little beaks
and bills.

DUCKS

Egg type — smaller birds, best suited for production of eggs
Meat type — larger carcass, primarily meat but lay some eggs
Ornamental — pets, some eggs, also possible for meat;
primarily aesthetics
GUINEAS

All varieties — raised primarily for meat, insect control, and
some eggs
QUAIL

Coturnix — eggs, and to a lesser degree meat
Bobwhite — meat
All others — primarily meat and ornamental
PHEASANTS

Chinese ringneck — primarily for meat
All others — ornamental, some for meat
PIGEONS

All varieties — used primarily for meat or exhibition
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While busily doing your evening chores, you’ll find it hard to dismiss the aesthetic and mental health reasons for raising poultry, whether selling their eggs is a
profitable business or not. Poultry are beautiful, working with them is relaxing, and
they provide you with food. What more could you ask for in a hobby or vocation?

Combining Species
Can you mix different species of poultry together in one facility? Purists in the
crowd feel it is best to have a separate building or pen for each type of poultry
on your property, but it’s not critical. You can easily raise chickens, ducks, geese,
guineas, and in some cases turkeys all together, once they are no longer babies.
Even babies can be kept together for a few days. If the size of your facility is
adequate, and a mixed-species flock has ample space outside for an exercise
area, most all poultry can be kept together.
The problem with mixing species arises when waterfowl are raised with
other fowl. Ducks and geese are cute as pie when they are day-olds, but once
they discover how much fun it is to toddle from the water source to the feeder
and back again, they’ll do it a million times, soaking everything — a condition
chicks, poults, and keets don’t tolerate well because their feathers become matted, leaving them unable to maintain a proper body temperature.
Waterfowl can make life harder for other cohabiting species in the cold winter
months. Waterfowl, especially geese, insist on taking daily baths, regardless of the
outside temperature, and in their zeal to get clean, they typically splash all other
members of the household. Geese and ducks can tolerate the cold better because
their bodies have a fatty layer of insulation; chickens, guineas, and turkeys are not
as fortunate. I’ve seen geese jump in a tub of water when it was −38°F (−39°C) and
quickly turn to ice. Their feathers had frozen water droplets on them and all the
flabbergasted birds around them also were covered with ice crystals.
Mixed groups of poultry work quite well together within reason. Of course there
can be problems, but as a general rule they occur only during breeding season or if
things get too crowded. During breeding season, both males and females become
aggressive toward others, and in a mixed flock, tempers flare and aggressive outbursts increase. The less space you have, the more problems you experience.
An added benefit to combining your flock is eye appeal — mixed groups all
running around together outside can be quite aesthetically pleasing.

Adjusting to the Mix
When given proper room, all of the main types of poultry get along just fine with
one another in the same pen. Chickens, ducks, geese, guineas, and turkeys can
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all be in the same building, eating, drinking, sleeping, and laying eggs all as one
big happy family. You’ll need to think broadly to accommodate the needs of each
breed, and be ready to make some adjustments to the daily routine.
If you want to mix waterfowl with any nonwaterfowl species, plan to clean
your facility weekly in wet seasons or as the litter becomes damp and smelly.
If you want to mix guineas with any other species, prepare to step in and
rethink your plan if a battle ensues. Male guineas, especially during breeding
season, are particularly protective of their turf. They commonly harass and
occasionally kill roosters, male turkeys, and even male ducks living in the same
pen. The common Pearl guineas are the most aggressive; many of the rarer colors of guinea are not as protective.
If you want to mix turkeys with any other species, do so on a trial-and-error
basis. If blackhead disease exists in your area, chickens can present a contagion
problem for the turkeys in the mix. Turkeys are particularly vulnerable to the
disease, and if your land is composed of heavy soils that don’t drain well and
therefore harbor more disease-carrying worms and parasites, your turkeys are
further at risk. Sandy, loose soils tend to be better for poultry pasture to prevent
worm problems and other disease issues. See chapter 25, Flock Health, for more
information about blackhead.
Chickens, turkeys, and guineas will all roost with one another and for the
most part will get along just fine. Ducks and geese will sleep happily together on
the floor below the others with minimal, if any, problems. Ducks are so personable and easygoing that they get along with anybody and anything. Geese are
usually so busy trying to be just a little bit better than everybody else that they
remain somewhat aloof and separate from the other members of the barnyard.
You also can add pigeons into this menagerie. They’ll inhabit yet another
niche in the barn, and will mix well with the others. In some cases, even pheasants can be allowed to run loose in an open pen with other poultry and will get
along just fine.
Never add free-roaming quail to a mixed barnyard; their tender size and
docile disposition make intermingling dangerous. Keep them separate from
other species.

Out of the Past, Into the Future
The practice of poultry raising has changed rapidly in the past 60 years. Even
though the total number of chickens remained fairly stable in the United States
from 1940 to 1969, the number of farms raising them dropped from more than
5 million in 1940 to fewer than 500,000 in 1969. Agricultural censuses have
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become more complex and detailed since that time and the government now
keeps tabs on, among other things, total numbers of animals, numbers of species,
and the sizes of the farms where the birds are raised. The farm census of 2007
offers a snapshot of how the numbers of raising facilities have continued to drop
(see box below).
According to that census, 0.3 percent of farms with laying chickens raised
76.2 percent of all laying chickens raised in the United States in 2007. That
means as a beginning poultry raiser, you join a very large group of smaller farms
collectively raising a tiny group of all of U. S. chickens. The remainder of the
nearly 350 million birds was raised by fewer than 10 thousand corporate facilities. Since the media have begun to examine corporate farm practices believed
by some to be unhealthy or inhumane, the small farmer is challenged by the
stigma attached to poultry raising. Naturally, corporate farms also have the
majority of the poultry-raising capital — an additional hurdle for small farms
hoping to get the attention of a questioning consumer.
On a positive note for backyarders, the number of farms annually raising
between 1 and 99 chickens rose to 135,843 in 2007 from 90,124 in 2002!
While small producers are on the upswing, the number of large-scale producers has dropped.
Although the pendulum is swinging, and the number of backyard producers
grows each year, the total flock numbers raised on small farms and in backyards
will likely never again reach the numbers seen in the 1940s and 1950s. Still, it
is encouraging to see more and more folks interested in producing their own
food, and heartening to learn that educated consumers want to buy locally, and
to know the source of their food and the practices of the raiser.

Small Farms vs. Factory Farms
The twenty-first-century consumer must determine the more humane, healthy,
and environmentally friendly way to raise poultry. Is the bird produced by the
modern confinement cage method in gargantuan facilities the better choice,

C H I C K E N P R O D U C T I O N S TAT S
Number of Farms

Number of Birds Raised on Each Farm

135,843 farms

Total Number of Chickens

between 1 and 99 layers

2,657,565

9338 farms

between 100 and 99,999 layers

80,581,198

434 farms

more than 100,000 layers

266,553,795

Source: 2007 U.S. Census
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or is the traditional free-range bird best? Each year, more and more corporate
money is spent trying to convince the public that raising poultry on smaller
farms, out in the open on green grass or in untidy barns, where they’re exposed
to wild animals, dirt, disease, and pests, is not as humane or healthy as raising
birds in a plastic bubble of confinement.
While it may be argued that poultry are more comfortable in a climatecontrolled facility, a number of factors must be considered before advocating for
such a method, especially the pollution potential of factory farms.
Resources. The corporate way of doing things involves a great amount of
electricity. Fans and heaters required to maintain ideal conditions are a large
natural-resources drain.
Disease. Having so many birds in one space produces massive amounts of
manure concentrated in a small area. With flocks sharing a space with vast
quantities of manure, concern arises over the incidence of disease.
Preventatives. To keep illness at bay, vaccinations and/or use of antibiotics
must be constant to keep the population healthy. Anytime you cram such a
large number of living creatures into a small area, precautions must be used to
combat or confine disease.
Biosecurity issues. A superbug intentionally or accidentally introduced into
a climate- and condition-controlled facility raising only genetically similar
birds could severely diminish or destroy the food supply. A diverse and genetically rich population is essential to maintaining a healthy, vital planet.
Many backyard raisers are afraid that the eggs and chickens produced in
enormous facilities by genetically identical birds kept in such close proximity
leave no room for the birds to move — or for human error. They’re also worried
that massive egg recalls of factory farm products that have sickened millions of
people will become the norm, further casting a shadow over the poultry industry. I
have witnessed firsthand the weakness of representatives of animal families raised
in relatively germ-free environments for 30 to 40 years and then reintroduced to
the outside world. They do not survive. To me, it’s scary to think that we might
someday might need a sterile environment simply to produce eggs and meat.
Large-scale producers are fearful that smalltimers allow their birds to harbor
diseases that will wipe out their birds. It’s true that birds roaming “free range”
around a yard or pasture are exposed to worm eggs from the ground, parasites,
and disease from wild birds. It’s also true that birds confined to a structure only
at night may be subject to attacks from possible predators. But if we isolate a
species and prevent its exposure to nature, then we don’t allow it to gradually
develop immunity to the earth’s environmental and pathogenic changes.
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People must decide for themselves if creating machinelike, egg-producing
birds in an unnatural agri-factory is the best raising practice. I take the position
that the poultry is much happier and more content — and thus given a humane
and fulfilling existence — when allowed to range, pick up fresh grass and bugs,
and dig and scratch in the dirt. Yes, they can and will get worms, lice, and mites,
and they are exposed to diseases, but that is how they’ve been raised for thousands of years, and how they have survived as a collective species.
The backyard raiser may never be able to change the practices of massproducing conventional farms of today, but I hope both groups can at least
coexist and accept that the other’s way of doing things meets that particular
group’s needs.

P O U L T R Y

P E O P L E

Mike and Annalisa, Los Angeles County, California

M

I K E A N D A N NA L I S A ty p i fy the modern food-aware and ecologically conscious family, as they raise fowl on an acre lot within
the city limits of a small city in a very urban part of the world. They are
helping to conserve our genetic resources, feeding their family, and conducting valuable feed research, all in the confines of a small backyard
environment.
With no real rural countryside, they make the best use of their yard to raise
and perpetuate poultry. They work hard to raise as much of their poultry’s feed
as they can, incorporating garden produce, scraps, and extra items such as avocados, persimmons, melons, and even bananas into the diet of their chickens.
Annalisa is committed to finding and incorporating methods to raise poultry
on as much of their own produced food as they can. She is constantly researching and experimenting with home-raised food diets for their chickens.
The couple have also taken on the challenge of breed preservation and
perpetuation. They have studied how to build appropriate shelters for their
climate and incorporate many natural methods in raising poultry. They raise
their poultry for multiple purposes — eggs, meat, and breeding to sell to
others, not only to preserve our valuable genetic resources but also to disperse them to new locations.
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While the large-scale producer may consider my non-climate-controlled facilities, where birds are allowed to roam on the ground and on pasture, inappropriate,
I will always believe that it’s inappropriate to jam-pack thousands of cages with
debeaked, dewinged birds raised to produce as much and as quickly as possible.
All of us must begin to demand that food production be less concerned with
producing the most birds and eggs at the cheapest possible cost, and more focused
on humane and environmentally sustainable practices. We have just one planet and
we must do our best to maintain and sustain it. Raising a few members of the poultry
population in your backyard can provide you with more healthful meat and eggs for
your table, fertilizer for your yard and garden, and a more natural life for domesticated animals, all with minimal, if any, damage to the environment.

Although Mike and Annalisa are not into poultry exhibition, they
thoroughly demonstrate the other topics of this book, from housing construction to foraging to raising the majority of their own feed. They have
successfully raised chicks from purchased day-olds, hatched their own eggs
in incubators, and hatched them under hens. They are skilled at home
butchering, having learned from experience and practice. They use young
stock for baking or frying and old hens for soup stock and specialty dishes.
Future plans are to expand to other types of poultry, perhaps a few
ducks for more insect control in their gardens and under fruit trees. Their
year-round growing season provides habitat for multiple insects that ducks
could help control naturally. This would also add some new food items to
the table. A turkey or two may also be in the future as this modern family
strives to produce more of their own food and make the connection to their
food supply from start to finish.
Knowing where, when, and how food is produced is becoming more and
more important for many twenty-first-century consumers. How better to
do that than to raise the majority of your own fruits and vegetables, as well
as the food for your poultry that provide you with fresh eggs and meat?

2
Housing and Supplies
ONCE YOU HAVE DECIDED poultry is the thing for you, it’s time to figure
out a way to house and care for the birds. If you have recently purchased a farm,
or already have some outbuildings on your land, then you are probably ready
to go with just a few minor modifications. If you are starting from scratch, or
hoping to keep a few birds in the city or on a small plot of land in an urban
or suburban area, then you need to do some research, make a plan, buy some
materials, and if you’re a do-it-yourselfer, start building.

Planning a Home for Your Future Flock
Before you can decide what type of structure to provide as housing for your
poultry, you must consider such things as area zoning laws, regional climate,
and possible building sites on your property. You must know which species of
birds you plan to raise.
Other chapters in this book discuss various species and breeds to help you
determine which are a good fit for you. This chapter will start you thinking
about how you’ll house your birds and what your limitations and freedoms are
in terms of land and building use. It also contains some tips about accommodating a flock in specific climates.
To help you narrow down your breed options, and make sound, reasonable decisions, weigh your top choices for species and the numbers you hope
to care for against legal restrictions, climate limitations, available space, and
housing options. Costs, naturally, must also be part of your planning, and a
budget is recommended.
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Know the Local Laws
First and foremost, research your town’s building codes and zoning ordinances.
Even in rural areas, building codes exist that dictate the possible ways one can
construct a poultry structure. Just because someone else in the neighborhood
has a small poultry house, do not assume that ordinances allow poultry buildings or even poultry. It may have been built many years ago under older, nowdefunct regulations and allowed, or “grandfathered in,” despite more recently
added restrictions. Some new ordinances and laws could curtail your operation.
If you build a structure only to find out later you have to tear it down, your birds
could be suddenly homeless.

Where to Put Them?
Selecting a site for your building depends upon your local climate.
If you live in a very windy area, situate your building in a somewhat protected spot and don’t face the windows into the prevailing winds.
If you are in a hot sunny area, try to locate the building in a spot that’s shady
for at least part of the day, preferably during the hottest part of the day.
Here in the Midwest, it is generally a good idea to face the structure to the
south and have a tree somewhere close by to provide shade during the heat of
the summer. Superhot, humid days more than 95°F (35°C) with no shade can
be as deadly to fowl as a −30°F (−1°C) day with wind. Areas that have climate
extremes at both ends make situating your structure a challenge, because just
as you want sunshine in the winter to help warm up the building, you want
shade in the summer for cooling. Do some careful planning and think about
seasonal changes before you locate the building. It works best to place your
building somewhere near a deciduous tree that provides shade in summer
and opens up when leaves fall for sunlight to reach the building in the winter.

Indoors or Outdoors?
The backyard flock owner is probably not considering a confinement operation
in the true sense of the word. You may be forced to have a clearly defined area
for your poultry if you live in urban or suburban areas, making “free range” not
an option. You may even be forced to use a cage.
It’s possible to construct a cage of sorts with poultry netting and lumber that
is far more humane than a confinement cage in a laying house where birds are
crowded into a small space. Use the square-footage-per-bird guidelines in the
box on page 23 and be sure you don’t overpopulate your space.
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FLOCK LIFESTYLE TERMINOLOGY
FREE RANGE

A domesticated bird that has a life of limited confinement, with as few
restrictions as possible, is said to be free range. A flock kept free range
has no pens, roams the owner’s pasture or yard freely during the day, and
is locked up in a barn or building at night to prevent nighttime predation.
YA R D I N G

Yarding the flock means providing the birds with a building enclosed
by wire. The wire fencing runs far enough from the birds’ house for
them to have room to run near or around it. This runway gives the
birds an outside exercise area and a place for the owner to dump
lawn clippings, garden waste, and other poultry treats. The runway
can be large enough to create a free-range environment, if the flock
numbers are low enough to keep the grass and other green things
growing and not eaten to the ground.
PA R T I A L C O N F I N E M E N T

A confined bird has no access to an outside area for exercise and green
grass, but many backyard raisers allow them room to move around
within their building. Confinement is required in many city situations, but
the flock can have a humane and healthful lifestyle if provided grass,
greens, and treats, and given access to dirt to scratch around in and
take dust baths. Confinement birds raised on your farm do not have to
be debeaked and kept in a small cage with no room to turn around.
This term does not imply total confinement or constant cage dwelling. Hundreds of thousands of birds kept for commercial egg production are kept in total confinement.
CAGING

Birds living in traditional cages are usually debeaked, and troughs
of feed and water are placed in front of them so they have access
without needing to move. In most commercial caging situations,
great numbers of birds are kept in a small space. No nest boxes are
needed; the eggs roll out from under the cage. These hens never
have access to the world outside of their cages and roosters are not
involved because natural mating is never allowed to occur.
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Whether or not you can allow your poultry to range freely in your yard even
for short spurts will help you to settle on a final house design. Do keep in mind,
however, that once your birds taste freedom, fresh grass, and dirt, they’ll never
again be content in a small confined cage; they’ll always be anxiously awaiting
their next chance at freedom.

Climate Considerations
Provide your fowl with a building that protects them from wind in the winter
and provides window space for proper ventilation in the summer. Those who
live in mild areas where winter temperatures rarely drop below 15°F (−9°C)
really do not need to worry about providing covering for windows in the winter.
In places where it routinely drops below 0°F (−17°C), you’re forced to make
decisions about how much to insulate, based at least in part on whether or not
you wish to have good steady egg production during the winter. If you plan to
keep your hens laying, close up the building and provide double walls with some
sort of insulation within. Try not to use blown-in or foam insulation in any area
where the birds might get access to it. Paper-faced fiberglass insulation is probably the best choice. Rodents will still try to build nests if they can obtain access,
but this insulation lasts longer than any other variety.
Chickens in warmer climates require more windows and sources of shade.
Make sure the windows are covered with a heavy wire mesh or predators will
have a feast.
Even in the coldest climates, you need to ventilate the building. For these
regions, a 4-inch (10 cm) diameter pipe long enough to reach up and away from
the building will suffice. Place the pipe in a hole just under the top of the roof
and fill in any gaps around it with a sealant type of caulk. The pipe must be situated so that it points away from prevailing winds. Use a wire mesh to cover the
opening and keep rodents and sparrows from entering the building.
Bantams typically require a bit more protection than do most breeds of
full-size chickens. You’ll need a bit more covering to shield them from wind
and rain.
Turkeys thrive when their building is well ventilated. They don’t like a windy
environment, but if you situate them in a southerly facing building, leave the
top 2 feet (60 cm) or so of the south wall open and wire covered, and provide
full walls on the northern, eastern, and western walls, the turkeys will be content. Never close up the building completely because turkeys do not do well in
high moisture levels and damp environments. Keep their litter dry and they can
handle −25 to −35°F (−31 to −37°C) with little trouble.
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Waterfowl are the easiest to house. Find them a building that keeps them
out of the wind and regularly offer them some dry straw for bedding, and they’ll
be happy. To maintain dry sleeping quarters, regular litter management is key.
Insulation is unnecessary. As with all poultry, however, it’s crucial that you provide your waterfowl with a house that keeps out predators.
Coturnix quail do not manage well in extreme cold if it is also windy. Mine
have endured −25°F (−31°C) with minimal losses when they had a solid surface
such as cardboard or a piece of wood placed in the bottom of their wire cages,
which prevents the wind from coming up underneath them, along with bedding
material such as shavings or straw for them to nestle down in. They don’t do as
well in an open wire-bottom cage as, surrounded with cold air, they are unable to
warm their bodies. A board on the bottom traps body heat and provides security.

Housing
Have a plan for the number and types of birds you’d like to raise, and know how much
space they’ll require. Once you’ve established that poultry are allowed in your particular neighborhood, it’s time to consider structure size and various design options.

How Big?
If you are a carpenter, or would like to learn to be one, there are many books
available with detailed plans for building a chicken coop. Or you may prefer to
use ideas or plans taken from the Internet.

Evergreens
protect the
north and
west sides
from winter
winds.
Deciduous trees
on the south side
offer summer shade
and winter sun.

Locate your coop where it will be protected from weather extremes.
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Include in your online search the size and space requirements for the
number of birds you plan to have. Healthy bird space requirements can influence your decision greatly. If you have your heart set on a neat little house
that fits perfectly in that space between your garage and the vegetable garden, and you also want to have a flock of 25 turkeys, you may need to alter
your plan for either the number of birds or the location of the shelter.
Refer to the following table for general space requirements for specific
bird types. Keep in mind that the chart does not supply information regarding
the space needs of very young poultry; that material is covered in chapter 4,
Baby Basics.
Raising young poultry requires common sense and being realistic about how
many can be in a certain area. If you take some time to observe the flock once
they are situated, you’ll soon know if you’ve underestimated the amount of space
needed. Birds communicate discomfort to their owner by their actions; you can
usually see their distress. Nervous behavior, pasty (manure-caked) feathers,
and birds packed in corners or trampled are all signs that you’ve placed too
many birds in too small an area.
When planning for poultry housing, consider the future; don’t build a structure
that meets only your current needs. If you become a real chicken, duck, or turkey
nut, you may run out of room faster than you can build. You will purchase this bird

M I N I M U M S PAC E R E Q U I R E M E N T S F O R
H O U S I N G A N D YA R D I N G P O U LT R Y
(larger

areas are preferable)

Type of Bird

Age of Bird

Floor Space per individual
sq. ft.
sq. m.

Chicks

6 weeks to adult

1.5–2

0.15–0.20

Layer chickens

Adults

2–2.5

0.20–0.25

Turkeys

6 weeks to adult

3

0.28

Turkeys

Adult breeders

6–8

0.50–0.75

Ducks

3 weeks to adult

3

0.28

Ducks

Adult breeders
with outside yard

2.5

0.25

Geese

3 weeks to adult

5

0.5

Geese

Adult breeders
with outside yard

1.5–2

0.15–0.20

Guineas

6 weeks to adult

2.5

0.25

Guineas

Adults

*minimum (but better to have a permanent grass or forage area)

Yard/Runway Space
sq. ft.
sq. m.
5–10

0.5–1

20

1.8

10–20

1–1.8

20

1.8*

5–10

0.5–1
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LITTER MANAGEMENT:
KEEP IT DRY AND ODOR-FREE
My favorite litter material is straw derived from (in order of preference)
wheat, oat, barley, and rye. Wheat straw is the softest and easiest to
work with and is very absorbent. Oat straw is coarser but also absorbs
well. Barley straw is acceptable, but the beards from the barley can make
it itchy and irritating for you to deal with. Rye straw tends to be long and
coarse and not quite as absorbent as the others.
I have recently started using millet straw and found it equally functional. Crops grown in your area may dictate your choices.
Sawdust and shavings are not the best choices for adult birds and
should never be used with waterfowl. When these litter materials get
wet, the ammonia in the bird’s waste concentrates, making their living
quarters uninhabitable.
It’s a good idea to clean out pens at least twice a month in seasons
when the humidity is high and the litter becomes packed and tamped
down. Clean more often if your building becomes crowded and you notice
these conditions occur more frequently. Of course, you must adjust your
cleaning schedule to fit your needs, but keep flock health the top priority.
Your birds should never be forced to stand in nothing but manure;
they’ll stay healthier if they have dry straw to stand on, especially when
it’s cold. It is always a good philosophy to put yourself in the flock’s position and ask if you are making them endure conditions that would be
unacceptable for you. However, also keep in mind that poultry like to pick
through waste and fibrous material. Cleaning everyday is not required.
The best strategy for maintaining a healthful environment involves use
of your nose. If you enter a closed-up building and the ammonia is so
strong it makes your eyes water, then get in gear and start cleaning! Your
poor birds would appreciate it if you didn’t wait so long next time.

or that bird and soon what started out as adequate quarters becomes too small. So
plan to build or use a shelter that allows for the arrival of new family members.

What Sort of Shelter?
Do you want to build a structure on your own from plans found in a poultry
book, or install something rather simple that doesn’t require much in the way of
planning? You could purchase a small shed-type structure or chain-link dog run
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found at home building supply stores. In this case, you can have it delivered and
set up to accommodate 10 to 12 chickens, 5 or 6 ducks, 2 or 3 geese or turkeys,
or 15 to 20 bantams.
These sheds are usually 6 feet by 8 feet (1.8 ≈ 2.5 m), or close to that size. They
are usually not insulated but will provide adequate cover for your birds in winter
rain or snow. Dog kennels with a tarp for rain protection may be all that is needed
in warm climates such as southern California, Florida, and Hawaii.
For more protection from the elements, simple existing or newly purchased
structures can be modified with insulation and paneling of some sort on the
inside. Take care not to use plywood or wood materials that have a lot of glue
and can come apart easily when damp. Poultry produce a lot of moisture from
breathing during the winter months. Pressed board is not strong enough for
housing; your buildings will crumble in a few years.
A prefab building that is 6 feet wide, 10 feet long, and 8 feet high (1.8 ≈ 3 ≈
2.5 m) can easily accommodate a small backyard flock. This 60-square-foot (5.5 sq
m) building can accommodate up to 24 chickens or guineas, up to 12 ducks, or
perhaps a half-dozen turkeys or geese, although it will be somewhat crowded, and
turkeys, ducks, or geese would need some outside access. In many cases, these
manufactured structures will satisfy most building and zoning requirements.
I do not recommend the above structure for turkeys, ducks, or geese if the
birds do not also have outside access. Guineas would not be very happy but

would do okay. Chickens or bantams are best suited for such a building if there
is no outside access; however, I would reduce the number of adult chickens to
no more than a dozen.
Even the crudest of designs will accommodate poultry. A structure such as
the one described here can be made with limited expense and will keep its
occupants quite content.

Basic Coop Construction
A fairly simple structure can be made using 4≈4s (10≈10 cm), 2≈4s (5≈10 cm),
nails, and sheet metal, all of which can be obtained at building supply centers.
The materials can be hauled easily in most pickup trucks and will cut down on
your costs considerably. It’s best to start with 4≈4s (10≈10 cm) that are 10 feet
(3 m) long and 8 feet (2.5 m) long. These will afford you a 7 ≈ 8-foot (2.25 ≈
2.5 m) building of 56 square feet (5 sq m). Your shed will be the right height for
entering and exiting, and also will allow your birds plenty of room.
Again, before you start digging, make sure you’ve carefully considered the
path of the sun relative to the placement of your building. I prefer to situate
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S I M P L E P O U L T R Y B U I L D I N G S U P P LY L I S T
Material

Quantity

10-foot (3 m) 4×4 (10×10 cm)

2

8-foot (2.5 m) 4×4 (10×10 cm)

2

60-pound (27 kg) bag concrete mix

4

8-foot (2.5 m) 2×4 (5 × 10 cm)
(Use 2×6s [5 × 15 cm] for a stronger structure. Treated
lumber is best to prevent rotting and insect damage.)

15

8-foot (2.5 m) 1x4 (2.5x10 cm)

5

8-foot (2.5 m) 2×2 (5×5 cm)

1–2

8-foot (2.5 m) sheet metal 39-inch (1 m) width

3

6-foot (1.8 m) sheet metal 39-inch (1 m) width

12

1¾-inch (4.5 cm) rubber-washer roofing nails

3 pounds (1.5 kg)

4 × 8-foot (1.2 × 2.5 m) ½-inch (1.25 cm) plywood

1 sheet

3-inch (7.5 cm) strap hinges with screws

1 pair

16-penny nails

5 pounds (2.25 kg)

3-inch (7.5 cm) hook and eye

1

1-inch (2.5 cm) mesh or heavy-gauge welded wire

1 50-foot (15 m) roll

1-inch fencing staples

1 pound

my structures so they are facing south, where they will catch the winter sunlight. An east-facing shed is my second choice. West-facing sheds can cause
problems in the summer when the sun is in the birds’ faces during the hottest part of the day, making them overheat. If a shed is facing north, the sun
alone will not provide adequate light. Your choices may be somewhat different
depending on where you live (see the earlier discussion regarding building
location on page 19).
Although the Building Supply List box above suggests you purchase twelve
6-foot (1.8 m) pieces of sheet metal for siding and three 8-foot (2.5 m) pieces
for the roof, it may be easier to simply purchase fifteen 8-foot (2.5 m) lengths
of sheet metal and invest in a decent pair of metal cutters. A good pair can be
obtained for less than $20 and they come in handy for many projects. Eight-foot
(2.5 m) lengths will allow you some flexibility with your structure if you wish to
bury a bit of the metal along the sides to prevent predators from digging under
the structure.
Anyone can tackle this project without much difficulty. I have built many of
these structures with modest carpentry skills. Follow the building directions on
the next few pages and you’ll soon have a place for your birds to live.
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The Frame
1. Mark locations for the two 10-foot (3 m) 4≈4s (10≈10 cm) 8 feet (2.5 m)
apart where you want the front of the building to be.
2. Mark locations for the two 8-foot (2.5 m) 4≈4s (10≈10 cm) 7 feet (2.1 m)
behind and parallel to the two 10-foot (3 m) posts. These pairs of posts are
the front and back of your building, so you want them to be lined up and as
square as possible.
3. Dig four holes slightly bigger around than the diameter of the 4≈4s (10≈10
cm) and between 24 and 30 inches (61–76 cm) deep where you want the
corners of the building to stand. A posthole digger works great.
4. Following the directions on the bag, mix a bag of concrete and pour it into
the first hole after you have set the 4≈4 (10≈10 cm) in the hole. Using a
level, hold the 4≈4 (10≈10 cm) straight up, and then make sure the concrete mix fills in all the way around it in the hole.
5. Now, use the dirt from the hole you dug to fill in on top of the concrete and
around the 4≈4 (10≈10 cm) in the hole. Tamp it down. If you haven’t dug
your hole too wide, the combination of concrete mix and the tamped-down
dirt will keep the 4≈4 (10≈10 cm) solid and in place.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 with the remaining three 4≈4s (10≈10 cm). Be sure
to mix only one bag of concrete at a time, as you need it. An old 5-gallon
(19 L) bucket works great.
7. Now measure your 10-foot (3 m) 4≈4s (10≈10 cm), at the front, to determine if they extend to equal heights above the ground. Then measure the

Use one 60-pound bag
of concrete for each
corner post.
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S H E E T M E TA L L I P S A N D S A F E T Y T I P S
When installing the roof metal and siding, create a tight seal by overlapping the pieces properly and covering the seam on the edge of
the metal. Take a moment to match up the pieces before you start
the nailing process: one side of the metal has a bigger lip that fits
over the smaller lip to provide a tight seal. These are located on
opposite sides of the metal sheet.
To prevent smashed fingers, hold the roofing nails with a pair of
pliers so when you miss you don’t smash your thumb. I learned the
hard way and have a permanently damaged thumbnail as proof. It
takes a bit of force to penetrate the sheet metal.

two posts at the back to see if they, too, are equal in height and 2 feet (0.6 m)
shorter than the posts at the front. If not, trim the top off the taller 4≈4s so
that the two front posts are the same height and the two back posts are the
same height. Remember, the two front posts need to be about 2 feet higher than
the two at the back. You want a pitch (slope) to your roof.
			 Before you proceed, it’s a good idea to let the concrete harden overnight
if possible. Although you can proceed at this point if pressed for time, it is
ideal to wait 24 hours before you move on to step 8.
8. Next, create the bottom frame by connecting 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) — or 2≈6s
(5≈15 cm) for a stronger structure — to the 4≈4s (10≈10 cm). To do this,
place a 2≈6 (5≈15 cm) over the front face of the 4≈4s (10≈10 cm) at the
front of the building and drive two 16-penny nails in each end to attach it
to the 4≈4s (10≈10 cm). Repeat this step with the back of the building and
then cut the remaining two 2≈6s (5≈15 cm) to fit the ends of the building.
			 The structure may not be exactly 7 feet (2.0 m) deep by 8 feet (2.5 m) long
if things were not entirely square when you started. It’s best to measure and
trim the boards to fit the structure as you go. When this step is complete,
you will have a bottom frame for your building, with the four standing 4≈4s
(10≈10 cm) and the four horizontal 2≈6s (5≈15 cm) connecting to create
the bottom frame.
9. Now construct the top frame, basically creating a box of sorts. To do this, repeat
step 8 by nailing the 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) (or 2≈6s [5≈15 m]) to the top of the
4≈4s (10≈10 cm). Use two 16-penny nails at each end. If you live in an area
where there is a lot of snow, it is probably best to use 2≈6s (5≈15 cm) at the
top also to frame the structure. The box at the top will not be parallel to the
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ground box but angled. You will have a triangular space at the top that can be
covered with metal or fiberglass window covering, or simply fencing wire in
warmer areas.
10. Once you’ve attached the framing boards, it’s time to put in the roof rafters.
Simply place five of the 8-foot (2.5 m) 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) over the top frame
that you just made, running front to back. Space the rafters about 2 feet
(0.6 m) apart.
			 The rafters should stick out from the frame slightly on the lower, back
end of the building and be nailed in flush with the front end. This will allow
the snow and water to drip off behind the building.
11. Nail the 1≈4s (2.5≈10 cm) across the top of the rafters at 2-foot (0.6 m) intervals down the slope. Now you are ready to put on the metal roof and siding.

Roofing, Walls, and Ventilation
Metal roofing (or sheet metal) is usually obtainable in 39-inch (1 m) widths of
varying lengths. This width provides a coverage area of 36 inches (0.9 m) with a
3-inch (7.5 cm) overlap. Proper ventilation can be provided on the tallest wall,
which should be between 7.5 and 8 feet (2.3–2.5 m) tall. Use heavy chicken
wire or welded wire over a window for circulation. This allows fresh air to enter
and harmful ammonia and humidity to exit. It also allows light and warm sunshine to come in. If you live in heavy raccoon or predator areas, you’ll want to
use a very heavy gauge wire.
Build the roof first so the edge matches up with the walls, allowing minimal
cracks for snow and rain to come through.
1. You are now ready to create the walls with the remaining sheet metal. First,
provide supports at the midpoint of two walls by nailing a 2≈4 (5≈10 cm)
horizontally halfway up each wall. Do this for the back wall and the end
wall opposite the door. Wait to do the front wall and the one with the door.
Connect the 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) to the 4≈4 (10≈10 cm) the same way you did
the top and bottom boards (see page 28, step 8).
2. Now nail the sheet metal to the 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) with the 1¾-inch (4.5 cm)
roofing nails reinforced with rubber washers. Place nails about every 18
inches (46 cm) into a top or bottom or midway support board. Place the
sheets so the ridges in the metal sheets run up and down. The first sheet
should have its broad lip lined up with the edge of the building so that the
narrow lip on the other side will be overlapped the next sheet. Continue
with that system to provide a tight seal.
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3. Nail a 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) across the framing for the tallest wall, down about
2 feet (0.6 m) from the top of the roof and parallel to the ground.
4. Cover the opening between the roof and the 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) you’ve just
attached with the heavy chicken wire or welded wire. Then repeat the above
steps for attaching sheet metal, placing a midway across the front 2≈4 (5≈10
cm) for support as you did on the back.

A Door, a Roost, and Weatherization
Your next step is to make a frame for your doorway as wide as your needs
require. You can have the door on one end as shown or on the tall side of the
shed. Finally, you will add the walls and a door to your frame. The door can be
easily built with 2≈4s (5≈10 cm), plywood, and wire.
The Door
You may choose to create a solid door with no window or to build a door with
a wire window up top that can be covered with plastic in the colder months.
Once your door is hung and your roost is added, you will have completed
your make-it-in-a-weekend poultry shed.

Add the final horizontal braces on the
remaining walls after constructing the door
frame (or after making the door itself).
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1. You’ll need to use a 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) as an upright to hook your door latch
onto. Nail this in place as far from the front wall as you wish your door to
be wide.
2. Once you have your door width established, build the top frame of the doorway. Cut a 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) to fit horizontally between the two upright 2≈4s.
Nail it in place at a height that is comfortable for you to enter.
3. Now build a door with 2≈4s (5≈10 cm), plywood, and wire. Cut the 2≈4s
for the sides of the door the proper length to match the space between the
bottom and top frames and then cut the 2≈4s the proper length and the
proper width for the sides, top and bottom framework of the door. Then cut
the plywood to attach to the frame the proper width for the top and bottom
to nail the door together.
Be sure to allow for winter contraction of the frame around the door,
caused by freezing temperatures. Give yourself a 1-inch (2.5 cm) gap at both
the top and the bottom. A tight seal looks great, but come midwinter you’ll
have a problem when you can’t open the door.
4. Nail the 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) that make up the door’s width to the top and
bottom of the two long 2≈4s. I use the roofing nails, but you can also use
10-penny nails.
5. Cut a piece of plywood to completely fit that door frame or, if you’d like a
window in your door, cut it so that it fits neatly into the bottom half and
cover the top half with heavy gauge wire for a seasonal window. This allows
for more light, provides more ventilation during the summer, and can easily
be covered with plastic in the winter.
			 For a permanent window, cover the top part with a fiberglass panel.
Sometimes called greenhouse or patio paneling, this material is cut with
simple metal cutters and nailed on with roofing nails. (Keep in mind that a
fiberglass window will not act as a vent, but it will allow sunshine to enter
throughout the year.)
6. If you’d like a sturdier door, cover the plywood section with sheet metal
reinforcement. Simply cut the metal to cover the plywood and use the rest
of the roofing nails to affix it.
7. Using roofing nails or 1¾-inch (4.5 cm) screws, you now need to mount the
sides of the door with heavy-duty strap hinges or T-hinges. Simply place the
hinges on the door and nail or screw them into the frame so that the hinge
works freely over the edge of the door.
8. To hang the door, set the door in the open space and place an inch-thick
(2.5 cm) piece of scrap board under the door on top of the bottom support
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board of your structure. This keeps the door from being too tight at the bottom. Using roofing nails or screws, now attach the hinges to the frame of
the building. Remove the scrap board from the bottom and the door should
swing freely.
9. Now you can add the 2x4 (5x10 cm) supports at the midpoint of the two
remaining walls, as on page 29, step 1.
10. Finally, nail sheet metal to the remaining openings on the sides of your
building and your structure should be totally enclosed.
The Roost
You now are set to go inside your new small structure and place a roost. If
you’re raising chickens, the roost needs to be about 3 feet (1 m) off the ground
and can sit horizontally across one end of the building. I prefer to place the
roost either at the back of the building so the birds can sit in the sun in the
winter or on the end opposite the door for convenience.
Turkeys and guineas also need a roost, at least 4 feet (1.25 m) off the
ground. If you are raising ducks or geese, however, a roost is unnecessary.

In heavy predator areas create a barrier
against underground intruders by extending
sheet metal into the soil or burying timbers or
rocks along the building edges.
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Use a 2≈2 (5≈5 cm) as a roost. Using 16-penny nails, simply nail it to one of
the 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) parallel to the ground. Make sure it is nice and level so your
birds can rest easily.
Winterizing
For all but turkeys, you can cover any wired openings on the buildings in the
winter months with plastic, using lath to anchor the plastic in place. Don’t
worry about ventilation; gaps in the door and other places that don’t seal tightly
provide plenty of airflow.
You can also purchase sturdier greenhouse cover cut to the proper size, to
remove at season’s end and use year after year. This material withstands harsher
conditions and lasts much longer. No matter which winterizing material you
choose, it will provide a wind-free environment for your poultry to survive the
coldest months.

Adaptations for Your Flock
Some modifications can be made to the above structure to meet your or your
birds’ particular needs. In warmer climates, use white sheet metal and provide
shade trees nearby.
Insulation. Structures such as these provide adequate shelter for most breeds
down to −20°F (−29°C), but insulation can be added for additional comfort.
The best type of insulation for this purpose is rolled fiberglass with paper backing. (Styrofoam can cause problems if poultry gain access to it, and mice tend
to chew it to small pieces that then let the poultry get to it much easier.)
If you choose to do this, you can attach an outer layer of insulation to the
metal surrounding the outside of the shed and/or to the 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) wall
supports inside. Both should be covered with plywood. This will not make an
airtight facility — which is not a good idea anyway, as you want the extra respiration moisture to escape — but it will make winter extremes much more comfortable in climates that have long periods of cold temperatures below 0°F (−18°C).
Bird Door. You may wish to have a small 1 foot by 1 foot (30≈30 cm) doorway for the birds to use when the human door is closed and to cut down on
the chances of flying predators getting in through a larger open entryway. This
small doorway can be placed on the tall side of the structure on the same side
as the top ventilation window. The addition will require more lumber, but if
you are not wasteful you can use some pieces of lumber left over from the main
building project. You’ll need to acquire two additional hinges and an additional
hook and eye.
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Using Other Types of Shelter
Many, many different chicken and poultry coop designs exist, as do innumerable options for housing your poultry in other types of shelters. Start doing the
research and looking around your place for possible options and you may be surprised to find that you already have something that will work for your birds.

Existing Buildings
If you are fortunate enough to purchase an old abandoned farm homestead with
existing buildings, then your problems with construction from scratch are easily remedied. Abandoned barns and sheds may be ideal for a poultry project
start-up. Understand, however, that these facilities may not have been originally
intended for chickens. In some cases, if you are raising chickens, or if the building is set up for chickens and you are planning to raise other sorts of poultry,
you may have to do some serious modifications. These changes typically entail
efforts to predator-proof the pens for the safety of your birds.
Predators will find a way to feast on your poultry. It is not uncommon for
raccoons to scale wire 10 feet up and drop in from a small hole in a hayloft. They
will then kill the birds and try to drag them back up the wire to get them out
into the open again. Prepare for this to happen.
Sometimes it’s best if you just go out and sit down by the facility and study all
of the possible ways an unwanted visitor might get in. The types of wire you use
will be crucial. If the wire used to cover openings is very flimsy, low-grade poultry
netting, you may end up with problems with raccoons, skunks, and other predators, as they can tear through it without much difficulty. It’s better to take some
time and make the pen predator-proof and not hastily throw together a structure
and immediately get wiped out by the local varmints. See chapter 26, Dealing
with Predators, for a detailed predator-proofing discussion.

Cages
Although it can be unpleasant to deny birds the freedom of large open spaces,
for some folks living in the city or in gated communities the only poultry housing option is a cage. Certain breeds and varieties are better adapted to this than
others. Bantams, for example, find the living more to their liking than do some of
the larger, brown-egg-laying types of full-size chickens. Check the chart for space
requirements on page 23 and be careful that you don’t deny them their required
space, whether designing and building, or buying. If you want to keep six hens,
you’ll need to buy or build a cage that’s at least 12 to 15 square feet (1–1.5 sq m) or 3
feet by 4 feet (1 ≈ 1.25 m) to 3 by 5 feet (1 ≈ 1.5 m). Don’t cut corners.
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Cage Living for Quail
If you’re raising quail for eggs, they are best housed in wire cages kept off the
ground so that predators cannot chew their feet. Cages can be hung from the
ceiling with fencing wire and nailed to a back support wall or placed on brackets
either purchased or made from 2≈4s (5≈10 cm). Collect the droppings underneath the cage in a pan and use them as fertilizer for your garden or flowerbeds.
Cages for quail are easily built with 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) lumber and quarter-inch
(0.6 cm) mesh hardware cloth stretched over the openings. Use 2x4s (5x10 cm)
for corners and framing and you can build a cage in a short period of time (see
pages 220–221, Coturnix Quail, for building details). Even the least handy of us
can build some sort of usable cage. However, if you don’t feel comfortable doing
it yourself, you can buy rabbit cages at most farm stores. They work just fine for
quail but you may need to modify the door opening so the quail can’t get out
easily. You want the door to open out, not in, by switching the clips or making
an entirely new smaller-size door.

Fence and Wire Coops
If you live in an area with mild winters, you don’t need solid walls: a wire coop
will suffice. A 6-foot-tall (1.8 m) chain-link dog run is a sturdy, easily assembled
structure with a prehung door. Just add a solid, predator-proof roof and you have
an area that you can walk inside and that the birds find quite suitable. Be sure to
cover the entire run with small-gauge wire, such as hardware cloth, to prevent
predators from reaching through the chain link and killing your birds.

Room to Run
Many raisers provide a house for their flock to lay eggs, eat and sleep, and get in
out of the weather, but also allow them free range, which means freedom to roam

A quail cage can rest on a baking sheet.
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the property at will. Zoning regulations or your own space and time limitations
may make it impossible to allow the birds to run free in your yard, however. If
that’s the case, keep in mind that it’s always best if your chickens, and especially
waterfowl and turkeys, are provided some sort of runway or open space to use for
fresh air and exercise; they will not be content if they’re kept in a coop their entire
lives. Although modern hybrid-cross layers will probably do fine in confinement
when fed a proper ration, keeping heritage-type chickens, ducks, geese, and turkeys
confined to a small structure throughout their lives will probably result in lower
productivity. You will not get as many eggs and will not have happy poultry.
Usually 5 to 10 square feet (0.5–1 sq m) per chicken is the minimum outside runway requirement. This will allow them to get out and get some exercise
scratching in the dirt and they will be much more content. Refer to the chart on
page 23 of this chapter for minimum run or yarding space requirements.

A Simple Bird Runway
Construct bird runways so that they may be attached to the poultry shed. It’s
usually best to start with at least 5-foot-high (1.5 m) wire. Chicken wire can be
used, but it typically does not hold up very well; after a few years, it tears and
crumbles. This is especially true if used to contain larger birds such as turkeys
or geese that push against wire. Welded wire fencing usually comes in 50-foot
(15 m) lengths and works very well for poultry runs.
Drive metal fence posts into the ground with a sledgehammer or post-hole
driver. Connect the wire with fencing clamps or use pieces of cut fencing and
you’ll have a poultry runway in no time. These are “permanent” structures,
which may not be picture-perfect but are very functional.
Make sure there’s no space between the ground and the bottom of the fence.
I frequently lay objects around the base to prevent varmints from digging under
the fence. When I lived in the deserts of southern Idaho, I gathered rocks to
place around the base. In the pinewoods of the north, I used old logs. Here in
Iowa, I use old lumber or tree limbs. Use whatever you have in abundance in
your area that works. Cover the top of the runway if hawks are present.

The Chicken Tractor
Some people choose to use a chicken tractor for shelter and exercise. This is
a lightweight poultry home on wheels that you can drag around either with
the tractor, a small truck, or by hand, depending upon the size of the unit.
The chicken tractor includes a covered part for storm protection and a floorless wire enclosure that allows for ventilation and foraging on the ground. It
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A chicken tractor is a movable,
floorless structure that, if large
enough, can be used by any
poultry species.

is basically a movable yard. Any fowl can use a chicken tractor as long as the
height and size are appropriate for the fowl.
Use of the chicken tractor gives poultry a chance at fresh greens and insects
they may find on the ground at each new location. It also allows you some control over where your chickens forage and how often they can be moved. Birds
using a tractor continuously fertilize the ground as it is moved around. They
are somewhat free range, but also confined and relatively safe from predators.
If you’d like your poultry to forage in large pastures, which pose serious hawk
and other predator threats, a chicken tractor may be for you. Chicken tractors
also work well to contain just a few chickens in a small backyard.

Free Range
If you don’t have the resources to build or buy a chicken tractor, and runway
space is limited, letting the birds out of their shed daily is also adequate. It is
best to let them out in the late afternoon, when they will be less likely to wander
too far from home and after they have laid their eggs for the day. Keep in mind,
however, that free-range chickens can greatly damage a small yard and destroy
a garden or flowerbeds. Damage certainly will be the name of the game for any
space they inhabit if you have too many birds.
How many birds are too many for your yard? This depends on the size of the
yard and garden. A small group of chickens roaming around a large backyard will
probably not cause too much trouble, although they may get into your prize flowers and garden produce if they get bored or lazy and decide that it’s easier to do
that than wander around the lawn. You may want to experiment, starting with a
small number of chickens to determine the right number for you. Often enough,
when you say “Yes!” to raising poultry, you'd also better be able to say “Shoo!”
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CITY STRUCTURES
The biggest challenge facing the city-dwelling poultry farmer is meeting local building and zoning codes. Sometimes a premade lawn and
garden shed available at home supply stores and lumberyards can
adequately satisfy local requirements, but check with the city building
and zoning boards first, of course. These buildings make fine poultry
houses with the additions of a roost, feeders, waterers, and litter on
the floor. Add a small pen outside made with reinforced welded wire
or poultry netting and you can be ready for poultry in less than a day.
	Never start building a structure without checking out the building
permit process, or you may be wasting time and money.

Necessary Equipment
What else is needed to keep poultry comfortable? Thankfully, saddles and iron
shoes are not essential, but your birds will need food and a source of fresh water.
And, if you want them to sleep at night and lay eggs from time to time, roosts
and nest boxes are appreciated.

Feeders
In most cases, you don’t want your flock’s food source to be right at ground level
or a lot will be wasted. Using feed pans on the ground is successful only if you are
giving crumble or pellet feed that is all the same size and texture. Feed pans do
not work well if you want to offer ground feeds mixed with scratch grains, as the
birds will pick out what they want and waste the rest.
The easiest and simplest way to feed your birds is
with a hanging feeder, with the height adjusted periodically, as they grow. Hang the feeder up so it’s almost
level with the birds’ heads; that way, a lot less feed is
wasted on the ground. Hanging feeders can be purchased in sizes that hold between 5 and 50 pounds
(2.2–22 kg) of feed; each size can be adjusted to meet
your particular flock’s needs.
When purchasing feed equipment, keep in mind
that metal feed pans tend to rust out very quickly.
The best feed pans for floor use are rubber or hard
plastic. Rubber pans tend to last the longest and take
Hanging tube feeder
the most abuse.
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Some folks prefer to use a roll-type feeder. This feeder has a roll bar located
across the top that turns when your birds jump up on it. This simple mechanism
is supposed to prevent them from climbing into their feed and wasting it. I have
never had much success with these feeders, however. My birds always seem to
be able to roost on the bar and the feeder ends up full of manure.
Note: The more feed you have available, the greater the chances that you’ll
attract mice and rats. Rodents thrive near poultry residences. If you have a continuous supply of feed that the chickens are not consuming within the day, the
rats will easily find it and communicate the discovery to their neighbors. Before
you know it, you may have as many mice and rats as you have chickens. To discourage rodents (who prefer to feed at night), limit the amount of feed you have
left at the end of the day.
It’s frankly impossible to have a feeder that bars feasting rodents while still
being accessible to poultry. The key with rodents is to be proactive and take
care of the population before it becomes large. See chapter 26, Dealing with
Predators, for rodent-control methods.

Waterers
For a water source, adult chickens or bantams can use small rubber water buckets, easily obtained at most farm stores. To avoid tipping, rubber buckets can be
placed several inches down into the soil of earthen-bottom pens and then filled
with water. They should be dumped and refilled on a daily basis. Another way
to keep the bucket from tipping is to set the rubber bucket of water inside the
opening of a discarded automobile tire. These buckets work well because you
can break the ice out of them in the winter without also breaking the bucket.
This type of bucket works great with older birds, but don’t use them with young
chickens or they may drown or become chilled.
Flat pans for water do not work very well for chickens at any time of the year.
The birds tend to make messes in them during winter months and when they
get too hot in summer.
Waterfowl need a water source that’s deep enough for them to dip their
nostrils into to keep them clean. If they cannot do this, you will likely have
several serious respiratory and sinus disease problems develop. Rubber buckets or pans work best, but if at all possible, water your waterfowl outside your
building, because when they start getting bored inside the shed, they will spend
most of their time playing in the waterer. The result of their fun is soggy, moldy
bedding — a huge icy mess in the colder months that’s much less fun for you
than it is for the fowl.
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Waterer made from gallon fruit
or juice can and pan

Chick waterer

Waterer for older birds

Rubber bucket

Winter Watering

If you have an electrical outlet in the chicken building, you may use metal canister
waterers in winter. These look somewhat like the chicken feeders, but water goes in
the cylinder instead of feed, and the top slides down over the canister. By placing them
on a heated water warmer you can provide a source of fresh water for the entire winter, which will help contribute to more egg production and a healthier, thriftier flock.

Roosts
Chickens, guineas, and turkeys are all natural roosters that need to be off the
ground to feel safe at night. The best sorts of roosts are easily made of 2≈2s
(5≈5 cm) that can be found in a building supply store. These boards seem to
be plenty sturdy and are just the right size for the birds to grip. Roosting seems
to be very important to most chickens and turkeys, providing relief from life's
stresses. Figure roost space by determining the width of the adult bird and keeping in mind that the birds will want a snug fit. More bantams will occupy the
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roost per foot than turkeys, for instance. See page 32 earlier in this chapter for
details about how to attach the roost to a building.
Geese and most ducks do not need a roost and will not use one; Muscovy
ducks are the exception. The roost for these animals should be situated about 3
feet (1 m) off the ground and provide about 1 foot (30 cm) of width per bird.
Older breeds of turkeys must have a roost or they will never be content:
they’ll always be trying to find a roost. Naturally mating heritage turkey types,
for example, prefer a higher roost — 6 feet (1.8 m) is ideal for many — while
modern broad-breasted varieties need no roost at all.
Large, heavy breeds of chickens may need to have a small ladderlike structure that gets them up to the level of the roost; however, most breeds can get to
the roost without trouble.
Many types of roost designs exist. The simplest and easiest setup to maintain
involves installing all roosts at the same level, which reduces pecking-order
scuffles.

Nest Boxes
Nest boxes are the final piece of necessary equipment for all fowl. For chickens,
it’s best to situate nest boxes about 2 feet (0.6 m) off the ground. You can either
nail the boxes up or place them on an old bucket or something similiar. Keep
nest boxes for turkeys, ducks, geese and guineas on the ground. Figure one nest
box for every 8 to 10 hens of any species.
You can purchase premade metal nest boxes in many styles or you can build
your own. Follow the directions below to make a reasonably priced, easy-tomake nest. If you are raising ducks, turkeys, or geese, increase the size of the

1×4
(2.5 × 10 cm)

An easy-to-build nest box

12"

12" (30 cm)

12"
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A multiple-stall nest box

nest box appropriately and do not mount it on the wall. For ducks, increase the
sides to 15 inches by 15 inches (38≈38 cm). Geese and turkeys generally require
about 30 inches by 30 inches (76≈76 cm), depending upon the breed.
Do-It-Yourself Nest Box Construction
1. Cut five 1-foot by 1-foot (30≈30 cm) pieces of half-inch (1.25 cm) plywood.
2. Cut a 12-inch (30 cm) piece of 1≈4 (2.5≈10 cm) for the front opening.
3. To form the box, screw all of the plywood pieces together along the edges
using 1-inch (2.5 cm) wood screws, leaving what will be the front of the box
open.
4. Attach the 1≈4 (2.5≈10 cm) piece at the bottom front of the box with screws.
This will serve as a slight lip to hold the bedding in as the birds enter and exit
the box.

You can always use a cardboard box for a quick, temporary nest. In a pinch,
I have used many alternative nests over the years. I have covered some of the
slots in the sides of plastic milk crates and used them successfully.
When planning your poultry venture, spend a solid block of time thinking about
housing, and do so long before you take steps to buy your birds. Determine how many
birds you want, decide which varieties you plan to raise, and outline your hopes for
winter production. If you’re new to an area, check online or with the local National
Weather Service office to learn more about the local climate, prevailing wind direction, and rainfall trends (see Resources for contact information). A little knowledge
about your natural surroundings will add to the success of your operation.
It’s best to complete the building before you even think of purchasing your
flock. Items like nests and feeders can be acquired after the fact, but letting the
building sit empty for a while is far better than dealing with the stress of having
birds with no place to go.

3
Poultry Biology
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT A NEWCOMER to poultry raising understand
a bit about what makes a bird work. Poultry, of course, have a different biological makeup than do humans. This chapter is designed to be a brief introduction to the topic, but by no means is it comprehensive or inclusive. It will give
the reader a general understanding of basic poultry biology. There are many
books, textbooks, and websites available for the reader who wishes a deeper and
broader understanding of the topics covered in this chapter.
Biologically, poultry are similar to humans with a few notable differences.
The most obvious: poultry have feathers instead of hair, wings in place of arms,
no sweat glands, nonexpandable lungs plus air sacs, and a much higher body
temperature, between 105.6 and 107°F (40 to 41.6°C). Poultry have no teeth
(hence the saying scarce as hen’s teeth) but instead use a muscular organ called
a gizzard to grind food.
Poultry biology is similar among the various species. Chickens and bantams
are essentially identical in shape and function, but the organs of the bantams are
smaller. Guineas are very similar to chickens, although they produce a much drier

FOWL LANGUAGE
Species

Adult male

Adult female

Young

Chicken

Rooster or cock

Hen

Chick

Turkey

Tom

Hen

Poult

Guinea

Cock

Hen

Keet

Duck

Drake

Duck or hen

Duckling

Goose

Gander

Goose or hen

Gosling
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waste product, probably because they hail from the drier regions of Africa, where
bodily water conservation would be vital. Quail and pheasants are biologically
similar to guineas. Turkeys have many similarities to chickens, but the toms are
far more prone to air sac problems because they puff up to impress the hens when
they strut. Larger spaces mean more room for bacteria to settle and grow.
Waterfowl anatomy is slightly different. The gizzards of ducks and geese are
far more rigid and the ability of the birds to handle waterborne parasites and
contaminations is much greater. They also are able to handle the cold much
better, due to their down feathers and subcutaneous fat layer.
This chapter focuses on chickens, but serves as an overview of all poultry.

What’s in a Bird?
Although all poultry species and most individual birds have unique physical characteristics, distinctive mannerisms, and matchless temperaments, when you get
right down to it, poultry are made of cells. Cells can be divided into two types: the
tiny prokaryotic cells (simple cells) such as bacteria, and the larger eukaryotic
cells (complex cells) that have a nucleus (a central body where genetic information is stored) and organelles. Think of organelles as miniature organs with
specific functions within each cell, not unlike those in our own body systems.
It is vital for the cells’ health that all of the organelles function properly. It
is therefore crucial that the birds have a balanced diet. While some items in the
diet are needed only in minute quantities of less than 0.01 percent, they are still
essential for healthy cell function. Healthy cells lead to healthy tissues, organs,
organ systems, and of course the sum of it all, a healthy bird.

C O M M E R C I A L LY R A I S E D B I R D S :
S U P E R S I Z E D A N D S I C K LY
The large breast muscle in modern broiler chickens and modern commercial turkeys has caused considerable change to the anatomical
balance of the bird. Created by agribusiness geneticists for rapid
overgrowth, these bird types find natural breeding very difficult and
often impossible to accomplish. The large breast size also leads to
increased stress on the other systems of the body. Because these
genetically forced, physically distorted birds can’t walk as easily as
traditional fowl, the modern broiler and the modern commercial
turkey suffer from heart defects and immune-response problems.
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ANATOMY OF A TYPICAL CHICKEN
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Wattles
Throat
Hackle

Vent

Breastbone
or keel
Breast

Abdomen

Shank

Foot
Toenail

Animal Growth

Toe

There are two ways in which growth occurs in animals: one is called hyperplasia,
which is an increase in the number of cells in the body; the other is hypertrophy,
which is the increase in the size of the existing cells. Each organ system in the body
consists of millions of cells, all working together to perform a common function.
Some cells, such as blood cells, feather follicle cells, and skin cells, always
grow by cell multiplication. Hormones and genetics determine the size of the
cells at maturity, which contributes greatly to a chicken’s final size.
Nerve cells and muscle cells (after hatching) grow by cell enlargement. This
same process occurs in fat cells once birds reach puberty. Body fat acts as an
energy reserve and is the most variable of the body’s components. Body fat varies
greatly with breed, sex, species, and age. It is strongly affected by nutrition.
Muscles are designed for producing movement by contraction. Since muscle
is the part of fowl that one is most concerned with when considering meat, it is
the focus of this discussion.
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Muscles
There are three main types of muscle tissue: skeletal, cardiac, and smooth.
Skeletal muscles build up the body structure. Cardiac muscles make up the
heart. Smooth muscles are found in blood vessels and intestine. The function of
muscle is primarily for body movement, and in the process of movement, heat
generation. Muscles also fill out the shape of the body.
After puberty, most muscle growth is due to hypertrophy, which is why people who raise their birds to make a nice tasty meal of fried chicken, roast goose,
barbecued duck, or roast turkey spend time making sure they are properly fed. The
pectoral or breast muscles are the largest in the bird and therefore garner the most
attention as a food source. This has become increasingly true with large-scale raisers. The modern broiler chicken has huge breast muscles (see box on page 44).
Other muscles of importance to meat raisers include the gastrocnemius
muscle on the back of the leg. This muscle is attached to the toes by the gastrocnemius tendon, which, when relaxed, causes the toes to grasp a limb, thus
allowing the bird to sleep on a roost. It is also the muscle that makes up the
tender, juicy “drumsticks.”
Two major types of skeletal muscle are also of importance: light and dark muscle. Light muscle is so called because of low levels of myoglobin. Myoglobin is the
oxygen-holding molecule in the muscle. Muscles that are used more tend to accumulate more myoglobin and thus are darker in color. The meat never gets very dark
on modern broiler chickens because the birds get very little exercise and have very
low levels of myoglobin. An older breed or heritage-type chicken, turkey, duck,

BONES GROAN ON RAPID GROWERS
Leg weakness — tibial dyschondroplasia — is a common problem
with rapidly growing strains of broiler chickens and commercial largesized turkeys. It can arise in any breed, but occurs far more frequently
in modern turkeys and broilers. These strains have been selected for
rapid growth and are placed on a feed that is 21 to 24 percent protein
and full of trace elements, vitamins, and minerals. They have been
genetically altered to the point of requiring very specific inputs to thrive.
Even when provided with the required inputs, they sometimes display
quirks such as this condition. The rapid growth of commercial broiler
chickens and turkeys makes it nearly impossible for their immune system and structural system to keep up with the rapid changes.
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GAWKY BIG-BONED TEEN BIRDS
Several breeds of chickens have bone growth that varies from the
norm. Jersey Giants and Dorkings put on the bone structure prior to
growth of muscles. This growth habit makes a “teenager” look very
awkward, as they do not yet seem to have the muscle mass to cover
their bones. The birds eventually grow the muscles to cover their big
bones, seeming to blossom overnight. With breeds such as these,
healthy bone structure is vital. It’s crucial to provide them with wellbalanced feed that contains an excellent source of calcium, phosphorous, other minerals, and vitamin D.

goose, pheasant, or quail raised free range will have much darker “dark meat.”
Certain breeds that are always on the move will have extremely dark meat.
If you are accustomed to store-purchased broiler chickens or broad-breasted
turkey, you will be taken aback when you serve up your first heritage bird raised
on pasture. The color of the meat will be a big shocker. I have dressed out birds
with legs the color of beefsteak.
Proper muscle growth depends upon the bird’s access to the appropriate
nutrients. Rapid muscle growth means less flavor. Longer growth periods equal
more flavorful meat, but because the muscle also becomes stronger the longer
it grows, the meat gets tougher.
The yolk, white, and eggshell provide the nutrition for the unhatched chick.
But once the bird is hatched, the nutrition must come from a properly balanced
ration and good, fresh, clean water. The right balance of amino acids and minerals is key for muscles to grow and function properly. Calcium is also necessary
for proper growth and long-term health.

Bones
Bone growth is most rapid after hatching. Bones are very soft and tender in a
newly hatched bird and the structure and stability change rapidly during the
first few days.
The skeleton of the bird is compact, lightweight, and very sturdy. The vertebrae (spinal column bones) of the neck are strong and flexible, but the mid
region (thoracic) vertebrae and lumbar vertebrae in the lower back are fused
to make a strong structural support for flying birds. The sternum (breastbone)
has the flight muscles attached to it and protects the vital organs.
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Proper skeletal development is crucial if muscle development is to occur.
Tibial dyschondroplasia (leg weakness) is a periodic problem with rapidly
growing strains of broiler chickens, ducks, and large broad-breasted turkeys.
The condition infrequently arises in other breeds (see box, page 46). This leg
weakness occurs when there is an abnormally large number of chondrocytes
(cartilage cells) and a dearth of osteocytes (bone cells) due to a surge in
growth hormone. The bones grow without proper mineralization and vascularization, which is the development of fully functioning blood vessels and
structure, making them soft and incapable of supporting the animal’s weight.
Modern broiler chickens and large broad-breasted turkeys have very soft
bones. Many times you can bite all the way through the bone, as it is extremely
soft and pliable. You could break a tooth, however, if you tried to bite through
the leg bone of a traditional or heritage chicken, turkey, duck, or goose butchered at sixteen weeks. These breeds have completely different growth patterns
and genetic makeup.
Female poultry have a specialized type of bone tissue called medullary bone,
which is used as a storage area for calcium for egg formation. Levels of parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, vitamin D, and estrogen affect medullary bone. This
bone is formed about 10 days prior to the formation of the first egg and accounts

F E AT H E R I N G FA C T
Let’s say you receive your first assortment of chicks in the mail and
notice some are beginning to get their feathers and others look
funny and nearly bare. Should you be concerned? Not at all. Genetics
determine the rate at which a bird grows feathers. Some birds
feather slowly, some more rapidly.
Slow feathering is a dominant trait, meaning that it will express
itself if present in the genetic makeup of a bird, and is sex-linked,
meaning the trait is carried on the sex chromosomes. Fast feathering
is desirable on broilers and laying hens. In rapidly feathering chicks,
the primary and secondary feathers are longer than the coverts. In
slow-feathering chicks, the primaries and coverts are about the same
length at hatching. The cross between a fast-feathering male and a
slow-feathering female results in a slow-feathering male and a fastfeathering female. Knowing this is helpful for those who want to take
on the challenge of breed creation or breed improvement.
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for about a 10 percent increase in skeletal weight. This bone formation occurs
only in laying hens, not in males or immature females. Medullary bone is not a
single bone, but a part of the bones found in many parts of the body: the tibia,
femur, pubic bone, sternum, ribs, ulna, toes, and scapula. The marrow cavity
of medullary bone is filled with fine interlacing needle-like spicules of bone to
provide a ready supply of calcium for the shell of the egg.
Poultry also have specialized bones called pneumatic bones connected to
the respiratory system through the air sacs. These bones are hollow and include
the skull, humerus, clavicle, and keel, lumbar, and sacral vertebrae. Hollow
bones are adaptations for flight in most birds and help all poultry get somewhat
airborne as well.

Feathers
When a chick hatches it has practically no feathers, but is covered with down,
a fluffy first plumage. As the chick’s first days pass, the down feathers begin to
grow longer and develop shafts that become the first set of feathers. Chicks
usually are fully feathered by the age of four to five weeks. Some breeds feather
irregularly and in most cases females feather out completely and more uniformly than do male birds.
Feathers are used to protect birds from the elements, insulate, aid in flight,
and also aid in sex differentiation. The rate of feathering, the development
of feathers other than down, varies by breed but follows this general pattern:
shoulder and thigh around two to three weeks; rump and breast at three to four
weeks; abdomen, neck, and leg at four to five weeks; back at five to six weeks;
and wing coverts and head at six to seven weeks.
ANATOMY OF A WEBBED FEATHER
Vane or web
Quill

Barb
Barbule

The thickest vertical part: shaft
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L AY I N G U N T I L T H E Y D R O P
Many commercial laying operations control the laying cycle of a flock
with artificial light and extend the laying cycle well beyond the normal time of 8 to 12 months. This is done to get the most possible
eggs out of the hen before she goes off to the soup factory and is
replaced by a new, unsuspecting young pullet about to begin her
life of high production. Once she begins her laying cycle, she will be
forced to produce as many eggs as possible until she is exhausted.

A feather is made up of a quill, which is carried through the vane as a shaft
(see diagram on page 49). The barbs branch out from the quill and barbules
branch from the barbs. The barbicels that branch from the barbules have small
hooks on the ends that interconnect with other barbicels to make the vane more
airtight.
Molting is a seasonal event for all birds. More than just a time of feather
loss, it is also when fowl decline in reproductive ability, sperm count goes
down in males, and females stop producing eggs. It is an essential process
for the bird to take some time off from the intense pressures of laying. The
bird rests and not only regenerates feathers but also refreshes the reproductive tract and rebuilds overall body strength. It is perhaps more crucial in the
female than the male, but is an important period of rejuvenation for both
sexes. Egg laying is hard on the system and the hens need a rest to help rebuild
calcium levels in the body as well as time to grow a new set of feathers for
insulation and protection.
In natural-light systems, molting occurs as autumn approaches and the days
grow shorter. Days and nights get cooler, light decreases, and hens, as well as
roosters, will usually molt and get a fresh new coat of feathers to survive the
winter. Waterfowl and turkeys tend to molt sooner than the autumnal equinox.
They typically begin losing their feathers after the first big summer heat wave —
males first, then females.
Remember, feathers are high in protein, so a bird needs a good diet when
undergoing this process. The molting phase is not the time to cut corners on
feed (not that there ever is a good time). With the use of artificial light, the duration of laying prior to molting can be extended to 15 months or more. After this,
however, the bird is usually physiologically exhausted and ready for slaughter.
Backyard flock owners must be careful about overuse of artificial lighting if
they wish to extend the life and reproductive cycle of the bird. See chapter 28,
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Calendar Considerations, for more information about molting and the use of
artificial light to extend the laying period.

The Cardiovascular and Respiratory Systems
As in the human cardiovascular system, the blood in poultry serves the primary purpose of carrying oxygen to the cells and removing carbon dioxide.
The blood also brings hormones, antibodies, and nutrients to the tissues and
removes waste products, conveying them to the kidneys. Unlike the red blood
cells of humans, poultry red blood cells contain a nucleus. Poultry hearts beat
at a much higher rate than the human average of 60 to 68 beats per minute; the
birds’ rates average between 280 and 340 beats per minute.
Respiration is different in poultry as, along with lungs, birds have air sacs
and hollow bones. The avian lung is a rigid system of blood capillaries and air in
close contact. The lung does not expand as it does in mammals; it is more like
a flow-through system with a small capacity that does not expand to accept the
tidal gas volume. The air sacs function similarly to bellows. They are divided
into pairs: one in the abdomen, one in the cervical (neck) area, and two pairs
in the thorax. Additionally, there is one interclavicular air sac.
Poultry do not possess a diaphragm, the muscular membrane in humans
that contracts and relaxes to move air. In birds, breathing occurs when the
abdominal muscles relax, the inspiratory muscles contract, and the body cavity expands. This creates negative pressure in the air sacs throughout the body,
drawing air through the lungs and over tiny honeycombed passageways called
parabronchi. Upon expiration, the expiratory muscles contract and force air
back over the lungs and out the mouth and nostrils.
THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Windpipe

The connection of the air sacs,
lungs, and hollow bones give the
bird the advantage of an almost
constant supply of air during
movement and flight.

Lungs
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The air sacs and lungs also help with thermoregulation. Heat and moisture are both removed from the body through respiration. See page 59, at
the end of this chapter, for a more detailed discussion of body temperature
regulation.

The Digestive System
Poultry are all omnivores and their digestive system is characteristic of that
feeding habit. They do not have lips, a soft palate, or teeth. Their mandibles
(jaws) are referred to as a beak. The upper mandible is attached to the skull and
the lower is hinged. The hard palate (the roof of the mouth) is divided by a long
narrow slit that allows airflow to the nasal passages. This slit in the roof of the
mouth makes it impossible for the birds to create a vacuum to draw water into
the mouth. The bird must raise its head every time it takes a drink, using gravity
to move the water down.
The tongue is pointed at the front and brush-like at the back to help push
food down the esophagus (gullet). Saliva with the enzyme amylase is secreted
by the glands of the mouth to help lubricate the food and aid in its passage
down the esophagus. At the base of the esophagus is the crop, which serves as
a storage place for food before it enters the proventriculus, which is the true
stomach. In the proventriculus, hydrochloric acid and digestive enzymes begin
the digestive process.
Food then passes into the ventriculus, more commonly known as the gizzard, where it is ground into smaller particles. Adding tiny pieces of rock called
THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
Ventriculus
(gizzard)
Esophagus
Crop

Vent
Cloaca

Proventriculus
(true stomach)

Ceca
Liver
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grit to the diet aids in the grinding process and shortens the amount of time
food spends in the gizzard. Feeding a laying crumble or pellet will most likely
mean little need for grit as the feed is already ground up and thus spends very
little time in the gizzard. If the feed ration is whole scratch grains, the birds
need grit and the feed will spend more time digesting in the gizzard.
Upon leaving the gizzard, food enters the small intestine and mixes with
digestive secretions from the liver and pancreas. The enzymes produced in the
wall of the small intestine aid in the digestion of proteins and sugars. Absorption
of the nutrients into the bloodstream takes place in the small intestine prior to
food entering the large intestine. The point where the small and large intestine
meet is where the ceca are located. These are two dead-end sacs in which some
additional bacterial digestion takes place, but little is known of their function.
Animal scientists do know that these cecal pouches are the first place to look
when checking for the parasitic sporazoan disease coccidiosis and other diseases during an autopsy.
The large intestine in birds is very short — only about 4 inches (10 cm)
long — and is about twice the diameter of the small intestine. It is here that
water reabsorption takes place and body fluid balance is maintained. The end
of the intestine is called the cloaca. Cloaca means “sewer” in Latin; this name
is fitting, as the cloaca is the area where the digestive, urinary, and reproductive
systems all empty into the vent, the external opening at the rear of the body.
In addition to aiding in digestion, the liver also detoxifies blood and manufactures uric acid, which is later filtered out by the kidneys. Uric acid mixes in
with the feces and is the white product in bird droppings. Remember, chickens
do not have a urinary bladder and do not store urine.
The kidneys filter, absorb, and excrete. They filter water and some other
substances along with waste products of metabolism. They conserve water and
produce the enzyme renin, which helps regulate blood pressure and synthesizes metabolites of vitamin D to aid in the absorption of calcium for eggshell
and bone formation.

The Reproductive System
We see two types of reproduction in the animal world: asexual and sexual.
All poultry species are sexual reproducers, which means production of a new
individual requires the union of male and female sex cells. The reproductive
organs in poultry consist of the testes in the male, and ovary and oviduct
in the female. Birds differ from mammals in that the egg has a hard shell
and must be incubated (warmed and nurtured) outside of the parent’s body.
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WA I T B E F O R E T H E Y M AT E
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, it was common
practice to purchase turkey hens that had been bred and would
soon lay an entire clutch of fertile eggs. Buyers did not purchase a
male, only bred hens. They relied on the seller to make sure the hen
was bred.
The male’s sperm live in the female’s body for roughly 20 days.
However, the length of time a hen remains fertile from one mating
can vary greatly from breed to breed and bird to bird. This is also
a key factor in determining how long you must have a new mating
together before you begin saving eggs for setting. If you aren’t sure
of the length of fertility, you run the risk of having no proper record of
your breeding lines; you won’t know who the new chicks’ father is.
Three weeks is a safe waiting period to be sure of getting eggs
from the pairing you desire. With turkey hens, however, you should
make sure before collecting eggs that they have mated with the
new male if you want to guarantee purity. Turkey hens can be very
particular about who they mate with and may shun your choice of a
new mate for them.

The egg contains all the necessary elements to support life during embryonic
development. A strong shell protects the contents of the egg and the developing embryo. The female bird is unique in the animal world in that it develops
only one functional ovary and oviduct; most other animals have two.

In Males
The testes of the male are paired but, unlike those of most mammals, are
located internally, near the tip of the kidneys. This means that the sperm is
produced at body temperature, not a degree or two lower as is the case in
most mammals. Relative to body size, the testes are much larger in birds than
in mammals. In chickens, they constitute about 1 percent of the body weight.
The testes also increase in size during the breeding season and decrease in the
nonbreeding season. This is particularly evident in geese and turkeys, where
the testes during the breeding season increase upwards of three to four times
the size they are in the off-season.
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The testes are made up of dense tubes, connective tissue, blood capillaries,
and Leydig cells. The Leydig cells produce the male steroid hormone testosterone. Testosterone causes sperm cells to mature and the development of secondary sex characteristics, which include feather patterns and colors, crowing, and
sexual behavior.
Other male sexual reproductive organs include the vasa efferentia, epididymis, ductus deferens, ejaculatory groove, and the phallus (penis). The phallus of
waterfowl is spiral shaped with an ejaculatory groove that can protrude as much
as an inch or so. Mating chickens and turkeys, however, have no penis to convey
the sperm to the female. Instead, the semen is transferred to the cloacal area near
the phallus, where it makes contact with the female’s cloaca in an act called a
cloacal kiss.
It is very important that there are no obstructions that prevent the cloacas
from meeting. For example, the lack of a tailbone in rumpless fowl makes
feathers grow down over the vent opening. If this characteristic occurs in both
male and female birds, it acts very much as a birth control device.
The average male chicken produces less than ¼ teaspoon (about 1 ml) of
ejaculate containing as many as 3.5 billion sperm. Because sperm can live
within the body of the hen for up to 20 days, the great volume is needed to
maintain fertility for that period. Other factors, including health of male and
female, determine the amount of time the hen remains fertile.
Light is a major factor in determining sexual maturity and sperm production in the male. Hormones are released from the pituitary gland in response
to increasing day length and in turn stimulate the testes to produce sperm
and testosterone.

In Females
The right ovary (female reproductive organ) and oviduct (tube that transports
eggs from ovary) are present in the embryo in all birds, but in poultry only the
left ovary and oviduct develop. If you were to dissect a young female bird, you
would find a left ovary containing roughly 2,000 visible small ova (reproductive
cells). In a mature functioning ovary, a hierarchy of developing yolks is found,
with between four and six large yolk-filled follicles seen at any one time. The
largest one is the next one to be ovulated and produce an egg.
The follicle (yolk) is covered by a membrane that is highly vascularized,
except in one section called the stigma. The follicular membrane ruptures
along the stigma at ovulation. If the follicular membrane ruptures anywhere
else, a small amount of blood will be released along with the follicle and a harmless blood spot will be on the egg.
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THE HEN’S REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

Infundibulum
Ova

Ovary

Isthmus

Shell gland
Magnum

Vent

Once ovulation occurs, the egg is caught in the infundibulum, which is
the first part of the oviduct. Ovulation occurs daily for most of the year, except
during molting and feather regrowth. Sperm storage areas are located in the
infundibulum, where fertilization takes place and the first layer of albumen
(protein component of an egg white, called the chalaza (spiral cord between
egg yolk and lining membrane), is produced. This whole process takes only
about 15 minutes.
Next, the yolk passes to the magnum, the largest part of the oviduct, where most
of the albumen is formed and deposited around the yolk. The time spent in the magnum is about 2 to 3 hours. After the magnum comes the isthmus, where the inner
and outer shell membranes are formed. The time spent here is about 1.5 hours.
The last stage of egg production is the longest: the egg’s development in the
shell gland or uterus takes between 18 and 21 hours. Here the egg takes up salts
and water, and the final part, the hard shell, is added. The cuticle layer, the thin
protective layer on the outside of the egg (very obvious in duck and goose eggs,
but harder to notice in chicken, turkey, and guinea eggs), accumulates over the
shell and then the egg passes into the vagina, where it turns 180 degrees so that
the large end comes out first.
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Average total time for the process is somewhat breed dependent but generally
runs 22 to 25 hours.

The Nervous System
The nervous system is divided into the central nervous system, of the brain and
spinal cord, and the peripheral nervous system, which includes the cranial and
spinal nerves. It works similarly to that of humans with only a few exceptions.

Vision
The avian eye is similar to other vertebrate eyes but has many superior abilities.
Birds are considered to have the finest ocular organs of the animal world. Most
birds focus across a range that is twice that of the average 20-year-old human,
and their peak color vision in the orange-red portion of the spectrum. They also
have both monocular and binocular vision with fields of view of around 300
degrees. Birds can see almost all the way around them, which is why it is hard
to sneak up on them.

Hearing
Birds have a keen sense of hearing and excellent equilibrium. They also have a
remarkable ability to imitate sounds.

B L O O D S P O T S A N D M E AT S P O T S :
NOT SIGNS OF DEVELOPING EMBRYOS
A blood spot in your egg does not mean that the egg has started to
develop; stress to the hen creates this problem. For example, constant spooking of laying hens or other kinds of trauma often leads to
eggs with blood spots. Blood spots appear in various sizes on the yolk
of the egg and in most cases can be avoided with management.
Another harmless condition, sometimes called meat spots, occurs
when an egg contains a hard lump that looks kind of like a dark,
red-brown piece of meat. This seems to be a genetically inherited
tendency within certain breeds. Meat spots do not appear on the
surface of the yolk but in the white near the yolk. Like blood spots,
meat spots are not evidence of developing embryos from partial
incubation, but rather a condition indicating that the ovaries are not
working ideally.
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Taste
Chickens have a specific taste for only so much sodium chloride and will not
eat food with a salt concentration exceeding 0.9 percent. They have a range of
acceptance for sour, and show a sensitivity to bitter taste. It is reported that they
do not have a preference for sugars. I have noticed, however, that they will go
for watermelons and muskmelons over cucumbers and squash when given a
choice. I have also seen a preference for fruits such as peaches and apples over
tomatoes. In fact, turkeys almost seem addicted to sweet things such as watermelons and muskmelons and will go to great lengths to gain access to them. If
I put down piles of cucumbers and tomatoes and squash and then drop a fresh
melon, they will go to the melon every time.

Smell
Like other poultry, chickens have a sense of smell, some sharper than others.
Although most fowl don’t have the ability to smell dead things at a great distance, as vultures do, they do tend to combine their senses to locate areas where
insects might be, such as fly larvae devouring a rotting carcass.

The Endocrine System
Endocrine glands produce hormones in a bird’s body. These glands include:

pituitary-hypothalamus complex, gonads, pancreas, adrenals, thyroid, parathyroid, ultimobranchial, and pineal. For a more detailed study of each of these,
you may wish to consult the numerable reputable books on avian physiology as
well as many websites on the topic.

Pituitary Gland
The pituitary gland is the master gland of the body and works in conjunction with the hypothalamus. This gland secretes several types of hormones,
including gonadotropins, thyrotropin, prolactin, somatotropin, and adenocorticotropic hormone.
The gonadotropin hormones of the most concern to the backyard poultry person are LH and FSH. In male chickens, LH acts to stimulate the Leydig cells, which
differentiate and produce testosterone. FSH promotes production of sperm. Both
LH and FSH are important in the female system as well. LH induces ovulation,
and both LH and FSH stimulate the production of several steroid hormones.
Thyrotropin, prolactin, somatotropin, and adrenocorticotropic hormones
are important to the regulatory balance of the health of poultry. Each has a
specific purpose for regulation of a body process and, as with humans, all need
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to function properly for birds to grow and thrive. There’s not much a home
raiser can do to change the levels of these in their poultry; it’s not the same as
in humans, where a doctor can prescribe medicines to adjust hormone levels.
Birds are unable to communicate their problems and the expense of blood tests
to determine irregularities would far exceed the cost of the birds.
In a lifetime of raising poultry, the average person will eventually encounter
a bird that has some hormonal imbalance of some sort. It is only a matter of
time before a dwarflike bird that doesn’t grow appears in the flock, or a bird that
doesn’t seem to be one sex or the other. Some of these hormonal imbalances can
lead to mysterious sudden deaths. It is probably best not to become too frantic
and panic if an occasional bird shows up that seems to be different. It is not
always a disease; in many cases, it is just a hormonal imbalance that cannot be
helped by ordinary means.

Gonads
The gonads (sex organs) of fowl consist of the testes in the male and ovary
and oviduct in the female. Light plays a key role in hormone production in the
gonads of both sexes. Low light usually means low hormonal production, which
translates into fewer eggs and low activity by the males. Low activity by the
males means less crowing and less, if any, breeding.
Male geese will change temperament entirely during breeding season. Mild
and petlike the rest of the year, they can become extremely aggressive and
impossible to be around during breeding season. All of this is directly related to
the increase in the male hormone.
The male is not the only one with behaviors controlled by hormones. Nesting
and brooding behavior in females is also hormonally controlled and influenced
by light. Light periods of fewer than 12 hours will seriously hamper egg production; 12 to 18 hours of light promotes maximum egg production. Exceptionally
long periods of light, such as continuous daylight, usually reduce egg numbers
but increase egg size.

Body Temperature Regulation
Chickens and other poultry species are able to regulate their body temperature
differently than other homeotherms. Homeotherms are animals that are able
to regulate and maintain a fairly constant body temperature. Birds do not have
sweat glands but are very efficient at respiratory evaporative cooling. The comb,
wattles, shanks, and feet are exposed surfaces where increased blood flow will
result in heat loss. This is crucial in both summer and winter.
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In summer, single-combed birds handle heat better than do those with cushion or pea combs. The large single comb provides an excellent way to lose heat.
The reverse is true in the winter, when large single or rose combs are a hazard
in brutally cold weather. Combs and wattles on large single-combed birds can
easily get frostbite during cold snaps.
Raisers with chillier facilities will want to take care to either choose appropriate breeds or keep the birds in a reduced production state during cold times.
I find it easiest to avoid forcing my birds to lay during periods of extreme cold
by using only natural light and feeding a low-calcium feed that keeps comb and
wattle growth to a minimum.
Although I’ve included this chapter for readers to gain a basic understanding of poultry biology, it’s my hope that a beginner not become frustrated with
all of the technical terms and complex functions described. Focus, instead, on
the essential knowledge that you need to maintain a healthy and happy flock.

4
Baby Basics
REALLY THE BEST WAY TO START raising a poultry flock is to purchase
day-old chicks, goslings, ducklings, poults (young turkeys), or keets (young
guinea fowl). While it can be easier for some to purchase adult birds, it is a far
more rewarding experience to raise chicks. They are the most impressionable
(and the cutest), and when they are a day old, give you a chance to bond with
them and to train them to behave in a manner that suits your purposes. If you
start out with adults, you are getting someone else’s training, which can cause you
problems. For example, I like to teach my birds early in life to go into their buildings at night. They all start heading in when they see me coming in the evening.
Whenever I get new birds, it is a struggle to get them to learn my routine.
There are some drawbacks, however, to starting with day-olds if you are a
first-time poultry raiser. Day-olds need very specific types of feed and certain
environmental conditions to thrive. They also must grow for five months before
they are ready for production. The most common mistakes made with day-olds
are in the areas of heating, bedding, feeding, and watering the birds. These mistakes can be avoided with just a bit of knowledge.
Methods are similar for raising day-olds of all species of poultry — chickens,
guineas, turkeys, quail, pheasants, peafowl, ducks, geese and so on — with only
minor adjustments made for species differences. The word “chicks” is used in
this chapter to refer to all poultry babies. More explicit raising requirements for
each type of fowl are included in the chapter focusing on that poultry type.

A New Home for the Newly Hatched
Whether picked up at the local farm store or shipped in, your first batch of
chicks will be perhaps your most enjoyable poultry-raising experience. It’s
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exciting to open up the box and see those little chicks looking up at you. They
are thirsty, hungry, cold, and ready to start life. You need to make preparations
before they arrive so they will be able to transition into their new home in an
easy and stress-free fashion.
There are many ways to raise day-old chicks. In days gone by when flocks
were huge and there were large metal brooders fit for raising 500 baby chicks at
a time, several of those could fill a large shed. Those days are nearly gone. Now
you either see huge-scale facilities with hundreds of thousands of day-olds being
raised simultaneously, or you see those who raise just a few. Most backyard
poultry raisers have no more than a couple hundred chickens, and many have
only 25 or so. Until you become more familiar with the requirements of day-old
poultry, it’s probably best if you start out with a small number of chicks.

CHIX MIX
Chicks, guinea keets, turkey poults, and pheasant chicks have similar needs and can all be raised together as day-olds. In fact, it is
always a good idea to raise a few chicken babies with your poults,
to help the turkeys discern where the food is and to keep them from
settling down in one particular location, falling asleep for too long,
and becoming overheated. Chicks are more active; they tend to keep
the poults moving.
I have raised small bantam chicks with Coturnix quail, and as long
as the quail chicks make up the majority of the group, both species
can benefit. The quail have bigger “siblings” to snuggle up to, and the
bantams are stimulated to be more active by their energetic friends.
Ducks and geese are also easily raised together. Both species
love water, and because of this, do best when raised separate from
other poultry.
If you are very proactive and keep ahead of sanitation chores, you
might be able to raise a few ducks and geese with chickens, turkeys,
and guineas, but never quail. Keep in mind that the waterfowls’ water
play can be very hard on turkeys and guineas. I don’t recommend
that you keep these species together for long periods of time, but for
the first couple of days before ducks and geese discover their love
for water, and as long as you have fewer waterfowl than other members of the group, it can work just fine.
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FLOCK SIZE AND EQUIPMENT
Determining how many day-olds to raise is a matter of personal
choice, area farming restrictions, and money available for investment. You may be in a city situation where you’re limited to six
birds. If that’s the case, you may not want to invest lots of money
in brooding equipment typically made for larger broods, making the
discount-store plastic tub method the best choice. Those desiring
a larger-scale operation may find the best raising system to be an
entire rack (four or five) of metal tier brooders. With these, multiple
batches of chicks can be raised simultaneously.

Brooder Choices
There are a number of ways to raise baby birds. You could let a mother hen do
the work, although this natural method is not usually an option until you have
an established flock (see chapter 18, Incubation).
Large-scale metal brooders are another option. They can handle between
250 and 500 chicks each and require a large space inside a building — not really
practical for the average backyard raiser. These are designed for placement on the
floor in the center of the room, where chicks can run in and out under the cover,
and find the food and water located on the edges of the brooder. The birds are
warmed by either a series of large heat bulbs or a single bulb with a heating element attached to a thermostat. Some of these brooders are propane fueled.
Metal tier brooders are available for purchase as single units or entire systems that usually include four or five separate tiers, each capable of handling
25 to 50 chicks. The tiers rest on a metal rack with rollers, which allows for
easy transport around your facility. This setup is ideal for a raiser who wants to
start the young ones in the corner of the garage with minimal mess. Each of the
tiers has feed and water pans in the form of troughs on the outside edges. Each
tier also has a heating element and an adjustable wafer-controlled thermostat
to maintain the proper temperature.
Metal tier brooders are really ideal for the Nervous Nellie who worries that
conditions and temperatures aren’t quite right. The thermostat assures that the
temperature won’t vary much from night to day. These systems have become
more expensive in recent years, however, mostly due to the decline in the number of manufacturers. But if you’re planning to raise one or more batches of
chicks a year over a number of years, it’s a worthy investment.
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Inside a well insulated, predator-proof shed, you can create a larger brooder
space with suspended heat lamps and a draft shield around the perimeter.

Keeping day-olds clean is easy with the addition of manure pans under the
wire mesh floor, and the longevity of the equipment is remarkable. With continuous use from March to October, I’ve been able to get two to three years of
use out of the manure pans, and the feed and water troughs are in excellent
shape after more than 10 years. Any leaks that form in the water troughs can be
sealed up with acrylic caulk.
Waterfowl are the hardest on metal tier brooders, as the moisture accumulated from water play among ducklings and goslings and the very wet waste they
produce decreases the longevity of the manure pan. The average chickens can
be kept on one of the brooder tiers for about four weeks if started on day one.
Waterfowl will be comfortably kept in them for two to three weeks maximum.
Alternative brooder setups can be as simple as having a confined space in a
well-insulated building and hanging heat lamps in various locations with a draft
shield on the floor. A draft shield might be foot-high boards or a bent metal
roofing piece surrounding the warmed brooding area, temporarily held in place
by concrete blocks or buckets of sand so it can be quickly removed as the birds
grow. I have even constructed temporary structures with bales of hay and straw.
These creative brooders can expand as the birds age. An area of about 6 by 6
feet (1.8 ≈ 1.8 m) is just right for one hundred day-old chicks. Enlarge the space
each week as they grow and become more adventurous.
When building these makeshift brooders, use common sense to prevent overheating and chilling of the day-olds and to avoid fire dangers. The best litter for
this situation is large-size wood shavings. Fine straw can also be used, but make
sure it can’t be fluffed up too close to the heat lamp. Do not use fine powdery
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sawdust. The area must also be rat-proof; rats (not mice) will destroy day-olds on
their first night in their new home. See chapter 26, Dealing with Predators, for a
rat-proofing discussion.
If this type of brooder is in a large building, remember the season, and adjust
heat lamps and wattage accordingly. Use either 250- or 125-watt heat bulbs and
adjust the bulbs based on the room temperature, season, number of chicks, and
other factors. Keep a thermometer at the birds’ level and try to keep it at 95°F
(35°C) the first week. This is the time to be an overprotective mom or pop;
frequently check to see that the babies aren’t too cold or too warm (see box on
page 72, Recognizing Temperature-Stressed Babies) and that the lamp is correctly situated. I strongly advocate hanging the lamp at one end of the space to
allow for relief from too warm an afternoon at the other end.
Never allow heat lamps to hang closer than 12 inches (30 cm), a proper
distance for cold weather. In warmer weather the lamp can hang roughly 18
inches (45 cm) from the birds. Read carefully the recommendations given by
the light bulb and lamp manufacturers. I hang my lamps from the rafters or
2≈4s (5≈10 cm) situated specifically for that purpose, using two pieces of electric-fence wire to ensure they will not drop to the ground and start a fire.
A more detailed discussion of how to manage heat for brooding chicks starts
on page 70 in this chapter.

The Plastic Tub Brooder
If you plan to raise just a few broods a year, the cheapest and most reliable way
to keep baby chicks clean, safe, and free from drafts is to use large 110-quart
(104 L) plastic storage containers as first shelters in their new home. They are a
cinch to clean and sanitize, can be used year after year, and don’t require highwattage light bulbs, decreasing fire risk. You can easily make a screen enclosure

An easy, cheap and
reliable solution: the
plastic tub brooder
(cutaway view)
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on top and place the heat lamp with the 60-, 75-, or 100-watt bulb in it directly
on top of the screen. I transfer my chicks to the metal tier brooder as an intermediate home sometime between ten days and two weeks, but at three to four
weeks you can just as easily go straight to the floor of a building, provided it is
predator-proof.
You can purchase the plastic tubs from a nearby department, discount, or
house and garden store — any color will do — and you won’t need the lid. The
height of the tub, which varies only slightly from manufacturer to manufacturer, allows for a good distance between the babies and their heat source when
you’ve fashioned a screen for the top. The plastic sides also make it draft free,
which is very important for young poultry.
Roughly 50 day-old chicks fit in a 110-quart (104 L) plastic tub, but time will
pass quickly, so plan ahead and purchase several tubs. By the end of the first
week I divide them into three groups, putting groups of 15 to 20 chicks each in
separate tubs. Alternatively, you can fit up to 25 in a tub comfortably for the first
two weeks of their lives. You also can buy smaller plastic tubs, but the 110-quart
(104 L) size is the most functional for a batch of chicks. If you have fewer chicks,
they can just live in the brooder longer.
If you plan to raise a greater number of babies, you may wish to use something larger than the plastic tub. Old, discarded livestock water tanks — even
those that are rusted in spots or have holes in them — make excellent starter
brooders for a larger number of chicks. Caulk or cover large holes (chicksized and up). Smaller holes can be left: they will drain water, which makes
this a very usable structure. Unless the tank is an atypical size, 100 chicks,
50 ducklings or poults, or 25 goslings will usually fit nicely in one of these
for several weeks.
Making It Comfortable
Line each plastic tub with five or six newspaper pages. Be sure to use the news
sections, not the slickly finished pages found in the store advertisement sections
or magazines. Slick surfaces provide too many chances for tender young feet to
slip, and slipping and sliding will cause serious problems such as splayed legs
(see box). You can use paper towels on top of or instead of newspaper layers.
When you lay down the newspaper, put the chick pad that came in the
shipping box with the chicks at the end where you’re planning to have a heat
light. The pad is most often made of a stiff corrugated paper or shredded woven
excelsior. This provides a little bit of firm footing for the babies — a surface that
they can cling to and one on which there will be less slip-sliding around.
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S P L AY E D L E G S
Splayed legs is a condition where a chick’s legs are not situated
under its body but rather go out to the sides. The condition occurs
for a number of reasons, but chiefly befalls a young fowl placed on
a slick surface where it loses traction. After slipping and sliding its
muscles become displaced. A bird also can acquire splayed legs if it
stays too long in the shell at hatching and gets stuck on the way out.
The legs firm up in an awkward position, making it difficult to walk
and for muscles to develop properly.
Chicks suffering from splayed legs are typically only able to slide
around on their bellies with either one or both legs spread like airplane wings out to the side. In most cases, there is not much you can
do for them at this point. Methods that sometimes work to correct it
include using a piece of string to tie the legs together for a few days.
Band-Aids or tape can also be applied for a short period of time.
After a week, if these splints don’t work and the chick still can’t
walk properly, you are probably not going to be successful and must
dispose of the chick. It’s questionable as to how much effort you
should put into this attempt to help the bird and whether or not you
should ever use a bird that survives it as breeder stock.

If you do not have a chick pad, you can use coarse wood shavings, but do not
use very fine wood or cedar shavings. Fine shavings are sometimes eaten and
the components can be found in the crop or gizzard upon death. Cedar shavings give off moth-killing fumes that will also fumigate some baby poultry. If
coarse wood shavings are not available, you can use coarse, dry sphagnum peat
moss. You can use sand, too, but be careful there again, because the birds can
eat it if you are a poor parent and fail to properly feed them. (As a general rule,
when provided with proper food chicks consume only enough sand to satisfy
their gizzard.)
You also can be somewhat creative here and use old towels or clothes and
even paper towels for a ground surface; use whatever is available that will keep
them from slipping and is not dangerous or toxic if sampled.
Plastic tubs work fine for other species of poultry. They are a great choice for
messy waterfowl, as the tubs are easy to clean. They are also superb for guineas
and turkeys as they eliminate drafts. Plan on being able to house about 15 to 20
ducklings, 10 to 15 goslings, and 15 to 20 turkeys per tub.
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Food, Water, and Medicine
Now that you have a home established, you need to start furnishing it with
necessary eating and drinking equipment. There are almost as many choices
for feeders and drinkers for young fowl as there are feeds and medicines. Wise
choices for all of these necessities will help your young flock grow and thrive.

The Waterer
The first thing your babies will need for sustenance is a no-drown chicken
waterer. The part of the waterer you buy is a dish-like bottom piece or fount you
can buy at most farm stores. Then you simply screw the bottom onto a standard
quart or pint glass Mason jar. Some will even come with an attached plastic jar
all ready to go. You will need either a no-drown fount or one that’s a little bit
larger, depending upon the type of baby poultry you are raising.
If it’s waterfowl you’re caring for, choose a water source that allows them to
dip their bill. With these, they can rinse their nostrils.
If you’ve acquired chickens, turkeys, or guineas, try to choose a waterer that
has a smaller surface so that they don’t get too wet when getting a drink.
Refer to chapter 2, Housing and Supplies, for more information about proper
feeding and watering equipment.

The Feeder
Next you need to obtain equipment for feeding your young ones. Available feeders are either round, with holes in the top, or long troughs. I recommend purchasing feeders that are plastic or metal and attached to a jar so you can feed
less frequently. These quart jars hold more feed than a flat trough feeder does,
and the feed comes out at the bottom where chicks have easy access and can
self-feed. Although it’s not the best long-term solution, if you need a feeder in a
pinch, you can always just put the feed on an old plastic yogurt or cottage cheese
container lid. The more chicks you have, the bigger the lid should be.
When raising baby turkeys, it is frequently best to sprinkle the food around
where they are sleeping so that they can get used to pecking and eating.
When feeding baby chicks, starter feed should contain at least 20 percent protein
(see Feeds, next page). Whether or not to use medicated starter will be discussed in
chapter 25, Flock Health. Using the above sprinkling method is also a good way to
rouse chicks that have suffered too much stress from delays in the shipping process.
No matter what poultry species you are raising, be sure that the feed you
offer is not too large for the birds to eat. Feed that is too small can also be a problem, as they will pick out the larger pieces and leave the fine dust, which may
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be where many of the vitamins and nutrients are. Crumbles, which resemble
a crumbled cereal, are the best type of feed to use, but ground feed can work
just as well, depending upon how coarse or fine the grind. Nutrients should be
mixed in during the integrating process, which occurs at the feed mill processing facility, so that you have a distinctly even mixture.

Feeds
Baby poultry have a higher nutritional requirement than do adults. It is best to
not cut corners on feed for young stock. Turkey poults, guineas, quail, pheasants, and other all game birds need a crumble that is close to 28 percent protein,
and crumble feed for chicks should contain 23 percent protein. Ducks and geese
can start out at 23 percent but must be switched to a feed containing 15 percent
protein when they are about three weeks old and start showing wing feathers.
Many companies are now producing a one-size-fits-all sort of feed that can
be fed to any young poultry. This feed is probably okay, but when you try and
shoot to the middle, issues may arise. Species such as guineas, turkeys, and
game birds that benefit from a higher protein content, as well as ducks and
geese, which need lower protein content, probably will have trouble with a onesize-fits-all once they reach three to four weeks old. More information about
feed needs can be found in the species-specific chapters.
Medicated Additives
To medicate or not to medicate is a question you have to decide for yourself.
Do you want to raise your flock as naturally as possible, avoiding antibiotics
and feed additives? Do you want to take precautions against disease and use
medicated feed, risking the vitality and immunity of the birds, or do you want
to medicate only when a problem arises? Perhaps you want to find a middle
ground — being cautious about certain diseases but careful to preserve the vitality of the breeds you raise?
Most often the medication included in feeds is a coccidiostat designed to
curb coccidiosis in young fowl. This is a very serious condition discussed on
page 376, in Flock Health. Other medications are included in some feeds. Read
the label to be well aware of what you are feeding, and check the label periodically to see if there are changes.
No matter what your philosophy on medications, I strongly suggest you try
to avoid medicated feed to ducks and geese. Some medications cause digestive
problems for waterfowl. In times gone by, the coccidiostat used by many raisers
caused major issues for their waterfowl flocks.
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Let There Be Heat
Proper heating of the day-old brooder facility is your next concern on the list.
The temperature at ground level for the first week for all young fowl should be
95°F (35°C). The location of the plastic tub brooder and the temperature of the
surrounding environment will influence your decision about placement of the
heat source and the type to be used. If the container is in a basement or garage
for the first couple weeks, for example, and the temperature in those facilities
is not terribly cool, then the birds will not need a heat lamp with very high
wattage. I try to maintain the building in which I start the day-olds at between
60 and 70°F (15–21°C). Usually a 100-watt bulb is sufficient for heat.
If the building is cooler, you may have to increase the wattage of the light
bulb, being very careful never to use infrared heat lamps (see box below).
When you have the birds in a small confined space, such as a plastic tub,
your heat lamp may not need to hang quite as close to the chicks as when
you’re using an old stock tank or something larger. The number of chicks in
the space is another consideration when deciding where to situate the heat
source. More chicks may mean lower wattage or a lamp strung at a greater
distance from the babies.
There is no exact formula for the perfect-size lamp to use or the proper distance between chicks and heat. Instead, you must be an attentive caretaker and

observe the birds to see if they are comfortable (see box on page 72). Consider
all the variables and adjust accordingly.
When raising poultry in such a small area — in a plastic tub or old stock tank
— take care to keep the heat at one end of the container to allow the chicks to
escape to the other end. Do not allow the heat source to hang over or lie on top

STEER CLEAR OF INFRARED LAMPS
Infrared lights overheat surfaces beneath them. In many cases, if the
baby birds go to sleep underneath the infrared heat lamp, they will
bake under the infrared rays. Infrared heat can be particularly detrimental to turkey poults. They tend to sleep quite soundly, and if they
are cold, they will drift off and die directly under the rays. Keep in
mind that infrared lamps can have red or clear light bulbs. To confuse
matters more, some red bulbs aren’t infrared. Make sure you read
the label carefully to avoid problems.
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of the screen in the middle of the container. Temperatures can vary greatly in
the course of 24 hours; should it become too warm in the facility, the chicks will
need to flee to a cooler end to escape the heat. The old idea of placing the heat
in the middle of the brooder is a remnant from a time when farmers raised great
numbers of birds in a large building. This does not work in a small confined
space with only a few birds.
At the surface level of your bedding, where the baby birds will live the
first week, it is crucial that the temperature remains at around 95°F (35°C).
Gradually cut that temperature back as the weeks progress. The general rule of
thumb is to cut back by about 5°F (3°C) per week. Depending upon the season,
the change in temperature requirements must be carefully regulated. You can
cut back on the heat much faster during the warm summer months, but be careful about cutting back too quickly in late winter and early spring when outside
temperatures are colder.
For example, if the birds are started very early in the spring, and the temperatures are frequently below freezing, you will have to keep the temperature up close to 95°F (35°C) for a longer period of time. If chicks are hatched
midsummer, your heat lamp will not be needed for very long. In both cases,
your chicks will let you know if they need more or less heat by their proximity to the heat source and the noises they make. Huddled and packed in an
area under the light and distressed cheeping indicates a need for increased
warmth. Spread apart from each other with none under the lamp means they
are too warm. Again: there is no one rule that fits all; you must be an attentive caretaker.
Remember that even if the outside temperature is 90°F (32°C), you need to
monitor the temperature in the brooder at the chicks’ level. Even if it is getting
hot outside, the chicks may still need a heat lamp (especially at night) to maintain a temperature of 95°F (35°C) at their level.

Lamp Safety
Heat lamps can be dangerous if not used properly. Never suspend them too
close to the ground; this can start a fire. Each bulb has instructions on it as to
how close it can be to the surface; read them before installation. To be safe, plug
in the light and suspend it at the height you feel appropriate — never closer than
12 inches (30 cm) — and then check the temperature. Simply place your hand
there at the surface to see how hot it is getting. I prefer to use smaller-wattage
bulbs and keep the birds in a facility that is already rather warm before adding
the comfort of the heat lamp.
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R E C O G N I Z I N G T E M P E R AT U R E STRESSED BABIES
Poultry chicks are very good about letting you know when they’re too
cold or too warm.
If they are too cold, they congregate snugly underneath the heat
source. They cheep constantly and don’t sleep. The only type of fowl
that will not cheep constantly when cold are turkeys; the chicks are
sometimes very quiet when chilled and therefore need an even more
astute caretaker.
If they’re too warm, they spread out far away from the heat source
and make a lot of noise at the start because they are stressed and
trying to get away from the heat. After a while the chicks may not
appear to be under stress because they cheep very little. However,
the cheeping you do hear will be a stressed, frantic cheep, much
like a frightened crowd leaving a burning building. A cold cheep is a
slower-paced noise that sounds entirely different.
Your birds are content if a few of them sleep underneath the heat
lamp and others are wandering around. Do not be alarmed if they are
lounging around sleeping for the first few days; it is normal behavior
for baby chicks. Everything is going smoothly if you do not have any
noise from the baby birds. They will be chirping only a little bit to
communicate with one another if everything is going right.
It may take a few days, but raisers eventually should be able to
figure out when the birds are stressed. Whether from too much heat,
too much cold, or not enough food or water, you will soon learn their
different peeps.

Seasonal Heat Adjustments
Once you raise birds for a few years you will realize it takes far more energy —
on your part and on the part of your electricity source — to raise them during
the cooler times of the year. If you plan to start with chicks at the beginning of
the year for a 4-H project or because you want hens to lay in the summer, be
prepared to have a warm brooder house and spend more money on heat to raise
them to reach the required maturity level at the specified time.
If you’re located in the north, consider raising chicks once the weather
warms up, when electric heat will not be required for nearly as long and a fancy,
insulated building is unnecessary to get your babies started. Always remember
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that even if it is warm during the day, young poultry still need heat as it cools
down in the evenings and at night during the first four to six weeks of their life.
Many raisers have lost their baby birds by assuming that because it is plenty
warm during the day, they needn’t provide the birds with heat at night. If the
young birds have access to the sun in the daytime, they can warm themselves in
the rays, but once the sun goes down, they are going to need heat. As the chicks
grow and the season warms up, they will spend more and more time away from
the heat source.
If you’re using heat lamps in a large open brooder space, steadily decrease the
250-watt bulb to 125 or 100 watts. In a smaller tub brooder, you move from 100
watts to 60 watts and so forth, until eventually you withdraw it altogether when
the birds reach the age when they no longer require heat. You’ll be able to tell
when it is time to decrease the wattage by looking at where the birds congregate
at night: If they are all piled up together when you first find them in the morning,
they are too cold. If they are piled up in the end far away from the heat source,
they are too hot. If they are spread all around the brooder, they are just fine.
Keep in mind that birds that are too warm, and constantly trying to avoid the
heat source, will not feather properly. This is usually not a problem for most raisers but can occur in warm climates and during the heat of the summer.

The First Few Days
Baby fowl sent through the mail may arrive slightly stressed. They may be
chilled or jostled about during the shipping process. Occasionally they arrive
overheated, panting, and in desperate need of a drink.
It is always best to offer warm, not cold water to your new baby chicks for
their first drink whether they’ve been shipped or not. To give them a boost, add
a couple tablespoons of sugar per quart of water or find a vitamin supplement
powder to add. Many brands of supplement are sold, and regional availability
will vary. Be sure to read and follow the label directions carefully.
It is always a good idea to dip the chicks’ beaks in the water upon arrival to
give them a little strength and to let them know where the water is. This can
make a world of difference in the success rate of the shipment.
Hatcheries often won’t recommend products to be added to the water for
the first couple of days. There are many different remedies and methods out
there promising to get the birds off to a good start. Whatever you decide to use,
remember it’s not a good idea to just dump the chicks in the box and leave them
with regular water. Meticulous care on the first day is crucial for directing them
down the steady road to health.
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Guard against Handling
Once the baby birds are home, avoid handling them. It is very hard for small
children (and some adults) to understand that even though the chicks are very
cute and cuddly, they should not be held during the first 72 hours (even if they
weren’t shipped in). Each chick has a yolk sac inside its tiny abdomen. If you
squeeze too hard or let the chick fall to the ground and the yolk sac breaks, the
chick will usually get blood poisoning and die within 24 hours.
It’s best to let the chicks regulate their bodies and start moving around on their
own before you handle them. The more you fuss with them, the more stressed
they become. Restrain yourself, handle them only when absolutely necessary, and
wait until they’re three or four days old to pick them up simply to hold them close.

Managing Shipping Stress
Shipping stress is perhaps the most common ailment among shipped-in day-old
baby poultry. This common problem is often misinterpreted as anything but
what it really is. The first-time chicken raiser may think that the birds are diseased or have some sort of physiological or intestinal problems, but any poultry
shipped during extreme weather conditions will arrive at your location under
an extreme amount of stress. They may be alive but appear to be unhappy. Even
if they look okay, they likely have arrived with stressed body systems. You must
deal with these stresses.

LOW RISK FOR SALMONELLA
I have handled thousands of chicks with no problems whatsoever;
however, a great deal of germaphobia exists these days, and many
folks fear that handling baby poultry can cause serious illness. It
is possible to acquire salmonella from a baby chick, but if you use
common sense and don’t lick your fingers or wipe your nose right
after, the chances of becoming sick are very small. Simply wash your
hands with soap and hot water after handling the chicks.
Pregnant women should use more caution around baby chicks.
Extra vigilance to wash thoroughly once they have held the young fowl
is a smart practice.
You should never have to worry about salmonella if your chicks are
purchased from a hatchery kept free of diseases and produced using
tested breeding stock.
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Warming
If chicks have become chilled, they might never recover. Keep them as warm as
possible — remember, the temperature at their level must be 95°F (35°C) — and
perhaps try to give them some extra food, such as a mashed-up hard-boiled egg.
The bright color will attract them and the nutrition gets them moving quickly.
Once you have them eating and drinking and warmed up, they usually shed the
stress symptoms more quickly than if you took no measures to help them.
Feeding and Watering
Before babies hatch, they take in the yolk sack from the egg through the navel; it
is pulled inside the body slowly in the final days prior to hatching. The egg yolk
nourishes them for the first 72 hours of their lives, giving breeders that window
of time to ship the young birds. They do not need external feed or water during
that period; however, when they arrive, they may be chilled and need a nutrientlevel boost to get them over the chilling.
Probiotic mixtures may make a great deal of difference in this situation and
are usually given in room-temperature water. Hard-boiled egg mashed and mixed
with cornmeal can also help (see Pasty Back Ends box on page 77 for mixing
instructions). Or if you have a source for raw milk, letting it turn sour and mixing
it with the mashed hard-boiled egg makes a good starter food and provides healthful active enzymes to the stressed chicks’ digestive tracts. If chicks appear to be
extremely stressed, some raisers give a small dose of low-level antibiotic (such as
Terramycin) to the water to help get things back under control.
In some cases waterfowl drink way more water than they can handle after
becoming dehydrated during shipping. Control the amount of water they get
over the first couple of hours. Put the waterer in the brooder for only 10 minutes or so every hour for the first two or three hours. That way they won’t gorge
themselves and drown their tissues with too much liquid.
Nursing and Nurturing Turkey Poults
Chicken babies cope with shipping stress better than most species. Turkey
poults do not handle shipping chill well. In many cases, they will not thrive.
They may live for several days but never successfully fight off the stress-induced
condition and finally succumb. Spending extra time with your young ones that
first week makes all of the difference in the world. Check on them frequently
to make sure they’re getting nourishment. You may need to force-feed them by
either pushing the beak into the feed and hoping they will eat or opening the
beak and placing some feed inside.
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A New Home for the Two-Week-Old
Move the baby fowl on to larger quarters at two weeks of age. I usually transfer
mine to metal tier brooders for another couple of weeks (see page 63), and once
they are about a month old, I move them to a place where they can run around,
like the floor of a larger building.
You can easily move them straight into a larger building at two weeks, as
long as it is fairly predator-proof and has some sort of draft guard around its heat
source. (See the simple building plan described on page 25 in chapter 2 for an
example of the type of building that’s appropriate, and chapter 26, Dealing with
Predators, regarding tips for predator-proofing your building.) The draft guard
is very important in winter but can also be important in other seasons. It’s vital
when a cool breeze comes up after a bad storm or during the night, or when you
may not have much heat directed on the young fowl.

A Little Litter
When the birds are mature enough to run free on the building floor, you have
reached the time when the variables that affect bird growth rates multiply. You
will need to start using some sort of litter on the floor — pine shavings or straw
are best. Dried lawn clippings that have not been treated with chemicals also
work well.
Don’t make the litter too thick. An inch or so is plenty. Do not allow
the litter to become 3 to 4 inches deep; this just asks for problems with
buildup of fumes and compaction. This is a prime time for the young birds to
start developing their immune system. When they are on the ground and in

A metal tier brooder is
a good setup for older
chicks and adolescents.
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PA S T Y B AC K E N D S
One indicator of stress may show
up in the form of pasty poop stuck
to the birds’ back ends on the
second and third day. Baby chicks,
poults, and keets tend to have
this problem more than do ducklings and goslings. Correct this
condition quickly by adding a small
amount of antibiotic to the water;
currently raisers use Terramycin or
oxytetracycline to attack the problem systemically.
Pasty back end is a common
To correct the problem externally,
symptom of shipping stress.
place a warm, wet paper towel on the
manure buildup and pull very gently
to remove the plug of waste from the bird’s behind. Don’t yank on it,
or you might wrench the insides right out of the chick. After you’ve
removed the pasty manure buildup, it doesn’t hurt to dab mineral
or vegetable oil (not scented oil) on the back end. This will relieve
the pasting and help reduce the stickiness, keeping more deposits
from forming.
Generally, pasty back end is caused by an opportunist bacterium
that takes advantage of shipping stress and the inability of the
young body to fight it off. It does not have to be life-threatening,
however. Before antibiotics were available, the old-fashioned way
my father taught me to combat the condition involved mixing equal
parts dry cornmeal, mashed hard-boiled egg yolk, and black pepper,
and offering it as the sole food for the chicks. I am fairly sure this
had no antibiotic properties, but it seemed somewhat effective and
was easy to make.
Pasty back ends typically occur only in shipped chicks and primarily in chicks shipped during cool times of the year. Chicks hatched
at your own particular facility will probably never have this condition.
The best way to avoid this manifestation of stress is to closely watch
the chicks from shipments made during cold seasons.
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contact with manure, dirt, and other things found in “the real world,” their
immune systems will be exposed to a variety of bacteria and they will start
developing antibodies.
Stir up the shavings or clippings every day or so, and replace sections near
the water source that become waterlogged.
You can use straw for litter, but keep in mind that it often carries the eggs
of the protozoan that causes coccidiosis, a disease you want your chicks to
avoid at this age, before their bodies can better cope. I prefer to use straw
once the chicks reach 12 weeks old and have passed that early teenage stage
of high susceptibility. Refer to page 79 for an overview of coccidiosis.
Never use fine sawdust-like material.

Water
Birds in these larger facilities are ready for larger waterers; the now bigger
birds tip over the small waterers suitable for birds less than a month old. Still,
it’s best to use the type of waterer that allows only a small space for drinking.
You don’t want to put in tub waterers or anything of that nature because the
birds tend to wade in the water, walk in the litter, and make a mess.

Freedom for Six-Week-Old Birds?
When young fowl are four to six weeks old, you have to decide if you’re going to
turn them out into a pen or let them run around your yard. Ask yourself if you
have the time to be as attentive as needed to watch for predators if the fowl run
loose in the yard outside the confines of a protective pen. If you view your young
poultry as if they were young children you will make the proper decisions.
A chicken tractor (see page 36, Housing and Supplies) will protect the growing birds from predators and is a fabulous choice for this point in their lives.
Most of the chicks are ready to get out and start exploring the world and the
chicken tractor allows them plenty of room to move about while also providing
appropriate protection for their age.
If you have decided simply to turn them out on your property, and you have
a large area, some chicks will get lost. Something may spook them and they’ll go
wandering into the tall weeds, much as a small child might stray off. You’ll then
spend most of your late afternoons and evenings looking for and chasing after
peeping chicks spread far and wide. The first few times you turn them out, do
it late in the afternoon and for just a short period so that they don’t venture far.
As daylight fades, chickens naturally look for a place to roost or bed down for
the night and this works in your favor. Gradually increase the amount of time
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for roaming over a period of days until they eventually come to know where
they live and how to get back home. I usually start out about 6 p.m. and work
backward about a half hour every few days.

Intruders and Illness
At four to eight weeks of age, young fowl are still quite vulnerable. It’s crucial that you keep an eye out for the onset of disease and signs of a predatory
presence. Your young flock cannot repel attacking foxes, owls, hawks, or other
intruders. You must keep constant watch over your poultry or provide some sort
of protection against these creatures. See chapter 26, Dealing with Predators,
for more information about avoiding and excluding predators.
Coccidiosis
If coccidiosis is going to hit your birds it will attack them when they are between
four and six weeks old. Some breeds are more susceptible to coccidiosis than
others. Usually first-time chicken raisers will not have much of a problem, as
the protozoa tend to build up an unhealthy population in an environment where
multiple flocks are raised year after year. Eventually, however, it will show up.
You will notice a quick onset of the bloody stools on the ground. The stools look
like large blood clots. When this happens, you need to immediately treat the
young flock or prepare yourself for the loss of many birds.
Determine which treatment method works best for you in your system. The
best treatment involves adding the coccidiostat Amprolium to the water for several days. Alternatively, natural probiotics, raw milk, and yogurt can be suitable
substitutes for those who do not wish to use antibiotics or medications. Raw
milk can be challenging to find in some areas, but yogurt with active bacteria
cultures is readily available. The keys to the use of antibiotic alternatives are

VA C C I N AT I O N S
It’s never a good idea to start a vaccination program unless you have
to. Some specific diseases are common in certain areas of the country, and you may have to vaccinate there, but as a general rule of
thumb, you’ll have minimal problems if you start fresh with day-olds
and never bring older birds onto the premises.
More information about vaccination programs can be found in
chapter 25, Flock Health.
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attentiveness and starting the regimen at the earliest signs of blood in the stools.
To feed the dairy products, mix the dairy with the mash and make a wet mash
with the consistency of cookie dough.
You must be on constant watch when dealing with this condition, regardless
of the method of treatment. Once you get through the episode of illness, any
remaining birds will be immune to future outbreaks. So as long as you provide
sanitary conditions for these birds, you are out of the woods.

Brooder, Building, and Equipment Maintenance
It is a common mistake to allow the day-old bird and young fowl facility to get
too dirty. It is also common for some new raisers to mistakenly go too far the
other way by constantly cleaning. The careless raiser has young birds standing
in wet slimy filth, while the cleaning fanatic becomes exhausted making sure
that the litter never has a spot of manure. Filthy birds do not thrive and the
ever-cleaning owner burns out. When it comes to cleaning, focus your attention
primarily on keeping their waterers and feeders clean.

Cleaning Waterers and Feeders
Waterers should not be allowed to develop a scummy layer. As a general rule,
rinse them with a bleach and water solution several times a week. Bleach more
frequently if the waterers are often becoming filled with dirt and grime. If you
stick your finger inside the jar and feel a slimy layer, you are asking for trouble.
The slimy layers are where the organisms that cause coccidiosis occur. These
protozoa are located most everywhere, and once they get a good start growing
in the water, they easily can populate your chickens’ digestive tracts and cause
serious problems. If you’re providing a medicated feed, the coccidiostat in the
feed helps control these organisms. If not, it is even more crucial that you keep
waterers clean.
It doesn’t hurt to wash waterers out every day, but it may cause you to burn
out from chore overload. Plan your cleaning routine based on how much waste
and feed material you find in the waterers. Use a good scrub brush and pail for
cleaning both feeders and waterers. You might like to have extra sets of both
waterers and feeders. That way you can dump dirty “dishes” into the pail for
later cleaning.
Waterers need more frequent attention than do feeders, but with waterfowl
both will get messy very fast. I like to leave a bucket of bleach water nearby to
rinse out the waterer every time I fill it. Every few days I change the bleach solution. It is not necessary to go overboard on cleaning out the feeder. It is normal
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for all fowl to poop in their feed but make sure there’s not an overabundance of
manure — so much that they are picking it up and eating it.

Cleaning the Brooder and Poultry Building
I usually keep my young poultry in plastic tub brooders for a two-week
period, and during that time, I clean out the tubs twice a week. If the litter
in the brooder is the least bit wet, musty smelling or moldy, grab your bucket
and brush.
Once the chicks are running about on the litter you’ve laid on the floor, keep
in mind that it is much better to keep the litter about 1 inch thick and clean it
more frequently than to put down a bulkier layer of litter. Layers thicker than
1 inch accumulate harmful disease-causing organisms and toxic ammonia, created as the poultry waste product breaks down. These harmful chemicals and
organisms build up in thick litter and cause your young birds to develop respiratory and digestive problems.
When the litter becomes packed and starts to smell strongly of ammonia,
it’s time to clean. You’ll know because when you open the door, the smell of
ammonia hits immediately. Use a flat-bladed shovel and pitchfork to scoop up
litter and place it in a wheelbarrow to cart off. Before you put off cleaning for
another day, consider that the birds are living with that strong odor or on that
damp floor 24 hours a day. It’s a condition that is quite stressful and damaging
to their body systems.
Cleaning Between Batches
It is always a good idea to totally clean a building between batches of chicks.
I scrape and clean to the maximum, and if the floor is wooden or concrete, I
pour straight bleach on it and sweep it around with an old broom to kill as many
organisms as possible. I do this rather quickly as the smell gets to me. I then air
the building out and cover the floor with a thin layer of agricultural lime, as if
dusting the top of a cake with powdered sugar. Once I put down fresh litter I’m
on my way to the next batch of chicks.

5
Feeds and Feeding
WHEN DECIDING WHAT TO FEED your poultry, there are many aspects
to consider. Most folks choose among pellets, crumbles, and scratch grains. You
may have the option of using organic or nonorganic feed (see box, opposite).
Or you may want to make your own ground feed. That’s not far fetched: you
can purchase a small grinder to process feed from your own crops or from grain
that you purchase at the local feed store. If you’re not the do-it-yourself variety
of raiser, but want a very specific type of feed, you’ll be happy to learn that some
feed mills will mix and grind a custom recipe for you. All raisers make their
decision about what to feed based upon their own individual beliefs and goals,
and the merits and drawbacks of each feed variety. Of course, because needs and
breeds and plans evolve, most raisers experiment a bit with their mix.

Choices Limited
Feed choices are too often limited by availability in your region. Multiple varieties of poultry feed are not as easy to obtain as they once were because fewer
and fewer small farms raise poultry; in the last 30 years, many small-farm-based
feed mills have gone out of business. There was a time when every small town
had a feed mill that provided raisers with a feed mixed specifically for individual farms. When the poultry industry created megafacilities, and smalltime
raisers became fewer and farther between, the need for these little mills was
extinguished. In their place we have corporate farm-store chains providing prebagged food produced who knows where containing who knows what. Because
of this, you may be stuck with giving ground feed to your chickens.
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Many giant mills equipped to produce food for factory farm animals often
change sources of protein to keep prices constant, so a particular bag of feed
one month may not be made from the same ingredients the following month.
Although we are making headway in the return of poultry to backyards and
small farms, we have lost the personal touch provided by the small-town feed
mill. When you have the opportunity, it is always a good idea to support a local
feed mill and keep the money circulating in the local economy rather than saving a few cents by buying from a commercial farm store.
Area feed mills also grind grains you’ve grown or purchased from local farms,
but they may not be able to create pellets or crumbles. Ground feed is usually
cheaper, but there’s a great deal of waste with most fines, the fine flourlike
material created in the grinding process. Guineas are particularly guilty of seeking out the pieces of brightly colored corn and wheat bits and scratching the rest
into the ground, but all species do this. As with crumbles, nutritional supplements are included in ground feed but may not be utilized by the birds because
of the considerable waste.

Pellets
We primarily use pellets for our operation when feeding adults. I prefer using
pellets over other varieties because less food is wasted and the birds more easily
consume the nutrients. When eating pellets, poultry have no choice but to get
all of the vitamins and minerals in the feed, as they are contained in one unit:
the pellet. In a mix of ground feed, heavy materials can settle out and fine material can fall into the litter.

FEED LABELS
Organic feed has been grown on certified organic ground, using no
artificial chemicals or genetically modified organism (GMO) seeds.
This feed is more expensive but provides you with a guarantee that
the material you are using has no altered genetics and that no harmful pesticides were used in the growing of the grains. Organic feed
does not mean that it is more nutritious; it just assures you of the
contents and the lack of pesticide residues.
Feeds not labeled organic can contain GMO grains and may also
contain grains that were subject to pesticide and herbicide use during production.
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We use a breeder-ration pellet during the breeding season and a maintenance pellet during the off-season. I start all my birds on the breeding pellet on
the first of January or thereabouts, three weeks before I first start saving eggs to
hatch. I switch to the maintenance pellet at the end of September.
A breeder pellet contains higher percentages of protein (16 percent) and
trace amino acids as well as higher levels of calcium for stronger eggshells.
A maintenance pellet is lower in protein (usually around 13 percent) and
calcium. These lower levels help to decrease egg production and provide the
hens with a chance to rest. Trace amounts of amino acids, minerals, vitamins,
and other important nutritional elements needed only in small amounts are
easily contained within the pellet. They are always fully consumed by the birds,
unlike crumbles and scratch grains, assuring that most of the nutrition is going
straight to the bird and not being deposited on the ground to be cleaned up later
with the litter.
The drawback to pellets is cost: they are often more expensive than other
types of feed. Also, pellets are usually not obtainable as organic feed. If they can
afford it, in some areas raisers can have pellets custom-made using organic feeds
or design their own particular feed ration, choosing the content and percentages of the ingredients.
Available in 40- or 50-pound (18 or 23 kg) bags, pellets are the best choice
for feeding adult birds. They usually contain the proper amounts of calcium in

THE SHORTER THE SHELF LIFE,
THE BETTER THE FEED
As with all processed feeds, the longer the time between the making
of the pellet or crumble and the feeding of it, the greater the nutritional
drop-off. Purchase feed pellets and crumbles as soon as you can after
they are made and your birds will be all the better for it.
In some states, a manufacture date stamp on the bags gives you
an idea of freshness. If you have only a few fowl, don’t buy many
bags of feed at a time just to save a few cents when it is on sale.
Start with a bag or two and you will soon learn how much you use
and in what time frame. Then you can budget your purchases to
make sure your feed does not get stale.
Keep in mind that feed stays fresher in the cold of winter and
becomes stale more quickly in the hot, humid summer.
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a form that is easily dissolved in the bird’s digestive tract. Check with your supplier before purchasing pellets to be sure there’s plenty of calcium and that you
don’t need to provide an additional source of calcium through the use of oyster
shell. This is particularly important when saving eggs to hatch, as too much
calcium will make the eggshells too thick and hatching difficult.
A source of grit is generally not needed when feeding pellets or crumbles.

Crumbles
Crumbles are the feed you’ll find most commonly available at feed stores. They
are pellets that are then crushed to provide a smaller size suitable for more
sizes of birds. Young chicks find crumbles easily edible; chicks at any age can
pick up a small crumble, and as they grow bigger, they consume the bigger
chunks. The disadvantage of using crumbles is that certain species of birds pick
through them. Guinea fowl, for example, will cherry-pick the grains they like
and deposit the rest of the crumble on the ground. When that happens, the
micronutrients are left in the litter and not consumed by the birds. You end up
paying extra for what turns out to be garden compost fertilizer and can’t provide
the birds what they need.
Crumbles are still the best choice for young chicks, since they are easy to
pick up and the nutrition content is high. They are calcium-rich, making supplemental calcium unnecessary. Because crumbles are easy to digest, a source of
grit is rarely needed if they are the sole source of food. Crumbles, like all feeds,
can be purchased in 40- or 50-pound (18 or 23 kg) bags.

Scratch Grains
When I was growing up, scratch grain feeds were the only varieties available
in my hometown. They usually consisted of a mixture of wheat, small amounts
of corn, some barley, a few oats, and trace amounts of millet and other small
grains. Although these feeds are suitable for maintenance of most chickens, turkeys, ducks, geese, and guineas, the protein content is usually not high enough
and will not promote the laying that one hopes for in the off-season when confined birds are not able to forage. These feeds work best when poultry is free
range and able to get extra protein in the form of insects and worms.
My birds are fed a daily pellet ration and get some scratch grains in their diet as
a treat. They run for the kernels of corn as a child would run for candy. The ideal
feeding system provides some sort of scratch grains to the birds to promote healthy
exercise. If you have your flock on litter, allow the birds to scratch for grains, but
remember not to give too much or it ends up being wasted and thrown away.
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Boosting the Scratch Grain Diet
Scratch grains from different parts of North America vary in grain composition
and nutritional content. Scratch grains from the Pacific Northwest contain very
little corn. In the Midwest, they are mostly corn. If you move to the Southeast,
you’ll find sorghum or milo in great quantities. These regional discrepancies
make it hard to pin down the nutritional content and give recommendations
to people for how to increase protein when necessary. Therefore, I’m providing
the following tips to help you make decisions about how to appropriately alter
your flock’s feed.
If scratch grains are going to be the sole food source for your flock, then the
birds must be allowed to forage — search for their own food naturally — supplementing the scratch grains with protein sources they find while ranging freely.
If you use the scratch grain method for confined birds, then you will need to
supplement the protein with purchased peas and other legumes or some other
source of protein that is available in your region. When your birds are unable
to forage in winter, supplement their scratch grains with sources of additional
vitamins and nutrients.
If free ranging is never a possibility in your operation, adjust your scratch
feeds a bit to provide a balanced diet. For example, I always added extra corn
when I lived in the Northwest, where the scratch grains contained very little.
Here in the Midwest, it’s a good idea to add a bit of wheat for better balance. Ask
other farmers and feed store representatives to help you determine what type of
supplement is needed for scratch grain feeding without ranging.
If feeding scratch grains to laying hens, be sure to offer a source of calcium,
as it cannot be found in a large enough supply in the grains. The laying hens
need the extra calcium (oyster shells) so that their eggshells do not break easily.
Oyster shell can be mixed in the same can with the grit for free access.
Be sure to provide grit when you feed scratch grains. Learn more about grit
and calcium supplements in the section below.

Supplements
Even though they are technically not poultry food items, grit and calcium must
always be considered and are often necessary for the health, well-being, and
productivity of your flock.

Grit
Birds do not have teeth so must have grit, or tiny pieces of rock, in their gizzard
to grind food. Grit sold at feed supply stores in the United States is most often
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ground-up granite. A ground or very fine processed food, such as crumbles or
pellets, usually makes a source of grit unnecessary.
Only confined birds without the ability to roam need purchased grit. If birds
are allowed to free range, they usually find enough grit in the form of pebbles
or sand in your driveway, yard, or pasture. Even in an area virtually free of rock
they find small pebbles for their gizzards.
Most feed stores carry grit in various sizes from ultrafine for quail and young
birds to coarse for large fowl such as turkeys and geese. You may have to buy
a 50-pound (23 kg) bag, but with the recent surge in backyard poultry raising,
smaller, 5- or 10-pound (2.25 or 4.5 kg) bags may be available. If you live in a
rocky or sandy area, you may even be able to forego the store-bought variety and
simply scoop up the sand and soil for the birds yourself.
Keep a small container of grit inside the flock’s pen. I usually use an old
3-pound (1.4 kg) coffee can or a large, quart-size (1 L) can nailed to the wall at
the chickens’ height where they have free access. Birds of various sizes need
varying sizes of grit, but it’s best to let them personally pick and choose from a
bucket of mixed sizes.

Calcium
Supplemental oyster shell is a necessity for all egg-producing operations that
don’t use pellets or crumbles with added calcium. Most pellets or crumbles
contain the proper balanced amount of calcium a laying hen needs. Too much
calcium can cause reproductive tract problems for hens and an excess of calcium deposited in the eggs. This can lead to an exceedingly thick-shelled egg
and make hatching nearly impossible.
Be sure to check the label on the back of your feed to see if it is a proper
source of calcium, or ask your feed salesman about calcium requirements for
birds fed the brand of feed you’re thinking of buying.
Don’t dump the oyster shell on the feed or it will be wasted. It is best to
keep a small container off to the side where they can find it; the flock will eat it
instinctively when they need it.

Making Your Own Feed
The few small feed companies left will often grind and mix feed for you in minimal batches of 1,000 or 2,000 pounds (453 or 907 kg). If you can arrange this,
your options for what you can feed are greatly increased. You can then decide
whether or not you want to use fish, meat, and bone meal, or soy products for
protein — or even do away with all of them and switch to something else.
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Grains
You can’t just throw any grain into your homemade mix. Some make better
choices than others.
Wheat has many varieties, from hard to soft, that birds find palatable in
varying degrees. For example, poultry definitely do not care for hard red winter
wheat. Any type of hard wheat, red or white, is best fed after it’s been cooked
or soaked in water for a day or two. Soft white is the top choice for uncooked
wheat feed.
Barley, in both ground and steam-rolled forms, has always worked well
for poultry feed. The fat it produces on the carcass of meat birds is a nice
light color.
Oats are higher in protein than most grains, but poultry get picky about
eating them whole. Sometimes it takes a little bit of conditioning to get the
poultry to pick up the oats. Try adding them gradually at first. Soak in water

M A K E D O W I T H W H AT YO U C A N
FIND AND AFFORD
When I reflect back to my college days, I find the old saying “ignorance is bliss” perfectly fitting. Funds were limited then and my
choice for feed for my small hatching operation was something the
local mill called screenings. Screenings was a mixture of the material left from cleaning local farmers’ dried peas, lentils, wheat, and
barley, and lightly grinding the lesser-quality seeds that were not
human food grade. To 250 pounds (113.5 kg) of this mix, I added
50 pounds (22.5 kg) of cracked corn; that was my breeder ration.
I provided my birds some forage and supplements such as cabbage, squash, and melons in season, but that was it. No animal
products, no soy, and yet I had some of the best hatches and egg
production I’ve ever experienced.
What is available to you can be limited in certain parts of the
country. When I lived near the Palouse Prairie of Idaho during college,
lack of available options meant paying a great deal for a little corn
but having unlimited amounts of wheat, barley, lentils, and field peas.
Here in Iowa, it’s nearly impossible to get wheat, oats are tough to
find, and forget about getting barley. So, when you set out to make
your perfect feed ration, be prepared for a few roadblocks.
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overnight or lightly cook; oats are much more palatable to poultry if soaked
or cooked.
Rye is a bit bitter and exceptionally hard, so it’s not a favorite of poultry. I
have tried using it for feed many times and it has never worked well. Even after
soaking, draining, and re-soaking another day, it was not suitable.
Corn can be fed whole as it retains more nutrition that way than when
cracked. All poultry seem to love corn. Even though poultry are not supposed
to be able to taste sweet, they relish the corn as if they can. Most birds will pick
out corn in any ration. Corn is a high-energy food and so should be limited during the summer months when there is plenty of forage and given more often
during the cooler times of the year.
Flaxseed has become a popular poultry feed component in recent years, primarily to increase the omega-3 fatty acids in the eggs. For years studies indicated
that flaxseed was not a suitable poultry feed due to the presence of cyanidecontaining compounds in the meal. Now, however, the extraction process has
made linseed meal (as flaxseed is called after extraction) a safer poultry food
additive. The protein content is high — around 22 percent for pure flaxseed, and
34 percent for the meal.
Linseed meal is a soy meal replacement. For best results, don’t exceed 15
percent linseed meal. At levels of more than 15 percent, eggs can start to taste
“off.” Also, flaxseed can have a laxative effect on both humans and fowl, so don’t
switch entirely to flaxseed in the diet until you have tinkered and experimented
a bit. It is also important to note that flaxseed meal goes rancid quickly, so it
can’t be kept on the shelf for more than a few months, especially during times
of high heat and humidity.

Sample Poultry Rations
The following table contains rations I have either used with success on my farm
or have found among well-documented usage data. Ration 1, Standard Laying
Ration, has been recommended for many years by university and research
facilities and includes animal products. It supplies about a 15.2 percent protein
level. Ration 2, Laying Hen Ration, uses milk as its only animal product and
has a protein rating of approximately 15.7 percent. Ration 3, Soy-Free Ration,
is for those who want to omit soy from their birds’ diet. The protein rating is
about 15 percent. Ration 4, The Palouse Prairie Ration, worked well and I am
not sure why. I added free-choice oyster shell instead of mixing it in with the
feed. No salt was added. Alfalfa was added as free choice in the pens, not mixed
in with the feed. The protein rating is about 14.9 percent.
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S A M P L E R AT I O N S
INGREDIENT

AMOUNT IN POUNDS (KG)
per 1,000 Pounds (453 kg) of Feed

Standard Laying Ration
Yellow cornmeal

600 (272 kg)

Wheat

150 (68 kg)

Soybean meal

80 (36 kg)

Fish meal

37.5 (17 kg)

Meat and bone meal

10 (4.5 kg)

Skim milk, dried

30 (13.5 kg)

Alfalfa meal

25 (11 kg)

Iodized salt
Ground limestone

Total

4 (2 kg)
63.5 (29 kg)
1,000 pounds (453 kg)

Laying Hen Ration
Yellow cornmeal

550 (249.5 kg)

Wheat

150 (68 kg)

Soybean meal

80 (36 kg)

Flaxseed meal

97.5 (44 kg)

Skim milk, dried

30 (13.5 kg)

Alfalfa meal

25 (11 kg)

Iodized salt
Ground limestone

Total

4 (2 kg)
63.5 (29 kg)
1,000 pounds (453 kg)

Soy-Free Ration
Yellow cornmeal

450 (204 kg)

Wheat

250 (113 kg)

Flaxseed meal

150 (68 kg)

Skim milk, dried

50 (22.5 kg)

Alfalfa meal

32.5 (14.5 kg)

Iodized salt
Ground limestone

Total

4 (2 kg)
63.5 (29 kg)
1,000 pounds (453 kg)

The Palouse Prairie Ration
Corn

200 (91 kg)

Ground field peas/lentils

300 (136 kg)

Ground barley

250 (113 kg)

Ground wheat

Total

250 (113 kg)
1,000 pounds (453 kg)
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Heritage Breeds
THE CONCEPT OF “HERITAGE POULTRY” is relatively new. The term
surfaced in the last 20 years along with a resurgence of interest in traditional
types of poultry. Folks reminisced about birds they remembered seeing as a
child or on Grandma’s farm, found a few remnant flocks of these birds from
which to buy stock, and began to refer to them as heritage breeds as a way to
group and separate them from the modern hybrid layers, meat-cross chickens,
and large broad-breasted turkeys.
Once the trend grew, a few folks found it lucrative to sell anything that wasn’t
obviously a modern hybrid layer, broiler chicken, or broad-breasted turkey. The
heritage bird concept was born. Some raisers were using any crossbred bird or
modern broiler cross and calling it a heritage bird; it became apparent that a
clear-cut definition and guidelines were needed.
Much the way the APA Standard defines and lists traits of all poultry, a
board of highly qualified poultry raisers from the American Livestock Breeds
Conservancy (ALBC) worked for several years to arrive at a standard definition
of heritage poultry.

Heritage Turkeys
The first definition for heritage poultry focused on the turkey. It couldn’t have
come at a more important time and for a better reason. You could look in poultry publications from the 1940s and 1950s and see ad after ad for one farm or
another bragging about its particular strain of some naturally mating turkey
like Bronze, Narragansett, Bourbon Red, or Black Spanish, to name a few. A
great number of these breeds and several others were in large supply. One such
publication indicated that there were more than 50,000 breeding birds of Jersey
91
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Buff turkeys in this country — and those were just the birds being counted! No
one ever thought they would come close to extinction in a few decades.
By the 1970s the rare poultry preservation group, the Society for Preservation
of Poultry Antiquities (SPPA), listed the Jersey Buff on its critical list. They
could still be found in 1984, but in only a few places.
I relocated to Iowa that year, and by the time I found a farm in 1988, the
breed’s population had declined even further. I signed the papers for the farm
one week and the next week dug out all of my SPPA breeders’ directories and
other publications that listed Jersey Buff turkeys. I made call after call and wrote
letter after letter, only to find the same result. Each and every breeder on the list
had a similar story of how they had gotten rid of their “old-fashioned” birds.
After weeks and weeks of searching and following every lead I could, I finally
found one person with a small Jersey Buff flock. After all of the research, I think
I can conservatively conclude that in 1988 there were only two small flocks
left. One has to ask how 50,000 documented breeder birds can result in a near
extinction of the breed 30 years later.

Rescued Breeds
The ALBC began to survey turkey breed populations in the mid-1990s — and
not a moment too soon. Many older breeds had dropped to dangerously low
numbers. The United States and many other countries had allowed the massproduced, giant-sized commercial white turkeys to totally take over the market.
The fate of standard heritage breeds was left in the hands of a few people who
showed turkeys at fairs and exhibitions, and even in that arena, many poultry
shows had no entries whatsoever in the turkey category of the competition.
We were dangerously close to losing an entire segment of our food supply’s
genetic diversity. As I searched university programs that maintained traditional
turkey breeds, I always seemed to be a week, a month, or a year too late; flock
after flock located in these research facilities were being sent to slaughter.

M A K E W H AT YO U S E E W H AT YO U G E T
Before you consider raising heritage poultry and using the term “heritage” for marketing purposes, familiarize yourself with the guidelines
set forth by the American Livestock Breeds Conservancy (ALBC).
These guidelines will help you to determine if the birds you intend to
market as “heritage poultry” are truly that.
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Flocks of Chocolates and Auburns barely escaped destruction; these beautiful,
tasty birds came closest to extinction.
The ALBC triggered a landslide of new interest in turkeys once they published the results of their census and surveys. It was slow to catch on at first, but
that soon changed. Those of us who were trying to increase the numbers of the
endangered turkey species thought the ALBC’s biggest problem was that they
created an interest by convincing people that these turkeys were a delicious
edible commodity. How strange to work to preserve a species by convincing
people to eat them, we thought. For 10 years or so, a small group of us had taken
a different approach. We worked to build the population and tried to encourage
people to just raise them and not eat them until they had regained a foothold
on life. But the ALBC challenged the world to taste them and people began to
do just that; raisers and consumers found them to be delicious eating — far
superior to modern turkeys. Suddenly demand increased and there was a need
for more and more breeders!
While we still have nowhere near the numbers of traditional turkeys we
had in the 1950s, we’re at least moving in the right direction. The ALBC and
SPPA both recognized the importance of keeping these standard-bred naturalmating heritage turkeys alive and growing in number. They understand that
it’s crucial to keep valuable genes alive to prevent major damage to the populations of food animals. Genetically diverse populations tend to have long-term
stability because only a few members are susceptible to any particular disease.
Genetically similar populations tend to be unstable because all members are
susceptible to the same disease and can be wiped out in a single outbreak. One
major disease catastrophe could render an entire part of our food supply extinct.
We never really know when we will need rare birds for their genes to maintain
future food resources. With extinction, the genetic information within those
breeds is lost.

Defining Turkeys
The following is an abbreviated version of the official ALBC definition of a heritage turkey. Heritage turkeys are defined according to the historic methods and
range-based systems in which they were raised. In order to be considered a
heritage turkey the following criteria must be met.
Naturally mating. Heritage turkeys must be produced and maintained
through natural mating with fertility rates of at least 70 percent. To be marketed
as heritage, both parents and grandparents must be the result of the natural
mating process.
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Long, productive outdoor lifespan. Heritage turkeys must be productive over
a five- to seven-year lifespan and be able to withstand the rigors of outdoor production systems.
Slow growth rate. Heritage turkeys must have a slow growth rate. They reach
market weight in about 28 weeks, the time it takes to develop a strong skeletal
structure and healthy organs prior to building muscle mass.
The ALBC does not refer to specific breeds in its definitions.

Heritage Chickens
As with turkeys, stories abound concerning the near extinction of many chicken
breeds and varieties. In the 1940s and 1950s, poultry publications listed page
after page of various breed clubs and sources of stock for breeders. The rural
United States was filled with laying houses on nearly every farm. Not all of these
farms contained the same breed or variety, and crosses and short-lived hybrid
broilers were yet to be created. Farmers took pride in their flocks and worked
with a particular strain or breed to develop and perfect it.
Egg production was continuously improved, and natural range systems utilized. Feeding and production systems were more farm- and local-based and less
reliant upon expensive production systems. Buildings were functional, and each

W H AT ’ S W R O N G W I T H
COMMERCIAL WHITES?
Many do not understand why the modern white turkey is not a superior bird for the table and to raise. It is definitely larger and easier to
control. The weight they put on makes them unable to fly and therefore quite tender. They have a large percentage of white meat and
the dark meat is not nearly as dark as that of birds that exercise.
Easier to control, more meat, less dark meat, broader breasted — all
would seem to make the modern white an ideal bird. So what’s the
big problem? One word: flavor.
Other issues for the commercial whites are lower tolerance for
weather and feed changes, lower disease resistance, and a genetic
predisposition to heart defects. They are best adapted for confinement raising with limited access to the outdoors. To keep disease
in check, commercial whites should never, ever be raised near other
poultry.
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The Buckeye is one of several
heritage breeds that were nearly
lost, until efforts by the Society
for the Preservation of Poultry
Antiquities and the American
Livestock Breeds Conservancy
brought them back.

farm had its own style and way of doing business. The facilities were simpler
and required few outside inputs, including labor from off the farm.
Many popular midcentury breeds nearly became extinct in the late 1980s
and early 1990s. Buckeyes, Javas, and Chanteclers all had large populations in
earlier times and suddenly fell out of favor, dropping down to very low numbers.
In many cases, at their low point, fewer than 100 birds of each heritage breed
were left in the country.
Once this was brought to the attention of the public by groups such as the
SPPA and ALBC, people suddenly realized these breeds had great traits, such
as winter hardiness, flavorful meat, winter egg production, and the ability to
survive using pasture-based systems. Many of the traits missing or not dominant
in the modern broilers and hybrid layers are found in some of these heritage
breeds. Again, just at the brink of extinction, people realized that preserving
these valuable genes was necessary.
If the genes of heritage birds are lost we may not be able to relocate them
in a smaller, less diversified gene pool. We should never eliminate genetic
material haphazardly. We never know today what we may need tomorrow.
Although many people may feel the ideal bird is today’s broiler, there is growing interest in others, and a keen understanding that what we’ve done to these
birds is problematic. Fast growth rate is okay, but slowly people are relearning
that there’s more to food than “super” size. With groups such as the Slow Food
Movement promoting flavor, history, and culture as reasons to consume, a
resurgence of interest in birds that deliver these qualities has created a market
for heritage breeds.
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Guidelines for Heritage Chicken Breed Categorization
The ALBC has created guidelines to determine whether a breed of chicken is
a heritage breed. The following is a summary. I urge anyone interested in livestock history, genetic preservation, or livestock in general to join this group.
Heritage chickens:
■■ Originate from parent and grandparent stock of breeds recognized by the
APA, although I and others believe that breeds with a long history should
be included, even if not recognized by the APA
■■ Are naturally mating and produce fertile eggs
■■ Have a rich chicken flavor and a firm texture to the meat
■■ Are raised outdoors on green pasture during the growing season,
considered the humane way to raise heritage chickens
■■ Have a long, productive life span of up to seven years
■■ Grow at a normal, more natural rate, allowing time to develop healthy
bodies and thus more texture and flavor to the meat
■■ Take 16 or more weeks to reach market weight
■■ Have longer legs and bodies and more dark meat than modern breeds
■■ Must be cooked slowly and at a lower temperature than modern breeds

The Changing Face of Backyard Poultry Raising
I grew up in a small, isolated, mountain valley out west, where poultry production was not a major farm enterprise. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, two
operations in the area supplied the local grocery stores. One farm specialized
in large white eggs from a magnificent flock of White Minorcas; the other
had a large flock of Rhode Island Reds that produced brown eggs. Both raisers
allowed their birds free range of their property (before free range was considered unique) and fed them mainly grains raised in the local area (wheat,
oats and barley with supplements of byproducts from the local cheese factory). These operating systems were both profitable and ecologically sound.
The poultry had a large, somewhat insulated building for roosting and laying,
and an outside pen space to roam. The birds were healthy and not confined to
cages in a climate-controlled building.
When I returned in the late 1980s, neither farm was still operating. Legislation
had tightened the rules about where stores could obtain their eggs and the farmers had retired. In 1984 I moved to Iowa where you could still see an old laying
house on nearly every farm. Although only about one in one hundred was still in
use by that time, it was evidence of a past rich in agricultural diversity.
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Now, sadly, laying houses on farms are a thing of the past. We have reached
a point where legislation and media have many convinced that eggs produced in large confinement facilities where the birds never touch the ground,
where they are debeaked, dewinged, and declawed, and where they receive
a diet composed of many things, including many antibiotics, are safer to eat.
Commercial raisers placing several hundred thousand genetically identical
birds in a confined space with no room to move and calling it a “controlled
environment” is laughable.

One-Size Legislation Doesn’t Fit All
Each year laws are passed that are, perhaps, necessary for large-scale producers,
but make it more and more difficult for a small-scale business. Lawmakers need
to understand that when it comes to food production, one-size-fits-all legislation simply does not work. They must consider the various levels of production
and create corresponding levels of regulation.
Requiring the person who sells one hundred dozen eggs a week to have the
same type of equipment as a factory farm that produces one million eggs a day
is ridiculous. Forcing a small hatchery that produces several thousand chicks
a week to have the same type of ventilation system required of a place that

F O O D S A F E T Y T H R E AT E N E D
B Y FA C T O R Y FA R M I N G
Although corporate farm shareholders claim that such a system
can be easily monitored for safety, the history of egg recalls tells a
different story. The birds in these facilities are so closely confined
that they must be vaccinated for many different diseases and have
antibiotics added to the feed to control bacterial outbreaks. We now
know that the more we use antibiotics, the more the bacteria build
up resistance and cause more harm.
Why didn’t we have massive egg recalls in days gone by? Some
people claim it’s because we didn’t have the technology then to
determine if eggs were unsafe. A growing number of others believe
the problem of salmonella sickening consumers was easier to control when an entire region of the country did not get its eggs from
one facility. We had the safeguards of diversity and variety in our
food supply, and now we have nearly lost them.
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produces several million a week is also not realistic. These laws are forcing
unnecessary and harmful change to the American lifestyle and are destroying
the creative and niche markets of the country.
A campaign of educating the public, which includes legislators, must ensue.
Smalltime raisers must contact elected officials and let them know how important our vocation is to the survival of the American lifestyle and to many, many
breeds of heritage birds.

Maintaining Diversity
The current legal system continues to produce far-reaching food recalls and
public anxiety about food safety. As a result, consumers increasingly want to
know where their food comes from. They want safe, humanely raised food;
many also want to buy food raised locally to support their local economy. If

H E R I T A G E

M

B R E E D S

Marjorie Bender and the American Livestock
Breeds Conservancy, North Carolina

ARJ IE BE N DE R served as research and technical program director for the ALBC (American Livestock Breeds Conservancy) for a
number of years. I first encountered her shortly after she started working
for ALBC in 1999, taking over after another dedicated worker, Carolyn
Christman, had laid the groundwork. Marjie and I both were attending our
first ALBC annual conference, held that year in Illinois.
I was immediately impressed by Marjie’s dedication and enthusiasm
for her job and mission. She pursued grants, accomplished projects, and
produced news releases to get heritage breeds of poultry into the media
spotlight. She conducted a follow-up census of heritage turkey breeds, then
waterfowl, and finally — a big task — the chickens. Along with the team at
ALBC, she developed criteria and definitions for heritage birds.
With the help of SARE (Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education) grants Marjie put together a project that changed the future of
heritage turkeys. It was hard for me to accept at first, but her plan worked.
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you are able to raise a few heritage birds in your backyard, using safe, humane
methods, you can meet the demand of these consumers.
While not everyone can raise and maintain hundreds of different breeds
— nor should everyone do that — every capable person can help keep our food
supply genetically rich. Begin with one breed that interests you and fits your
needs. Don’t start with the rarest of rare birds. You don’t want great challenges
just out of the gate, or you’ll become discouraged. Choose a breed with a fairly
well-established gene pool and learn your raising techniques.
Once you have your methods down and you feel the calling to expand your
experience, it’s time to try caring for and raising one of the rare species, simultaneously maintaining and strengthening the genetics of that breed. Even if you
raise only half a dozen heritage birds, you are doing your part to keep the gene
pool diverse and the unique species that populate the world flourishing.

Get people to eat them and they will taste the difference; the demand will
follow, she said, and she was correct. She turned the tide, and heritage turkeys are making a comeback.
Marjie spent countless hours on the census for chickens and brought
many fine breeds to the forefront, using the ALBC newsletter to promote
and recharge the interest in heritage poultry. Breeds such as the Delaware,
Buckeye, Java, and Barred Holland were given a second chance through the
guidance of Don Schrider, Jeannette Beranger, and Marjie.
At the close of 2010, after an event-filled tenure as research director,
Marjie left the ALBC. She was always very modest about her accomplishments, but the impact of this woman who never kept poultry of her own
during her stint at ALBC was phenomenal.
What seemed to be a dismal trend in the 1980s and 1990s became a
much brighter future for the genetic diversity of the poultry world. We can
thank Marjie Bender and the ALBC for their role in changing that trend.

PA R T 2

Choosing the
Right Chickens
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Laying Chickens
RAISING CHICKENS FOR the purpose of producing eggs dates back several thousand years. Prior to using chickens, native peoples from all over the
world would gather the eggs of wild birds to eat. Many feel the egg is the perfect
source of food. It is high in protein, with nutrition concentrated in a very small
space. Because chicken eggs are a delicious, versatile food that appeals to people
all over the world, their source — laying hens —are highly valued and sought
after by poultry raisers on farms large and small.

Past and Present Layers
A laying chicken is a type of chicken raised mainly for the purpose of laying eggs.
Although the meat on these birds is of edible quality, for most people, the primary
goal of raising a layer is to have a bird that produces lots and lots of eggs.
Nearly 100 percent of the eggs found in grocery stores or supermarkets come
from laying chickens on factory “farms.” On these gargantuan facilities, thousands to millions of hens are kept in small cages, with food and water provided
continuously. Their eggs roll onto a conveyor belt and are transported to where
they are washed, cooled, and packaged for send-off to the consumer. Egg quantity and size are certainly the primary focus of these facilities, frequently to the
detriment of the birds’ health.
In contrast, until the middle part of the twentieth century there were countless farms all across America with laying hens in buildings that typically housed
between five hundred and two thousand birds. The children and women of
the household often tended to the flocks, then sold the eggs to earn spare “egg
money.” These flocks were kept for one or two laying cycles, and then sold to
someone who would butcher them to be sold as stewing hens.
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Those practices are part of our American heritage; however, it now seems
doubtful that they will ever recur, even in our rural landscape. In today’s society, egg sales are highly regulated. Each state has its own rules and regulations
regarding the sale of eggs. This makes it almost impossible for a person to sell
eggs from their backyard flocks. Over the past 20 years, media hype regarding a
few known cases of salmonella poisoning has created a fear of illness caused by
that bacterium as well as other diseases that can come from eggs.
Many people aren’t aware of where food comes from and how it is produced.
This has resulted in people not understanding the proper way to care for food
products such as eggs and lacking the common sense needed to know it’s important to simply throw out cracked eggs rather than eat them.
Consumer concern has resulted in the creation of the new laws governing
the sale and handling of eggs. Unfortunately, regulations meant to protect people from foodborne illness don’t necessarily make for a safer product; rather,
these laws deter more people from attempting to raise their own food as our
ancestors have done for centuries.
Although the smaller farms that raised five hundred to two thousand laying
hens are long gone, we are starting to see a rise in the incidence of smaller scale
backyarders with fifty to two hundred hens. This rise, often resulting in small farmers selling eggs at the market or from their doorsteps, has steadily increased over
the past 10 years. The awakening of America to the importance of knowing how
food is produced and where it comes from has helped put chickens back into more
small farmers’ hands — and just in time! On these farms, the focus is not only on
cheaply produced quantities of eggs, but also on a quality of life for the birds.
With the constant food recalls, the increasing number of GMOs (genetically
modified organisms) used in feeds, and the uncertain quality of imported items,
now is an excellent time to jump on the bandwagon and get a few laying hens to
supply you and your family with some high-quality fresh eggs. You do not have

RAISERS, RAISE YOUR VOICES!
Those who wish to raise meat and eggs and bring a quality product to
market and consumers to our farm stands must be educators and advocates for our way of life and make sure our voices are heard. Education is
the key. Explain to others why smalltime raising is really the best way to
do things. The more people you influence, the more chances we all have
of avoiding crippling legislation’s being introduced and enforced.
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to use factory-farm methods when raising hens. You don’t have to recall graphic
pictures of debeaked, dubbed, combed, slim white birds all shoved into a small
cage each time you eat eggs. Egg-laying chickens for the backyard person and
small family farmer can provide colorful eggs and add “personality” and beauty
to the backyard as well as functionality.

What Breed’s Best for Me?
Before you can sit down to the task of choosing breeds, it’s important to have
a realistic sense of your needs and limitations. You will have to decide which
breeds best meet your needs; however, keep in mind that all chickens take a
molting season, usually in the fall, when they do not produce many eggs. For a
continuous supply of eggs, it is best to have your young stock ready to start laying as the previous year’s hens take their break. This will allow you a continuous
supply that would otherwise be interrupted when the molting season starts.
Answer the following questions to help decide whether you are suited to
raise a laying flock, how many you can reasonably care for, and which breeds
to consider:
Do you have a small farm with confined spaces for a flock?
Do you have lots of room for a flock to roam and plan to let them do so?
■■ Do you have small children?
■■ Do you have problems with varmints?
■■ Do you have extensive flowerbeds and vegetable gardens you don’t mind
fencing in or sacrificing to your flock?
■■ Do you have time to clean and maintain your flock?
■■ Do you have time at the end of each day to properly lock up your birds to
prevent predation?
■■ Do you like to get away for a weekend and do you have someone who
can care for the flock then?
■■ Do you want a particular color of eggs?
■■ Do you have a plan for the extra eggs?
■■ Do you plan on selling eggs and if so, have you checked out the rules and
regulations?
■■ Do you want eggs year-round?
■■ Do you have the space to raise replacement hens while maintaining your
current flock?
■■ Do you have to have a particular size egg?
■■ Do you have need for docile chickens?
■■
■■
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Do you want your chickens to be petlike and follow you around?
Do you feel that you can handle high-strung chickens?

Make a list of your needs and then prioritize them in order of importance to you:
easy free-rangers, high egg production, low maintenance, eggs of a specific hue, and
so on. Use the chart below to help choose the best breed for you. Understand that
individual differences can exist due to hatchery strains and raising methods.

WHICH BREED IS FOR YOU?
Breed or Strain
Andalusians
Australorps
Black sex-links

Egg Color
White
Brown
Brown

Egg Size
Large
Large
Large

Buckeyes
Catalanas

Pale brown
White

Delawares

Pale brown

Golden Comets

Brown

Large
Large to
extra-large
Large to
extra-large
Large

Hamburgs

White

Medium

Javas

Pale brown

Jersey Giants
Leghorns

Brown
White

Medium
to large
Large
Medium
to large

Hybrid Leghorns
Minorcas

White
White

New Hampshire
Reds
Red sex-links

Brown

Large
Large to
extra-large
Large

Brown

Large

Rhode Island
Reds
Rocks
Wyandottes

Brown

Large

Pale brown
Pale brown

Large
Medium
to large

Free-Range
Ability
Very good
Excellent
Good

Adaptability to
Confinement
Fair
Fair at best
Good if on
proper feed

Excellent
Good

Poor
Fair

Very calm

Excellent

Poor

Generally docile,
does best on
balanced feed
Flighty

Good

Good if on
proper feed

Excellent

Calm

Excellent

Good in chicken
tractors
Poor

Calm
Varies with the
color, most are
at least slightly
flighty
Slightly flighty
Average

Excellent
Very good

Poor
Good

Fair
Very good

Very good
Fair

Calm

Excellent

Poor

Generally docile,
does best on
balanced feed
Calm

Good

Good if on
proper feed

Excellent

Poor

Calm
Calm

Excellent
Excellent

Poor
Poor

Temperament
Average
Fairly calm
Generally docile,
does best on
balanced feed
Very calm
Average
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Laying Breeds and Their Eggs
For many years people thought the White Leghorn was the only option among
egg-laying chicken breeds. Leghorns were selected for high productivity and
large egg size. Low feed consumption was the primary goal of the large-scale
producers, so as to maximize profits. While these birds are amazing layers of
large eggs, they require high energy and time inputs to maintain production.
The small-scale grower, however, will have different goals than a commercial
grower. Although smalltimers appreciate profitable birds, they are also looking
for aesthetically pleasing birds and those that adapt to various living situations.
These are not the traits of hybrid Leghorns.

BREED TERMINOLOGY
Crossbred A bird that will not breed true because it is the offspring
of a cross between two genetically different breeds; a hybrid
Purebred A bird that when bred with others of the same type will
produce offspring that resemble and are genetically similar to
the parents
Hybrid A cross that will not produce offspring that are genetically
similar to the parents; the ideal result is a combination of the best
traits of each parent, with the offspring having more vigor and generally not resembling either parent
Strain (also known as Line) A breed with a particular trait selection
that either an individual or hatchery has chosen and selected for
(examples are Kardosh Bronze turkeys and Wishard Bronze turkeys)
Variety A color version of a particular breed (example: Leghorns are
a breed and they come in many varieties, such as Brown, Silver,
Red, and so on)
Selection Focusing on a particular breed, variety, and/or trait to
choose for breeding; attempting to have that trait reveal itself in
the offspring and achieve a better gene pool for the species
Sex-link A type of chicken created when crossing two breeds from
which the males hatch out one color and the females another;
chicks can be sexed at hatching by the color
Breeding true When two birds are mated together, the offspring consistently resemble both parents in all traits
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While it is true that most of the
modern layers are some derivative of
the original White Leghorn, there are
numerous other excellent laying breeds
you may select.
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Choosing Your Laying Flock
When you first begin to contemplate
your egg-laying flock, you’ll find you
have choices among many breeds. If
high egg production is your exclusive
goal, it is best to stick with one of the
commercial crosses. If you are nostalgic or enjoy tinkering with feed rations and alternative living situations such as
chicken tractors, then look to some of the heritage breeds to make up your flock.
Heavy-Laying Crossbreds
Most white-egg-laying crossbred chickens tend to be a bit high-strung, flighty
(nervous), and harder to control. If you choose these breeds, you probably will
want to keep them inside or provide an enclosed runway to keep them from
flying. Of course, you can always trim their wings, meaning that you trim the
outer flight feathers on one wing, which keeps them from flying out of the coop
and to places where you don’t want them.
These breeds tend to lay their best in spring and summer. Some of the named
lines of Leghorns, such as Pearl Whites, would be the choice for you if you want
white eggs. These chickens are bred to produce a large number of eggs over a
first laying cycle, molt, and then produce fewer eggs during a second egg-laying
cycle. They tend to have a longer first lay cycle because they molt later in the
growth cycle.
Most brown-egg-laying crossbreds tend to be built differently than other
layers. They are a little heavier and usually will not get off the ground far
enough to cause you problems such as flying into trees, flying over five-foottall fences, and so on. For those seeking pets as well as eggs, these types tend
to be the best choices.
Brown-egg-laying breeds tend to do the most laying in winter and spring. If it
gets hot in the summer, the brown egg layers will lay fewer eggs because of their
heavier body style. Of course, this all depends upon the strain of a particular breed.
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The best brown-egg-laying chickens include the crosses Golden
Comets, Black Stars, and Red Stars.
Most of these are very similar — just
different lines selected for particular
traits and used to create the different
trade names. Red Stars, Comets, and
Hardy Concords are all fairly similar
in looks and all begin to produce eggs
at around 16 to 18 weeks of age under
Golden Comet
ideal conditions.
These crossbred (hybrid) chickens
are amazing in their egg-production
abilities; their eggs gain size quickly and they produce great numbers of them.
The catch with crosses, however, is that you must keep them on a fairly stable
ration of high-protein feed. You cannot do a lot of experimenting with feed
rations without suffering some loss in productivity. Don’t crowd these birds or
cannibalism will result.
I have raised different varieties of brown-egg crossbreds over the years and
have found major problems with cannibalism, feather picking, and poor egg
production when I varied from a commercially prepared laying ration. When
given a prepared laying ration, they did very well, performed beautifully, but
they did not have a long laying span. During their second year, their production
slowed, and usually by the third year, though they were eating the same amount
of food, they produced still fewer eggs.

A RECOMMENDED FLOCK
For most people, I like to recommend a laying flock of several breeds
— perhaps some sex-links and some of the various pure breeds —
which will produce eggs more evenly throughout the year. However,
if you are a purebred chicken person such as myself, a variety of
purebreds laying white eggs, brown eggs, and green/blue eggs will
provide you with a constant supply of delicious eggs year-round. A
flock of various pure breeds presents you with a diversity of genetics
encompassing the different regimens in which individual pure breeds
do best. It allows for an overlapping of ideal scenarios.
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T H E Y A R E W H AT T H E Y E AT
Brown eggs always make people think of farms and the serenity of
rural life. Many myths exist about these eggs. Some people think
brown eggs taste strong; others think brown eggs are fresher. If the
truth be known, it’s what the chicken eats and how the chicken is
cared for that affects the quality and flavor of the egg.
Chickens raised in cages off the ground, never setting foot on
soil, never having green grass or scratch grains, garden scraps, or
table scraps will never produce the dark, rich, orange-colored yolk
desired by foodies and egg connoisseurs internationally. Whether
or not you prefer white eggs, brown eggs, green eggs, or even spotted eggs is a matter of personal choice and preference. Keep in
mind, however, that the shell color has nothing to do with the inside
of the egg.

These brown-egg-laying hybrids are ideal for the person who wants to get
chicks early in the year and eggs later that same summer. If you use controlled
lighting for 14 hours a day to keep them in full production mode, by the next
fall you can replace them with another batch of fresh layers. If you’re in the
market for selling eggs, this setup is perfect. It requires more planning, energy,
and time, but you will receive the maximum number of eggs. If you time your
replacements right, you can have a continuous supply of eggs nearly year-round
when using these breeds.
Heavy-Laying Purebreds
For those of you who want to try the more conventional purebred chickens,
there are several white-egg-laying purebreds to choose from. Along with having a reputation for unmatched egg production over the years, Leghorns come
in countless different color versions, so you don’t need to choose the White
variety to have lots of eggs. Leghorns also come in Buff, Red, Black, Light and
Dark Brown, Mille Fleur, Exchequer, Silver, and several other less common
colors. Each of these color varieties has different egg-laying abilities. For example, Denmark was known for raising the high-producing Light and Dark Brown
Leghorns. Many high-quality specimens were sent to this country in the ’40s
and ’50s and many high-producing strains are available today.
Leghorns are a spunky breed. They are active foragers that enjoy a large
area to roam in search of food. The males mature at an early age and in most
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cases become sexually active at 12 weeks old. These young males, or cockerels,
used to be given away in feed stores and were raised on farms as small fryers.
Butchered and dressed, they produce a 2- to 3-pound (1–1.5 kg) bird for your
dinner table. The hens consistently produce a good supply of nice-sized white
eggs and have a solid two- to three-year productive life; they continue to produce well even after their first-year molt. Egg productivity begins to decline
after year three and they are usually nonproducers, or poor at best, by years
four or five.
Other white-egg-laying types include Catalanas, Minorcas, and Andalusians.
These three particular breeds are also known for high levels of egg production
and a fairly large egg. They are larger birds than Leghorns, and offer you the
option of making them your supper if you decide to make meat birds out of your
old egg producers. Unfortunately, large strains are sometimes difficult to find
and care must be exercised when purchasing these breeds, as many hatcheryproduced birds are not much larger than a Leghorn. The finer strains of these
productive breeds of birds all lay extra-large to jumbo eggs.
Catalanas are a nice buff-colored bird with black tail feathers. They are definitely less lively than Leghorns and much easier to handle.
Minorcas come in three colors: Black, White, and Buff. Good Black
Minorcas are very large birds and produce a fine chalk-white egg. Young males
and older laying hens that have passed productivity make excellent meat birds.
The White and Buff color varieties generally have smaller bodies but egg size is
still usually large or extra-large.
Andalusians are a breed from Spain that is most like a Minorca in size and
temperament. They are a rich blue color and carry all of the blue color genetic
issues that are discussed in chapter 20, So, You Want to Be a Breeder?.

E G G S TO S PA R E
The average backyard flock tends to produce more eggs than the
owner can use. There will always be a certain season of the year
when you have many more eggs than you know what to do with. At
that point, you may wish to check out the laws in your state governing the sale of eggs to see if you can get into the business. If all
else fails, give eggs to neighbors and friends; they make wonderful
gifts for food-savvy folks, and excellent peace offerings for neighbors
regularly awakened by your rooster.
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Another less familiar breed that is a good layer of white eggs is the Hamburg,
which also comes in a variety of color patterns. They are the flightiest of the
breeds mentioned so far and will give you a great deal of frustration if you try
to confine them to a small pen with an open outdoor runway. They like their
freedom and to be able to roam and exercise. They occur in beautiful color patterns including Silver Penciled, Golden Penciled, Golden Spangled, and Silver
Spangled, and pure colors such as Black and Blue.
All Hamburgs are good layers. The eggs are not as large as the above breeds,
perhaps, but they are the perfect bird for the small backyard raiser who has
a confined pen and wants a creature that’s beautiful to look at. They will do
well in a chicken tractor, as they like to forage and yet must be confined and
kept from flying into the trees. This breed is very spirited and is great if you
not are overly concerned about the size of the eggs. What they lack in egg size
they make up for in beauty and they are very efficient when it comes to feed
conversion — their smaller body size means they need less feed to produce
lots of eggs.
Brown-egg-laying purebred chickens have many representatives, each
with its own regional adaptations and uses. Some of the top producers, of course,
are the Black Australorps, New Hampshire Reds, and Rhode Island Reds, all
of which have long been known for their egg-laying abilities. New Hampshire
Reds and Rhode Island Reds are both large American breeds developed in the
United States that lay large brown eggs. Their eggs are not dark brown, but more
of a tinted color.
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New Hampshire Reds are pale red, almost orange, with some black ticking
in the neck feathers. They make a nice dual-purpose bird, meaning that not
only are they a great egg-laying bird, but they also can be harvested for meat.
The males are easy to clean and make a bright carcass. The hens have reputations for laying extra-large to jumbo-size eggs and seem to take weather changes
in stride and with little fluctuation in productivity.
Rhode Island Reds come in both single- and rose-comb varieties. There are
many chicks sold as Rhode Island Reds that are really Production Reds. True
Rhode Island Reds are very dark in color; in fact, from a long distance they
appear to be black. They lay a medium-brown-colored egg that usually grades
large to extra-large.
Black Australorps are, of course, black in color and were specifically bred
for high production. They lay a nice brown egg and are excellent foragers.
The green-blue-egg-laying breeds are Ameraucanas and Araucanas and
their derivatives and crosses. These types tend to produce eggs fairly evenly
throughout most of the year with no particular peak season.
One cannot forget the Jersey Giants, which are the largest of the chickens.
They come in three colors: Black, Blue, and White. Their size is impressive
and their egg size can be as well. Some raisers become discouraged, however,
because they take a longer time to reach maturity and generally don’t start
laying eggs until between 22 and 24 weeks old. Jersey Giants are superb layers
their first season, but can really taper off the second year. Their egg color is a
paler shade of brown and the size is generally large to extra-large grades.

New Hampshire Red

Ameraucana
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BAD HABITS AMONG BIRDS
Cannibalism — birds eating at other birds — is a problem for some
of the more nervous breeds and in particular the hybrid layers or sexlinks. It’s best controlled by maintaining a well-balanced feed recommended by the feed store. Keep in mind that you should never feed
your sex-links or purebred flocks raw meat. The taste of blood can
become very habit-forming and must be watched closely.
Feather picking is another bad bird habit that usually arises
as a result of poor nutrition and is exacerbated by boredom or confinement. It tends to be the biggest concern in hybrid layers, which
is why most large-scale producers debeak their birds, removing the
top or top and bottom of the beak to prevent feather picking. If you
do not want to debeak your birds, prevent them from being bored by
allowing them to free-range and provide them with proper feed.

Buckeyes and Javas are both old American breeds but also deserve some
consideration when it comes to choosing a brown-egg-laying breed.
Delawares are outstanding layers and are quite productive and thrifty
as well. They are the right choice for you if you desire tinted eggs that are not
dark brown.
Wyandottes are also an American breed and are often successfully raised for
the dual purpose of producing both eggs and meat. These birds are large enough
to make a good table fowl and are good producers of eggs as well. Wyandottes
come in a number of color varieties as well.
And many will want to consider the Orpington and the Sussex, birds that
also come in a variety of color patterns. These two breeds, also dual-purpose
birds, are discussed at length in chapter 9, Dual-Purpose Chickens.

Laying-Flock Management
Once you’ve determined your needs and limitations, and have picked out the
breed, crossbred, or assortment of breeds that you’re going to raise, it’s time to
plan your management strategy. Discussion of some of this planning can be
found in the above sections of this chapter on the selection of your breed but
along with flock management, there are other management tasks throughout
the year required to keep production high.
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R E A DY ( TO L AY ) O R N OT ?
Use these illustrations to help guide you into distinguishing your productive
layers from your nonproductive birds.

Comb and wattle of hen in laying condition

Good laying condition:
pubic bones wide apart

Comb and wattle of hen not in
laying condition

Poor laying condition: pubic bones
too close together

Laying Chickens

Vent of hen in laying condition

Vent of hen not in laying condition

Good laying condition: good distance
between keel and pubic bone

Poor laying condition: ends of
pubic bones and keel too close
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Do not overstress your birds. Avoid constantly checking on them, and prevent disturbances by pets, predators, and children.
If your birds are confined and are not allowed to range, you must carefully
choose a balanced laying ration. This is especially important for crossbred
hybrid types, as they require a specific ration in order to do their egg-laying job
properly. (See chapter 5, Feeds and Feeding.)
If your birds are going to be free-ranged or roam around, you can be a little
less picky about the ration, but be sure that it’s balanced with at least somewhere in the neighborhood of the 16 to 20 percent protein.
The protein must be labeled as “usable” or “digestible.” Feathers and fingernails are pure protein but they won’t benefit the birds. Protein percentages
in feeds can be deceptively raised with the inclusion of indigestible forms. Look
at your label and make sure that it is a good, balanced feed.

L A Y I N G

A

C H I C K E N S

Tom Bruning, Treynor, Iowa

N AVID P OU LTRY RA I SE R since childhood, Tom Bruning has
turned his hobby into a profit-making business. He has several flocks
of birds for egg production. One flock is a group of sex-link hens that are used
strictly for commercial egg sales at farmers’ markets and local pickup at the
farm. He also has the remnants of an old-fashioned egg route where he delivers eggs on his way to a part-time job away from his full-time farm work.
Timing is crucial, Tom has found, to keep keep up a steady and consistent supply of eggs. He has worked hard to maintain a productive flock and
has learned exactly when to obtain new replacements so they will enter
productivity as the older birds become tired and ready to quit. He has the
management skills to work through the seasonal changes of such a venture.
In order to keep a continuous supply of eggs to the regulars on his route and
those who pick them up at the farm he must carefully plan for the growth
and arrival of his replacement pullet chicks for egg production.
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Be sure that the bag says the feed is a “balanced poultry ration for laying
chickens.” A “breeder ration” is different. Protein is not the only element of feed

to be concerned with; many micronutrients, such as vitamins, minerals, and
sources of calcium and fat should also be included in proper quantities.
If you are not careful about your feed choice, you may find you’ve purchased
an inadequate product. But it won’t take long for you to determine that the feed
does not meet the needs of your birds. If they are not laying properly and egg
production starts high and then rapidly drops off, or if you’re having problems
with feather picking or cannibalism, your feed is not properly balanced.
More information about key issues that pertain to all chickens — egg laying, meat, dual purpose and fancy — is in chapter 28, Calendar Considerations.
Issues about selection for production, checking for production, and molting are
all addressed there.

Tom also has three other flocks that serve dual purposes. One is a
purebreed flock of large exhibition-quality Black Minorcas, of which he
maintains a strong line of high-producing birds. (The size of his birds is
unbelievable.) This productive egg-laying flock is reminiscent of the purebreed laying flocks of the mid-twentieth century. Out of this flock, Tom sells
eggs both for eating and for hatching. Since the stock is of high quality, he
can obtain more money for hatching eggs, when there is a demand, than for
eating eggs, which helps to increase the farm income.
His other two flocks are White and Columbian Wyandottes. Again, these
are purebreed exhibition strain with light brown eggs, and they not only add
egg sales but also supplement Tom’s income through hatching-egg sales.
Tom makes most of his own poultry feed. He raises the grains on his
farm, grinding and mixing them with supplements purchased from local
feed companies. His operation is sustainable and progressive.

8
Meat Chickens
ONE VARIETY OF MEAT BIRD DOMINATES the current poultry market. You know it well. You see it displayed in tidy packages at the supermarket,
and you’re pleased by the low price and the little picture of the colorful, happy
hen with a kerchief wrapped around her neck. You buy it, mostly boneless. You
serve it to your family using 16 different recipes and you eat it. Give up? It’s the
modern, commercial broiler chicken — the Cornish Cross.
When the Cornish Cross was first created more than 50 years ago, the original intent was to develop a faster-growing chicken that provided more meat
per bird. Its development was a boon for farmers and consumers alike. Over
the years, however, as the raising of chickens became the domain of corporations, the focus has shifted away from raising vigorous, healthy chickens and
toward practices that are most profitable. Today’s Cornish Cross broilers mature
so quickly that the growth has actually outpaced the birds’ immune system,
making health problems prevalent among these breeds.
Many folks involved in the commercial poultry-raising business today
argue that the modern broiler chicken is a cheap and rapid source of meat.
In this twenty-first century, however, the citizens of this planet have begun to
start looking at all of the costs involved in growing our food supply, not just the
monetary expense. We are asking how the environment, and the poultry and
human populations are affected by the poultry industry. We wonder about the
long-term survival of the chicken species when the greatest numbers of meat
birds raised are totally dependent on man, on energy, and on a germ-free environment to live. We seek a safer, more humane, and more sustainable method
of food production.
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Meat Chicken Choices
For hundreds of years, the predominant meat chicken in the United States was
the White Rock, a recognized American Poultry Association breed. White Rocks
grew fast relative to other chickens of the era; they dressed clean and had a
buttery yellow skin. True-breeding purebred APA-recognized Cornish birds
produced a larger carcass with a firm flesh but were not popular because they
did not grow as fast.
In times past, it was customary for these backyard chickens to take 12 to 16
weeks to grow to the preferred size and maturity for butchering. A twelve-weekold, 2- to 4-pound (1–2 kg) bird was thought to be a perfect young fryer chicken.
Many feed stores gave out free day-old White Leghorn cockerels and hoped you
would come back periodically to buy feed.
Society has changed since the Leghorn was considered the picture of quickfry perfection. Now, a majority of consumers want chickens to have more
breast meat and less leg and thigh meat than the Leghorn can offer. Breast meat
seems to be the most popular thing in today’s on-the-go culture, sparking a
change in chicken breeding.

WHERE’S THE BIRD?
Convenience may have fueled the consumer taste for birds with a
huge percentage of white meat and a very large breast. The U.S.
population has trended away from adults working in the home and
preparing traditional meals eaten together as a family and toward
the drive-thru fast-food sandwich demands of families with two working parents. We are a society on the run and the humble chicken is
caught in the process.
Many youths of today have never had a baked or stewed chicken,
or chicken and dumplings made from an old hen. When I first started
teaching in 1984, you could count on fried chicken for school lunch
at least once a month. Now it has been years since fried chicken
(with bones!) has graced the school lunch menu; instead, chicken
sandwiches or nuggets with sauce appear at least once a week.
Consider this: As we educate our youth, we are also training them
to be future eaters of rapidly raised chicken, covered with flavorenhanced coatings to make up for the lack of natural flavors attained
with a reasonable, healthy growth period.
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No longer do you find feed stores handing out free Leghorns. Instead, you
see people of all sorts from farmers to backyarders raising the Cornish Cross, or
“broiler chickens” as they have come to be known. Frequently these chickens reach
maturity at eight to ten weeks of age, and sometimes in as few as six weeks. They
grow to be 6- to 10-pound (2.7–4.5 kg) butchered carcass in that short period of
time! The carcass of these birds is largely breast meat; short on leg and thigh meat
compared to the Leghorns, they are still very tender. The butchering process is
slightly different from that of a traditional bird because they are so quick to mature
they do not develop a very thick skin. (See chapter 19, Home Processing, for specific butchering methods.)
My biggest personal bias against these birds is a matter of taste — taste buds,
that is. Because they grow so fast, they don’t seem to have the flavor or the texture that one gets from a bird that takes a full 16 or even 20 weeks to mature. As
a bird gets older, it develops layers of fat within the meat that carry the flavor.
Fat makes for a tastier bird. Birds that are butchered at such an early age tend
to have a carcass that is bulky and considerably heavy, but without the flavor of
a slow-maturing bird. Flavor, however, is a matter of preference. The individual
poultry raiser must determine which chicken type to raise for meat.

Traditional Meat Breeds
Many people, including myself, consider that most any breed can be used for meat.
Of course, some have better growth rates, producing a larger carcass, but I’m a firm
believer that size is not as important as flavor. Older meat breeds to consider are the
traditional White Rock, White Wyandotte, Orpington, Jersey Giant, and Dorking.
White Rock

Wyandotte
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M E AT B R E E D T E R M I N O L O G Y
Traditional meat
breeds

Historically long-lived chicken breeds that typically take at least
12 to 16 weeks to reach a reasonable butchering weight

Standard breeds

Breeds among the long-standing traditional breeds found in the
APA (American Poultry Association) and known to breed true

Commercial
meat birds

Crossbred broiler chickens developed strictly for rapid growth and
high production of great amounts of white breast meat; in most
cases, they do not breed well naturally; typically ready to butcher
by 6–8 weeks, and frequently don’t survive past 20 weeks due to
the large breast mass and the accompanying heart and circulation problems

Cornish Cross

The most common commercial meat bird

Commercial
standard breeds

The selections of APA breeds more commonly found in hatcheries and feed stores; although similar to the APA breeds, these
are more geared to production and not of show quality

When it comes to something to eat, Dorkings take much longer to grow than
White Rocks or any other breeds, but between 16 and 20 weeks of age you can
harvest a large, full-bodied, tender, strong-boned chicken that provides a very
tasty meal. In this length of time, the bird has put on some fat inside the meat
that provides a great deal of flavor.
Any color variety of Rocks, Wyandottes, Jersey Giants, Dorkings, Orpingtons,
Rhode Island Reds, New Hampshire Reds, and Buckeyes all produce in a reasonable length of time — between 16 and 18 weeks — a desirable carcass. These
birds are not broad-breasted, but they offer up a respectable amount of tasty and
flavorful meat, a reasonable portion of which is white.
Feed and Forage
The feed and method of feeding is crucial to a meat chicken project. In most
cases, a feed that is around 23 percent protein is considered a good starter/
grower feed for meat-producing chickens. If you get too high a protein feed
you may have some serious issues with kidney function and other organs. As
the birds get older, it is probably best to use the 23 percent protein ration with
minor additions of other grains.
Traditional breeds of poultry, especially those that are allowed to roam about
outside, are a bit more forgiving when it comes to the nutrient requirements
and environmental conditions. They are simply easier to raise. The biggest
determining factor when you’re raising traditional breeds is your final goal and
how you’re going to reach it. If you raise chickens the old-fashioned way, you
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have them in a brooder facility for a time depending upon how cold it is outside
(see chapter 4, Baby Basics.)
Usually at around six weeks old, you can let them roam outside the building,
exposing them to a life of foraging. This may not be an option for you, but when
allowed to free range the breeds will pick up a lot of their own nutritional and
feed requirements from your backyard or pasture. If you haven’t decided how
much freedom to give them, check the discussions on this subject in chapter 1,
Should I Raise Poultry?, and chapter 2, Housing and Supplies.
Providing chicken tractors is an excellent way to gain the benefits of free ranging without the negatives of predator losses and destruction of desired plants.
These breeds will tend to pick up a lot of their own nutritional requirements
while foraging. It is still a good idea to provide a 23 percent protein feed, however,
and then monitor growth to see that they are developing at the proper rate.
You’ll know your birds are growing at a proper rate because they will be
happy, moving around, very shiny in appearance, and have an overall good
demeanor. You will notice that they are not getting a proper diet by their withdrawn look and couch potato behavior: they’ll spend most of the time sleeping
or doing nothing.

M Y C H O I C E F O R M E AT ?
My favorite meat breed has to be the Dorking. Perhaps I am nostalgic or just a lover of history, but I think these birds are great. They’ve
been around for so many years (they date back to Roman times) that
when you eat one you can relish the fact that you are consuming
something that has adapted to and survived several thousand years
of change. They are a truly a sustainable breed, with the ability to
withstand many diseases and pests. That genetic strength and durability makes them an integral part of sustainable agriculture.
The growth rate (and flavor!) of a Dorking is something that
defies modern standards. They seem to grow ever so slowly at first,
and then look all boney and gawky and quite unpleasant as they
approach their teenage phase. Nearing 16 weeks, though, Dorkings
begin to fill out and develop a full-sized carcass. They finally turn out
to be magnificent meat birds with nice flesh, and sturdy bones that
you can’t bite through. The flesh is full of flavor and firm, yet tender.
Baked, roasted, or fried, Dorkings cannot be beat.

Meat Chickens

Traditional Breeds
■■ Slow growing
■■ More feed
■■ Able to forage for nutrition
■■ Adaptable to various
environmental conditions
■■ Thrifty
■■ Flavorful
■■ Can breed naturally
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Hybrid Cornish Cross-type Broilers
■■ Fast growing
■■ Less feed
■■ Sedentary; can’t forage for feed or
easily move away from trouble
■■ More prone to disease
■■ Bland flavor
■■ Often require artificial
insemination

Cornish Cross Broilers
When breeders discovered that crossing White Rocks with the Cornish produced a bird that had larger breast meat and a reasonably rapid growth rate,
the Cornish Cross, or some relative of that group of crossbred chickens, was
created. These breeds have promptly overtaken the U.S. market as the top breed
raised for meat.
Cornish Crosses, grown as “broilers,” grow fast and do not require a large
growing area because they don’t move around. These birds have become very
popular with some small-scale growers. If quantity of meat and large breast size
is important to you, you can’t go wrong with the different strains of these meat
crosses. These strains do have problems with conditions such as breast blisters,
sore hocks, and ascites, in which the bird grows so fast its immune system
can’t keep up. This has become a serious issue in the broiler chicken industry.
Because the rate of bodily development is so rapid with the immunity rate lagging behind, the birds are susceptible to many ailments, the most obvious being
sores on the legs and feet and breast blisters that are slow to heal.
Birds affected by ascites suffer high mortality rates when stressed, usually
during periods of extreme heat and rapid temperature changes. It usually occurs
at a time when you think everything is going perfectly normally. Then you go
out one morning and find that after a cold spell most of your birds are laying
there dead for no apparent reason. Death from chilling with these birds is a
result of increased blood flow to the lungs, which, along with the heart, have
not developed enough to keep up with the increased respiration rate.
Much work has been done on the breeding of these birds by the poultry
industry and ascites now occurs less frequently around the world. It is still quite
possible to grow these birds and produce a carcass for butchering in as few as
six weeks, however.
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Do not raise Cornish Cross and standard chickens together in a mixed pen
for a long time. The Cornish Cross grow so fast that they quickly out compete. It
soon becomes an issue of them stomping on the smaller White Rock and other
standard breeds. They can be kept together for the first week to 10 days but
then should be separated. For the benefit of both, the broiler chickens (Cornish
Cross) developed for production should be raised separately from the commercial standard bred poultry that conforms to the APA Standard of Perfection (see
chart on page 123).
A Breed Apart
The Cornish Cross broilers consume great quantities of feed and water and produce heaps of waste. Their eating and drinking habits are wet and messy as they
tend to hunker down right next to the food and water and consume constantly.
Many growers have found it’s best to limit their feed, removing it at night, to
let them grow at a moderate rate. Too much feed available without controls can
cause the birds to grow so fast that they risk developing ascites, resulting in
sudden, devastating die-off.
First-time poultry raisers will have to do a bit of experimenting regarding
about how much feed to provide, whether or not to remove the feed at night,
how to regulate the temperature in the facility and keep their pens free from
drafts, and so on. They must also be prepared to butcher as soon as possible if
the birds’ body conditions start to change. Before deciding whether to raise
these hybrid broilers or a more adaptable traditional breed, very seriously consider the trade-offs involved in raising hybrid broiler chickens.
Some people feel that Cornish broilers
provide an excellent start for raising poulCornish Cross
try, but if you choose them for your first
flock, keep in mind that because they are
quite different animals from most breeds,
raising them tends to give you a unique
perspective on chicken raising that, in
many ways, does not translate to the raising of other breeds.
Feeding Broilers
The growth rate of the Cornish Cross broilers is impressive, as is their consumption
of feed and water, compared to that of
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F O O D - T O - M E AT C O N V E R S I O N
The rapid growth rate of the modern broiler requires a huge food
intake. It’s crucial to butcher these birds at a certain point in their
development or you’ll lose considerable profit margin. Although it
takes 16 weeks for a traditional chicken to grow to butcher size, the
feed consumption rate is less than or equal to that needed to get
the Cornish Cross broiler to that size in 8 weeks.
Keep in mind that a traditional bird does more foraging and gets a
percentage of its food from the environment if allowed free range. The
percentage depends upon the area in which they are foraging, of course;
dry desert regions have less nutrition than a lush green pasture full of
insects and tasty green feed. You may find you use more food for the
traditional bird if you don’t monitor amounts placed in the feeder. Be
sure not to give excess food, which can attract rodents and incur waste.

White Rocks, Orpingtons, Jersey Giants, and other standard breeds of poultry that
take twice as long to grow to full size. The diet of the Cornish broilers must be
carefully monitored. You may have a bit of a problem if you decide to start experimenting with lower-protein feeds. If you choose to mix your own feed, it may be
missing some of the trace elements that are essential for good growth. Cornish do
best if kept on a standard ration that is developed especially for them.
Many raisers have success providing feeds that are sold as “meat maker” or
“meat finisher” varieties created especially for meat-producing chickens. These
feeds have the trace nutrients and the requirements that help these fast-growing
birds maintain a healthier immune system and give them the ability to reach the
dinner table without weight loss.
Traditional breeds (discussed earlier in this chapter) can actively forage for
the trace elements included in the special Cornish feeds, often even if kept in
the confines of your barn. But sedentary hybrid broiler chickens will not forage; they stay close to their food and water, with no energy or physical ability to
move far away from that area. The older they get, the less they travel; they are
the couch potatoes of the poultry world.
Provide continuous crumble feed until your young Cornish reach two to
three weeks old. Typically, if you feed a fine-grind ground feed to other breeds
of chicks, they will pick through it, pecking up the biggest pieces and scattering the powder on the floor. Although it’s not the best feeding option, it’s okay
for standard breeds because they will later turn around, scratch at the floor,
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DON’T MIX WITH THE CORNISH CROSS
Because of their rapid growth and messy lifestyle, commercial meat
birds (Cornish Crosses and the like) should be raised separately
from all other poultry. It can work for about a week, but then give
them a home of their own. Cornish Crosses grow so fast that other
breeds find it a struggle to access the food supply.

and pick up those things that they would have otherwise missed. The typical
Cornish broiler chicken, however, doesn’t usually have enough energy to persist
and find the bits and pieces of essential nutrients that they need in order to
maintain health.
Heating
During summer, the feeding area must be shaded, because these hybrid birds
are not active enough to move back and forth between the shade and sun and
can easily become overheated. Be prepared to have electric fans ready for use
in the chicken house if the temperature gets above 85°F. Once the chickens are
two to three weeks old, or if you have cold weather, be prepared to add some
supplemental heat at night. The broiler chickens’ ability to adapt to temperature
change is inferior to the standard-bred chicken. The environmental conditions
in which you must raise them must be more strictly controlled.
You must be very careful to make sure that you maintain good, clean water
in front of them at all times, particularly during warm and hot spells as they are
not as readily able to adapt their bodies to temperature change as are traditional
standard-bred chickens.
Finishing
If you choose to raise Cornish crossbred chickens, you will usually be rewarded
at between six and eight weeks with a reasonably sized bird ranging anywhere
from 4 to 7 pounds (2–3 kg) dressed. The butchering is fairly easy as they are
not very mobile; it is easy to catch and kill them, and then remove the feathers
by scalding in hot water. Within a few minutes of removing the entrails, you
can have a bird cut up and ready for the frying pan or oven. Refer to chapter 19,
Home Processing, for a detailed description of the butchering process.
Take care during butchering: these thin-skinned broiler birds bruise easily. Keep butchering (and eating) time in mind when raising Cornish Crosses.
Because this type of chicken does not have many breast feathers, it has nothing
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to protect its skin from discoloration. The skin can become permanently soiled
from improperly cleaned litter, making the butchered carcass an unappetizing
color. Change the litter regularly to help maintain a nice breast skin color.
Growth-Related Health Conditions
Leg problems occur in rapidly growing meat birds that do not get much exercise. Because of their particular eating and movement habits as young birds,
they sometimes develop splayed legs, a condition where the leg sticks out to one
side (see chapter 4, Baby Basics). They are unable to function properly, sliding
around on the ground on their breast. In most cases, splayed legs is not repairable in this type of bird. The bird has to either be quickly butchered, if large
enough, or euthanized, if still small.
Breast blisters also occur in rapidly growing meat crosses because they sit
on the ground most of their lives. Because they have huge appetites, little to
no ability to exercise, and a larger breast than standard chickens, they tend to
get sores or other malformations on the surface tissue of their breasts. In most
cases, this can be easily removed when the bird is butchered, but with a chunk
of flesh removed they present a less than ideal carcass.
Foot and leg sores are another problem for commercial crosses. Care must
be taken to watch the feet of these fast-growing birds. Because the immune
system can’t keep up, sores often form on the hocks, legs, or pads of the feet of
these birds. The more sores you see in this area, the more of an issue you will
have to deal with as the birds become larger.

Breast blister is a result of the large breast and
sedentary nature of commercial cross broilers
and other rapidly growing birds. They sit all day
and acquire sores on their breasts similar to
bed sores, an affliction of people who must
constantly lie in bed.
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These sores are usually the result of the body not being able to acquire sufficient amounts of biotin, pantothenic acid, or riboflavin. A slower-growing bird
can utilize these elements in the food at a more efficient pace and thus has far
fewer problems. In most cases, leg sores are not fatal, but birds with this condition will die if litter is not properly maintained and kept stirred up and as dry as
possible, especially during a long spell of very hot, muggy, wet weather. Fungi of
many species thrive in these warm conditions, and if the bird contracts a fungal
infection, it may die. These infections grow rapidly and are somewhat difficult
to handle.
Antibiotics will help in some cases but one should never butcher a bird
that’s been on antibiotics until well after the time prescribed by either the
instructions on the medicine or the advice of a veterinarian (see box below).
Some people dismiss the sore hocks and open sores on the feet as minor conditions, but if an infection takes hold it can and will spread through the bloodstream. This can leave bacteria in the meat and if not cooked properly can
result in problems for you when you eat your freshly butchered chicken.

ANTIBIOTICS AND WITHDRAWAL
Medicating birds raised strictly for meat production is usually unnecessary. With the exception of coccidiosis, the first 16 weeks of life
are typically disease-free. If medications are used, however, it is vital
that you make note of each date and time that you add the drug to
your birds’ feed or water. Most feeds contain a coccidiostat to battle
coccidiosis. This drug has a limited withdrawal period, the period of
time required after the drug is “withdrawn” from the animal’s food or
water supply prior to consuming any part of the animal or eggs. The
current standards say there’s a zero-day withdrawal period for a coccidiostat, but other medications have longer withdrawal periods.
Adhering to these regulations is a must. Failure to follow the proper
withdrawal period by selling or consuming medicated meat may lead to
traces of the drug in the meat. Anyone with allergic reactions to these
medications can have serious health problems as a result.
If a medication is used, do not exceed the recommended dosage
or give it for longer than prescribed, or it may take even longer to get
it out of the bird’s system.
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Managing Growth
Watching the healthy (or unhealthy) growth of your birds, regardless of the type
of broiler that you raise, is crucial if you’re going to be successful and able to
continue to raise for more than just one year. Set up a system that works best
for you to achieve the growth rate you wish for them.
Again, if you want meat as fast as possible, no matter what the cost, then you
have the option of Cornish Cross broilers on full feed in a relatively climatecontrolled facility. If you are more concerned about sustainability and flavorful
meat, then the choice of a traditional heritage breed is the best option. There are
also many choices in between. Final carcass weight is important but so is breed
sustainability. Keep in mind that you cannot keep Cornish Cross broilers for
breeding and attempt to make a sustainable system. These birds are the results
of a cross and have such large bodies they cannot breed naturally. But if you want
meat produced quickly with rapid growth rate, chickens such as the Cornish
Cross broiler will get you done with the entire project in several months.

Time Frames
Some will want to know that they will have their project done within 8 to
10 weeks so they can plan accordingly and know when the chickens will be
gone. Others will not be satisfied with such a system and want a more traditional type of chicken flock, which will be around longer. A more traditional
flock for meat will take at least 16 weeks, but no more time per day than a flock
of Cornish Cross broilers.

Because its immunity can’t
catch up with the physical
growth of the commercial cross,
leg sores are common and
should be watched for signs of
fungal infection.
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Whatever methods, practices, or breeds you become most accustomed to,
or most comfortable with, should be the ones you build on from year to year.
Each year you will gain some experience and some knowledge that will help
you determine the best way to go about raising the meat birds for the following
year. Though it never hurts to experiment occasionally with a different breed
or cross, or to tinker with butchering time or bedding or feed schedules to
improve upon your system, it’s probably not a good idea to radically change a
system that works.
For example, experimenting with widely different types of grains or feed can
be detrimental. It’s never a good idea to switch brands of feed within the raising
cycle. The proteins and the trace minerals in a new mix might come from different sources, which change the flavor. The unfortunate result can be a decrease
in appetite and slowed or stopped growth. Keep in mind that feeding too much
of certain supplements, such as flax, can change the flavor of the meat.
Try to be as consistent as possible with your feed and feeding methods so
that the birds know where to find the feed, when it will arrive, and what it will
be. For most practical purposes, it is best for feed to be available at all times.
However, because commercial cross breeds such as Cornish cross broilers grow
at such a brisk rate, it’s best to pull the feed away at night to keep them from
overeating. If they overeat, they can develop many conditions (described on
pages 123 and 127) from ascites to leg problems to breast blisters.
A first-time meat chicken raiser planning to process the meat should not rely
specifically on a time frame for butchering. It is far better to consider the size
of the bird when deciding whether or not to butcher. If in doubt, test-butcher
one particular bird to discern the relative ease or difficulty of the process and to
determine if the weight and shape of the carcass meet your criteria.
Butchering, processing, and proper handling and storing care of all varieties
of poultry meat are discussed in detail in chapter 19, Home Processing.

9
Dual-Purpose Chickens
WHAT EXACTLY IS a dual-purpose chicken? The term is a catchall used to
describe chickens that can be raised for both eggs and meat, though they are
generally acknowledged not to be best at either. Dual-purpose chickens are
not unsurpassed in their laying abilities, nor are they preeminent meat birds;
rather, they are decent performers in both of these functions.
Breeds that fall into this category tend to be medium-sized birds, mostly of
the brown-egg-laying group. They are not the fastest growers, but produce a
reasonably sized dressed carcass and a fair number of eggs. Some dual-purpose
breeds are more seasonal layers, and many of them are more useful for one
purpose rather than the other, but that doesn’t detract from their versatility
and appeal.

Breeds with Two Roles
Breeds that fall in this category typically lay eggs that range in color from tinted
to brown, and most of the breeds from the English class of chickens are in this
group. This includes Orpingtons, Sussex, and Dorkings.

The English Classes
Orpingtons come in a number of colors, of which the principal varieties in
North America are the common Buff, the White and Black, and the rarer and
more highly sought-after Blue. Orpingtons are by nature fluffy birds, with feathers that make them appear much larger than they actually are. They have a
white leg with a pink streak. Typical of the English breeds, Orpingtons are low
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Orpington
to the ground — not tall in stature. The hens
are good layers and the males make a reasonably sized meat bird.
Sussex can be found in several colors in
this country. The most common varieties
are Speckled, Red, and Light. Newly reintroduced to North America are the Coronation
Sussex and birds boasting the Buff color pattern. Sussex are a bit taller than Orpingtons,
although they share the features typical of
the English class — white legs with a pink
streak on each. Sussex are perhaps more
active than Orpingtons. They adapt well to a
free-range system and the hens make very friendly pets. The roosters, however,
are a bit on the aggressive side and can cause some problems for folks who
spook easily. Sussex lay a lightly tinted egg, not really dark brown or white, but
sort of an off-color. Sussex are not known to lay a very large egg but are consistent layers and are not easily thrown off their laying cycle by weather changes.
Dorkings are also recognized as dual-purpose breeds, as they are wonderful
layers in fall and winter during the darker times of the year. They tend to lay in
spurts during the summer season and late spring, as the hens have a propensity
for going broody. These birds come in an assortment of colors from Red (really
Black, breasted red like a Brown Leghorn), Silver Gray, Colored, Cuckoo, Light
Grey, White, Black, and several others. They lay a nice size, lightly tinted egg.
Dorkings lay a large clutch of between 12 and 15 eggs in the spring, and then go
set. They raise that bunch of chicks, go back to laying, and if allowed start another
family. They can raise up to three batches a year in warm climates. In nearly all
cases Dorkings will raise the chicks themselves, which can cut down your workload considerably and provide an environmentally friendly way of increasing your
flock without the use of an incubator, extra facilities, or electricity.
Other dual-purpose breeds do not have quite the mothering tendencies of
Dorkings. Commercial sex-links rarely become broody, and when they do they
are not very good mothers.

Sex-Linked Chickens
Sex-linked chickens are birds that can be sexed on sight at hatching because
the males and females are different color. They are a result of crossing two pure
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breeds. Although some of the crosses don’t always create visible color differences in the males and the females, others work exceptionally well.
One of the first breeds of sex-linked chickens discovered was a cross between
Barred Rock hens and Rhode Island Red roosters. The female chicks from this
pairing are all entirely black, and the males are all black with a white spot on the
heads. There are numerous ways to make sex-links using various combinations
of males of one type and females of another and each hatchery may use a slightly
different combination to get the strain that they sell.
Sex-linked females tend to fit much better in the egg-laying group. Flying in
and out of pens as youngsters, they will undoubtedly do their share of clearing
high fences on the wing, choosing to roam and forage at will. As they get older,
they are not quite so flighty and stay in the backyard. They are very good brownegg layers in late winter, spring, and the summer months. Even though as the
season gets hotter they tend to lay fewer eggs, they still maintain a reasonable
level of production.
The sex-linked males make a very fine meat bird. Stay away from the darker
sex-links, however; in butchering the darker-colored pinfeathers can be a challenge to pick and clean off. The advantage of the reddish-colored sex-links lies
in the fact that the males of these crosses tend to be nearly white and provide
very few pinfeathers that are dark and difficult to remove.

The American Classes
One could also place into the dual-purpose category some of the meat chickens that lay a brown egg, such as the Jersey Giants, Wyandottes, Rocks, Reds,
Chanteclers, and others in the American category. The brown-egg layers
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commonly have a bigger carcass for butchering and lay quite a large number
of eggs per year.

The Needs of a Dual-Purpose Flock
Dual-purpose chickens are the birds that come to people’s minds when they
think of the old chickens on Grandma’s farm — the ones who like to roam
around the yard, peck in the garden and find food on their own. They’re not too
fussy about feed or shelters, but you will have to keep an eye on them so they
don’t go broody outside, hiding their eggs in places where you can’t find them.

Eating Habits
Dual-purpose breeds tend to be fairly average eaters. To get the best egg production, you need to buy a well-balanced feed with enough calcium, and offer
plenty of grit for digestion if scratch grains are given. Many believe these birds
make the best foragers. They will look for insects, seeds, and other gleanings
from your yard for snacks that boost their nutritional intake.

Shelter
Providing a proper shelter for dual-purpose breeds to lay their eggs is the best
thing that you can do for them. Given plenty of room and kept from confinement, they are happy and content and will supply you with a large number of
eggs and insect control. Remember, though, that many members of this group
want to follow their biological instinct to reproduce (become broody) and set
on their eggs. Keep an eye on their roaming; once the Dorkings, Orpingtons,
and other hens feel the desire to be moms, they may try to hide a nest and raise
chicks where you can’t find them. It’s important to encourage them to lay within
a smaller area where it is easy to find eggs.
To keep the birds from becoming broody, the hens can be confined in a small
yard or pen until midafternoon, when most hens have laid their eggs for the day.
Then the birds can be turned out into the yard to forage. Breeds known for their
setting abilities include the old-fashioned Dorkings, Orpingtons, Wyandottes, and
some of the Rocks. Dorkings are known for their broodiness, their mothering ability, and for trying to hide out on clandestine nests of eggs. If you want to raise and
produce your own chicks and not purchase an incubator, this trait can be desirable.

Getting Started
When you consider dual-purpose chickens, it means you’re considering raising some birds for meat and some for eggs. Traditionally, one starts with an
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assortment of straight-run chicks (as hatched, including both males and
females), raises them, selects the best females for egg production, and butchers
most, if not all, of the males. You raise the chicks on a standard chick ration as
they’re growing; when they are older, usually six to eight weeks, they’re able to
range more freely and less feed is needed to supplement their diet (though they
should always have access to it).
Maintenance of dual-purpose birds is different from that of chickens raised
for other uses. As the roosters begin to reach sexual maturity, you may begin
selecting the birds to be butchered. At the point of maturity, rooster meat begins
to toughen up, so you’re better off if you can butcher them then.
Once the egg laying cycle starts — usually no earlier than 16 weeks in the
best commercial strains and at roughly 20 to 24 weeks in some of the heritage
breeds — switch to an egg-laying feed. This is particularly important if the
birds are not allowed to roam around on their own and pick up the minerals
or trace nutrients found in your yard. Don’t spoil them by giving them baby
feed their entire life. The high levels of protein found in baby feed are hard on
adult kidneys and other organs. A laying ration should contain between 17 and
20 percent protein; anything higher is too high for them to perform well and
remain healthy.
When the majority of the males are out of the picture, you shouldn’t have to
worry too much about maintenance issues that are any different from those of any
other chickens. As with other poultry ventures, you’ll need to decide when you’re
going to replace your hens, and how often. A hen replacement timeline depends
upon the breeds you raise and the strains within those breeds. As a general rule, you
easily can get two very good years of egg production from the dual-purpose types
before it’s time to replace them. Sex-links usually give out in their third laying year.
With other breeds you’ll get average egg production for a third and even a fourth
year, depending upon your climate and other conditions that stress the birds.

The Laying Cycle
If you start with a batch of chicks hatched in March, April, or May of a particular year, they will grow and usually begin laying eggs within four or five months.
Laying, however, may start as late as when the birds are five-and-a-half or six
months old, depending on the breed, the feed you’re providing, and the health
of the individual hen. It’s best not to rush them; let them begin to lay gradually
at 20 to 24 weeks.
A typical April hatch will result in hens beginning to lay sometime in late August
or early September, when the days are rapidly beginning to shrink in length. They
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will lay a few eggs and then, as the days become shorter and the nights longer after
the autumnal equinox, you will see a quick reduction in egg production. This is
nothing to become alarmed about, but can be frustrating for someone hoping to
get a whole bunch of eggs when the birds have finally matured.
Purchasing or hatching chicks late in the season, in July, August, or even
September is one solution, if you have good facilities for rearing young fowl in
the cooler, shortening days so that they reach reproductive maturity when the
days are getting longer (around early January). However, there are other ways
to control the laying cycle.

Manipulating the Cycle
Most people get very disappointed when chickens they thought would lay all fall
suddenly stop producing eggs and molt. Because feed content and the amount
of light hens receive are key influences on when laying will begin and how long
laying will last, you can adjust both to influence the cycle.
Let There Be Light
Increasing the light in the coop with supplemental electric lighting during the
evening and early morning will push your hens to lay earlier. Simply turn on a
light and leave it on for a minimum of 14 hours a day in their pens. You must
figure out the particulars for your facility, but a 60-watt or 75-watt bulb should
work for most people with a dozen or so hens. Use this rule of thumb: If it is light
enough in the building for you to read, then the birds are receiving the proper
amount of light. The incandescent bulb is your best choice for most pens as it
provides a greater amount of light. Soft or standard light varieties work fine.
The laying hens need to have at least 14 hours of “daylight” to lay eggs at
50 percent or more of their top production rate. Purchase an automatic timer
that you set to turn the light on in the early morning and off just before sunset.
This last will keep the birds from being suddenly left in the dark.
A Protein Fix
You can also control the timing of the laying cycle to some degree by cutting
down on the percentage of protein in the feed. Thin the feed ration with corn
or other scratch grains that the birds will eat. This diluted feed with less protein
slows down the development process after a week or two of use.
If you choose to try to manipulate the laying cycle to suit your purposes
rather than allowing the birds to begin when they are ready, keep in mind that
the sooner hens start to lay, the sooner they will become exhausted. Laying,
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E N E R G Y - S AV I N G B U L B S P R O B L E M AT I C
Standard-wattage incandescent light bulbs are becoming unavailable
as society focuses on ways to save energy. In our area, we find “Soft
White” and lower-wattage bulbs in the stores now. These work fine to
provide light, but not heat, for young birds.
Increasingly, we find screw-in florescent bulbs available on the
shelves of our local stores. These provide adequate light if you
increase the wattage a bit over that of the standard incandescent
bulb, but fluorescents also present safety problems if they break.
More than one fire has started when a fluorescent bulb broke and
the ballast arced. Fluorescent bulbs work better in houses and other
places where poultry cannot fly up and break them.
Halogen bulbs are acceptable lighting for poultry but are rather
pricey and should be protected in some fashion from poultry breaking them.

while natural, is stressful, and the more stress their bodies endure before they
are truly prepared, the sooner egg production will slow in subsequent years,
causing you to have to replace your flock every year instead of every other year.
Allowing them to gradually grow into their life cycle of laying and reproduction will give them a chance to develop a good strong immune system and good
strong bones.
During Molting
It is normal for chickens to molt — lose their fathers and grow new ones — once
a year. This typically happens in the fall as the days become shorter in length.
The reduction in light triggers molting, which, in turn, triggers the cessation of
egg laying; this makes the fall months the lowest point of egg production during the year. Spring-hatched chicks just beginning to lay in September suddenly
stop laying and molt if they have been laying a month or more. Light is the biggest determining factor for egg production for these young pullets. However,
chickens can be encouraged to continue to lay eggs.
You can control a chicken’s molting and egg-laying cycles to a large degree
by regulating the amount of light in their living quarters. To keep them from
molting in the fall, you have to trick them with an artificial “daytime” environment created by supplemental lighting. If you do this, however, the following
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EGGS THE YEAR THROUGH
Developing a plan that will ensure your family has eggs year-round
involves bringing young hens into production as your older stock
takes a rest. This is sometimes difficult if you run them all together;
it works best if you have two separate buildings. If facility spaces are
limited, you may need to divide your building with a temporary wall or
dark tarp of sorts, with electric lighting on one side and only natural
light on the other. Otherwise it’s a challenge to provide your fatigued
layers with the rest they need, and have the young ones coming into
production with proper levels of calcium and nutrition and enough
light to lay well.

year they will probably quit laying very early compared to their normal midSeptember to mid-October.
You’ll need to experiment to find out what works best in your particular
environment and with your flock. The amount of artificial light provided determines how long molting can be delayed. It cannot be prevented completely,
though; eventually, they will go into a molt. Many of the modern sex-link chickens’ tendency to molt can be controlled until roughly 12 to 15 months of continuous production, but then molting occurs.

Stewing Hens
Once the birds have completed the laying cycle and you have planned properly
for their replacements, these hens make a decent-sized, 4- to 6-pound (2–3 kg)
stewing hen. Cooked, they make a deep, rich broth, and meat that’s excellent
for chicken pie, chicken casseroles, Moroccan-style stew, or other international
or homegrown stewed chicken dishes. You would never want to fry one of these
old hens, as it would be extremely tough. Even baked, an older hen can be rather
chewy; but an old bird that is boiled can produce a rich, thick broth and palatable meat.
When considering which sorts of birds you’ll raise, keep in mind that from
dual-purpose flocks you get edible roosters early on, more than decent egg production for several years, and when the hens are done, 3 or more pounds (1.5
kg) of meat per bird to please the folks sitting round the supper table.

10
Bantams
WHEN MOST FOLKS HEAR THE WORD “bantam,” they think of a miniature version of chickens. There also, however, are bantam breeds of ducks
(Call Ducks); and some raisers even consider the Midget White turkey breed to
be a bantam (see the chapters Waterfowl and Turkeys for more information).
True bantams have no full-size poultry counterpart. Other miniature breeds
are selections from mutations of their larger counterparts.
Raising bantam chickens can be an enjoyable experience for beginners. They
are an especially good choice for young children because they’re small, easy to
handle, and can become quite attached to people, making them very good pets.
Some breeds, however, are better suited for pets than others. Cochin bantams
and Silkies are the best picks, though Japanese bantams also make fine pets.
Keep in mind that these birds are not kept just for pets. Bantams can be
superb layers of small yet very usable and tasty eggs. Their minute carcasses
make cute and delicious, individual serving-size birds to serve up steaming at a
fancy dinner party or cold for a picnic getaway.

What Makes a Bantam a Bantam?
The APA standard calls for a bantam either to be a breed without a full-size
counterpart, or a one-fourth to one-fifth the size of the regular size fowl. You
can find bantam versions of Orpingtons, Rocks, Reds, Wyandottes, and many
other breeds. Bantam breeds come in almost all the same colors as the large-size
fowl, and often in an even wider array of colors. Specialty clubs and individual
enthusiasts have gone to great lengths to create a multitude of color varieties. The Old English breed has more than 30 different color variations and the
Dutch breed has nearly as many.
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Bantam Breeds
The mild-mannered disposition of Cochins makes them the ideal bantam breed
for the first-time chicken raiser. They come in a number of color varieties: Red,
White, Buff, Barred, Black, Blue, Golden Laced, Partridge, Silver Laced, Birchen,
Mottled, and others, with frizzled versions of most color types. Cochins are low
to the ground in body style and have feathers on their legs all the way down to
their toes. They are high-quality layers of small, tinted eggs. Most all of the hens
desire motherhood and will eventually go broody and want to set. This is a great
opportunity for the smalltime raiser to increase the flock without much effort.
Cochin bantams make excellent setters, and once the chicks hatch, the hens
make excellent mothers.
The Old English and Dutch bantam breeds are beautiful, spunky, and
a delight to have in the farmyard. The hens of these breeds are extremely
friendly and will willingly sit on your hand or shoulder. They come to you
when they see you and are easy to maintain. The roosters of these two breeds,
however, are quite spirited and enjoy fighting. Yes, they’ll follow you around —
to spur you! While it can be cute to see these feisty little roosters in action,
they also can be dangerous to young people who get their faces too close. More
than one of my farm helpers has been spurred by these lively fellows, who left
gaping scratches on the helpers’ faces and tears in their young eyes. While I
dearly enjoy these breeds, they are not necessarily the best choice for firsttime chicken raisers.
Bantam Rocks and Wyandottes are similar versions of their larger counterparts. They both come in Black, Blue, White, Golden Laced, Silver Laced,
Partridge, Blue Laced, Red, and an assortment of other colors, such as the

C R E AT I N G B A N TA M S
Once a breeder has a genetic mutation that creates a miniature, he
or she can continue to breed the smallest specimens of the offspring
to further establish the breed. Bantams should be one-fourth to onefifth the size of the full-size version. When selecting for bantams,
and those that are diminutive versions of the larger fowl in particular,
it’s important to choose properly sized birds and to cull those that
are too large. Sebrights are a breed for which constant selection is
needed to sustain the smaller size. Rarely will you get birds that are
too small.

Bantams
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Silkie

Chocolate and Barred seen in full-size birds. There are more color varieties of
Wyandottes than Rocks.
Rocks have a single comb and a slender style body; Wyandottes have a square
or chunky body with a rose comb. Both breeds lay a pale brown egg.
You can find bantam versions in other breeds as well. They range
from Orpingtons and Sussex to Leghorns, Rhode Island Reds, and New
Hampshires. As far as temperament and other breed characteristics, these
diminutive breeds all seem to possess qualities that are quite similar to their
larger counterparts.

Uniquely Bantam
Silkies, Sebrights, Nankins, and Japanese breeds are among the few that fall only
into the bantam category. These birds do not exist as varieties of regularsized chickens.
Silkies are a popular choice for a child as they are soft and cuddly like a kitten or puppy. With only a few typical feathers — secondaries on their wings —
Silkies possess the unique trait of having downlike feathers covering the rest
of their bodies. They come in an assortment of colors, with more constantly
being developed. Currently common are the White and Black varieties, with
Blue, Buff, and Partridge seen nearly as frequently. More recent color creations
include the Barred, Grey, Lavender, and Red varieties. The popularity of these
fine bantams makes it seem certain more colors will appear.
To be true to type, Silkies must have not only the full battery of soft down
feathers, but also black or very dark skin. The comb should be walnut-shaped
and a mulberry color. Silkies also must have five toes and the telltale downy
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feathers on their legs. To maintain the standard in your flock, light-skinned
birds or birds with a single comb should rapidly be culled.
Silkies are not the greatest layers but make fantastic setters and mothers.
They will set on a rock for weeks with the hope that it will hatch. I have seen
them easily adopt and raise orphaned chicks. I have also seen them set on the
eggs of ducks, pheasants, and even turkeys, then hatch and raise them with the
same care they afford their own.
Japanese bantams are another choice for docile, easy-to-handle birds. They
are fantastic layers of tinted eggs, but are only average setters and mothers.
Japanese bantams have a unique physical trait called a squirrel tail; their tail
feathers bend forward then arch back. Combine that showy characteristic with
their shorter-than-average legs and you have a really unusual-looking bird. They
appear to shuffle along the ground on their short legs and provide raisers with
a unique sight. Breeding for these short legs is challenging, however, because it
results from a gene that throws a lethal element into normal breeding combinations (see box opposite).
Showing Japanese bantams can also be troubling. Many times, unless you’ve
seen the true-to-standard short-legged type up close, you will not produce the
proper varieties for showing. The ideal bird looks so unusual that you might
not realize that its appearance is what it is supposed to look like: it should have
short, stubby legs and a curving tail that rises clear over the top of the head.
Sebrights are exceptionally petite, showy little chickens. True Sebrights are
very small and have a stocky body structure. Their small size makes the chicks
very tiny and hard to ship, so many hatchery birds are much larger than the

Sebright

Japanese
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S E L E C T I N G F O R T H E S TA N D A R D :
T H E JA PA N E S E C H A L L E N G E
Not all Japanese that you purchase have the correct short legs. For
a Japanese bantam to have legs that fit the standard’s criteria, raisers must be willing to work hard, select birds thoughtfully, and have
an understanding of what it means to have a lethal gene, a gene
whose expression results in the death of the organism, usually in the
embryo stage.
Japanese bantams carry one gene that dictates average leg
length and one gene that dictates short legs. Although the birds are
healthy and function normally, crossing two short-legged birds results
in some of the eggs never fully developing into chicks. Some that do
hatch are functioning chicks, but they are long-legged and do not conform to the breed standard.
Roughly 25 percent of the Japanese chicks inherit two genes for
short legs — a lethal combination — and the chicks will die before
hatching. Another 25 percent of the chicks will inherit two genes for
normal legs, and will have legs that are too long for showing. Only
half the chicks will have the proper long- and short-leg gene combination. If you choose to maintain and better the breed, it’s your job
to select for the proper leg length. To do this you have to cull the
long-legged birds from your breeding program. (See chapter 20, So
You Want to Be a Breeder?, for more on culling.)
This breed is just one of the many genetic mutations in the poultry
world that continue to thrive and provide breeders with a challenge
to work on and to improve. In the case of Japanese bantams, the
shorter the legs and the more the tail curves over the head, the
better the bird is considered as far as breed type.

accepted size. Once you see a quality Sebright you will be fascinated by their
petiteness and amazed at how spunky and active they are for their size.
The breed comes in two colors, Silver and Golden — not solid silver or solid
gold, but silver laced and golden laced, a coloring that is very appealing to the
eye. They are tight-feathered, which means their feathers do not fluff out, making them always appear in fabulous condition. Sebrights lay a tiny tinted egg.
They are active foragers and make good backyard birds.
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LITTLE CHICKENS FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
If you have children who would like to take on a poultry-raising project, you’ll find the bantam Cochin breed perfect for your purposes.
Bantam Cochins come in many colors and are about one-tenth the
size of their standard large-fowl counterparts. This is the breed I
always recommend for children who are trying their small hands at
raising for the first time.
In nearly all cases, male and female Cochin bantams are easy to
handle. Anyone spending any length of time with them quickly learns
that these birds are similar to cats and dogs — they’ll follow you
everywhere! It is very easy for young children to pick them up and
carry them around, and amazingly, when you set these birds down on
the ground, they tend to stay put.
These traits make participating in a poultry show satisfying for
young children. With bantam Cochins, kids can prove to the judge
that they are able to handle and care for the chickens, whereas other
birds are often difficult for youth to control. More importantly, these
birds give the young 4-Her a chance to gain bird-handling confidence.
And once they feel confident, a young person can move on to handling larger, more challenging birds.

Backyard Birds
Bantams are perhaps an ideal choice for the person who has a small backyard,
wants just a few chickens, and has no desire to see their yard destroyed by large
roaming chickens. A few bantams released in the backyard and allowed to peck
at the insects around the flowers and vegetables, and at the long grass, will not
damage the property. As with any chicken breed, of course, you should never
turn them out on the freshly planted or young garden. The garden must be well
established if it is to withstand from gleaning poultry. If you see that damage is
starting to occur, you can give the plants a chance to repair themselves by not
turning the birds out for a few days.
The advantages of allowing bantams to range in your garden are many. They
are wonderful for catching insects; they think slugs, worms, and the other pests
eating your produce are delectable garden fare. If you have only a few of these
ornamental birds, they can be left out most of the time and will not cause a great
deal of damage.
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You must, of course, keep the size of your yard in mind when deciding how
many bantams to keep. If you have a half-dozen bantams in a typical city or suburban backyard, you’re going to do fine. If you try to cram 50 or 100 bantams in
the same backyard, they’re going to eat all your grass and trample on things. It
is just a simple matter of keeping the numbers beneficially relative to the space.

Meat and Eggs
I’ve said before that watching bantams peck around in your lawn and garden can
be engaging; it’s also true that they can provide many an egg and, in some cases,
a fair amount of meat for family consumption. Even though their body size is
small, one can butcher bantams for a reasonably sized half- to 1-pound (0.2–
0.5 kg) carcass that will serve one or two people. The popular Cornish game hen
is nothing more than a Cornish bantam selected for its large breast size.
Egg production from bantams is nearly equal to that of large fowl, and will
keep you happy as long as you’re willing to accept that the eggs are about onethird the size of a standard chicken egg and adjust your recipes accordingly.
Bantam eggs provide just as much nutrition per volume as do large hen’s eggs.
The more you allow your bantams to free range in your backyard eating green
things, however, the richer in color and nutrition the yolks will be.

Sheltering the Small Breeds
Providing housing for a few bantams can be as simple as building or purchasing
a large doghouse. You also can use chicken tractors with great success. Bantams
don’t need anything elaborate; their small size allows you lots of room for creative
freedom. They do need some protection from wind and precipitation, though they
can take quite a bit of cold. You will have to adjust your housing according to your
location, zoning requirements, and your climate (see page 21 in chapter 2, Housing
and Supplies, for ideas about how to adapt to your specific area). Remember, you
can fit four times as many bantams as large fowl in a housing space.
When designing their housing, be sure to think about their roosting habits.
Roosting is important for these miniature birds; it provides a feeling of security.
On a roost, they’re off the ground and away from some of the predators. A simple
2≈2 (5≈5 cm) board or a round pole approximately that size or slightly smaller
is ideal for placement as a nighttime roost in one end of the bantams’ enclosure.
A roost also allows you to treat the birds easily for lice and mites. You simply
paint the roost with the treatment formula (see chapter 25, Flock Health) and
the toxic fumes come up around the body of the chicken and through its feathers, fumigating the lice and mites.
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NO NEED TO COMPOST
Bantams make wonderful garbage disposals. They like light table
scraps and other goodies that are left over from harvesting and preparing vegetables and other foods for your family meals. They enjoy
watermelon rinds, vegetable peelings, old bread crusts, and so on.
Obviously they’re not going to eat coffee grounds or chocolate, and
you shouldn’t give them a lot of greasy meat or bones. But they will
relish leftover salad, pancakes, and things such as that. In fact,
many times they become spoiled, and you’ll find them waiting for
you to deliver something special — something outside their normal
chicken food ration — each day.

Bantam Feed
Bantams eat the same types of food as do large chickens, only a lot less. Generally,
a small handful of feed will be more than enough per bird per day. Adjust the
amount given to your birds’ feeding habits; the more they range and forage the
less prepared feed they’ll need. You’ll find they like table scraps as well. The
more lettuce, cabbage, alfalfa, and other green feeds in their diets, the darker
orange and more nutritious their egg yolks will be. See chapter 5, Feeds and
Feeding, for a detailed discussion of feeds and feed practices.
Regardless of which bantam breed you choose, you’ll find them to be a fascinating group of birds to raise and observe with their remarkable colors and
habits and their exceptional ease of care. If size is not critical, you also will feel
rewarded with delicious, nutritious eggs.

11
Ornamental Chickens
THERE ARE MANY REASONS for raising poultry beyond profit from egg
and meat sales. Many people are interested in the aesthetic value of having
just a few chickens. They want something pretty to look at or something to run
around their yard that gives them that farmyard or rural feeling.
In previous chapters, I’ve described chicken breeds that are raised specifically for laying eggs, breeds used primarily for meat, and some that can be considered dual-purpose birds — raised for both eggs and meat. But there’s a whole
other world of exotic chickens out there that people should explore.
Many “fancy” breeds exist that are very attractive yet also functional as a backyard flock. Although some breeds, such as the Brabanters and the Kraienkoppes, are
not recognized by the APA, quite a few of these aesthetically pleasing birds have
been around a long, long time or have some unique characteristics that will make
them something special in your backyard flock. All will lay eggs, of course, but some
will lay eggs better than others or be better suited for meat. Some will make excellent mothers, some are vigorous foragers, and some are merely a delight to own.
Being somewhat of a purist at heart, I naturally enjoy seeing pure breeds and
flocks of all one type. However, there are times when I stand looking in amazement
at all of the young stock roaming around our farmyard. I count it as one of my life’s
greatest pleasures to see the diversity of types, shapes, colors, habits, and growth
patterns before my eyes. While row after row of one variety of flower provides uniformity, structure, and its own type of beauty, the vision of a diverse poultry palette
is much like a flowerbed with countless plant species, textures, colors, and blooms
to admire. Luckily you don’t need to own a huge menagerie with myriad buildings
holding several thousand birds to delight your senses. This striking beauty can also
be achieved by owning a mixed flock of a dozen or so chickens.
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Exotic Breeds
Who says all your chickens have to be the same breed or type? A few of the more
exotic Oriental, crested, or feather-footed breeds added to your flock provide
variety and character. There are dozens of varieties and breeds; I include only a
few of my favorites here.

Polish Crested
I’ve always thought that no backyard flock can be complete without a few
crested Polish chickens. They come in an array of colors, and fanciers create
more color varieties all the time. Some of the more common colors and color
patterns are Silver Laced, Golden Laced, White Crested Black, White Crested
Blue, Black Crested Blue, White, Buff Laced, Red, Chocolate, and Cuckoo. The
availability of these different colors is constantly changing because one color
becomes popular and everyone must have one until it’s replaced by another
color fad. Availability is also based on the relative ease or difficulty of maintaining vigor and a rich color quality.
These birds are ornamental yet also very good layers of white eggs. As nonsetters, however, they are not going to raise their young, but will provide a great
deal of curiosity and beauty as they roam among your other birds.
Take extra care with Polish crested chickens, as they are prone to predator
attacks. They make easy prey for hawks, cats, foxes, and the like because their
crest often covers their eyes; they can’t clearly see what’s going on above or
around them.

Crevecoeurs and Houdans
Closely related to the Polish are the Crevecoeurs and the Houdans, breeds that are
part of the Continental class of birds.
Crevecoeurs are a black-crested breed
of chicken that has a muff — a growth
of feathers under the chin. They are of
French origin, and though still a bit larger
than the Polish, in days gone by they were
a much larger breed than the representatives we see today. In their day, they were
a nice-sized table fowl as well as an excellent layer of white eggs. The lack of a dedicated following of purists to keep them up
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to standard has allowed them to slip; they are now a smaller bird — still beautiful, but not the impressive fowl of the 1800s.
The Houdans not only have a crest, but also a fifth toe — a genetic mutation
specifically selected for by breeders. They, too, are of French origin and also a
bit larger than Polish. They come in White and Mottled varieties.
Although many people think Houdans and Polish are some new creations,
considering them “hippie” birds, they have been around longer than many of
the more common breeds of today, dating back to the 1500s. All members of
the crested fowl breeds produce a decent-sized carcass for meat, despite their
relatively small bodies. They don’t appear large, and really are not very large, but
their carcass is a respectable size — 2½ to 4 pounds (1–2 kg) of dressed weight.
Their inability to see much makes them great pets for young children because
the children can swoop down and pick them up without the bird getting incredibly stressed.

Cochins
Another group of ornamental birds are the Cochins. These are large, featherfooted, bulky-bodied birds. Existing in a variety of colors, some of the more
common include White, Silver Laced, Golden Laced, Black, Blue, Partridge,
and Buff. These birds are somewhat docile, make suitable pets, and look massive
from a distance. They are considered loose feathered, making their size deceiving. They appear to be heavier than they really are — until you pick them up.
Cochins are fair to good layers of a tinted, brownish egg, and make suitable
moms as they tend to go broody once they reach a couple of years old. With
carcasses much larger than the crested Polish chickens, you can use Cochins as
a multipurpose egg and meat bird.

Dorkings
If you feel Dorkings are not suitable as dual-purpose birds, you can always
obtain them for a hint of the exotic. They have a long history as a domesticated
bird dating way back to Julius Caesar’s time. This type of chicken is large; some
folks argue it should be in the meat class — and indeed, Dorkings produce a
large carcass with a fair amount of meat. However, their sluggish growth rate
makes them less desirable as meat birds in today’s society. Dorkings grow slowly
at first, putting on their massive bone structure that they fill out with muscle
as they age.
When observing your flock, it may look as if these birds have a genetic defect
of sorts; they’re built a little low to the ground. They have a fifth toe and are layers
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of tinted eggs. They come in a variety of colors: Red, Silver Grey, Black, White,
Colored, Cuckoo, and Light Grey. They occur in both single and rose combs.
For centuries these birds have been recognized for their wonderful setting
and mothering abilities. They lay well in the lower-light seasons of the year —
better than any other breed I have known. They will, however, want to become
mothers and are very persistent in their desires. It is not at all uncommon for a
Dorking hen to set and raise three broods a year if allowed to do so.

Cubalayas
Cubalayas are a regal, ornamental, functional Oriental breed developed in
Cuba prior to being spread worldwide. They lay well, though their eggs are
small. They are spunky, active foragers. They are available in Red Pyle, Black
Breasted Red, White, Black, and Brown-Red, among others. The males have
long, sloping tails and the females have a slope at the rear part of their bodies
as well. Cubalayas are not a large breed but provide a special elegance to the
backyard flock with their beautiful body style and habits.

Sumatras
Sumatras are docile, gorgeous birds with a greenish sheen. Males possess the
unique characteristic of double spurs, another mutation that has been selected
for in breeding. Sumatras come in at least three varieties: the common Black,
the less common Blue, and the Frizzled Black. They are another breed with a
sloping tail, and the males possess a longer than usual tail. The hens are reasonable layers of tinted eggs. They make excellent mothers. Although they hail from
the tropics, they are remarkably winter hardy.

Cubalayas
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Long Crowers
Not recognized by the APA, but nevertheless fascinating and beautiful, Long Crower
chickens include several distinct types; the
Tomaru and Denzili are the most common
strains. They are only average layers, but
make wonderful mothers.
All Long Crowers are selected for the
rooster’s ability to sustain a long, drawnout crow. Because this long crowing trait
Brabanter
is sometimes tough to maintain, breeders
should take care to ensure that males with
the longest-lasting crow are always selected
for reproduction. This can be a difficult distinction, however, as they sometimes
don’t crow until they are more than a year old and don't crow as frequently as
other breeds.

Persian Rumpless (Manx)
Manx or Persian Rumples, in a variety of colors, are indeed ornamental, but also
quite functional. Most are excellent layers, and raisers will enjoy an abundance of
eggs nearly all year long. They are called “rumpless” because they do not possess a
tailbone. This physical trait (another genetic mutation) makes reproduction very
tough, as the lack of a tailbone allows the feathers on the rump to grow over the
anus, acting much like a birth control device. For the eggs to be adequately fertilized the feathers on the rump must be plucked or carefully trimmed. Fortunately,
both genes for the trait are present (in the homozygous condition) making the
trait not lethal, unlike short legs in Japanese bantams (see page 142, Bantams), or
ear tufts in Araucanas.

Brabanters
Don’t neglect to consider the unique Brabanter breed for your backyard flock.
They are of Dutch origin and have a unique tuft of feathers that stick straight
up from the top of the head. It is not a crest, but an actual tuft. (A crest comes
from a large bony knob on the head, while a tuft grows from regular tissue.)
Brabanters come in two color varieties in North America — Gold and Cream —
and lay a white egg. Egg size is rather large for a bird of such middling stature.
These fowl are active and take to foraging with zeal.
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Oriental Varieties
Orientals include Yokahamas, Shamos, Phoenix,
Malays, and Aseels, among others. All are showy
birds with unique characteristics.
Yokohamas are a long-tailed breed developed
in Japan. They are a bit larger than Cubalayas
and come in several color varieties.
Phoenix are perhaps the most elegant of the
Oriental class, as the males have extraordinarily
long tails. In fact, these birds have such long tails
that it’s best to provide them with a tall roosting perch to protect their tails from breaking or

O R N A M E N T A L

R

Phoenix

C H I C K E N S

Ron Nelson, Ogdensburg, Wisconsin

O N N E L S O N spent his entire life with poultry, raising just about
every breed and most every type of fowl. He never had many waterfowl, but boy, did Ron love his chickens! Although he was a junior-high
English teacher with little formal science or agricultural training, Ron
loved to work on breed preservation and improvement with all of the ornamental chicken breeds.
He and I shared a project of trying to develop a chicken that laid true
blue (robin’s-egg blue) eggs. Neither of us could accept the notion that the
modern Ameraucana laid a blue egg: even though the rest of the world
seems to consider that egg color blue, we both thought it was green.
Ron spent years on his breeding project and was always searching for the
next type of “pretty chicken,” as he called them. Despite his limited training
in agriculture and science, he created many excellent crosses. He had an eye
for detail and a desire for perfection.
He never brought adult stock onto his farm. He wanted to keep things
as biosecure as possible, so he started only with hatching eggs or day-old
chicks. He would go to swaps and shows for inspiration and then find a
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getting dirty. The hens are not famed layers but do lay reasonably well. Phoenix
also come in several color varieties.
Shamos, Malays, Aseels, and Saipans all have undeserved bad reputations
as being nothing more than fighting chickens. While it’s true that these breeds
all have been used for cockfighting, they are also quite people-friendly. I have
raised Shamos for years and have only had one that has ever been aggressive
towards humans. These breeds will fight with other chickens for their territory,
however, and this combative behavior is not just a male trait. I have seen vicious
fights among the females mixed together at the wrong time of the year. It is
really best to introduce new birds to existing flocks only when breeding season
is over. I make a habit of introducing new birds only during the molting season
when the birds are not so proprietary.

source for young chicks or eggs to keep things biosecure at home. Ron
inspired many young people and got them started in poultry. He was constantly reminding me I had too much going on and then would pass on one
of his breed preservation projects to me.
When I visited Ron’s farm I was amazed at the calmness and serenity of
his flock. As I drove into the yard it was like an enormous moving bouquet
of four or five hundred adult chickens all roaming the yard and then surrounding me as I exited my vehicle. They all came looking for their treat, as
Ron was always bringing them something special. The diversity of colors,
shapes, and sizes was amazing.
Ron didn’t live to see the completion of this book, but right up to the
end, from his hospital bed, he was directing his farm helper to set up this
or that breeding pen for either breed preservation or for working on a cross
for a particular trait. We can all hope that each of those young people he
inspired over all of those years is now carrying on at least a little of Ron’s
enthusiasm and dedication and is inspiring yet another generation to continue the work.
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Though none of these four breeds is easy to obtain from commercial sources,
they all exist in a variety of colors. Typical are the Black-Breasted Reds, Red
Pyles, Darks, and Blacks. Each breed has its own selection of colors. Obtain true
quality stock from a breeder.

Still (a Bit) Wild Breeds
For the person who wants breeds that are rather independent thinkers and
have some feral traits, consider Egyptian Fayoumis and Kraienkoppes. Rather
small in stature, both of these breeds have excellent feed conversion; they spend
little time at the trough as they are always out foraging. They will almost naturalize — they go wild, live in the edges of fields and gardens, and raise their own
young, much as a wild pheasant would.
Fayoumis are less likely to set, but I have had them do so; they are wonderful producers of small eggs. They offer the raiser the additional advantage of
resistance to a number of common poultry viruses and conditions.
Kraienkoppes are practically wild. They hide their nests and raise their
chicks completely independent of commercial food preparations. I usually have
one hen a year manage to escape the breeding pen and disappear into the garden
or orchard. These elusive birds hatch a nest of young and raise them in the wild,
returning as winter approaches, usually with minimal, if any, loss of young.
Whatever birds you choose when starting a backyard flock, it is always a
good idea to try and include a few from the collection of functional, ornamental breeds. They add spice and elegance to any flock and will provide you with
hours of amusement and relaxation, making the whole venture worthwhile.
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Turkeys
NO POULTRY OPERATION IS COMPLETE without turkeys. Turkeys are
one of the very first poultry species raised by Americans, having been captured
from the wild and domesticated. While turkeys may appear difficult to raise,
they really are not. With just a few guidelines, they become an easy flock to rear
in your backyard.
Perhaps nothing is more beautiful to see than a small group of young male turkeys strutting around your yard showing off their youthful tail fans of multicolored
feathers. Each of the different breeds and varieties of turkeys has its own particular
feather pattern that makes it unique, colorful, and just all-around attractive
in the backyard. Despite their beauty and obvious value to humans as a food
source, it is also true that no other poultry breed is more unfairly maligned than
the turkey. These glorious birds — considered by some, including Benjamin
Franklin, to be a better candidate for a symbol of our nation than the eagle
— seem to be the brunt of most poultry jokes. Anyone regarded as a failure,
washout, or fool is called a turkey, and though turkeys are thought to be the stupidest member of the poultry world, nothing could be further from the truth.
Statements such as “A turkey will stand with its mouth open and drown in
the rain” are far from factual. While most commercial confinement birds may
be dumbfounded and made more vulnerable to illness by their first experiences
with rain, your typical heritage-type turkey is not stupid. They may stand in
the rain trying to cool down on a hot summer day, but more often, at the first
indication of raindrops, they speedily head for the shed. They don’t like to get
wet any more than any other bird.
Some of these misconceptions come from observing birds walk right past
a feed source. The fact is, turkeys have rather poor vision, especially as youngsters. They are farsighted and have trouble seeing anything up close to them.
Turkeys’ vision problems persist into adulthood, giving even the elders that
156
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vacant look. With their head cocked to one side trying to see something right
up in their faces, they don’t appear very bright.
Finally, to some degree, the distinction between what appears to be ignorance and perceptiveness lies in the birds’ genetic makeup. One must be careful
to understand the behavioral differences of modern, commercial turkeys and
the breeds commonly seen in days gone by.
Fortunately, heritage turkeys are making a comeback. Perhaps as they begin
to displace the breeds grown in factory farms — breeds that typically do nothing
more than sit and eat all day— some of these misconceptions about stupidity
will also be displaced.

Modern vs. Heritage Turkeys
Once you’ve determined you’d like to raise turkeys, you must consider next
whether you want commercial, fast-growing artificially inseminated turkeys or
naturally mating, slower-growing heritage turkeys. Modern, commercial turkeys and heritage turkeys are different birds. Their head structure is different.
Their bone structure is different. Their body shapes are different. Their needs,
habits, and products are all different.
Only you — the backyard poultry person — can decide what’s best for you,
but before you decide, weigh the advantages and disadvantages of both types.

Modern Factory-Farm Turkeys
The typical modern commercial turkey has a facial bone structure that is coarse
and rough, an extremely broad breast, and short legs, and, for all practical purposes, is incapable of breeding on its own. They continue to exist by artificial
insemination. Males can become so large that they just sit, eat, and wait to be
milked for semen, which is then used to fertilize the females, which are also
quite hefty. The turkeys never come in contact as mates. They have been developed only to grow as fast as possible and to produce great quantities of meat.
They eat as much as they possibly can.
It’s also important to know that modern commercial turkeys produce a
greater amount of white breast meat than do the naturally mating heritage or
turkey types. The commercial turkey’s broader skeletal structure allows for this.
It also means that walking, running, and flying are behaviors of the past. They
will not need roosts because they constantly sit like blobs on the ground near
the feed and water sources, consuming all they can.
If you’re accustomed to broad-breasted store-bought turkeys, and can’t imagine raising or eating any other kind of bird, then you may want to stick with
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ROAMING PESTICIDE
My father, who grew up in the 1920s in the deserts of central
Idaho, told me it was his preteen summer job to herd the pesteating turkeys around from field to field during the day and bring
them home to the barn to roost at night. I always thought using
turkeys as a method of controlling grasshoppers was unique to
that part of the world. After moving to Iowa, imagine my surprise
to learn that a fellow teacher had had the childhood job of herding
his family’s turkeys from field to field all summer in the 1950s in
western Iowa!

those particular types. You should be aware of a few things in order to be successful, however. Remember that these turkeys are bred to be raised in confined
spaces in large operations. Over the past 50 years, humans have altered them
genetically to create a bird that is perfectly adapted to a disease-free, climatecontrolled environment, inside a building. They prosper when not allowed contact with outside organisms.
When you place commercial varieties of birds outside, or rear them in a
backyard or barnyard situation, they are more susceptible than heritage turkeys
to diseases, pests, and weather extremes. You must be careful to make sure that
you have a plan to protect these birds from environmental shifts as they become
older. They require cooling systems in summer and they will not handle cold
as well as heritage birds, so should be put either in a well-protected place for
winter or butchered by the time winter arrives.
Modern commercial turkeys are poor foragers. They prefer to sit by the
feeder and eat and rapidly put on weight. They are not able to fly much at all
and in most cases never have use for a roost, as they are unable to get off the
ground. Their incredibly large breasts render them basically incapable of breeding. Man has created a huge monster of a meat breed that is chiefly dependent
upon humans to live. They are virtually incapable of feeding themselves in a
pasture-based system. They have a weakened immune system because of their
rapid growth and high nutrient requirements, making continuous feeding of
antibiotics necessary in many cases.
A High-Maintenance Breed
Modern turkeys don’t adapt as easily to weather changes as do heritage birds.
Like their wild counterparts, teenage heritage birds love to roost in trees, even
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in a snowfall. Modern turkeys frequently succumb to a number of ailments
if they are exposed to long periods of wet and cold. They also have a much
more difficult time dealing with high temperatures, mostly because of their
extra weight and an inability to cool themselves with a dust bath or fly into a
tree for shade.
The modern turkey simply is not designed to be a sustainable commodity.
Along with reproduction, it depends upon man to supply a balanced food
supply. Heritage birds supplement their diet with added protein from insects
and worms, extra vitamins from greens, and so on, but modern birds are not
able to move fast enough to catch many insects, even if they had the desire to
do so.
Although large breasts produced in a short period of time are a desired commodity for many modern consumers, before you choose to raise modern commercial turkeys, consider the energy, medication, sanitation duties, antibiotics,
and feed required to make such a venture successful. As birds that require you
do everything to keep them alive, they’re truly a high-maintenance breed.
They Just Sit and Eat
At Sandhill Preservation Center Farm, we have conducted multiple experiments with commercial birds and heritage-type turkeys and have always found
the sedentary nature of the commercial birds a stark contrast to the activity
of the heritage birds. The modern big-breasted birds sure don’t want to move
around. They won’t forage much and are perfectly content to sit by their feed
and eat or drink. This may make them ideal for people who want a bird that
won’t wander off. They usually stay in their shed, eat, drink, and get fat, and
they are easy to dress at a fairly early age.
You don’t have to make roosts or worry about them flying off or leaving your
farm. Their weight and size and resultant difficulty maneuvering make them
easy to manage physically. If you’re someone who wants control of every aspect
of raising and doesn’t want to deal with natural bird personalities, you’ll find
commercial-type turkeys easy to maintain.

Heritage Turkeys
In contrast to the body type of the commercial bird, heritage turkeys have longer
legs, stronger, more developed wings, and narrower breasts. They possess more
refined facial features and their heads are more elongated and not as broad as
those of the recently developed ones.
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The behavior of traditional or heritage-type turkeys is a far cry from that of
a commercial bird. Naturally mating turkeys are in some ways easier to raise
than their commercial counterparts. In other ways they are very much more difficult. Heritage turkeys take at least 24 to 26 weeks to reach maturity, but they
are quite capable of breeding on their own. They are active birds that greatly
enjoy foraging. They run about catching insects and eating green grass and garden waste bits. Once heritage types reach that teenage stage of eight to twelve
weeks, they think it’s very exciting to get out to run and test their powerful
wings. With their lighter body structure, they can fly with great ease.
These travels can be risky. Even in crowded suburban neighborhoods or
small wooded lots they sometimes get lost. Usually they find their way home;
however, the risk of them not finding their way home is greater in areas that are
heavily forested.

The modern broad-breasted turkey (top) has a very different head,
body, and carriage than a heritage turkey (bottom).
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While it is probably not a good idea to try to supplement the commercial
white turkeys’ feed plan with free-range forage supplement, as their sedentary
nature would throw a giant wrench in your feeding plan, just the opposite is
true for the heritage or naturally mating turkeys. A plan that provides them with
the time and space for free ranging for greens and insects is an infallible one.

MODERN COMMERCIAL TURKEYS
C A N ’ T M AT E
When selecting for and developing the modern commercial turkeys,
based on a desire for quick and easy food, breeders have changed
the birds’ body structure so much they can no longer breed naturally.
Because their breasts are so large, the males are almost always too
front-heavy, causing them to fall off the backs of the females when
trying to tread.
Treading is the mating action of the male on the back of the
female. He works his feet back and forth, pedaling until he can
match his cloacal opening with that of the female and transfer his
semen. The commercial, breast-heavy male finds it almost impossible to adjust his unnatural weight to lean backward to match the
cloacae. The large mass in the breast area — sometimes resulting
in a bird that weighs 60 pounds (27 kg) or more — is very hard on
the female. Because a turkey’s lungs are located under the back
ribs, and the male is on the female’s back quite a long time trying
to assume the proper position, his weight seriously hampers her
breathing. Sometimes the female dies from suffocation.
If you want to try to maintain your own breeder flock of these birds
you’ll have to learn to artificially inseminate. Although it’s not a difficult process, some find it a bit repulsive. You have to stroke the male
on the belly to get him ready and then collect the semen in a small
container. To ready the female, you must apply gentle, then somewhat forceful pressure to the back until her cloaca pulsates some
and she becomes receptive. Using a strawlike structure, you insert
the semen into the female.
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Comparing Turkey Breed Feeds and Needs
All turkey poults, no matter what breed, must be treated the same way: with
much care and caution to maintain a constant high temperature and protect
them from drafts. However, different breeds require different practices.
The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy conducted a study comparing heritage and commercial turkeys in 2002 at several farms across the United States. Our
Iowa farm participated. Although we make it our practice to try to conserve traditional breeds of poultry, to make the study more equitable we didn’t use any stock
hatched at our farm, but instead used only stock available from commercial sources.
We started out with three heritage breeds — 30 Bourbon Red, 30 Black
Spanish, and 30 Blue Slate — plus 30 commercial white turkeys.
We cared for all the birds identically from day one. The feed and water for
each of the four groups was measured and calculated. This was a simple task
when they were babies but became increasingly difficult as they grew.

H E R I TA G E T U R K E Y TA L E S
Although commercial turkeys grow fast and boast an easy-to-control
sedentary nature, heritage turkeys have all the charisma. They are
colorful, can become easily attached to people, and have that sustainability factor that just can’t be ignored. They can make their own
babies and have natural nurturing instincts. On more than one occasion I’ve had a turkey hen escape from the breeding pen and nest in
the surrounding fields or in the edge of the garden.
I fondly remember a few years ago seeing a Royal Palm hen fly
up on the roof and then down into the edge of the orchard. I’d see
her from a distance each day while working in the garden, but had
no luck finding her. She was laying a clutch of eggs, but was smart
enough to fly back up on the roof and return to her shed every night.
One night she was not in at curfew and I feared the worst. For the
next few weeks I tried looking for her in my spare moments, to no
avail. I thought for sure she was a goner.
Finally, after about three weeks, I found her at her nest, very carefully chosen and well concealed in a brushy wild plum thicket near
the edge of the orchard. She looked at me with inquisitive eyes, and
seemed to be considering what her escape flight plan should be.
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Housing
We raised the four groups of turkeys in our large plastic brooder tubs until they
were two weeks old, transferred them to metal tier brooders for three more
weeks, and then, because it was a warm summer, to adjoining pens in a long
shed, built to raise turkeys.
The groups were separated only by wire and we had to step through one pen
to get to the other. Not wanting the commercial whites to be isolated from the
others, I organized them alongside each other as follows: Bourbon Reds, commercial whites, Black Spanish, and finally Blue Slates on the end. Each pen had
a 16 by 50 foot (5 ≈ 15 m) outside runway for the birds to get out and range over
a reasonable distance. The door to the outside runway was a foot (30 cm) off the
ground so the birds had to hop up to go out. This proved to be a problem for the
commercial whites.

When threatened, turkeys tend to stay with the nest until the last possible second. Looking at her big soft eyes and knowing all the work
she had put into preparing her nest, I did not have the heart to grab
her, trim her wings, throw her back in the breeding pen and take her
eggs to the incubator. I decided to wait until she hatched her eggs
before making my move. I’d then steal her babies and throw her back
in the pen.
I had correctly calculated her hatch date, but when I checked, I discovered I was a few hours late. All I saw were the shells of the hatchlings. Several days later, I found her deep in our nine-acre garden with
her little brood. She was a superb mom; I watched her raise all of her
young. What a treat it was to watch her teach her poults how to survive, and hear her call to them, warning of impending danger.
She never came to the barn or pens for food that summer. They
spent the season dining strictly on forage found between the garden
and orchard. When the weather started getting harsh that fall, she
brought them all home to her shed. She was an example of a truly
sustainable system that provided insect control for the farm, fresh
turkey meat in the fall, and future breeders for our flock.
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Water
The first thing we noticed when comparing commercial birds to the naturally
mating heritage strains was that the litter material of the very young commercial
birds was much messier and wetter, almost as wet as that of waterfowl young.
This is because they are putting on massive amounts of muscle and bone at a
much faster pace than the heritage turkeys. They need more water (and eventually more food) than other varieties. In fact, the commercial whites consumed
almost as much water as did the other three groups combined. I found the commercial whites’ pens needed cleaning twice as often as the heritage birds’.
Temperature Regulation
We found that the commercial types required a more climate-controlled environment. We quickly noticed that these birds did not do well beyond the brooder
stage. When they were five weeks old, and we moved them from the temperaturecontrolled brooder, where they were happy, to the pen in the shed where temperatures fluctuated and daily reached higher than 85°F (29°C), we observed them
panting and consuming even greater amounts of water. This shed had no electricity
for fans, as we had never needed them for our heritage birds beyond the baby stage.
In adjoining pens, we noticed that the naturally mating, heritage turkeys
were not having any troubles at all; they were not panting or requiring more
water and were simply doing fine picking around and moving. We never lost one
heritage to the weather.
Feed
Feed consumption rapidly changed but then so did the flocks’ weight. To keep
the study as authentic as possible we used a commercial turkey starter. Each
week we weighed all of the birds to compare weight gain with food consumption. The commercial whites’ feed consumption continued to increase to almost
double that of the heritage-type birds.
This would have been a great study for us had we been able to keep all
30 commercial birds alive. It became increasingly difficult to collect data, as
we kept losing the commercial whites, creating an imbalance in the numbers
per pen.
The commercial birds, we observed, had no desire to go outside and peck
about for bugs or greens. When they reached the age when I normally turn heritage birds out to pasture — at eight to ten weeks — we just opened the pen doors
to the outside runways and let the birds explore. The heritage breeds, naturally
curious, were out of the pen the first day and loved being out each day. The whites
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never emerged. I could see some of them peeking over the door edge, but no one
came outside. It finally occurred to me they couldn’t hop up into the doorway
and come out, so I built a ramp for them. Still, several days later, none of them
could be seen outside. I finally went in and placed them outside, but they never
adjusted to it, so I gave up, realizing most were not going to leave the house and
feeder. They were so nervous and stressed, they did not enjoy the great outdoors.
When the watermelons ripened, I started throwing melons in each day. I had
always believed that turkeys love melons, and sure enough, even though none of
the heritage birds were from my flock, they all developed the melon addiction
rather quickly, running to the fence each day in anticipation. The few whites
that did come out when I pushed them over the doorway never really developed
the taste for melon; in fact, they didn’t even peck at it.
In October, near the end of melon season, I goofed up and tossed a big melon
into the white pen and a smaller melon into the Bourbon Red pen. The Bourbon
Reds devoured their melon and then became frustrated; they could see the juicy
melon in the runway next to them but could not get to it. Within a few minutes
of pacing along the pen divider, several of the young hens that could still fly well
picked up and flew into the commercial white pen to eat the melon.
Losses
We did lose a couple of heritage birds during the course of our study. One flew
up, caught a foot in the fence, and basically hanged itself. Another died when its
head got caught in the fence trying to eat more green matter on the other side.
But the commercial losses were far greater.
We lost a few commercial birds when weighing them as part of our feedconversion study. Because these birds had weak bones, wing bones sometimes
broke when we picked them up to weigh them and we were forced to butcher
them. And although we never lost a heritage bird to extreme weather conditions, temperatures in the 90s proved lethal to the commercial whites, and we
lost a few more birds to the heat.
Finally, the commercial whites developed a respiratory condition that did
not bother the heritage birds, even though they were living side by side. We
medicated the birds to try to stop the disease, but the ailment resulted in a loss
of all but five of the whites. I feel we would have lost all of these birds had we
not intervened with the drug.
Because so many of the commercial whites died, our farm study did not provide useful feed-conversion statistics. The imbalance in numbers of each breed
made it impossible to draw an accurate conclusion.
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BIRDS FOR THE BASTING
Keep in mind that commercial, broad-breasted turkeys raised for your
table or for bringing to market grow rapidly! If you get the poults
too early, you will have monster-sized turkeys you’ll need to cut into
chunks to get them in the oven on Thanksgiving Day. These big boys
dress out at more than 20 pounds (9 kg) at 20 weeks. A mid-July
hatch easily provides you with a 16- to 20-pound (7.2–9 kg) bird for
a mid-November slaughter. If you get the poults early, you can always
butcher them and put them in the freezer. But be careful as you
approach the dog days of summer; if you have birds that are quite
large, they will suffer terribly in extreme heat. Their respiration accelerates acutely as they try to cool their bodies.
Acquiring naturally mating, heritage-type poults, conversely, cannot be delayed! Purchase these birds by the end of May if you
wish to offer them for Thanksgiving, and by the end of June for
Christmas fare. These time frames will allow an appropriate interval
to develop a reasonable carcass weight, while keeping them from
becoming gargantuan.
To raise a bird large enough to feed a family of four or five, naturally mating, heritage-type turkeys take between 24 and 28 weeks.
Exceptions, of course, can and do occur. Sometimes it pays to be
patient when raising these traditional birds. We have long found that
birds from a June or July hatch are absolutely fabulous-tasting when
slaughtered in early spring for Easter dinner, or any other celebratory meal. When properly packaged in a tightly sealed plastic bag or
wrapped in butcher paper after a layer of plastic wrap, they also can
be frozen after butchering and pulled from the freezer to grace your
family get-togethers the following spring. When birds live through
winter they put on a layer of fat that makes them extremely flavorful.
Sometimes birds that have survived the winter are slightly tougher
than those butchered when young. If cooked slowly, however, they
become the centerpiece of a mouthwatering, tasty meal.

Heritage Flock Beginnings
Before you buy your heritage birds, do the research necessary to find the best
place to obtain your first birds. There are many more sources today than in
recent years and you can choose from smalltime breeders or commercial
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sources. Getting turkeys off to a great start is key to their long-term health and
survival. Turkeys do not do well if they are chilled. Each time they are chilled
it takes its toll, and if they are chilled too many times, they will not make it.
Perhaps the biggest challenge for shipped baby turkey poults is the time spent in
the mail. If they are unattended in the mail for a day or two during cold weather
they will not do particularly well. In many cases they die from chilling.
Turkeys must have an unfailingly warm, draft-free environment when they
are young. They require a constant ambient temperature of 95°F (35°C) during the first week. After the first seven to ten days you can start decreasing the
temperature about 5°F (3°C) each subsequent week.
Poults let you know when they are too warm or too cold. A cold turkey
stands near the heat source with its eyes closed, wings bent down slightly. When
they’re doing this, they are way too cold and you need to cover their brooder
with a rug or piece of cardboard or some other form of cover (remembering fire
danger) or adjust the heat so that they have a chance to get warm. Overheated
poults stand with their mouths open and wings drooped.
Keeping the brooder free from drafts is crucial. On our farm, we typically
rear turkey poults in large plastic tubs for about the first two weeks. This protects them from drafts and allows for easy regulation of the heat. For a discussion about young poult feed and brooding needs, see chapter 4, Baby Basics.
Once the two-week stage has passed — depending upon the weather and
how cool or warm their space is — they are usually transferred to metal tier
brooders. In our operation they are sometimes moved to a large ground space
with heat lamps provided.

Turkey poults require
an absolutely warm,
consistent environment,
free from drafts. These
contented young ones
are clearly at the right
temperature.
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SAFETY TIPS FOR TURKEY TOTS
Be careful not to use dangerous infrared heat lamps for warmth for
turkeys. Use only regular heat lamps to maintain even heat adequate
to prevent them from becoming chilled.

When moving young turkeys from one place to another, keep in mind that they
are easily frightened and will frequently freeze from fear in the spot they are placed.
They may remain that way for several hours, so be sure to check on them to make
sure they don’t crowd on top of one another and suffocate those on the bottom.

Housing
Once your turkeys have outgrown the plastic tub brooders and the brooder shed,
you must determine what their future will be before you can choose appropriate
housing. If you are going to make Thanksgiving dinner out of your flock, do not
spend a great deal of time and energy on housing them. Provide them with a
basic shed with a nice roost, (as described in chapter 2, Housing and Supplies)
and confine them to it for several days so they learn where home, food, and
water are located. With adaptations, this can easily be the same shed where you
have been housing them. Once they become accustomed to their new home,
then you can start letting them out in a pen, or runway, or to free range.
Should you decide to keep them beyond the holiday season or even to breed
and raise your own satellite flock of heritage-breed turkeys, you’ll find that even
in the winter they do not require a fancy facility as long as it is dry and reasonably accessible to them. Don’t panic about the threat of winter. In northern
Canada, where it is frequently 40°F below zero (−40°C) in winter, folks have
minimal problems raising turkeys by simply providing them with a draft-free,
dry place with natural light. When choosing or designing a shelter, don’t go
overboard and cover all of the windows, making it warm and wet inside from
the turkey’s respiration. Turkeys don’t do well in tightly closed buildings.
As turkeys get older, heat requirements start decreasing rapidly. Once they
reach their teenage years and start roaming around, you must take great care to
make sure they get back in a closed structure at night. Trim your heritage birds’
outer wing feathers, then train them to come home. Just as the sun is setting, herd
the turkeys into their shed to roost there. I usually take a long branch or giant ragweed stem, get behind them, and use it as a guide to move them along into the shed.
If the roost is right — between 4 and 5 feet (1.2–1.5 m) off the ground —
they’ll return each night. This is important because turkeys are easy prey for
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owls, foxes, coyotes, and dogs — especially at this particular age, when they are
adventurous. Owls have been known to knock young turkeys out of trees. They
can’t capture the turkey in the tree but can easily get it when it’s on the ground.
Begin the training process early and be diligent in getting them to go to their
house to roost; if they can find a higher alternative they will go there. Keep in
mind that turkeys are stubborn and take several weeks of constant training to
get them used to an idea.
Turkeys do not require a fancy, elaborate, heated building once they become
adults. Adults are able to handle many weather-related hardships with minimal upset. A typical house that contains a roost with adequate ventilation is all
that’s necessary for shelter. A building such as the simple structure discussed in
chapter 2, Housing and Supplies (where you’ll also find space requirements), is
adequate for turkeys. For this species, the ventilation space does not need to be
covered with plastic during the winter.
Heritage turkeys like litter, especially in the winter, to keep their feet off of
the cold ground, but they are not as demanding as are chickens, or as appreciative as are ducks and geese. Their waste product is usually very dry (unlike that
of commercial birds) and the litter does not need changing as frequently. My
first choice of litter is straw, then shavings.
In summer, fans are necessary only if you are in a hot or humid area and
have chosen to raise commercial whites. An overheated mature bird can be
detected by its sagging wings, open mouth, closed eyes, bobbing head, and
droopy snood, if male. Teenaged and adult heritage types adapt to weather
changes better than any other type of fowl. As adults, they are as hardy as they
are vulnerable as babies.

A L L T H AT G L I T T E R S I S F E E D
Turkeys are farsighted. In the wild they can see a hunter or predator
from quite a distance, but have trouble seeing their own two feet.
This can pose problems for a raiser trying to rear a young bird into a
healthy, well-fed adult. Sometimes they can’t see the feed and water
you offer them. It is easier for your birds to see and consume the
food you provide if you place something shiny, such as marbles, in
the feed dish. This will attract their attention to the food. You can
also always put the food and water in the same place to help them
compensate for their nearsightedness.
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COOKING A FREE-RANGE BIRD
Why add artificial flavor and extra salt to make a turkey taste good
when the bird can make the flavor itself? Heritage birds make delicious meals if you learn to cook them properly.
Keep in mind that these turkeys have not been broth-injected, so
cooking them in bags, as you might with a supermarket bird, tends
to make them a bit dry. We prefer to cook ours in a roaster with lots
of water in the bottom and covered with a lid to sort of steam them.
Use a rack and add water up to the level of the bird. Roast at 350°F.
Remove the cover for the last hour of the cooking period to make the
skin crispy if you wish.
Instead of a set time we use a meat thermometer. A whole turkey
is safe when cooked to a minimum internal temperature of 165°F.
Check the internal temperature in the innermost part of the thigh
and wing and the thickest part of the breast.
Prepared this way, the flesh is succulent and tasty, and leaves you
craving more. We’ve discovered over the years that some people who
hate turkey because it gives them indigestion have no problems with
a heritage bird meal. It seems that the broth injection and flavorings
added to the commercial white birds affect not only the flavor, but
also the digestibility of the bird.

Foraging
The wild and carefree nature of traditional turkeys helps them easily adapt to
ranging and foraging for part of their feed. Heritage-type turkeys stroll around,
search our pastures and gardens, and gleefully devour nutritious insects, seeds,
vegetables, and fruits. This is all part of the natural heritage inherited from their
wild ancestors. The more they range and forage, the more slowly they will grow,
to some extent, because they are using up energy in all their traveling around.
Free-ranging makes turkey meat slightly firmer and not quite as tender as
that of types just sitting like couch potatoes next to the food, eating, drinking and not getting any exercise. But please don’t get the idea that this will
make free-rangers inedible. It just means that they will not be extremely tender
before cooking if they get a lot of exercise. You’ll have to practice some alternative cooking methods to tenderize these birds. That means cooking at a slightly
lower heat for a longer period of time with plenty of water in the pan and the
pan tightly covered (see box above).
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Supplemental Feeding
In addition to feeding a standard turkey starter, heritage breeds respond well to
garden produce and are particularly fond of soured milk. They will eat green,
leafy vegetables and are extremely fond of watermelon, pumpkins, and squash.
In the fall you can keep them busy — and happy— picking and eating these
autumnal fruits and veggies. They will eat the protein-filled seeds, as well as the
vitamin-rich flesh and rinds. Our turkeys love watermelon season.
Be sure to keep water available at all times.

Flyers
At approximately three to four weeks of age, heritage turkeys will start to test
themselves by jumping around some and flying a bit. Once they reach that juvenile stage they will start flying and exploring. They will be excited to find that
tops of nearby trees are a place to roost. Much like young teenage children
learning how to drive, they will test their limits to see just how far and fast they
can go. If they see a tree in front of their pen, they will one day try to reach the
top of it, and will continue to try until they do. Once they reach the top, they
will see if there’s something higher and just keep flying and exploring.

Grounding Your Birds
Because heritage turkeys are naturally curious, like to roost up high, and delight
in their aerial powers, it is very important to start controlling their behavior at
three to four weeks. Their lust for the highest perch is a trait derived from natural breeding; in the wild, turkeys seek safety by roosting high off the ground to
foil predators such as coyotes and foxes. I typically find a few young birds that I

Wild turkeys roost high
above the ground, and
heritage birds retain
that deep instinct.
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To keep young birds from
flying up into the trees,
trim the ends of their flight
feathers. I trim to the edge
of the wing on flighty types,
but leave an inch or so on
calmer birds.

cannot get into the shed at night roosting 25 feet up in a tree. Eventually, they
come down and into the shed at night once it starts snowing or freezing rain —
though some will not come down even then.
To confine your birds to a smaller area, make sure you get the wing feathers
trimmed or they will decide that roosting in the trees is much more to their liking than roosting inside a shed. Try to catch them and trim their wings before
they fly up high in the tree at night.

Breeds
Once you’ve decided whether you will raise commercial broad-breasted turkeys
or naturally mating heritage types, you have conquered your first battle. Your
next decision involves choosing a particular breed to raise.

Commercial Turkey Strains
Commercial broad-breasted turkeys typically come in one or two strains. Brand
or trade names of the commercial white turkey and its bronze-colored broadbreasted version exist, but basically there are only two choices for commercial
type turkeys in the United States. These turkeys are all basically forms of the
same bird type with white feather coloring.
Broad-breasted, commercial, bronze strains are usually just a cross between a
white parent and a bronze-colored parent (not a naturally mating or true bronze
turkey). These large commercial turkeys are selections, like the commercial broiler
chickens (see chapter 8, Meat Chickens), and unable to reproduce on their own.

Heritage Birds
Several breeds of naturally mating heritage turkeys have recovered populations
in the last few years, since the ALBC and the Slow Food movement first started
shaking people up about things such as sustainability and flavor.
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Considerable discussion exists as to whether or not the naturally mating
turkeys are actually breeds or simply varieties of a single breed. Most people
who show poultry refer to them as different varieties. I am in the minority, but
after having raised many, many flocks for several decades now, I think of them
as different breeds. My thinking is reflected in this section of the book.
Many heritage-type birds have developed their own unique set of genetic
traits that sets them apart from the others. For example, I have observed disease tolerance, temperament, roosting ability, and laying ability differences that
appear to be distinct from group to group, making each a breed rather than a
simple variety. My classification is really no different from that of the Rocks and
Wyandottes chicken breeds. Those breeds have overlapping colors and many
other similarities, but are classified as separate breeds.
When choosing a naturally mating, heritage turkey, keep in mind that,
despite what the standard may say, each of the bird types above has its own
particular physical traits and temperaments and may be more or less suited to
your needs. Whether you choose to call them breeds or varieties, I can assure
you that their differences add up to more than just their feather color.
The strain from which you are acquiring the birds has great bearing upon
the final size. Some of the largest are the Bronze, Narragansett, and White
Holland. The smallest birds are the Royal Palm, Blue Palm, Beltsville, and
Midget White.
Temperamentally, Bourbon Reds are notorious for being curious and wanting to test their wings. They are perhaps the most adventurous turkeys. They
seem to hate being inside and are always the first breed to challenge the fence
height when I turn them outside in a pen. Within minutes of their release,
they fly.

NO CROWDING = NO CLIPPING
In more than 30 years raising turkeys, I have never had to debeak,
clip toenails, or remove the snood from any of my heritage birds.
If you have a good nutrition plan, and provide them with plenty of
room to move, they will never exhibit feather picking or cannibalism.
I understand from research that large commercial whites must have
their bodies altered significantly to avoid cannibalistic and featherpicking behavior. My guess is this has a great deal to do with the
boredom and overcrowding of commercial birds.
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Midget Whites are always the friendliest poults. In a large group of mixed
breeds, you can almost always pick out the Midget Whites, as they will come
over to you to check you out.
In the mid-twentieth century, when it was easy to find many sources for
heritage turkeys (just called turkeys back then), breeders took great pride in
advertising their strain as being better in some form or another: they were “fat
growing,” “broad breasted,” “clean picking” and so on. All of these breeds were
selected for the particular niche or quality they displayed, and these characteristics were used to promote one breeder’s strain over another. As a result, we
had separate strains of many turkeys, especially the Bronze.
One cannot be quite as selective in today’s world, but there is a resurgence of
breeders working with individual strains and one can do some checking around
and find some improved lines of certain breeds.
Breed Descriptions
In the naturally mating type turkeys, you can choose from many common
breeds: Auburn, Silver Auburn, Jersey Buffs, Standard Bronze, Sweetgrass,
Lilac, Narragansett, White Holland, Royal Palm, Blue Palm, Chocolate, Midget
White, and Beltsville White. The Regal Red, Harvest Gold, and Oregon Grey are
less common breeds.
Auburn turkeys are a delightful shade of brown with barred wing feathers
and a reddish tint to the feathers. The red is almost like a fine mist, really visible
only up close. They are hardy and good foragers.

PA L E T U R K E Y P I C K I N G I S E A S I E S T
White or pale-feathered birds are less time-consuming to butcher
because, unlike the more obvious dark feathers on darker birds, a
few intact pale feathers can be overlooked when you’re picking them.
Consumers probably eat far more white feathers than they do black
or dark feathers! After butchering dark-colored turkeys, pickers are
often confronted with feathers that are not quite mature or ready
to be removed. These dark feathers leave colored streaks on the
carcass if plucked at a time when the feathers are actively growing.
Although this is harmless, and many people no longer eat the skin
for health reasons, a dark feather tract in the skin can make birds
less appealing to the buyer.
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The Silver Auburn is a close relative of the Auburn, appearing paler with
white flecks in the feathers.
Bronze exist in several strains and are the birds traditionally pictured in
Thanksgiving displays. They were the first to be derived from the wild turkey
and closely resemble that color pattern. Various strains of the naturally mating heritage Bronze breed, such as the Wishard from Oregon and the Ridley
from Canada, were developed and selected for fast growth and a broad breast.
The naturally mating types will typically boast the highest butcher weight at
season’s end.
Narragansett turkeys resemble Bronze but are silver and quite attractive in
the farmyard. They get nearly as large as the Bronze and grow nearly as fast.
Bourbon Red is an attractive dark red with white wings and white in the tail.
They love to roam and roost high and are always on the go. This is probably the
chief reason they do not tend to grow as fast as some of the others. Males usually
weigh in at 15 to 20 pounds (7–9 kg) and hens at 10 to 15 pounds (5–7 kg) by
slaughter.
Midget Whites and Beltsville Whites are quite similar physically and temperamentally and are being sold as the same breed in many places. Originally,
Beltsvilles were a bit broader breasted, although since the 1970s it is doubtful if any true Beltsvilles have been found anywhere other than governmental
research farms.
Midget Whites hatch friendly poults that do not grow all that fast, and when
full-grown, end up on the small side as far as turkeys go — some folks consider
them to be a bantam turkey breed. I have seen many hens that reach only 8 to 10
pounds (3.5–5 kg) live weight. They are also a bit on the vulnerable side and care
must be taken when they are raised with others that they are able to compete
and do well. I would never think of raising them with commercial strains as they
could not compete well with the larger commercial ones at the feeder.
White Hollands are a dependable, easy-to-raise, naturally mating version
of a white-feathered turkey for those who want ease of butchering (see box
opposite). The birds seek a high roost. They grow at a reasonable rate and
butcher off at a respectable weight: 15 to 20 pounds (7–9 kg) for males and
12 to 15 (5.5–7 kg) for females. Their meat is tender and flavorful.
Royal Palms are a relatively new creation in the turkey world and certainly
have some distinctive traits. These smallish birds are a beautiful black and white
combination. They are active foragers and flourish on range. They love to fly
and seek a high roost. The butcher weight for males is usually 12 to 15 pounds
(5.5–7 kg) and for hens 8 to 10 pounds (3.5–5 kg).
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Blue Slates are a gorgeous, slate-blue color and are a colorful addition to the turkey yard. They are some of the gentlest of the turkeys and are hardy active foragers.
Males will have a butcher weight in the neighborhood of 15 to 20 pounds (7–9 kg).
Jersey Buff turkeys have been around for some time but nearly became
extinct in the 1980s when the majority of Americans turned to the commercial whites. An earlier buff-colored turkey existed prior to the development of
the Bourbon Red, but when the Bourbon came into prominence, the Buff lost
ground and eventually became extinct.
Jersey Buffs are a soft buff color with a pleasing pale yellow carcass. They
are slightly color-variable because of the mechanics of the buff color gene in
turkeys; multiple shades of buff can be expected in a hatch. Similar to Bourbon
Reds in size and temperament, but not quite as adventurous, they still like a
high roost. The buff color appeals to some raisers and displeases others.
Chocolate turkeys have been around since before the Civil War, but nearly
died out during the 1980s when interest diminished in birds other than commercial whites. Beautiful, chocolate-brown birds, they thrive as teenagers and

T U R K E Y S
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Kevin and Jill Porter
Porter’s Rare Heritage Turkeys, Fremont, Indiana

VE NT URE that started out selling colorful turkey feathers to Native
American groups has turned into a preservation facility for rare and
heritage turkeys and a breeding ground and research center for turkey color
genetics. The Porters run the most colorful poultry website I have ever seen,
with fabulous photos of all of the recognized color varieties of turkeys, as
well as all of the crosses they have made to study color genetics. They are
true stewards of the preservation of turkeys and have done a fabulous job of
locating, increasing, and distributing these wonderful, colorful, and hardy
specimens all over the United States and Canada.
The feather business that started it all is a truly remarkable international
venture. Their selection, with numerous types and color variations, is a
sight to see. The Porters have been able to turn this into a full-time business
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adults when allowed to forage. They are somewhat temperamental — more so
than most turkey poults. They seem to carry a lethal genetic defect in that a
percentage of the poults die for no apparent reason when they are one to three
weeks old. After that period of time, they manage fine.
Black Spanish are perhaps unique among turkey breeds. In many years of
raising them, I have found them to be the most tolerant of the diseases that
affect turkeys. They resist or easily recover from mycoplasmas, sinus infections,
worms, lice, and other parasites, and seem to handle blackhead better than any
other turkey breed. For some reason their immune system seems to be stronger
than that of all of the other breeds. Currently several universities are conducting
studies to determine why this is so.
Do not let the bird’s black feathers make you think they are not worthy of
butchering, as many modern folks have come to believe. They are a fine table
fowl, and although the residue of young and growing black feathers is like ink,
when butchered at the proper time, the feathers are easily removed and rarely
leave pigments in the skin.

providing two needed services: selling poults for breed perpetuation and
preservation, and providing feathers to many Native American cultures.
Preservationists to the heart, they are preserving not only turkey genetics
but also an important part of Native American heritage.
The Porters are also active in promoting proper animal stewardship and
informing the public about animal owners’ rights to raise and perpetuate
farm animals as well as household pets. They have a deep passion for the
continuance of traditional livestock and poultry raising that promotes a
healthy environment for the animals and traditional animal husbandry.
If you visit their website, you’ll marvel at the magnificent color patterns
of such varieties as Calico, Chocolate Palm, Fall Fire, and many others. They
also offer a wealth of information on genetics and breeding patterns.
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Lilacs certainly deserve mention, but controversy exists over their genetic
makeup. The original genetic registry lists them as a three-way heterozygous
cross, which means they do not breed true and not all the offspring will resemble the parents. Only about 25 percent of the hatched birds are pure Lilac, while
75 percent are divided between three other genetic mixes. Lilacs are strictly for
the person who wants a vibrant, colorful backyard. The 25 percent with the lilac
color pattern are gorgeous with their shades of blue-red and other soft colors.
Up close the feathers appear to have a spray-can mist of red on them.
Regal Reds, Harvest Golds, Blue Palms, Oregon Greys, and others all come
in various color patterns and possess other traits that make them unique in
some fashion. Nothing says you cannot raise a colorful bird that eventually ends
up as dinner. The only catch is that you may be ambivalent about butchering
breeds that look so beautiful roaming around the barnyard.

13
Waterfowl
RAISING WATERFOWL IS PERHAPS the most rewarding and enjoyable
of all the poultry projects you might undertake. Waterfowl seem to have such
a love for life; their zeal and enthusiasm can make even the sternest individual
crack a smile. Whether you are watching ducklings popping up and bobbing in
a small pool of water, or geese protecting their territory with their sassy scolding
nature, waterfowl are a joy to raise.
Ducks and geese have been domesticated for many centuries. Early Egyptian
hieroglyphics contain many examples of Egyptian geese. Although these geese
are an entirely different species from the more common farm goose, their
domestication precedes the more familiar breeds, whose ancestors can be
traced to 390 bc in Roman records. And of course, ducks have long had a place
on the farms of China and East Asia. The wet environment and agriculture of
these areas was and is ideal for raising waterfowl.
Each year a growing percentage of the U.S. population has never tasted
goose. The age-old tradition of goose for Christmas seems to be fading fast.
When I first purchased my farm some 25 years ago I had no trouble finding a
market for every extra goose my breeding programs produced. At that time, the
average age of my customers was over 70. Each year one or two of them passed
on, and sadly, not many of the next generation took over the tradition. If people
only knew what they were missing!
Appreciation for duck has also faltered, although more recently we’ve witnessed an upturn in interest. As Asian restaurant offerings have become a recognized and enjoyed aspect of U.S. food culture, the numbers of people tasting
duck meat for the first time has also grown. The result: ducks are being raised
at a rate that has not been seen since the 1950s.
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Waterfowl are also, by far, the best project choice for a poultry-raising beginner. Ducks are the easiest, and most forgiving of common beginner mistakes.
While they still need proper care, they are a bit hardier than other poultry. Even
if you don’t have your heat perfectly adjusted, waterfowl will have a much better
chance of survival than would chicks, poults, or keets. They rapidly outgrow the
developmental stages that require a great deal of care.

WAT E R F OW L T E R M I N O L O G Y
Waterfowl

Adult male

Adult female

Young

Duck

Drake

Duck or hen

Duckling

Goose

Gander

Goose or hen

Gosling

Founding the Waterfowl Flock
The first two to three weeks of their lives, waterfowl must be closely supervised
and maintained, but once having survived that period of their lives, they quickly
become independent.

Brooding Tubs
The most efficient way to shelter young ducks or geese is with a 110-quart (104 L)
plastic tub that can be obtained from most discount stores. You won’t need the
lid. The tub makes an easy place to raise 15 to 20 ducklings and 8 to 12 goslings
for the first 7 to 10 days. It’s easy to clean and disinfect and can be used for many
batches. Mine are in continuous use from March to October and are cleaned
several times a week with a good bleach solution. These inexpensive brooders
last two to three years if you don’t drop or overload them.
Litter
Take several layers of uncoated (not glossy) newsprint and cover the tub’s bottom.
On top of the newspaper, on the end where you are going to locate the heat light,
place the excelsior pad that came in the box with the hatchlings. If you don’t have
an excelsior pad, then use a few handfuls of dry grass clippings or clean straw.
I avoid wood shavings as the tub can get untidy really fast, and care must
be taken not to use cedar or walnut shavings, as they can be toxic to fowl.
Sometimes pine shavings are so fine the ducks pack it to a nasty mess with their
little flat feet in no time at all.
Heat
The heat source to be used depends upon your location. If you have your fowl
in the basement of your house that is reasonably climate controlled, then a
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60- to 100-watt light bulb in a brooder lamp assembly is all that is needed. Use
a 100-watt light bulb during the cooler season and a 60-watt bulb as the year
progresses. See chapter 4, Baby Basics, for instructions on where to put the
light. Now your young waterfowl’s brooder is established and you can place the
newly arrived babies in their first home.
Food and Water . . . and Play!
Provide a no-drown waterer and a pan of feed. If the ducklings arrived in the
mail, make sure to dip their bills in the water and then allow them to have free
access to the water only for the first few minutes after you put them in the
brooder. Take the water out and replace it only after 15 to 20 minutes. Repeat
the process every 15 minutes or so. This will prevent them from overindulging
on the water and becoming ill. Goslings have the most trouble with this sort of
gorging.
After about an hour, you can leave the water in the brooder and then stand
back and enjoy the excitement the young waterfowl exude about their water
and feed. The first few days are your honeymoon period when the birds are well
behaved and not terribly messy. At about three days of age they become super
slobs, making a horrible mess as they move their bills from the food to the water
and back and forth. Ducklings are the most disorderly, but goslings give them a
run for their money.
Be sure to provide your baby ducks and geese with a waterer that is deep
enough for them to dip in and rinse their nostrils. Nostril rinsing is necessary
for prevention of upper respiratory disease. Do not expect ducks to be able to
swim until they are four to five weeks old, however. Kiddy pools are a lethal
feature of a waterfowl situation until the birds have developed oil glands (see
box on next page).

Second Home
Once the birds reach 10 days of age you will be ready to move them elsewhere.
I like to put them in a metal tier brooder for another week or so, but they can
just as easily be placed in their future home shed. See chapter 2, Housing and
Supplies, for a shed design easily adapted for duck and gosling use.
Flooring
A concrete floor makes it easy to clean up waterfowl litter when the flat little
feet pat it down and make a wet, thick manure-and-litter mess. You can easily use a scoop shovel and lift the packed litter and manure as you would lift a
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POOL SAFETY
A common problem with first-time waterfowl raisers is their rush to
see their young birds swim. Unless they are raised with the mother
duck or goose in charge, avoid giving your fowl water deep enough for
swimming. Until their oil glands start working at four to five weeks,
they will be unable to stay afloat.
I have seen more than one disaster when unaware owners place
day-old ducklings into a wading pool. The babies swim lower and
lower until they sink and inevitably drown.
These birds do love to splash and play in water, however, so I usually provide dishes where they may swim. These dishes are not too
deep at the start — maybe an inch or two (2.5–5 cm) of water, but
can be replaced with larger, deeper dishes as the birds grow older. At
between four and five weeks, when they can handle it, my birds get
a kiddy wading pool. I put a ramp or pile of rocks in one end so they
can crawl out if their feathers become water-soaked.
Remember: Waterfowl must have a waterer deep enough to allow
them to dip their nostrils in and rinse them out, or they will contract
serious upper respiratory illness.

pancake with a spatula. Concrete also allows for easy washing with a hose and
disinfectant between batches of waterfowl. Dirt also works fine for flooring as
it allows for drainage and the litter stays drier for a longer period of time. You
can still lift the litter, but it is easier to use a pitchfork on a dirt floor instead of
a scoop shovel.
Wood flooring is okay temporarily, but the constant wetness leaves you with
a rotten floor after several seasons. I’ve used five-eighths inch (0.16 cm) treated
plywood for floors, which lasted about seven years with young waterfowl raised
on it for about five months out of each year.
Heat
If it is still cool outside, with nighttime temperatures getting below 60°F (15°C),
then you must provide heat for a few weeks longer, through the use of a heat
lamp. Midsummer-raised waterfowl are fairly economical because energy
inputs are low. Waterfowl that you raise in the very early spring are much more
costly both in energy use and cleaning time, because the air is colder and the
birds can’t be moved outside as quickly.
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Feed and Forage
Once you have built or purchased a shelter, and established it as their range
home, your waterfowl will love to venture forth and graze on the grass or pasture areas. I start promoting foraging behavior at just a few days old, giving them
lettuce or other greens while they are still in the brooder. They love these little
snacks, and once given the chance, will love to gather their own.
Never turn ducklings or goslings out into a young garden or it will be devastated. It is great to turn them or adult waterfowl out into a garden at season’s
end. Ducks will eat many insects — adults and larva — and geese are superb
grazers. They can also be turned out on a yard or lawn without fencing because
they typically don’t wander too far away.

Ducks
There are many duck breeds out there and each has its own niche. Some are
good for eggs, some for meat, some for both purposes, and some are just ornamental. Choosing which breed or breeds best fit your needs can be tough for
beginners. I always recommend that a first-timer get an assortment of as many
duck varieties as they can manage to determine which breed best fits their personality and individual needs. For people with a stream or pond on their property, a few ornamental types mixed in with the more practical ones can make
the farm or poultry yard a more aesthetically pleasing place. Keep in mind,
however, that some folks have a hard time narrowing things down. If that’s the
case for you, you can take solace in the fact that a mixed flock of many types is
both colorful and functional.

Pekin

Aylesbury
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D E L I C I O U S M E AT. . .
Duck meat has a terrible and undeserved reputation for being greasy
and unhealthful. On the contrary, this dark, flavorful meat can be cooked
in such a way that it remains moist and rich, and not dripping in grease.
We typically place duck on a rack in a roaster with a layer of water in
the bottom. You can make slices into the fat layer of the breast to drain
off the grease and make a crispier skin if cooked uncovered the last
third of the cooking time. Thinner fat layers will not be quite as crisp
and can dry out the meat if you cut the slits too close or too thick.
To add a bit of flavor and help cut the grease, we typically slice up
several oranges to fill the body cavity. You can also use the orange
juice and squeeze it over the breast prior to baking.
I prefer to roast the duck covered for the first half of the cooking
period and then remove the cover and allow the breast to crisp to
a golden brown. While the duck (or goose — for the same process
works for all waterfowl) is still hot from the oven, pick up the rack
and duck and remove from the roaster, leaving much of the grease
behind. You can peel the skin off, again reducing the fat, or chunk up
the bird with skin intact.

Breeds
Duck breeds can be divided into four main groups: meat breeds, egg breeds,
dual-purpose breeds, and ornamental breeds. Each of these fowl groups has a
number of excellent representatives.
Meat-Type Ducks
If your primary goal is meat, then there are a number of select breeds from
which to choose.
Pekins are the breed most commonly used for meat in this country as their
plumage is the highly desired white hue and they grow to a large size in a short
period of time. As ducklings, they are the cute bright yellow that most folks
picture when they imagine baby ducks. And the bright orange feet and bills of
the adults are always an eye-catcher.
Pekins can and do lay well. Their eggs are large and their egg-laying period can
be quite long. The main drawback of using Pekins for egg production is that their
large body size also means they have a big appetite and feed conversion to eggs is
not as efficient as it is for smaller ducks used primarily as layers.
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Aylesburys are tough to locate in North America because, unlike the British,
Americans are bothered by their unique coloring. Nevertheless, they are a great
alternative to the Pekins for those who want a white duck, but something a little
bit different. The Aylesburys grow massive and have a large undercarriage that
drags the ground in fine specimens. A British breed, they possess the characteristic pink bill and feet that cause people accustomed to the bright orange bills
and feet of the Pekins to worry that they are sick.
Rouens make a nice meat duck and come in two subgroups: the widely available commercial strain that grows somewhat slower and does not get quite as
large as the Pekins, and the massive exhibition possessing an abdomen with
flaps of skin that drag the ground when mature.
Some people find the Rouen to have less table appeal because of the dark-
colored feathers, which make more feathers visible in the dressed carcass.
Rouens look just like wild flying
Mallards and when they’re butchered
Rouen
you are almost always going to see a
few dark colored pinfeathers.
The Rouens’ meat has less fat than
that of the Pekin, and as a general rule,
they like to forage further and wider
than do Pekins, which can make them
an economical alternative if you have
the land for ranging.

. . . D E L E C TA B L E E G G S
Using a chicken egg scale, almost all duck eggs will grade extra-large
to jumbo and bigger, making them a fabulous, protein-filled food
source. Duck eggs are great to cook with and make some of the
best cakes in the world. Using duck eggs, these confections have a
consistency that is rich and firm. Omelets made from duck eggs are
lighter and fluffier, and hold together quite well when adding ingredients such as onions, peppers, meat, and so on. Once you make an
omelet with duck eggs you won’t want to go back to chicken eggs.
Duck eggs are best suited for hard-boiling, baking, and for making
omelets; fried, they are a bit rubbery.
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Egg-Type Ducks
Egg-laying breeds are ducks specifically
designed for egg production. Most are
Khaki Campbell
derivatives of the Khaki Campbells, ducks
developed in England in the early 1900s.
Khaki Campbells are the most common breed of egg-laying ducks. White
and Dark Campbells are color varieties
of the Khaki. They usually lay equally as
well as the Khaki. White Campbells are
white in color, as the name indicates,
and Dark Campbells are a very dark,
almost Mallard hen color.
Welsh Harlequins and Golden Cascades are less common than Khaki
Campbells but here on our farm, both have outperformed Khaki Campbells in
egg production throughout the laying season. They are both slightly larger than
the Khaki Campbell and lay a slightly larger egg.
Welsh Harlequins are a most attractive duck with a mixture of green,
salmon, silver and other colors. The females have almost eyelike markings on
their salmon- and silvery-colored bodies. The males have reddish breasts and
green heads with some sharp markings.
Golden Cascades are a pale buff color with the males having darker heads
and reddish chests. All of the egg-layer type ducks are active foragers that love
to be out on pasture. This trait lessens the amount of feed necessary to get the
same number of eggs as you would from a dual-purpose or meat-type duck.
Runner ducks were long known for egg production, but most modern
Runner ducks are only average layers at best. The better the quality of the
Runner (the more upright the stance), the lower the egg productivity. Runners
will lay a fair number of eggs, but the other breeds mentioned here are far
superior in egg production.
Dual-Purpose Duck Breeds
The practical dual-purpose breeds are average producers of both meat and eggs,
and also can be used ornamentally to pretty up your poultry yard. Included
in this group are some of the more attractive ducks: Anconas, Magpies, Buffs,
Cayugas, Saxonys, and Silver Appleyards.
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Anconas are active foragers and lay an average number of eggs, easily
more than 120 eggs per year. They are colorful, often with blue or black spots
on white. The dressed carcass averages 4 to 6 pounds (1.8–2.7 kg).
Magpies tend to lay extra-large eggs and, with their attractive little blue or
black caps of color and tuxedo-like markings, they are a handsome addition to
the backyard flock. Dressed weight on most Magpies is in the 4- to 5-pound
(1.8–2 kg) range.
Buff ducks are a rich, deep orange buff color; the males have darker, seal
brown heads. They are docile, make good pets, and lay a clean-looking white
egg; the carcass tends to have a buttery gold appearance and the dressed specimens are eye-catching. The carcass content of these birds seems to have a
higher meat-to-fat ratio. They dress out in the 4- to 6-pound (1.8–2.7 kg) range
and produce tasty meat.
Cayugas come in two colors, black and blue, and both are beautiful in the
winter against the white snow background. The Black Cayuga, when first starting to lay for the season, will lay violet-black eggs that are most attractive and
unusual. Dressed specimens are very tasty and somewhat leaner than most.
People accustomed to a bright yellow-skinned Pekin will be caught off guard
by the dark skin beneath the Cayuga’s dark feathers; they look starkly different
from a white-feathered duck with a yellow or creamy white carcass. But I say
close your eyes and let your taste buds be the judge; most folks find the Cayuga
to be excellent eating.
The Saxony is a larger German breed
that perhaps should be classed as a meat
Indian
type specifically, but my experience over
Runner
the past 15 years finds them to be fine layers of large white eggs. The hens are a buffy
fawn color; the males are similar, with reddish chests and gray heads. Gentle and easy
to maintain, these ducks are perfect for the
backyarder who wants an attractive and
functional bird that’s easy to handle.
Silver Appleyards, hailing from 1940s
Britain, have only been popular in this country since the 1980s. They are large, colorful ducks that make good foragers. Dressed
specimens range between 4 and 6 pounds
(1.8–2.7 kg) and the carcass has visual appeal.
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Ornamental Ducks
Tuft
There are numerous types of ornamental
ducks. This is the category into which
all of the wild ducks fall, as well as the
Calls, Indies, Hookbills, and Crested. I
place the Runners here as well, as they
are so incredibly cute with their odd
walking and unique mannerisms. All of
these ducks add personality, spice, and,
of course, color to your flock.
Who can resist the walk of a good Runner duck? Its weird body shape looks
as though someone tried to pull it apart; it appears to be stretched into a nonfunctional stance. The taller the stance and goofier the look, the better the
Runner, according to the standard. You never want a Runner with a short neck
or a slouchy stance. Great care must be taken in the breeding of Runner ducks
to maintain proper stature.
Calls are tiny ducks, smaller than wild Mallards. They are average layers of
rather small eggs that are actually large for their body size. Calls get their name
because they “call” a lot and are the noisiest of all the ducks. It is a pleasant
sound, but these birds are not a smart choice if you have close neighbors. Call
ducklings are somewhat difficult to ship and are a challenge to hatch. A good
Call has a short, stubby beak that makes getting out of the shell a struggle.
Black East Indies are elegant and shiny. They glisten in the sunlight and
make an outstanding addition to a pond flock, though they’re not the most personable of the duck breeds. They have never been very friendly to me; I find
them rather standoffish.
Dutch Hookbills are just as the name implies:
they have a hook-shaped bill. A unique genetic
mutation, they come in several color varieties. They
are small ducks that adapt well to humans and are a
unique sight in the backyard flock.
Crested ducks come in many colors but the most
common is the White Crested, which resembles a
Pekin with a large, poufy crest on top. These are a
must for an interesting backyard flock. Modern breeders have crossbred ducks to create crests on many colors and types of ducks, and now it’s not unusual to see
True crest
any color and type of duck with a crest.
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N O - F LY Z O N E
Waterfowl do not fly far or high enough to have problems keeping
them in a 4- to 5-foot-high (1.2–1.5 m) fence. Muscovies and Call
ducks are the exception. Both breeds are able to fly from pen to pen.
If breed purity is important, take care to trim their wing feathers.

When selecting crested ducks, make sure they have a true crest. These birds
will have a nice lump on the top of the head from which the feathers grow. Take
care to make sure you don’t have a tuft — just a few feathers growing straight
up from the top of the head.
Problems can occur when mating crested ducks together, as a lethal gene is
involved. When two very uniformly crested ducks are mated, about 25 percent
of the ducklings die in the shell.
When breeding, special consideration must be given to maintain properly
sized, properly conformed crests. You want a crest that sits centrally on the top
of the head and does not droop or sag to one side or the other. Continued selection for super-sized crests — choosing your ducks with the largest crest to breed
in each generation —can lead to ducklings born with severe neurological problems and death. This is a similar problem to that of short legs in the Japanese
Bantams, discussed in chapter 10, Bantams, on page 143.

Feeding Ducks
Day-old ducklings can be started on a feed that has an 18 to 23 percent protein
content. Baby chick feed can be used, but if available a special feed for waterfowl is the best. Waterfowl feeds often have more plant sources of protein, a
more healthful choice for the ducklings in the long run.
Avoid feed with coccidiostats (medicine used to control coccidiosis) if at all
possible. For years the coccidiostat used in chick feed was harmful to waterfowl.
It destroyed their gut and they died. Although I have experimented recently
with giving waterfowl these newly formulated medicated feeds and all seems
okay, I would not risk it if I had a choice.
At about three weeks of age, the ducklings will start to get a few feathers
here and there — usually along the sides of the chest — and their wings will start
to grow. At this point, start cutting back the protein level in the feed. This is a
crucial stage in their development and, if fed a ration with too high a protein
content during this time, they will develop a condition called angel wing. This
happens when their feathers grow so fast that the bone structure behind them
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cannot support them; the outer wing feathers sag at angle, making the bird look
like an airplane (see box opposite).
It is at this stage in their life (around three to four weeks) that I begin to introduce them to pasture or at least a larger selection of greens and leafy products. If you
graze them at this point, they will devour less protein, and angel wing will appear
minimally or not at all. I cut back all of the waterfowl feed to around 15 percent
protein at this stage and raise them a little slower than commercial producers to
let their bone and body structure develop. See chapter 25, Flock Health, for tips on
treating angel wing. If your goal is to butcher your entire flock as soon as you can,
however, you can ignore the angel wing advice and let them grow as fast as possible.
Adults
Adult ducks can be fed a crumble, pellet, or mixed grains. If confined to a small
area, they need a source of grit and oyster shell for proper digestion. On range,
they find natural sources of grit without human provision. When given access
to pasture and forage, they will also consume less commercial feed. Whether or
not you allow your birds to range, ducks need a food protein content of at least
15 percent to maintain a productive laying season. With a 15 percent protein
feed ration and ability to glean goodies on pasture, they should provide you with
an ample number of eggs for an extended season.
Ranging and Foraging
As my ducks become fully feathered, I maintain the ration’s protein level at 15 percent, but also provide them with the opportunity to forage and find insects and
greens. My pasture is fenced to fend off foxes and the like, and my ducks spend the
entire day there. I’m here to tell you that a duck on pasture is a happy duck, and
they will search a wider and wider area each day searching for greens and “goodies.”
Ducks love slugs, snails, worms, and old garden produce — basically anything somewhat edible that they can get into their mouths. It is great to turn
them into a garden in the fall after harvest and let them stick their little shovel
bills into the dirt to pick up all kinds of larvae, pests, and rotting harvest residue.
While they are cleaning the garden of unwanted pests and rotting produce, they
are actively fertilizing the soil with their waste.
Foraging Dangers
Don’t let your waterfowl range day and night. I recommend installing a good
fence to help protect them, as they will be quickly poached by stealthy predators — especially dogs, foxes, and coyotes — if you don’t. Your fence height and
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EXCESS PROTEIN = ANGEL WING
Two trains of thought regarding angel wing are ever-circulating: Some
say the condition is genetic; others feel it is a result of birds fed too
much protein and forced to grow too fast. There may well be cases
where it can be both, but I don’t think so.
I’ve bred pairs of birds with severe cases of angel wing, and
raised their young on pasture with controlled feed. None of the offspring showed signs of angel wing. In more than 20 years of raising
waterfowl, I’ve never had a case that could be traced to genetics.
Goslings and ducklings allowed to graze on green pasture rarely contract this condition; those raised in confinement will almost always
get some form of it.
Angel wing occurs when feathers grow faster than does the underlying bone structure. The outer wing feathers jut out an angle similar
to the angle of airplane wings. Once it forms, the bones remain in
that direction and cannot be reversed.
This condition is not harmful to the bird nor is it a genetic defect
that can be passed on to the next generation. It doesn’t make the
bird weaker or more prone to disease. It is just a cosmetic issue that
makes the fowl less visually appealing. The birds can never fly, but
can live long and happy lives.
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strength depend largely upon the predators living in your area. Foxes are capable
of finding small holes and jumping over short fences. I recommend a good sturdy
welded wire fence at least 4 feet (1.2 m) tall; 5 feet (1.5 m) tall is better. Hog,
cattle, or field fence is strong enough, but the gaps between the panels of the
fence are so large that predators, and the ducks, can get through them. Welded
wire fence typically has either 2 inch by 2 inch (5≈5 cm) panels or 2 by 4 inch
(5 ≈ 10 cm) panels. Even the smallest ducks can’t get through these panels.
Poultry don’t have the same problem with eating poisonous plants as do larger
foraging livestock. I have never seen fowl eat anything that can harm them. If it
doesn’t taste good, they seem to avoid it. I do steer my birds clear of pokeberries,
as the bright purple berries attract them; even though it’s been documented that
birds can tolerate the toxins, pokeberries are poisonous to mammals, so why take
a chance. I’ve seen them forage through poison ivy, hairy vetch, and numerous
other plants that make other species sick and have never had a problem.

Shelters
Day-old ducklings require care and protection from excessive heat, cold, and drafts.
Ducklings are very hardy, however, so after a few days, the requirements for heat
and tender care are reduced drastically. Refer to chapter 4, Baby Basics, for specifics.

PEST CONTROL
Ducks aren’t afraid to jump into life with both of their little flat feet.
An excellent way to wipe out slug and snail problems is to turn ducks
into an area that has an infestation. It takes them only a few days
to have it under control. I used them on several locations out west
where we flood-irrigated our crops. The ducks took advantage of the
water on the surface of the ground, probing holes for slugs, snails,
and/or grasshopper egg cases. Unfortunately, they also take the
good with the bad, as they love earthworms.
Ducks are also used with great success on cattle and swine livestock yards to control disease-carrying flies. They have a voracious
appetite for fly larvae and when allowed to roam near moist areas
where flies lay their eggs, the ducks scoop up mouthful after mouthful. Given free range of larger livestock quarters, they are the wellrespected guests of ranchers and livestock species alike.
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Once ducklings are fully feathered, they can handle cold weather and heat as
long as they have a place to get out of wind and heavy storms. A simple shelter
is all they need, something that blocks the wind and keeps out the rain. Heavily
insulated buildings are nice, but not absolutely necessary. All waterfowl love to
have water to swim and play in, but they thoroughly enjoy a dry place to sleep.
Not Just Slobs
Ducks are often thought of as messy, dirty, and just plain slobs. Ducks truly
enjoy life and dig into everything with enthusiasm. Give them a trickle of water
on a piece of ground and they’ll become ecstatic. They’ll shove their bills into
the ground digging and looking for worms and grubs. Give them a pool or a
pond and they’ll jump into it at full speed and swim and dive with glee. A pond
filled with algae and fresh water plants is like the corner deli to them. They’ll
waste no time snacking and sampling the aquatic fare, and because they put
their whole bodies into their eating and playing, they’ll get quite grimy, reminding you of little boys playing in the mud after a rainstorm.
Believe it or not, ducks also enjoy a bath in clean water and dearly love to
have a clean, dry place to sleep at night. Once you provide ducks with a clean,
dry pen after it has been messy, you will come to recognize their happy-duck
noises. The enjoyment you garner from this experience will undoubtedly stick

Avoid placing ducks in an area where your plants are young and
tender, as they will naturally sample lettuce and other tasty vegetables. It’s best to turn them out at the end of the garden season
when your crops are full grown. Let them run wild and catch bugs to
help prevent a future crop of insects the following year. While nosing
about at season’s end in areas where grasshoppers have laid their
eggs, they will extract and devour a great number of them. As their
bills sift through the soil, they loosen it up for you, aerating it, especially if there’s any water.
Turn ducks out in your end-of-the-season gardens and flowerbeds
during or following a rainfall or use of a sprinkler. They will take
advantage of the dampness, extracting as many insects and other
harmful creatures as they can.
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with you. Although they love to play and fully immerse themselves in their
farmyard experiences, they like to come home at night to a clean home.
You’ll need to clean regularly — more or less often depending upon the frequency of rainfall, the number of ducks in a space, age of the birds, time of year,
and so on. Use common sense when it comes to cleaning. Check pages 180 to
182 in this chapter for cleaning tips.

Handling Your Ducks
Day-olds and older ducklings are adorable; everyone wants to hold them! Take
care that an admirer doesn’t squeeze too tight, however. And don’t let young
ducklings jump from your hand or they may sustain life-threatening injuries.
As the ducklings grow, you’ll most likely lose your desire to pick them up,
and they will feel less like being picked up. When you do handle ducks or
ducklings, never pick them up or carry them by their feet. Always pick them
up by the wings while providing support under the feet and body to make
them feel more secure and keep them from thrashing about. Never carry them
by the neck.

Laying Ducks
As with chickens and all other fowl, duck laying cycles are related to nutrient
input and daylight. Ducks need a higher vitamin B12 content than do chickens,
and feed must be carefully balanced if they are confined and not out where they
can get additional animal protein from insects, worms, and slugs.
Plan on supplementing daylight with artificial light for laying ducks. A minimum of 14 hours of light results in maximum production. Ducks also lay better
when allowed to take a daily bath; when content, they perform better. Typically
well-bred egg-type ducks lay consistently for a period of 8 to 10 months, then

If you must hold a duck,
support it under the feet
and body as shown.
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HOW MANY DRAKES?
HOW MANY GANDERS?
The proper ratio of drakes and ganders to their female counterparts
is dependent on the breed. Laying breeds need fewer males per flock
and heavier meat breeds need more. As a general rule, you’ll want six
to seven hens for every drake and three to five hens for every gander.

molt and rest. Ducks tend to molt in the heat of the summer; therefore, you can
use artificial light to keep them laying during the winter months.
It is much easier on ducks than chickens to lay eggs in the cold months because
a duck’s body organs are less exposed and therefore less vulnerable to freezing.
With warming down, an insulating fat layer, and no combs and waddles, ducks
adapt well to the cold weather and prefer to take their rest when it is hot.

Predators
A raiser’s biggest challenge when rearing ducklings is to make sure the shelter
is predator-proof. Ducklings are easy prey for most any animal; weasels, skunks,
opossums, cats, dogs, mink, snakes, and birds of prey will all snap up these balls
of fluff in an instant. Ducklings are not able to move very fast and tend to be a
bit too trusting, so make sure your shelter and daytime facilities are secure. Lock
up the birds in their shelter at night.
The biggest time of worry is when the ducklings are young, but even adult
ducks are easy prey as they are not able to move at great speeds and cannot fly
or roost. They are truly “sitting ducks.”
The principal challenges for ducks are hawks and owls. Owls are night hunters and so the poaching of your ducklings by owls is easiest to control by simply
shutting up the ducks in their shelter at night. Hawks are daytime hunters and
can be a bigger challenge. You can control losses from hawks by providing a lot
of cover for ducks to hide. Trees, bushes, and even handmade shelters crafted
out of brush work great.
Mink love ducks and the first sign of mink damage is usually that there
are no ducks left alive in the pen and you find a few with the heads eaten off.
Weasels are a big challenge as they can get into the smallest of holes and kill
young ducks. I personally have never lost adults to weasels, but do not rule them
out. If a weasel is the culprit, you’ll find all the ducks dead, usually with teeth
marks in the neck.
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Cats will prey on young ducks but are not a problem for adult ducks. Dogs,
especially hunting-type dogs and strays, will attack ducks of any age without
warning. The best protection against these domesticated animals is pet-training
your own animals, and making sure all the neighbors know you have ducks.
Foxes are swift and crafty, and will grab a duck, regardless of size; they can
be gone in a flash.
Skunks and opossums are also formidable attackers. Other large predators
— bobcats out west, fishers and martens in the North Country — also threaten
duck babies. Fences and trapping are the best methods for control.
Last, but surely not least, make sure keep your young ducklings in an area
free from rats. Rats love young ducklings and will wipe out many day-olds in
only a few minutes.
So don’t forget to lock up. Even if your ducks are trained to go into the shelter, keep in mind that ducks have great night vision — if it rains and they have
access, they’ll go roaming in the dark to play, soon becoming dinner for owls,
raccoons, or other nighttime predators. A detailed discussion of predators and
deterrent methods can be found in chapter 26, Dealing with Predators.

Muscovies
Muscovies are native to South America, where they are a wild bird. They also are
found in the wild in southern parts of the Gulf Coast states. Although considered
waterfowl, Muscovies are neither ducks nor geese, and possess entirely different
habits than do other waterfowl. I tend to think of them as dryland waterfowl.

PYSANKY
Goose eggs are widely sought after for making pysanky, eggs decorated with traditional Ukrainian folk designs using the wax-resist dying
method. After a week of incubation, the egg’s content is generally easier to remove than that of a fresh egg. Once you’ve placed your goose
eggs in the incubator, simply remove those that are not fertile after a
week, carefully drill tiny holes in both ends, and blow out the contents
(wash the egg and then simply place your lips on one end and blow).
I like to let the fertile ones hatch, and sell the infertile ones for
egg decorating. Just be sure to carefully scrub the infertile eggshell
surfaces with soap before you remove the contents. They are much
easier to clean before blowing out the egg.
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They can get along with a lot less
water than can geese or ducks,
Muscovy
and they like to roost. They also
like to bathe and play in water,
but don’t demand a daily bath.
Muscovies have many desirable traits: mothering, incubating, foraging ability, carcass
size, and ease of care. And they
are quieter than ducks, which is
an asset for anyone who’s been awakened in the middle of the night by waterfowl squabbles. They do have a few drawbacks that provide a challenge for most
folks. Muscovies like to fly and are certainly harder to keep confined than ducks
or geese. A final strike against these fowl is as plain as the bills on their faces.
Muscovies have a red warty tissue called caruncles covering their faces, a trait
some find repulsive. Older males look like they have melted wax poured on their
heads. Hens have caruncling as well, but it is not nearly as pronounced as it is in
the males.
White Muscovies are raised for their desirable meat qualities and lightercolored feathers. Some of the more common color varieties are Black, Blue,
Silver, Buff, and Chocolate. More are being developed all of the time.
All Muscovies are rather large, with adult drakes typically weighing roughly 10
pounds (5 kg) and hens around 7 (3 kg). They are poor layers but wonderful setters.
It’s always best to let them hatch their own eggs; usually the eggs do not hatch well
in incubators. The eggs take 35 days to hatch and the Muscovy hen does a fabulous
job. Muscovy hens frequently hatch all of the many eggs she is sitting on (I have seen
clutches of more than 20) and will raise them all with great confidence and affection.

Geese
Much of what has been written in this chapter about ducks is true for geese,
except geese are bigger and even hardier than ducks. Talk about attitude!
Goslings will start talking back to you even before hatching as they are pipping
their way into the world. (Pipping is when the young fowl starts chipping away
at the shell as it makes its way to the outside world.) Once out of the shell, they
usually start life by extending their necks and giving you a good scolding.
Geese are the true sophisticates of the poultry yard. I often call them the
snobs. They clearly feel that they are at the top of the poultry pecking order.
Rarely do they give in to other poultry species. If in a mixed flock, they spend
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African

Chinese

most of their time scolding and bossing everyone else around. However, in the
end, it’s the guineas that almost always rule the poultry yard.
A gosling raised by itself away from other goslings and poultry becomes your
devoted friend for life. They take their commitment seriously. They imprint very
easily and if you take care of them and show them attention they will follow you
and be your best friend. I can remember as a young child having a friend with a
pet goose. The goose would follow her the four or five blocks to school each day
and then stay in the schoolyard for awhile before going back home. Surprisingly,
he’d show up again at the end of the day to walk my friend back home!

GOOSE FOR DINNER
Goose meat is a treat that many folks have not yet sampled.
Prepared using the same methods for roasting a duck (see box,
page 184), goose makes a rich, succulent meat. Although it is delicious fresh-roasted out of the oven, we have shredded the meat after
roasting to make goose enchiladas. The uses for goose meat are
infinite; let your imagination run wild.
Goose eggs are edible, but because the value of goslings is much
greater, eating fertile eggs can be a revenue-buster. Infertile goose
eggs are blown out and used for egg decorating. The Internet makes
international advertising and marketing of infertile eggs and down
possible, opening doors to all kinds of goose undertakings.
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Ducks tend to be slobs, but geese rise above the sullied environment and
always try to look their best. Even on the coldest winter day when I hesitate to
let any fowl outside, I learned long ago to let the geese out onto the snowbanks
or they will make everyone miserable. They simply must take a bath daily.
When it’s −20°F (−29°C), and water freezes as fast as I can pour it into the rubber winter water tubs, geese will jump in and get a quick bath. The thick layer of fat
deep down under a goose’s skin is incredibly insulating. Occasionally they jump from
these baths and sit on the ground to preen for a bit longer than is prudent, freezing
to the ground. I am then forced to pour warm water around them to release them
from their frozen stance. This is a minor, but perplexing and humorous problem.
The simple shed described in chapter 2, Housing and Supplies, works great
for geese, but they must have a large yard to play and forage in to thrive.

Breeds
Once upon a time, geese were classified as dual-purpose fowl: they were raised
for meat breeds and, as weeder geese, used to remove grass and weeds from
crops. They started out in the strawberry fields when spring plants were first
emerging, and then, as the berries set, they moved on to weed the cotton fields.

Pilgrim

Buff

Sebastopol
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Egyptian “geese” are not really
geese at all, but they are lovely to
look at and have been revered for
thousands of years.

Modern herbicides, however, have
replaced the weeder geese breeds.
Today few geese breeds are considered layer types, although it’s worth
noting that the Chinese (both the
Brown and White varieties) consistently lay the most eggs annually
among all of the goose breeds.
I believe any of the geese make fine
table fowl. Even the Chinese — to
which some folks turn up their noses,
calling them too scrawny — make out
a fine, lean carcass that produces a
tender, juicy, less-fatty meat.
For the most pounds per goose, you
should raise White Embdens, Grey
Toulouse, or American Buffs, though
these breeds can be higher in fat.

THE ANCIENT (AND AGGRESSIVE)
EGYPTIANS
Egyptian “geese,” as they’re called, which really are not geese at
all but an entirely different species, are very attractive birds, but
are also terribly aggressive. They don’t like the company of other
poultry and they certainly let the other poultry know how they feel.
One aspect of their development that makes them a different species is feather loss. Geese molt — losing all of their feathers over
a period of weeks — but the Egyptian goose loses one feather at
a time. There is really no season of the year when they don’t look
their best. It is easy to see why the ancient Egyptians considered
the Egyptian goose a sacred animal and used it in hieroglyphics.
	Egyptians lay few eggs in a season and can take care of all of the
reproductive matters themselves. They are excellent setters, and both
Mom and Dad take care of the young, defending them to the utmost.
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African geese, which come in three color varieties — Grey, White, and Buff —
are also tasty table fowl. Although the Grey Africans (also called Brown Africans)
have colored feathers, they are much easier to pick and make desirable-looking
for table.
American Buff geese are also gentle-tempered and make a good table specimen.
Roman Tufted and plain-headed Roman geese are smaller but produce a
usable carcass. Pilgrims, uniquely American, also fall into this group. They are
autosexing: males white, females gray.
Sebastopols are very attractive and unique. Because they have curly feathers
they are usually grown for ornamental reasons, but an extra male or a bird with
less than desirable traits will make a fine table bird.
Pomeranians are colorful and historic, with striking saddleback patches of
buff or gray.

The Best Geese for You
When choosing a goose breed, pick one that fits your particular operation.
Ornamental and functional qualities can be found in the same breed.
Chinese are noisy but will forage over large areas and make excellent “watch”
geese. Africans are a bit larger and more sophisticated-looking. They’re noisy
but not nearly as loud as the Chinese.
American Buffs, Pilgrims, Pomeranians, Sebastopols, and Romans are all
eye-catching and medium-sized. They forage well and produce a fine table bird.
Embdens and the Giant Dewlap Toulouse are at the large end of the scale,
each with its own set of desirable traits (including that it makes a tasty meal).
Giant Dewlap Toulouse can grow to be huge, and with loose skin hanging
under the chin and over most of the body, they look like royalty in the farmyard.

Embden

Toulouse
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Amazing Graze
Geese can become quite self-sufficient grazing on pasture in the summer
months. Although they enjoy their grain and daily bath, they’ll spend hours
eating grass, if allowed. Their sawlike bills can cut off grass better than the best
pair of shears. Their desire for greens starts nearly at day one.
To prepare the young ones for a life of gleaning, I usually give goslings bits
of grass, lettuce, or other leafy vegetables on the third day. They thrive on green
plant material.
Once they are feathered at about five weeks, I always turn them out to pasture to run through the orchard. This accomplishes several tasks: it keeps the
orchard from becoming overgrown and it helps to control angel wing, which is
a serious problem for all waterfowl, but especially goslings, whose feathers grow
faster than their wing bones when fed a ration overly rich in protein (see box
on page 191). See page 189 earlier in this chapter for information regarding the
best commercial feed for geese.

W A T E R F O W L

I

Dave and Millie Holderread, Holderread Waterfowl
Preservation Center, Corvallis, Oregon

NVOLVED W I TH P OU LTRY since the age of four, Dave acquired
his first waterfowl in 1961 at age eight. Within a few years — with his
parents’ encouragement— he was supplying hatching eggs to a commercial
hatchery in his home state of Oregon, as well as selling day-olds to his own
customers.
Dave went on to earn a degree in poultry science and taught applied poultry science in Puerto Rico. His students raised over 100 varieties of poultry,
researching which ones would thrive in the tropics. While procuring stock for
the island program, he was dismayed that many of the old, adaptable varieties
were difficult to find anywhere in North America. Upon returning to Oregon
in 1976, Dave and Millie started Holderread Waterfowl Preservation Center
to help the survival of many rare varieties of ducks and geese.
They have a strong business sense, a heart for preservation, and realism
about what they can handle. They have done a superb job over the years of
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GUARD YOUR TREES
Watch geese around young fruit trees. They will debark them easily and quickly. I always use tree guards in a young orchard if I am
turning the geese loose to forage there. Older, established trees are
safe, and the fowl will actually gnaw off the suckers that come up at
the tree’s base — parts of the tree you want to get rid of anyway.

Raising geese is an enormously gratifying experience. They bring a certain style
to the farmyard that is unrivaled. Like Tom Turkey, they walk with an air of confidence and pride. They are neat freaks that love to look their best. Devoted pets if
you spend the time with them in their young gosling days, these birds love to talk.
They make excellent watchgeese and will run off intruders without hesitation. I
always know if someone pulls into my drive and gets out of their car. My geese
never fail to honk to announce the presence of anything or anyone strange to them.

perpetuating breeds and varieties, and then passing them on to take on new
ones that need care and propagation. Dave’s detailed records on poultry
family lines and data from his incubation of eggs have helped him develop
guidelines on what it takes to get a superb hatch, even from difficult breeds.
With Millie’s dedication to careful handling and washing of the hatching
eggs and Dave’s painstakingly careful monitoring of the incubation process
from start to finish, they have a topnotch operation that maintains and
preserves high quality lines of ducks and geese. In order to perpetuate and
preserve they have imported rare stock into this country and then spread it
around the entire United States and Canada.
No one in the United States today has a better grasp of the genetics of
waterfowl than Dave. He is truly the authority on waterfowl and has written
two excellent books on ducks and geese. Dave and Millie are dedicated to
their work and their cause.

14
Guineas
GUINEA FOWL ARE TO THE POULTRY WORLD what cats are to the
pet world — you either love them or you hate them. Hailing from the sub-Sahara
region of Africa, no other poultry species is quite like the guinea fowl, and raising these birds takes some patience. Some days you’ll find them to be the most
annoying creatures on the face of the earth. In fact, a great number of people
never consider them a relaxing pastime, while others believe guineas are the
perfect match for their situation. You’ll either be able to tolerate and appreciate
their lifestyle, habits, and mannerisms or you’ll put an ad in the next edition of
the local newspaper in an effort to quickly be rid of them. Believe me, there are
times when I ask myself why I live with these independent-thinking, strange
birds. They have more quirks than any species I’ve ever raised, but they are
mostly a joy and a help to us here on Sandhill Farm.

Beneficial Birds
Please don’t get me wrong: I think anyone can appreciate guineas in their
farmyard, as they have a number of great qualities. Their noise — sometimes
extremely irritating, especially the females with a rabid, low-pitched buckwheat
sound — can drive even the sanest person to madness. Lest we forget, the males
make a loud noise warning everything in the barnyard every time there’s something new around. But I appreciate them for their watchdog abilities.

Natural Alarm System
I know that when I’m working in the garden or about the farm, if someone
drives in the driveway, gets out of their car, and starts walking toward the guineas’ pens, they will set up a fuss. Each situation results in a different noise,
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noises I can differentiate. I know how the sound of their squabbling is different
from their alarm. I walk among them often and have discovered that once they
recognize me as their owner they don’t raise a fuss. Visitors often ask how I
put up with that noise and I explain that it’s usually only present when there’s
something disturbing them or something unfamiliar nearby.
Now that we live only 750 feet away from our poultry yards, I rely on the
guineas to alert me to nighttime predators. I go to the front door, listen, and
know if I need to go to the poultry area and check for problems. Guineas are
truly the watchfowl of the barnyard.

Natural Exterminators
Guineas are also very active workers. When given a chance to roam in summer,
they exist almost entirely on the insects and seeds that they find. My first summer at Sandhill Preservation farm, I purchased 100 young guineas. The previous
two summers were very dry and our sand hill was covered with grasshoppers.
I started turning out the guineas when they were about six to seven weeks old
to let them range and forage. At the end of each day, I could see how far the
guineas had gone by walking through the area where there were no grasshoppers into an area where the population was heavy. The guineas worked with
machinelike accuracy through the weeds, grass, and young trees, picking and
eating and fattening up as they went.
I’ve turned them loose in my garden at various times and watched them
picking insects off the leaves as they go down the rows. They eat insects that no
other creature would dare eat. They are the only poultry species I’ve ever seen
that would even touch a squash bug. Sure, they also have their favorite fruits and
vegetables, and pick up those as well, but they seek out insects predominantly.
Guineas earn their keep
by devouring a wide
variety of insect pests.
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T I C K E AT E R S
Once guineas find a food source, they usually stay in that area until
it’s gone. I have seen them walk through the garden and pick at
insects so small you wonder how they manage to do it. Many people
claim these birds will clear a property of harmful insects such as
Japanese beetles and ticks. We have dog and sheep ticks and guineas eat those. I’m sure that they would also be good at picking deer
ticks because their eyesight seems to be very keen and their ability
to pick up tiny insects is great.

Although guinea fowl very carefully pick through foliage looking for tasty
treats, never put them in a young garden or it will be devastated. In a full-grown
garden, they will do very little damage as long as the numbers are well matched
to your open space and garden size. You’d want to have no more than three or
four guineas per 1,000 square feet (93 sq m) of garden.
Keep in mind that guinea fowl are not discriminating and will eat ladybugs
and other beneficial insects, but their voracious appetite for pests will be a distinct advantage anywhere.

Snake Charmers?
Long before I got my first guineas I had heard that these birds keep snakes,
rats, mice, and other predators away from a farmer’s flock, and after my years
of experience with these birds I can say that this is true — at least in part.
They do not keep mice or rats away from my farm, but snakes do not like
them. However, they may not be quite the fierce exterminators you might
believe them to be.
I have seen adult guineas capture young mice out of the nest and consume
them rapidly; however, I’ve never seen a guinea catch an adult mouse, nor have
I ever seen them have anything to do with rats other than a nest full of babies.
I can safely say that guineas will not keep rats out of the building. Even with a
great flock of guineas in a building, you’ll have rat problems. They don’t seem to
be the least bit afraid of guineas.
As a child growing up out west, my family had rattlesnake problems. We had
them everywhere, and it was tough gardening or even walking in the yard. I can
vouch for the fact that guineas do go after snakes. Many times a day I would
look up from the garden and see my guineas on the hillside making a big fuss.
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Whenever I strode up near them to investigate the cause of the racket, I’d see
them surrounding a snake.
Whether snakes are frightened by the raucous birds and exit the area or the
guineas kill and eat the snake is question I can’t answer. But there is no doubt in
my mind that a large group of guineas flying and attacking cause enough commotion to deter snakes and adult mice from setting up shop in your area.

The First Few Weeks
Once you’ve made up your mind that you are going to raise guineas, it’s best
to acquaint yourself with a few of their quirks so that your first encounters
with them will be positive experiences. Along with turkey poults, keets (baby
guineas) are the most difficult of the babies to raise. For example, unlike other
poultry chicks, once their legs go out from under them, guineas never recover
to their normal stance and you end up having to dispose of them.
It is always best to start with keets between two and three days old. When
you open up the box, you’re going to think you have a bunch of crickets with
all the hopping and squirming that’s going on in there. If they have endured a
prolonged shipping period, they may be stressed. They may be chilled or display
symptoms of lethargy and weakness. If they’re very cold and they’re not moving
when you receive them, they need to be warmed up immediately. You can stick
them in an incubator for an hour or so or trap heat in their brooder to raise it
up to 95°F (35°C), with no drafts, to warm them.

Keet Brooder
Once you’ve stabilized the birds, it’s time to provide them with a suitable place
for brooding.

Keets
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My favorite brooder choice is the same 110-quart (104 L) plastic tub brooder
I use for all my chicks. For bedding, line the bottom of the tub with regular
newsprint, not the slick colored advertisements. Be careful not to use sawdust
or other bedding made up of small bits that the keets might mistake for food.
Though I dearly love guineas, they aren’t the brightest of creatures when they
are day-old. If you put a lot of litter in the brooder that looks like or is shaped
like food, they will likely eat it and plug themselves up.
After laying down the newsprint, I place the excelsior pad that came in the
shipping box in the end of the tub where the heat source will be located. This
gives the babies a firm place to cling to when they go to sleep. Next, place
the guineas on the pad in the tub and show them where the food and water
are located.
After you’ve placed your keets in their new home, watch them for a few
minutes to make sure things are okay. They should be moving around, eating
and drinking, and not huddled and chilled.
If they’re okay, don’t bother them for an hour or so; allow them a chance
to get established on their own. Because they are closely related to wild
birds, guinea keets are easily spooked by your movements and the noises you
make. Birds that are frightened when they are still so young and getting their
strength can dislocate their legs, among other injuries that you would never
think possible.
Guinea keets will never cease to amaze you with some of their predicaments.
They scurry rambunctiously, not paying attention to where they are going. They
end up trapped in corners of buildings if you have them running loose in a large
area. They’ll pile into a water bowl, and if the light goes out, they’ll heap up in a
corner. Keets are certainly amusing; in fact, they seem to have no idea what to
do with themselves. Drop a worm or small insect in the brooder with them and
they go crazy chasing one another and their prey around the brooder. They can
act like little windup toys, zooming around with no clear direction.
Heat
Guineas, like other species of fowl, need a constant ambient temperature of
95°F (35°C) the first week. Adjust the temperature down after that, depending upon the season, your locality, the number of guineas in the brooder, and
other factors.
It is best to lay a thermometer on the floor of the brooder near where they
will go to keep warm. The general principle is to back the temperature off 5°F
(3°C) a week. There is no one-size-fits-all rule, as many conditions factor into
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the shift, such as building temperature and number of guineas in the brooder.
A box home in your basement with a stable temperature is an entirely different situation than a cold building that may or may not be drafty. The heating
requirements for two-week-old keets in Louisiana, where summer nighttime
temperatures are in the 70s, are less variable and easier to maintain than those
for keets being raised in the mountains of Idaho, where summer nighttime temperatures are in the 40s. The more fowl you have, the more quickly they adapt
to a rapid decline in brooder temperature.
Once you have raised guineas for a few years, you won’t even need the thermometer, as you will learn how to read the keets’ signals of comfort and discomfort. When they are too cold, they huddle under the light with their eyes closed

GUINEAS IN THE GROUP
Guineas can benefit from living with other types of poultry, although
raisers must be careful about whom they choose for cohabitants.
Keets work best with chicks, fairly well with poults, but poorly with
waterfowl. Keep them with pheasants, but not with quail.
The problem is that keets like to irritate their roommates. If they get
bored, they pick at the combs and new feathers on chicks. Turkeys are
their favorite targets: they pick at the tiny snoods and then go for the
beak beneath them, leaving a poor disfigured turkey that will never have
a normal-looking face again. To discourage this, provide them with plenty
of things to do, don’t let their living quarters get too warm or too cold,
and keep an eye on their roommates for signs of guinea abuse.
Once they get past that first three weeks, you can begin turning
them out to forage. At this point they stop bothering other fowl until
they reach breeding age.
It’s a good idea to have adult guineas in with other adult poultry,
including waterfowl, during nonbreeding seasons, as they are great
watchdogs and look out for their fellow fowl when they are all out on
pasture together. During breeding season, however, guinea males
become territorial and drive every other species crazy, chasing them
and tearing out feathers. I have seen male guineas that weigh 4 to
5 pounds (2 kg) take on 35-pound (16 kg) adult turkeys — and the
guineas win! They are quick, persistent, and forceful. Once breeding
season is over, they return to their normal, only slightly irritating selves.
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and make continuous peeping noises. When they are too warm, they move as
far away from the light source as is possible. Be observant and they’ll show you
what they need.
Food and Water
Make sure that you have a drownproof waterer to offer your birds. I prefer to
use the quail no-drown fount bases screwed onto a quart-sized (1 L) Mason jar.
Although this waterer may seem to have an unusually tiny exposed water area
for drinking, it serves them just fine. If you use a larger waterer — such as one
you use for a newborn chickens — you most likely will find injured or drowned
keets.
Keets do best if you provide a high-quality feed for them. For the first three
or four weeks of their lives, feed them a 28 percent protein starter, such as those
used for game birds. If you can’t provide that type of feed, they will probably do
okay on a regular brooder starter of about 23 percent protein, though they may
not grow as fast and may have other issues develop. Poor feathering and feather
picking are two common problems.
Once your new keets get a good drink of water and you show them the feed,
they will be off and running. I try to sprinkle feed all over the newsprint, except
for where they are sleeping, to give them something to stand on and something
to pick at. Once they become a bit stronger, they’ll be steadier on their feet.
If they (and you!) survive the first week, you’re probably on the right track.
Be careful in those first days not to give them sand or grit because they aren’t
ready for it yet. They will fill up their gizzard and crop with it and sometimes
die as a result. Grit should be introduced gradually as their feed switches from
a tiny crumble to other feeds when they are several weeks old.
Sanitation
Baby guineas are one of the driest and tidiest of the fowl to raise. As long as
you provide them with no-drown waterers, your facilities will be dry most of
the time. Their droppings are a dry, concentrated waste product — not wet and
runny like that of waterfowl. It is always a relative joy to clean the guineas’
shelter because you know you’re not going to be dealing with a messy, runny, or
sludgelike waste product. The dry and in many cases powdery waste makes an
excellent fertilizer for your garden and can be used as such. When it comes to
cleaning the guinea house, it’s called common sense. When it looks bad, clean
it; there are no sure-fire formulas except using your brain.
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Getting Their Wings
Guineas grow rather rapidly when eating a proper diet. You’ll find that after two
weeks in the plastic tub, they will be more than willing to get out and fly into
the outside world. Be cautious, though, and don’t turn them out to forage at too
early an age. Anything less than six weeks can be hazardous if they’ve not been
raised with small chicken friends that they have “bonded” with. Without them,
guineas become independent thinkers and sometimes wander off.
The more they are threatened or traumatized by predators or sudden movements, the wilder and more independent they will become. They will drive you
slightly buggy with their independence, to be sure.

Caring for Adults
Once the guineas reach adulthood, their care is fairly simple. They are wellsuited for any living quarters that work for chickens. It is best to move them
from the brooder to the house they are going to live in for the rest of their lives.
They do not like to change houses and always try to return to the place where
they first learn to roost. Your best bet is to try to get them into their final home
by the time they are four to six weeks old.
Adult guineas handle the cold well, as long as they are dry. Make sure that
they have some place to get in out of the wind and rain and storms. The basic
shed as described in chapter 2, Housing and Supplies, will work just fine.
Outfit the house with roosts and consistently train them to go into their
house at night. You must be ready to lock them up every night. If you get lazy,
break training, and don’t lock them up one night, you’ll spend the next three
weeks retraining them.
When we’ve had exceedingly cold weather, I have seen the feet of my birds
frostbitten. Some of these guineas have lost both of their feet from staying out
in the snow (see chapter 25, Flock Health, for frostbite treatment methods).
If allowed to range, guineas will find most of their food on their own during the
growing season. Their commercially prepared feed consumption decreases rapidly
when foraging. During the winter months, they like a balanced feed ration.

Feather Trimming
Keep in mind that whether or not the snow flies, guineas will want to stay out
at night to roost in trees. It is your job to try to convince them, or to force them,
to do otherwise. This can be an extremely frustrating process in the midst of a
snowstorm. Capture them and trim their wing feathers after the first snowfall
so that they cannot fly out of their assigned space again.
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I usually catch my young guineas for feather trimming in the fall after they
have molted. They’ll stay out in the elements the first night after a snowstorm
passes through, but by the second night, they’re usually smart enough to try to
go into the shed, and that’s when I ground them. As with chickens and turkeys,
by trimming the outer flight feathers on one side, I keep them off balance when
they attempt to fly. That keeps them in a pen, although it seems to wound their
dignity considerably when they try to fly up into the tree the next morning and
are not able to reach it.
Remember, guineas are like wild birds and will release their feathers. When
you grab at a guinea, unless you actually get a wing or leg, you just end up with
a handful of feathers. If you simply pull out the wing feathers — and that can be
done easily with minimal damage to the bird — they grow back rather quickly.
Instead, you must trim their wing feathers to keep them near the ground until
the next molting season.
Trimming their wings also keeps them from flying away and joining the wild.
Once the weather warms, they decide anyway that they don’t need to be so high
and exposed in the trees. When guineas roost in the trees at night, owls will
swoop down and knock them out of the tree. Then they’ll catch them on the
rebound on the ground when they’re not able to see what’s happening.

Roosts
Once guineas start getting their wing feathers, they want to roost. They love to
get up high and look around. Install a roost using a 2 by 2 (5≈5 cm) 4 to 5 feet
off the ground (see chapter 2, Housing and Supplies, for a description of how to
build and install a roost). If you try to keep them in an area where they cannot
roost, they will be nervous, upset, and frustrated. Even guineas as young as three
to four weeks will take out their frustration on any other innocent birds they
can find if they don’t have a safe place to roost.

NO OYSTER SHELL
Do not provide additional calcium in the form of oyster shell for guineas. If you provide too much calcium, the babies will have difficulty
hatching. They won’t be able to peck through the calcium-hardened
shell. Provide them with a standard chicken feeding ration and they’ll
get all the calcium they need.
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Guineas will be terribly unhappy
without a roost, and every other
species in a mixed flock will know it!

Egg-Laying Patterns
Guineas typically start to lay once the weather warms. In the northern half of
the United States, under normal light, that is sometime in April. In the southern
parts of the United States, it starts earlier. Note that guinea egg production rapidly declines when there is a cold, cloudy, or cool wet spell during the summer.
They like it warm and dry.
Of course, laying patterns change if you let them set on their own eggs. By
gathering their eggs daily, they usually don’t become broody their first year.
Eventually, however, they will want to be mothers and will go broody many
times each season, regardless of whether or not you gather their eggs. If you
don’t allow them to set, you’ll find guinea eggs look and taste much like chicken
eggs. They are about the size of a bantam egg, speckled, and have a very hard
shell for incubating purposes. This makes humidity control in the incubator a
necessity for successful hatches.

Nest Hide-and-Go-Seek
Guineas have a strong desire to raise their own young far from anything.
Whether you keep your guineas penned up or allow them free range, they do
their best to try and find a secluded place to make a nest, hide out their eggs,
and raise their own. Of course, if they are free range they will find a fencerow,
bush, or isolated area for their nest. Penned up, they look for a corner in the
barn. Guineas are communal nesters. This means all the hens, no matter how
many there are in a group, lay their eggs in one nest until it is full. Then one hen
will start setting and the rest will start a new nest somewhere close by.
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I’LL HAVE THE GUINEA
Guinea eggs are perfectly edible, tasting and smelling just like
chicken eggs. They are the size of a large bantam egg with a very
hard shell.
Guinea fowl are very tasty, if a bit dry. Stewing them or cooking
them on a rack with water in the bottom of the pan greatly enhances
their otherwise dry but flavorful meat quality.
For years they were sold in fancy restaurants as “pheasant” until
raising pheasants in captivity became easier. When I first moved to
Iowa, I sold all my extra guineas to a man who took them to Chicago
and marketed them to restaurants as pheasant.

A typical “wild” nest is simple and usually hidden in tall grass or under
a shrub or tree. I have found them in hay fields, under trees in orchards, in
among thick squash vines and even in deep rose-briar thickets. Guineas don’t
build elaborate nests: Usually I find a slight cavity with dried grass full of 30 to
40 eggs. If the weather is not too cool or too wet, the mother guinea usually
hatches out every single egg!
Although guinea hens are dedicated setters and fierce defenders of the nest,
they’re not great mothers. Mama guinea is somewhat disorganized, likes to
wander, and forgets to keep track of all of her children. Perhaps it’s because they
have so many young ones that they can’t keep track of all of them. It’s common
to see a mother guinea set out along the fencerow in the morning with 30 or
more keets following her. But come evening, it’s just as common to see only the

In the wild, a guinea
nest can be a casual
affair, filled with dozens
of eggs.
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strongest three to five keets who have been able to keep up with her throughout
the day accompanying her. A frustrated owner will spend precious time tiptoeing through the grass and weeds trying to gather up the pitifully peeping babies
the mama left behind.
If you have a period of particularly wet weather at hatching time, their
success rate is limited. The young will get damp and chilled. If you’re going
to let guineas raise their own young, it is best to isolate the mother in a place
where she can take care of her babies. In that sort of situation, she’ll nurture
them well.

Guineas Can Be Tyrants
The male guinea is always watching out for his hens and any other birds he
claims. Guineas raised with chickens, ducks, geese, and other fowl tend to look
out for everybody. The guineas really are the barnyard bosses.
I used to keep guineas with my turkeys but found that to be unwise. Male
guineas were well behaved until spring — the breeding season — when they
terrorized the turkeys. They would never allow the male turkeys to breed their
hens, aggressively keeping the toms constantly on the run. It’s amazing to see
a bird one-tenth the size of a turkey cause so many problems. The guineas kept
the turkeys constantly moving, pecking at them and chasing them until some
of the turkeys died from exhaustion. I would hose the guineas down with water
and chase after them, but nothing seemed to work. If a guinea cock decided he
didn’t like the tom, he wouldn’t let him rest.
Similar problems can also occur with guineas and roosters, and between
males of other species during the breeding season. It’s best to keep your guineas
away from other birds during that time. While they don’t have spurs, as do roosters, they do have very sharp beaks and are not afraid to use their claws.
Although they can be tyrants, I’ve rarely had a guinea fly at me. I’ve only been
chased off once or twice when I tried to check their nest of newly hatched keets.
The adults defend their babies at all costs and the males defend the hens with
vigor during the breeding season and if young are present.

Homing Hens
Guineas have an extraordinary homing sense. In fact, the desire of this type of
fowl to return to their home can be extremely frustrating if you purchase adult
guineas. On more than one occasion, I have sold adult guineas to individuals who take them to their homes four or five miles away, only to have them
come back to me several days later. Of course I always warn the buyer to keep
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the guineas shut tight inside a building at their new home, where they cannot
escape. I instruct them to keep the birds enclosed for two to four weeks until
they can get used to where they live. Nevertheless, here they come. . . .
Even if you don’t sell your birds, but move them to a new, unfamiliar location
on your property, expecting them to stay inside the new shed, don’t give them
a chance to get out a door. If you do, you’ll probably find them the next morning on their way back to the home where they were raised. In summer, when I
move my guineas out of the baby brooder into their range brooder house, where
during the day they forage in the orchard and among the garden plants, they
become attached to that particular building.
Then in late fall, when I sort out breeders for the next year and take them to
their new location, I must again keep them confined in their new location for a
while to keep them from returning to the very shed where they were raised.
You have to try to train adult birds or trick them into thinking the new shed
is the place to go every night. Do this by locking them up and leaving them
confined to this new home for several weeks.

G U I N E A S
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Ralph and Sandy Winter
The Guinea Farm, New Vienna, Iowa

ALPH WINTER started his business in 1986 with just a few hundred
guineas in six colors. I first met him in 1989 shortly after I purchased my
farm. I had ordered some guinea keets from a major poultry supply company and
got a card saying they would come from New Vienna, just a couple hours away.
I drove over to pick them up. Ralph and Sandy were cordial and friendly and,
although I had ordered only 25 keets, he had an extra hundred or so that day and
made me a deal I couldn’t pass up. I came home with a total of 140 keets.
Over the years it has been wonderful to watch Ralph and Sandy’s operation grow into the largest fancy guinea hatchery in the world. A true collector,
Ralph will never rest until he has found all possible colors. He is currently looking for red and black — if they exist — and any other colors. The Winters’ website (www.guineafarm.com) contains photos of these wonderful creatures. They
also have a colorful poster that shows many of the rare and unusual colors.
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New-Home Training
Start training young guineas to roost inside their building at night right away. If
you’re not consistent, you’ll lose the battle. At three to four weeks of age, guineas discover the thrill of flying up to a roost so this is the time to have a roost
ready for them. The longer you take and the more moving they must undergo,
the more difficulties you will face. Your goal should be to get them to their final
home by three to four weeks; confine them there for several weeks while they
become accustomed to it. Once they learn where home is, it’s okay to let them
out to forage some.

Color Varieties
I was first drawn to guineas because of their delicate, beautiful color pattern;
they look outstanding running around the barnyard always looking clean and
fresh and ready to go. The only color variety I saw as a child was the common Pearl, so I was fascinated when I first discovered the color varieties: Royal
Purple, Lavender, Buff Dundotte, Coral Blue, and White.

Constantly trying to improve on methods of raising guineas, Ralph has
experimented with housing and lighting to get guineas to lay earlier in the
year than they normally would here in Iowa. He has used a variety of different housing styles from conventional structures, with outside runways, to
a large greenhouse that kept the guineas at about 20 degrees above outside
temperature. This worked fairly well for early-season production. Ralph
recently built a larger enclosed structure to contain the eight most popular
breeds in separate pens; with controlled lighting he can alter the season a
bit, resulting in some earlier than normal hatches.
This operation is constantly challenging the status quo, seeking to
improve the variety and availability of the product, and experimenting with
the most effective methods to house their fowl.
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Today you can find a whole range of additional colors, such as Buff, Chocolate,
Bronze, Pewter, Sky Blue, Brown, and Violet, among others constantly being
developed. Controversy exists as to the integrity of the breeding of these color
varieties. However, if you’re not a purist, a group of mixed color varieties can be
a spectacular farmyard sight.
Natural curiosity is the trait that makes guineas the most charming fowl
species; they are always eager to see what’s going on in the world around them.
When people regularly spend time with guineas, the fowl become quite adapted
to humans, especially the young females. Mine tend to follow me around to see
if I’m going to drop a few particularly delicious treats.

Helmeted crested and Vulturine
guineas are not very common in the
United States and have a number of
specific environmental requirements
that make them difficult for the
average person to raise.
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Coturnix Quail
COTURNIX QUAIL ARE THE IDEAL CHOICE for anyone who wants to
quietly raise poultry in a small area with minimal investment. Typically reared
in cages like other small pets, these birds provide both meat and eggs, despite
their small size. Unlike the crowing roosters or squawking ducks and honking geese, quail are relatively quiet. Their calls are nonthreatening, and more
wild-birdlike; their notes usually blend in with natural birdsong. Although these
birds are typically inconspicuous, as with all poultry species, it’s a good idea
for you check your local ordinances to determine whether you can have these
animals in your area.

A Home for Your Birds
It’s best to provide some shelter from the elements. Raising a few Coturnix quail
in a cage in your garage or garden building in your backyard is a relatively simple
endeavor. I’ve housed them on the ground and in wire cages on brackets made
out of 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) with similar success. They do not enjoy downpours
and enduring a heavy rainstorm is harmful to their small bodies. One risk that
comes with raising them on the ground is that they are frequently able to get
through small holes between the bottom of the pen and the ground and you may
lose your entire population to the outside world.
I’ve had a bit more success raising them in cages in the barn. It doesn’t necessarily have to be heated for the birds, but your eggs will freeze much quicker if
the barn is not heated. It does, however, need to be free from wind and drafts.
Keep in mind that Coturnix quail are subject to the same pests and problems as most domestic poultry. I have never had to worm Coturnix quail, but
I’m sure it can be a problem if they are raised on the ground. Where worms are
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a particular problem,
birds raised at ground
level will need some sort
of worm-preventative
maintenance.

Cages
Build small cages for
Coturnix quail from
quarter-inch (0.6 cm)
Coturnix quail
mesh hardware cloth
and a frame made of
2≈4s (5≈10 cm). For many years, I have raised them in cages that are about 1
foot (30 cm) wide, 1 foot (30 cm) tall and 3 feet (90 cm) long. This is a suitable
home for these animals as they seem to do well in small spaces. In a cage this
size, you can easily fit two trios (two males and four females) of Coturnix quail.
They will live comfortably and reproduce successfully in such a cage.
Provide adult quail with a small cereal-bowl-size pan full of sawdust or
sand — something for them to dust themselves in — plus a round dish feeder
suitable for baby chicks and a small crock bowl for water, and your setup is
complete. They do not require roosts.
Building a Cage
Follow the steps below to build quail cages with 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) and hardware
cloth of quarter-inch (0.6 cm) size.

1. Cut four 1-foot lengths of 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) for uprights, four 3-foot lengths
of 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) for the top and bottom, and four 2≈4s (5≈10 cm) for
the ends to make the width. (These last four can be either 1 or 2 feet (30 or
60 cm) long, depending upon how deep you want the pen to be.)
2. Position the 2x4s (5x10 cm) that will be the bottom pieces so they will rest
on the ground on their narrow (2-inch [5 cm]) sides. This provides you with
a nearly 4-inch (10 cm) space for a manure tray under the cage.
3. Nail all of these pieces together to make a rectangular box.
4. Cut the hardware cloth to cover the top, bottom and all sides except the
front. The front side should be one of the long sides for easy access.
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5. If you choose to make the top solid — and this can be a good idea as it gives
the quail a feeling of security — use a piece of quarter-inch (0.6 cm) plywood. Be sure to line the bottom of the plywood with the hardware cloth.
6. Now you have a rectangular box that is 1 foot (30 cm) tall, 1 foot (30 cm)
deep, and 3 feet (90 cm) long, and is covered on all but the front side.
7. To make a doorframe, nail on another upright 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) about 1 foot
(30 cm) from the end, near the middle of the front of the box.
8. Now make the door from a piece of plywood that will fit into the 1 foot by
1 foot (30≈30 cm) hole between the central 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) frame and the
end of the box.
9. Use two 2-inch (5 cm) strap hinges on one side of the door to attach it to the
frame at the end of the box, and a hook and eye on the other side to attach
the door to the central 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) upright.
10. Set the cage down on an old cookie sheet or greenhouse tray to make a
manure tray. It fits under the 2≈4 (5≈10 cm) base.
11. Cover the remainder of the opening at front of the box next to the door with
hardware cloth and you have built a quail cage suitable for three to five quail.

Food
When provided with an adequate, nutritious food source, Coturnix quail are
pleasant, enjoyable birds to have around. Maintaining these birds is inexpensive; they do not eat much. It’s always best to start Coturnix quail on a very
high-protein feed. I prefer game breeder or turkey starter. A 28 percent protein
feed is probably ideal, but numbers higher than that have also been used with
success. I’ve seen feeds with a protein content as high as 32 percent provided
for these birds. These feeds are not always easily obtainable, however, and not
absolutely necessary, although preferable.

Quail, like most birds, love
and need to take regular
dust baths.
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A Styrofoam incubator with
turner and eggs.

Coturnix quail need a high-protein feed to develop and maintain their natural rapid growth rate. You’ll be amazed at how they almost double in size on a
daily basis after hatching.

Life Cycle
These birds are very quick to mature. My eighth-grade science students study a
complete quail life cycle in one nine-week term. The eggs take between 16 and
17 days to hatch and the hatchlings reach maturity about 35 to 38 days later,
when the young females begin laying eggs. Rapid reproduction and the ability to
exist in a variety of conditions make them easily adaptable to many situations.

Stage 1: Hatching
Although young quail can be shipped through the mail, it is probably easiest for
you and less stressful for the birds to begin by hatching eggs yourself. Quail can’t
sustain prolonged shipping periods; their small bodies do not handle chilling
well.
You can purchase a small Styrofoam incubator at most farm stores or order
one through many different sources, some of which are listed in the Resources
section at the back of this book. These small, compact incubators hold several
hundred quail eggs. You may choose to turn them manually or buy the turners
that fit inside the incubator. Either way works perfectly fine.
Quail typically have a fairly high hatch rate compared to most fowl. I’ve
had 70 to 75 percent of my shipped eggs hatch — a far better rate than I’ve ever
experienced with shipped chicken and other poultry eggs. (With chickens, a
40 percent hatch rate is considered a great success. You’ll hatch even fewer
turkeys, and the rate for geese is pitifully low.)
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Because fertile quail eggs are usually less expensive than the chicks, you
need invest only minimally to get started with these birds.

Stage 2: Young Quail
Because they’re tiny, quail babies chill more quickly than do chicks. They also
more frequently drown in waterers that are too deep. Try to avoid using shallow
dishes and other such water containers when they are babies. The quail nodrown fount bottoms that fit on Mason jars are the best way to go.
Bedding
Regular newsprint is fine for bedding. Sprinkle large-grain, almost gravel-like,
sand on top of the newsprint for better footing. Place an excelsior pad (like the
ones that are sent in the box when your chicks are shipped) underneath the heat
source. If this is not available, newspaper pages will probably work just fine.
Do not use slick-surface papers, which could result in injury, and do not use fine
sawdust or very fine powdery sand sold for reptile bedding, as the birds tend to pick at
it, fill up their crop, and perish. If you’d like to try a wood-product bedding, use what
is frequently sold as “shavings,” which are course and roughly the size of quarters. Do
not use the fine powdery waste that comes from use of a circular or table saw.
Heat
Baby quail are much like turkeys or guineas as babies; they have a fairly high heat
requirement — at least 95°F (35°C) at their level — for the first week. Use a heat
lamp and brooder equipment described in chapter 4, Baby Basics. Gradually
lower the temperature 5°F (3°C) or so per week until they no longer seem to
need the heat. You can tell this is the case when the babies have feathered out
and start to avoid the light (maybe by the end of the second week, depending
upon the season and building used to raise them). Generally, by the third week,
they no longer need supplemental heat. At this stage, they look fairly mature,
and by four weeks, the young males are becoming sexually mature.

Stage 3: Reproduction
Coturnix quail hens are unbelievably productive layers; it’s not all that unusual
to get an egg a day from these hens. This continues for about a year and then
age catches up with them. I found that if kept under artificial light — usually a
40- or 60-watt bulb above their pens — they will continue to lay until the hens
become too old. Their lifespan usually doesn’t exceed two years.
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To determine whether or not you have males or females, you can inspect
them when they reach sexual maturity (usually at about five weeks old). The
males have a foamlike product that comes from the vent. Simply pick the quail up
and press your finger forward just behind the vent and a white foamy substance
will come out if it’s a male. It resembles shaving cream in consistency and color.
You can also determine the sex of the bird by color in the Pharaoh color variety, but it is difficult to color-sex the British Black and the Manchurian Golden,
and practically impossible to color-sex the Tuxedo and White.
Quail thrive when living in groups of two to five hens per male. But even
with the proper ratio, you’ll need to be sure that your overly active males are not
destroying your hens. Sexual activity is important if you’re going to further the
bloodlines, but too much activity can cause serious damage to backs of particular
hens, making their backs raw and the backs of their heads bare. If you have no
intention of perpetuating your flock, you can completely eliminate the males.
Coturnix quail hens start to lay at approximately 38 days and continue to lay
until about a year later when she molts. They usually do not hatch their own
chicks. I have seen only one incident of a hen nesting and hatching her own
chicks, and that occurred when they were raised on the ground. In most cases,
these birds hatch best when the eggs are gathered and set in incubator. I’ve had
excellent results setting the eggs on the wire screen in the Styrofoam incubator
and rolling them with my hand each day instead of trying to mark them and turn
them from one side to the other. Quail allow for an economical approach; you

Male vent area showing foam (left) and female vent
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Q U A I L F O R T H E E AT I N G
A niche market for quail eggs exists in the cities of the world. If you
can meet sanitation requirements, which vary from state to state,
many bars and pubs will buy pickled quail eggs, a delicacy enjoyed
by many cultures. Butchered quail still have a loyal following and can
make an elegant meal when stuffed and baked.
One of the first meals I made for my wife when we were dating was
quail with sage stuffing and potato salad made from seven kinds of rare
and colorful heirloom potatoes. I used small boiled quail eggs to decorate
the top of the salad. You can also dye the quail eggs with food coloring or
pickled beet juice and use them to enhance a green salad, or serve them
as petite appetizers with spicy greens, herbed mayonnaise, and crackers.

needn’t go to the expense of buying the turner for your incubator. Simply roll the
eggs two or three times a day with your hands as you go by.

Meat and Eggs
If you take care of them, quail will reward you with fast growth, and at roughly
five weeks, a reliable cache of eggs from the females and a tasty meat meal of
the extra cocks.
Although the eggs are small — it takes about three to equal a small bantam
egg — they are perfectly delicious and can be used in any way that you use
chicken eggs. You can fry them, boil them, or make a quail-eggs soufflé. I hardboil them and use them as a garnish on the top of potato salad. Frequently they
are pickled and served that way. Use your creativity and I think you will be
impressed with the practicality of these small birds.

Butchering
You always have extra males when you raise your own flock, and you simply
cannot keep them housed with the females. If you do, the females will be run
ragged by the males’ constant desire for sexual activity. This, in turn, will reduce
egg production. If your males are raised on a lower-protein ration or are sickly,
it may take six weeks to reach maturity, but most quail males are full-sized and
ready for butchering at five weeks old. Although the butchering process below
is somewhat primitive, these males can be butchered easily without any fancy
equipment. The technique is not for the fainthearted, though.
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Color Varieties
There are several color varieties of these Coturnix quail. The standard color
variety is the Pharaoh (or wild type). It has been domesticated and improved
upon over the years. The other colors are the British Black, White, Manchurian
Golden, and Tuxedo. The Tuxedo quail are a black-and-white pattern. All of the
varieties are similarly sized and lay equally well.
Coturnix quail surged in popularity in the 1970s and early 1980s as an
alternative food source because there was a strong desire at the time to be

SLAUGHTERING/BUTCHERING A QUAIL
QUAIL BUTCHERING EQUIPMENT
■■
■■
■■

■■

A bucket or small pail of clean, fresh, cold water
A second pail with ice-cold water to place the butchered birds in
A container of some sort for the feathers and guts; they can
be buried later or disposed of according to the dictates of local
regulations
A sharp paring knife

STEP 1

STEP 2

Quickly grab the bird with one
hand and yank the head off, pointing the bloody neck away. There is
minimal blood.

To skin the bird, just pull on the skin
with your fingers; the skin pulls back
easily with the feathers and comes
right off. You don’t need hot water to
remove the feathers.
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independent and raise your own food. Quail gave folks the ability to raise their
own meat and eggs in limited spaces such as inner-city garages and basements.
You could easily find all the different color varieties then. Gradually, however,
the array of color varieties has slipped away — let’s hope not into extinction. You
can still find the standard Pharaoh variety without much trouble.

STEP 3

Once you have the skin and feathers removed, take the knife and
remove the crop at the front of the
body. Pull at the crop, a blob with
food particles in it in the V of the
chest, and cut it out.

STEP 4

Make a slit at the other end of the
body, cutting around the anal opening in a V shape between the pubic
bones, and remove the internal
organs.

Rinse the carcass and place it a pail of ice-cold water to chill until you
have finished butchering the rest of the birds. Either freeze the carcasses
as soon as possible in a freezer storage bag for later use, or prepare them
for dinner tonight!

16
Game Birds
THE IDEA OF RAISING GAME BIRDS is extremely tempting. The fantastic colors of ornamental pheasants native to Europe and Asia can attract
even the person with only a modest interest in poultry. But beginners should
probably get their poultry-raising feet wet with less challenging species such
as chickens, ducks, or turkeys before giving game birds a try. Rearing game
birds involves a bit more time, energy, and attention to all the little quirks they
present. For example, properly calibrating the heat and providing proper space
requirements for game bird babies is a delicate business. Their rapid growth
necessitates particular types and amounts of food. If you’ve mastered raising
baby turkeys then you may be ready to progress to raising game birds, but keep
in mind that game birds never fully domesticate; they are truly wild birds.
In most states you will need a game breeder’s licence.

Getting Started
While numerous species of game birds exist, this chapter focuses only on the
more common species of quail-like birds, pheasants, and water birds. Most procedures are basic to all game birds, although several are species-specific.

Brooder and Equipment
These little guys will start flying at an early age. Therefore it is vital to use a
secure, tightly enclosed brooder with even the smallest dime-sized holes covered. A secure top is also required.
As with all species of poultry, I recommend use of a large plastic 110-quart
(104 L) tub as a brooder. With a plastic tub, you’ll find it easier to control
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S H E D S N O T A D E Q U AT E
FOR GAME CHICKS
I don’t recommend merely enclosing a section of a small shed or
building for use as a brooder for game birds; that sort of setup is
a high-risk proposition. Because of the wild nature and diminutive
size of these young ones, a great number would be lost to chilling
and escape.

temperature and prevent escaping. A nice, tight piece of screen over the top
will provide the security you need to keep them contained. The heat lamp can
be placed over one end.
Use uncoated (instead of glossy) newspaper for the base bedding material
and then place the excelsior pad that accompanied the chicks in the shipping
box under the heat source. This provides the footing needed to keep them from
slipping. This is the same brooder setup I use for all my birds. Specifics can be
found in chapter 4, Baby Basics.

Food and Water
Make sure you have purchased a small-lipped, no-drown fount base to attach to
a quart (1 L) fruit jar for water. Do not use a regular chick fount base or some
babies will certainly drown. The “no-drown quail base fount” is a must.
Many game birds use a standard game bird starter that has between 28 and
31 percent protein content. Waterfowl game birds need a regular chick starter,
however. Offer it in a small, flat dish or make sure that it is easily accessible.
It’s sometimes helpful in the first few days to sprinkle a little of the feed all over
the newspaper and on the chick pad where they can find it. This will give their
diets a boost.

Heat
Temperature must be kept at a constant 95°F (35°C) at the level of the birds for
one week and then, as with all birds, decreased 5°F (3°C) per week. Check the
temperature by placing the thermometer under the heat lamp at the end where
they will be sleeping.
Game bird temperature regulation requirements can be drawn from the
material found in chapter 14 on raising guineas. Check your heat initially with
a thermometer and see that it is close to 95°F, then watch your birds and see
how they are doing.
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When raising game birds, it’s vital that you observe them. As with all poultry, the birds offer more information than does a thermometer. They’ll tell you
when they’re too cold by huddling together with closed eyes and chirping continuously under the heat source. They’ll tell you they’re too warm when they
scramble everywhere in the brooder and can’t seem to settle down. Cannibalism
will also kick in when they are too hot.

Buying Your Birds
Once you have your brooder set up, you are ready to add the birds. To obtain
game birds, you have three options: You can start by purchasing adults locally
or via the mail; you can buy day-old chicks and have them shipped to you
in the mail; or you can buy hatching eggs from a local source or through
the mail.
Although having day-olds shipped to you is the most common beginning
route, it’s a choice that can be rather pricey. Unless you are able to pick up your
babies at the hatchery or from a local breeder, you’ll see shipping charges add
up quickly. This choice also has its risks. Shipping can be tough on baby birds,
particularly during very cold and hot, humid times of the year.
If you purchase adults locally, you not only save shipping costs, you also
bypass the challenge of rearing from day-olds. Instead of brooders, you'll start

SHIPPED GAME BIRDS
It’s best if you get game bird chicks shipped express in the mail to
keep shipping time to one day, or two at the very most. Express mail
has made it possible to receive healthy chicks from all over the country and has increased the availability of all different kinds of birds.
In the last century, acquiring tender game birds by mail was not an
option. If hatcheries were not located nearby, you had no choice but
to hatch game birds yourself.
These days, losses of shipped day-olds are minimal. However,
because heat- and cold-related disasters do occur, make sure that
the hatchery or breeder insures the chick order shipment to protect
both parties in the event of a loss.
Adults must also be shipped by express mail. Keep in mind that
because of their weight, express mail charges can get quite pricey for
grown birds.
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with secure pens. But keep in mind that adults are usually about five times the
price of day-olds.
Whether or not you start with eggs or day-olds is just a matter of adding a few
steps in the rearing process. When you are involved in all aspects of the raising,
incubating eggs can be thoroughly satisfying. Choosing to work with eggs also can
be depressing if the eggs are shipped and the shipping process lowers the hatch
rate to a negligible number. But seeing the little ones hatch and identifying with
them from the first few hours of life can be a very rewarding experience for many.
Day-olds coming through the mail can be a rewarding and exciting raising
choice, and it removes some of the risks associated with shipping eggs, although
shipping also stresses baby birds and death losses are often a result. Recent improvements with federal and private express mail services have resulted in better success
rates and less stress — not only for the birds but also for their new owners!

Will They Fly?
If you don’t plan on releasing your birds once they’re full-grown, you may decide
that you want to pinion them. Pinioning involves cutting off the tip of the wing
with a pair of scissors when the bird is several days old. By trimming the wing
tip, you prevent the development of flight feathers and ground the bird for life.
They will never be able to get more than a few feet off the ground.
Grounding birds in this way definitely makes them easier to catch if they
manage to get out of their pen, but the wing cutting also destroys some of their
natural beauty.

If you decide to
pinion a game bird’s
wings, you must do
it when the baby is
about two days old.
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You should decide whether or not pinioning your flock is right for you before
you even hatch any birds. The wing cutting must be done when they are only a
day or two old; you can’t wait several weeks and then decide to do it. Remember,
you can’t pinion your birds when they’re young, then release them later on, or
they will be easy prey for all kinds of hungry critters.

Hatching Eggs
If you decide to start with eggs, remember that although this route appears
cheaper than purchasing day-olds, there are a number of risks involved.
Shipping can be a tough experience and very few places offer a guarantee on
the hatch rate of purchased eggs. Eggs sometimes arrive broken, lowering hatch
rates considerably. I personally have had average success with shipped eggs —
some good, some bad. This is simply a risk with shipped eggs.
Incubation
To hatch the eggs, you’ll need an incubator. The incubator that is easiest to use,
and the most economical, is the small, tabletop Styrofoam model, usually sold
for less than $50. Using these inexpensive models, the temperature can be fairly
easily regulated.
Most small incubators are temperature-controlled by a thermostatic wafer that
varies in performance with changes in air pressure. The wafer fluctuates enough to
cause the temperature to vary; do not be alarmed if the temperature goes up or down
a few degrees every once in a while. It is extremely important that it not vary greatly
or constantly, however, or you’ll end up with very few chicks. Most manufacturers recommend a temperature of 99 or 100°F (37°C) for the incubation period for
all poultry. Slight variations from 98 to
101°F (36.5–38°C) are acceptable, but
I N C U B AT I O N T I M I N G
wide variations of, say, 95 to 105°F (35–
Species
Days to hatch
40.5°C) are not. Wide variations simply
Bobwhite quail
23
Valley quail
23
make it too difficult for the embryo to
Tennessee
Red
develop properly.
23
Bobwhite quail
The thermostatic wafer will
Scaled quail
23
expand and contract to allow for a
Mallard duck
28
temperature change, so be patient and
Canada goose
25–30 (average 28)
don’t fiddle with it too much. Start up
Grey partridge
24
the incubator three to five days before
Chukar
24
you need it, and let it adjust and stabiChinese Ringneck
23
pheasant
lize. Remember: Adjust and wait.
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D O N ’ T F O U L U P WAT E R F OW L C A R E
It’s important to remember that waterfowl game birds should
be reared as indicated in chapter 13, Waterfowl. They should not
be given feed with an exceptionally high protein content, nor do
they have high heat requirements. For all practical purposes, raise
them as you would domesticated ducks and geese.
The same rule applies to game bird turkeys. It is best to raise
wild turkeys using the same rearing methods and feeding practices you’d use to raise domesticated turkeys.

The ease with which a temperature can be maintained depends upon the
temperature of the room. It is ideal to have a room temperature in the 70 to 72°F
(21–22°C) range. Small incubators placed in rooms where the temperature is
colder than that will have trouble maintaining or even reaching the ideal incubation temperature. Do not place the incubator in direct sunlight.
Each species of game bird requires a specific number of days for incubation. Check the following chart for the more common species. The number of
days of incubation needed for less common species can be found online (see
Resources).
Once you are certain the temperature is regulated, place the eggs inside
on their sides, unless a turner is available. In that case, place the eggs small
end down. Stop turning the eggs three to four days before hatching to allow the
embryo to grow the proper way toward the air sac.
Styrofoam tends to trap moisture, and in humid areas you must be careful
to avoid too much wetness inside the incubator. Every incubator has a water
tray, the compartment to which water is added to increase the humidity of the
machine. If you live in a humid area — such as the American Midwest, or anywhere east of the Mississippi River — and you’re using the small Styrofoam
incubator, do not, for any species, add water to the incubator tray to increase
humidity until you reach the point at which you stop turning the eggs. This
is usually the last three days of the process for most species. The humidity
requirement for the chukar, pheasants, and quail is typically much lower than
that of chickens, turkeys, and guineas. Ducks and geese, of course, have higher
humidity requirements. See chapter 18, Incubation, for specific egg-turning
instructions.
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More mistakes are made with game bird eggs than are made with any
other species’. This is true in part because many people begin their game bird
flock with eggs rather than hatchlings, finding the day-olds comparatively
expensive. Experience with chicken eggs can help one tackle a game bird
egg hatching.
Emerging from the Eggs
Once the hatch begins, it’s best not to disturb the process. At this point, keep the
humidity as high as possible in the incubator. Nearly all of the eggs should hatch
within a few hours of each other. In the wild, the mother oversees the hatching
and quickly leaves the nest with the entire brood in tow to lessen the risk of
predation. During the hatch you wil be able to see if your incubator was heating
evenly and at the correct temperature: If all the eggs hatch together, then your
incubator is working great; if the hatch is spread out, it indicates problems.
Wait until the hatch is complete, and then give the new arrivals 12 to 24
hours to dry off and gain strength. You can then remove them to the brooding
facility.
Remember that game birds are more active and harder to handle than
domesticated breeds. As a general rule, they do not bond with humans as easily
as do domesticated breeds. There are exceptions to this, and of course waterfowl
adapt to people much faster than do their dryland cousins.
Take care when holding and transferring these babies; holding them is not
easy, as they will want to jump. Transfer the babies to the brooder as quickly as
possible. I usually gather and cup them in my hand, transferring that way.

Cup the baby firmly but
softly in your hand when
transferring it to the brooder.
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W H AT C A U S E S C A N N I B A L I S M
A N D F E AT H E R P I C K I N G ?
C A U S E S O F F E AT H E R P I C K I N G
■■
■■
■■
■■

Temperature too high, creating nervous, stressed birds
Protein levels in the feed too low
Overcrowding
Boredom

CAUSES OF CANNIBALISM
■■
■■
■■
■■

Temperature too high, creating nervous, stressed birds
Access to raw, bloody meat
Overcrowding
Boredom

Brooding Chicks
The first few days of brooding, game bird chicks require frequent checking.
Check the chicks every hour until they get settled (usually 2 to 4 hours after
they arrive, if shipped, or placed in the brooder from the incubator). Once they
appear to be warm and comfortable, check them two to three times a day. Make
sure they are kept at the proper temperature — not too cold or too hot — either
of which can cause serious problems. If they get too cold, they’ll bunch up and
the weak ones get trampled and die. If they get too hot they get excited and
irritable, which results in cannibalism (see box above).
Make sure that feed and water dishes are kept full and clean. Game birds
have a high energy requirement, so don’t shortchange on their necessary protein ration. Make sure the feed is fresh and not a less-nutritious holdover bag
from the previous season. In some cases, a vitamin and electrolyte mixture
would be a good thing to add to the water.
I have never found a red lamp necessary to prevent cannibalism, but others
have found it a requirement. Destructive baby bird behaviors are sometimes
a result of improper diet and poorly regulated temperature. Simply keeping
your babies in a well-controlled environment and on a properly balanced feed
reduces feather picking, cannibalism, and poor growth and development, all of
which can lead to high mortality. (For more on this topic, see box, page 240.)
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Adoptive Moms for Fussy Chicks
Using chickens as adoptive moms for game birds works best if you let the
hen set on the eggs and hatch them out herself rather than try to present
the hatched chicks to her. I have seen day-olds successfully introduced to a
broody hen, but this method is definitely not easy to do; it requires a great
deal of monitoring on your part to make sure the chicks respond to her.
Chicks that aren’t taking to their new caretaker run away and hide in a corner. I suggest you never try this with expensive day-old game birds unless you
have no other choice.
Giving a broody hen fertile game bird eggs to hatch is no different than
giving her chicken eggs to hatch. Let her set on dummy eggs or nest eggs
for a few days — nest egg gourds or wooden nest eggs — and once she is a
committed mother, slip the game bird eggs under her and remove the dummy
eggs.
Game bird waterfowl eggs can be handled similarly. Place mallard or Canada
goose eggs, for example, under setting domestic waterfowl and all the work will
be done for you.
Chickens for Baby Pheasants
Good brood bantam or chicken hens will adopt pheasants with ease. Silkies
make excellent mothers for pheasant eggs. The eggs are about the same size, so
a typical Silkie hen can easily hatch out 8 to 12 pheasant eggs. She will be caring and watchful, and will help to domesticate the pheasants, gentling them
down. Remember to keep her in an enclosed building for a while to accustom
the pheasant chicks to indoor facilities.
Typically, young pheasants will take on the traits of the adoptive mother
chicken, so if you want your pheasants more chickenlike this is the perfect
way to do it. I have done this many times and my pheasants are truly domesticated as a result. This is not the approach to take if you plan to release the
pheasants into the wild. This will make them too comfortable with humans
and thus easy targets during hunting season.
Quail-like Birds Won’t Be Adopted
Surrogate moms are not an option for rearing quail, partridge, and chukar,
as they are way too small. They would have trouble surviving even under a
broody bantam hen, which would probably crush the eggs during incubation.
You must hand-raise these tiny youngsters into adulthood, when they finally
can raise their own.
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A Second Home
The clock starts ticking once the eggs hatch or the day-olds arrive, and if you
don’t have your rearing and flight pens ready, work fast! Game birds grow rapidly and must be transitioned to their future facilities as quickly as they are
ready. This can be as soon as three to four weeks. A shelter placed inside a large
pen can provide them with a bit of a natural experience.

Flight Pens
Remember these birds like to fly, and if you haven’t pinioned them, it is best to
provide them with a facility with either flight netting over the top or a solid tops
of board or tin that will allow them to exercise their wings.
Flight pens can be made as simple or as complex as you wish. First decide
how tall you want them to be. If you are keeping quail and do not plan on going
into the pens very often, you can get by with 4-foot-high (1.2 m) structures,
though 6-foot-high (1.8 m) would work better. A 6-foot-tall (1.8 m) pen works
best for other game birds. Pens can be easily made by purchasing 8-foot (2.5 m)
treated landscape timbers for the end supports. I recommend using treated
lumber for all parts, as the pens will be exposed to the elements.
Determine how wide and long you wish to make the pens, based on how
many birds you have, and then set your 8-foot (2.5 m) landscape timbers
A flight pen with 2-foot metal panels around the base and netting over
the top is held up by landscape timbers.
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WIRELESS RAISING
Raising game birds on wire just doesn’t seem right; they look just as
out of place as confinement hogs. Hogs like to root in the dirt and
game birds like to scratch and peck in it. The wire method of raising
does wonders for preventing disease and parasites for the birds but
the birds never really look content.

approximately 8 feet (2.5 m) apart, spreading them out as long and as wide as
you wish the pen to be and using as many timbers as are needed. For example,
a final flight pen of 16 feet by 24 feet (5 ≈ 7 m) would require 12 landscape
timbers. You’d need four for each side, and four down the middle. You need
the timbers down the middle to provide support for the wire top covering.
For security, it’s best to use very heavy gauge welded wire for the outer walls.
Place 2-foot-wide (0.6 m) metal roofing panels around the base of the wire
walls; they will act as a shield against the wind, provide some shade, protect
against young birds crawling through at ground level, and prevent predators
from reaching through at ground level and snagging a snack. Secure the wire
to the timbers with good 1.25-inch (3 cm) fencing staples. Lath and nails, or
staples, work great for securing the flight netting.
You have two choices for the roof. You can use more welded wire, which
can get quite expensive and is difficult to hold up, or you can purchase plastic
or fabric flight pen covering to stretch over the top and secure to the tops of
the center posts and the side timbers.

M I N I M U M S PAC E R E Q U I R E M E N T S F O R
H O U S I N G A N D YA R D I N G G A M E B I R D S
Type of Bird

Age of Bird

Floor Space sq. ft. (m)
per individual

Yard/Runway Space
sq. ft. per individual

Pheasants

Adults

4–5 (0.40–0.50 sq m)

10–15 (1.0–2.0 sq m)

Mallard Ducks

Adult breeders with
outside yard

6 (0.30 sq m)

20–40 (2–3.0 sq m)

Canada Geese

Adult breeders with
outside yard

10 (1.0 sq m)

40 (3.0 sq m) minimum

Quail

Adults

1 (0.1 sq m)

3 (0.15 sq m)
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PLAN TO RELEASE? THINK TWICE
If you hope to produce a game bird for release to the wild, don’t
neglect to check with your local and state wildlife divisions to make
sure it’s legal. Many states prohibit release because of the danger
of exposing native, wild populations to diseases and pests infecting
birds raised in the backyard or barn. Use proper safety precautions,
and even if release is legal, make sure your birds are healthy and
capable of surviving in nature. Don’t make pets out of your game
birds and then turn them loose; they’ll be incapable of surviving
more than a few days.

Shelter
Once you’ve built your flight pen, decide what sort of bird shelter you’ll place
into it. In many cases a simple doghouse or similar structure is more than
enough. The biggest problems raisers experience during this stage of game bird
life result from lack of space for the flock. Pheasants require the same spacing
as do chickens, although they are more comfortable when the space is doubled
or tripled. Quail require about the same space as a bantam to be comfortable.
See the chart opposite for guidelines on spacing, and check chapter 2, Housing
and Supplies, for shelter ideas and a plan for a basic shelter.
Don’t forget to install a tall door to allow you to enter and perform regular
maintenance. It’s also a good idea to plant a few small shrubs in the flight pen,
both for aesthetics and for the enjoyment of the future inhabitants. Choose lowgrowing shrubs such as berry bushes, dwarf honeysuckle, native roses, and other
shrubs native to your area. These bushes can provide food and shade for the
game birds.
Remember, maintaining a proper diet and not cutting corners on the feed
and providing ample room for your birds are crucial practices at this stage. If
crowding becomes an issue, the flock will take up feather picking, cannibalism,
and torturing birds at the bottom of the pecking order until death. Once this
aggressive behavior starts and one bird is killed, another bird assumes the role
of the underdog and is killed, and so on.

Game Bird Types
There are many types of game birds to raise and enjoy in the backyard or on the
farm. For a look at some of these wilder birds, it’s easiest to divide them into a
quail-like group, a pheasant group, and a waterfowl group.
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Quail and Similar Game Birds
Quail are native to certain parts of the
United States, and some of the varie
ties included here will be recognizable
to you as wild birds in your area. These
game birds are small and attractive, with
delightful personalities.

Bobwhite quail

Bobwhite Quail
Bobwhite quail are perhaps the most common game bird in the quail group. They
are native to many parts of the United
States and Mexico and in areas with
milder winters can build up healthy populations. In the wild, they need suitable
habitat — lots of brush and thick grass to hide in — to survive, and with many
of today’s modern farming techniques, which don’t include natural fencerows,
their habitat is disappearing. Wild populations are suffering. Reintroduction
of farm-raised birds has been successful in many locations. Bobwhite quail are
frequently stocked on game farms for people to hunt. If they are provided cover,
they do well and will frequently naturalize into the local population.
Bobwhite make a pleasant sound, in fact they are named after the sound
they make. These quail are fairly easy to raise with a balanced diet. The biggest
problem emerges when these birds are young. They suffer from chilling and
crowding and can be chronic feather and vent pickers, which can lead to serious
issues if lighting and feeds are not carefully controlled. Bobwhite sometimes
require use of a red light to diminish the feather-picking problems.

RED LAMPS SOOTHE GAME BIRDS
Many find that using a red lamp (not infrared) is helpful in calming
birds and keeping cannibalism and feather picking at a minimum.
Using a metal brooder specially made for game birds, with smallgauge wire flooring and a wafer-controlled thermostatic bar heater,
facilitates red lamp use. A red-colored bulb can be used in the heater
regulator light, resulting in the birds having nothing shining on them
but natural light and a small red light.
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R A I S I N G G A M E FA R M B I R D S
Check your area for private hunting associations. If such entities
exist, you may find raising game birds to be a profitable niche market. Private hunting clubs often offer up good money for high-quality
game birds that they can release on their grounds. In turn, of course,
hunters pay good money to track and shoot the birds.
If you choose this endeavor, you’ll probably need to upgrade your
facilities to pens and shelters with larger capacities. Be sure to let
the owners of the hunt club know that some domestication of game
birds helps to keep them closer to the hunting facilities until all the
shooting starts, which may add to the interest of the hunters.

Chinese Button Quail
Chinese Button Quail come in many colors and can easily be raised in small
areas. I’ve kept them in my classroom at school.
California Valley Quail
These are adorable quail. They are about the same size as Bobwhite but are a softer
gray color with a feather on their head that stands up like a question mark. They
are a bit less flighty and easier to raise than are Bobwhite. They are not as winter
hardy and need good cover consisting of thick brush or an enclosed flight pen.
I had native California Valley Quail when I lived in the western United
States. They lived in the garden and nested in among the crops, raising their
young on the seeds and insects they found. They were very gentle, had pleasant
personalities, and seemed to get along so well. I wholeheartedly recommend
California Valley Quail to someone considering raising game birds in a confined space. They are much easier to raise than any of the other quail.
Scaled Quail
Scaled quail are native to the drier areas of North America. They do not do as
well in confinement as other quail as they are a bit nervous. They are best raised
on the ground and not on wire. Their nervous nature makes the wire method
less successful because the wire does not provide the security of dirt. Scaled
quail tend to respond to being spooked by running rather than flying, the typical
response of other game birds. Their eggs are a bit larger than Bobwhites’. These
quail are an attractive shade of blue-gray with a cotton puff of feathers on the
top of the head.
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Tennessee Red Quail
Tennessee Red Quail are a slightly
larger and a bit more colorful version
of Bobwhite. Their habits and behaviors are very similar to Bobwhite.

Chukar partridge

Chukar
Chukars are a beautiful gray with
distinct markings. They do well in
dry areas but not in moist climates.
Having grown up with them in the
arid West I have tried several times
to raise them here in Iowa with limited success. They simply do not like moist
climates and never seem to thrive where it is damp. They are not the friendliest
of the game birds, but they are very attractive.
Grey Partridge (Hungarian Partridge)
In the wild, Grey Partridge like their space and raisers find them to be uncomfortable around humans and evasive. They are game birds that do not do as well
on wire as they do when they are on the ground in a well-built flight pen. In the
wild, they tend to live near the edges of fields where they nest and feed on seeds
and, as young, on insects.

Pheasants
I have always been attracted to the beauty, grace, colors, and patterns of the
many pheasant species of the world. I plan in my retirement to build some
proper pens and raise some of the beautiful ones I have wanted for years: the
Lady Amhersts, Goldens, Red Goldens, and Silvers. The proper space and facilities are key to keeping these birds healthy and handsome.
Chinese Ringneck
The distinct metallic-sounding call, the attractive long tail, and the characteristic strut of the male with his ear tuft feathers fluffed are hard to resist.
Ringnecks are an attractive bird originating in Asia. Although introduced to
North America as a game bird, they have so successfully adapted and become
established on this continent, many residents think fondly of them as a
native species.
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As in the wild, they do not seem to have much trouble living and growing in
captivity. I was quite successful rearing them with chickens and using adoptive
chicken hens to hatch and raise them (see Adoptive Moms for Fussy Chicks on
page 236). The adopted birds, in many cases, were gentle enough they could be
turned out to run with the chickens and would still come into the barn at night.
This may not always work, but when hatched under chicken hens, pheasant
chicks really seem to adapt chickenlike behaviors. This is a good alternative and
easy way for someone to get started in raising game birds. If you do not have any
chicken hens to raise them, then raise them with some docile breed of chicks
that likely will have a calming influence.
Ornamental Pheasants
It is beyond the scope of this book to cover each of the colorful wild species of pheasants. Many breeds are available, though — Golden, Reeves, Lady
Amherst, Silver, to name a few — and each is extremely colorful. The males are
brightly colored and, in the case of some breeds, take several years to mature
to vibrancy and fertility. The females are fairly drab and designed to blend into
the natural setting. This provides camouflage protection for setting on eggs in
the wild.
If you hope to raise one of these ornamental pheasant breeds, you’ll need a
wide, tall, covered pen — 6 to 8 feet (1.8–2.5 m) wide, 20 feet (6 m) long, and
6 feet (1.8 m) tall — enough space for a single male and two or three hens to
move and properly develop their tails. You might manage with smaller facilities,

Chinese Ringneck
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SPECIAL SUPPER
Game birds can be prepared for the table the same way you would fix
chicken or duck. They can be baked and stuffed, fried or stewed —
be creative and enjoy!

but your birds will be happier and their feathers will retain their lovely shape
with more space. This size pen will accommodate a trio or more. As long as you
provide shelter from storms, pheasants can handle most any natural event.

Waterfowl
Perhaps the most common species of game bird waterfowl are the Mallard duck
and the Canada goose. However, there are many others that are colorful and
ornamental, and good eating. When considering these birds, keep in mind that
it is best for them to have an adequate fresh water supply, usually in the form of
a pond. In fact, inclusion of a pond for wild waterfowl raisers is legally regulated
in some states.
Game bird waterfowl do not do well on dryland pasture with limited access
to the water. Yes, they will survive, but they are never content or healthy and
their feathers never attain the same bright sheen they possess when raised with
easy access to fresh water.
Raise game bird waterfowl using the same practices as when raising domestic waterfowl (see chapter 13, Waterfowl).

17
The “Uncommon”
Poultry
NOT EVERYONE WANTS TO RAISE POULTRY for eggs or meat. There
are a few out there who simply enjoy the beauty of the various kinds of poultry.
Swans, pigeons, ratites, and perhaps the most beautiful poultry species — the
peafowl — are often raised by folks who do so mostly because they take pleasure
in caring for them and have settled into guardianship purely as a hobby. Others
may raise them to bring a delicious meal to the family table.
Each of the above species has their own appealing features, and each has a
specific set of raising requirements. There is no way to cover, in detail, all of
these specifics; a book could be written about each of the groups. The information in this chapter is designed to pique your curiosity and perhaps give you a
simple start if for some reason you end up with any of these birds because you
are unable to control yourself at an animal sale.

Pigeons and Doves
Pigeons and doves are probably the most intelligent of all the poultry species.
The degree of care they provide for their young and their ability to find their
way back home from long distances are just two of the traits that places them a
notch above others in the poultry world.
Pigeons have long been used for many purposes. During World War I,
Allied forces used them extensively to send messages to troop commanders situated across enemy lines. Credited with saving many lives, they provided much-needed information in an era before cell phones and satellite
communication.
245
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For some reason, many people living in or visiting cities consider them to be
dirty and annoying. Some country folk also have a negative reaction to pigeons,
largely because of the messes they make hanging around grain bins and in
machine sheds and barns, depositing large amounts of manure. Truth be told,
these birds could be an excellent food source. “Squab,” as pigeon meat is called
when on the menu, is considered a delicacy in many parts of the world.
While many folks view pigeons as dirty and messy, doves bring on a whole
other set of feelings. People associate doves with peace, weddings, and happy
events. While pigeons and doves are very close genetically, the perception people have about them is entirely different. Doves typically have a more slender
build than pigeons. They have the same basic raising and keeping needs.
Pigeons and doves are not for the person who wants complete control over
their birds. Pigeons like to fly and desire some freedom. They can be trained
to be people-friendly, but are mostly a bit standoffish when it comes to dealings with their owner. Certain breeds are better adapted to human contact
than others.
Pigeons and doves come in as many varieties and colors as do chickens — if
not more. These days, because they are bred and hybridized quite a bit, you
can find some magnificent specimens with many genetic variations. Tumblers,
Rollers, Racers, Homers, and Jacobins are just a few pigeons that begin the list.
Add to the numbers the many color phases within each of the main groups of
pigeons, and you’ll realize the enormous array of colors and patterns.

PA S S E N G E R P I G E O N S
I first became interested in pigeons when, as a young elementary
student, I read of the plight of the passenger pigeon. In the 1800s
these birds were said to be so plentiful in the Midwest that they
would darken the sky when they migrated. People clubbed them,
shot them, and left them on the ground — such a waste.
As a result of the abuse and misuse, no one has had a chance to
see even one of them since 1914, when they were declared extinct.
Let’s hope we learned our lesson, after laying waste to this species,
and won’t repeat this story over and over with birds. Although I have
never kept large numbers of pigeons, I certainly enjoy the ones that
periodically inhabit the loft of my barn and fly about, with their beautiful colors and sounds.
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Pigeon parents feed their
offspring pigeon milk for
several weeks after birth.

Pigeons take care of their young longer than most other birds. They typically
lay only two eggs, and once they hatch care for their offspring for nearly two
months. The young are born rather helpless and are dependent upon Mom and
Dad to provide feed for them during this time. You can’t incubate pigeon eggs in
an incubator and then raise them yourself, as the young require the specialized
food called pigeon milk, the regurgitated food from Mom or Dad’s crop. The
young live off of this for the first few weeks of their life until they fledge (fly and
leave the nest). It is customary for raisers to start with young, fledged adults or
adult pairs.

Feed
Pigeons and doves are primarily seedeaters and thus require a source of grit to
help their gizzard work its digestive magic. You only need to provide grit if your
birds are wholly confined; they find sufficient material if allowed to fly free.
Even if they have time out of their shelter, however, they also need a source of
calcium, so oyster shells should be made available free-choice.
Pigeons and doves find a great deal of their own food when given the time
to fly and exercise, but it is still important that you provide them with a balanced ration. The ideal feed for breeding pigeons contains 30 percent yellow
or green peas; 15 percent balanced breeding ration protein pellets for poultry;
20 percent wheat; 25 percent whole-kernel, small-seed-type corn; and 10 percent safflower. A well-balanced ration provides healthy adults a better chance
at producing multiple batches of young per year.

Must-Fly Zone
Flight pens or the freedom to fly at will are requirements for kept pigeons and
doves. They need the exercise to build body strength. Unfortunately, many people view pigeons as a nuisance; raisers frequently discover that their pigeons
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SQUAB
Pigeons and doves are a fine food source when harvested at a
proper age. The meat product is called squab and can be quite tasty.
It was more popular in the United States in the nineteenth century,
but eating squab is still popular in French and Italian cuisine. It is
sometimes served in fancier American restaurants and has a niche
in African and Asian cuisine as well.
The best time to butcher pigeons and doves is when they are
mature and full-sized but not ancient — usually about a month old
and before they fledge.
They are fairly simple to butcher and the meat can be prepared
much like quail.

haven’t returned after a day of flying because they’ve been shot by someone who
thinks they are making a mess roosting in a shed or the rafters of a building. If
you decide to raise pigeons, be sure to notify your neighbors to prevent these
lethal misunderstandings.
Flight pens constructed using the same techniques used when creating
game birds pens (see chapter 16, Game Birds) are a must for pigeons and doves.
However, it’s best if you can turn them out to let them fly around in the wild,
taking care that hunters or kids with BB guns don’t shoot them.

Genetic Diversity
Just as man has tinkered with the genetics of chickens and selected for many
different and diverse genetic mutations to create birds that are better adapted
to human needs, the same has occurred in the raising world of pigeons and
doves. Some of the most unique birds are not the best flyers and are a bit
easier to maintain in smaller spaces with less flight room. Others will always
desire flight.
Before you start raising pigeons or doves, do your research to find the breed
that best fits your individual setup. In many cases, you can raise these types of
birds in a city backyard, as they fall outside the boundaries of poultry rules and
ordinances. They don’t make a lot of noise (like a crowing rooster) and can be
kept in a back corner of a garage or shed with small doors to the outside world,
allowing them to come and go as they please, but also allowing you to confine
them by shutting the doors.
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Ratites
This is not the group for the beginner. Ratites — emus, rheas, ostriches, and the
like — are a costly species to raise. These flightless birds require far more fencing
because they are much larger — larger even than the most sizeable goose discussed
in this book — and have specific food requirements to perform properly. In the
early 1990s, ratites were very expensive — well out of the price range of the average
poultry devotee. Nevertheless, raisers at that time invested great sums of money in
breeding stock and facilities, only to have the market crash a few years later.
I can remember visiting a woman in the summer of 1995 who made her
living selling emus at around $1,500 a breeding pair. The push was on at the
time to have them classified as livestock rather than exotics. A year later I was
at an animal sale where young half-grown emus sold for $35 each. I saw the
same thing happen to ostriches. The going rate at one point was $500 per egg
guaranteed to be fertile (with no guarantee that it would hatch), and a few years
later I was at a sale where two- to three-day-old ostriches went for $5 each, less
than the rare turkeys I was selling that day.
Raising ratites is not a venture where one can easily get in and out. You
cannot get by with the small shed and poorly insulated facilities that suffice,
even in northern climes, for so many of the other species discussed in this
book. Rheas and emus are the ratites most commonly raised in North America
and the facilities must be adequate for their height and temperature requirements, which are considerable. The birds in this group have unique personalities and must be treated with respect and given the proper space.

Emus
I raised emus once and found them to be
personable birds that roamed the sheep
pasture with great ease. They are curious,
constantly attracted to human activity. We
quickly learned that we could not get by
with short, substandard fences. Emus grow
to about 6½ feet tall (2 m) and require a
well-built, 6-foot tall (1.8 m) fence, with
tight-locking gates to make sure they do
not escape. Typically, emus come to identify with their caretaker and adjust to that
person’s presence and settle down. They
are known to live 30 years.

Emu
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EMU SAFETY TIP
Emus are generally safe, but use caution around them so as not to
be pecked in the eye. They are not vicious, just naturally curious, and
because their beaks are at eye level, you want to be ready to fend off
any exploration of the fascinating shiny surface of your eye.

Breeding
Female emus begin to breed at about 18 months and continue to lay eggs for
15 years. Emus lay a beautiful, dark, emerald green egg that is in itself a masterpiece. These eggs take a considerable length of time to hatch — close to 56
days. If you let them naturally incubate, you’ll find it is the male that sets. The
male will not leave the nest during the period and will lose up to one-third of his
weight. The female typically wanders off to start another clutch of eggs.
Some find it easier to hatch emu eggs in an incubator, but you must regulate
the humidity and rigidly adhere to the temperature requirements. Before you
consider hatching the eggs in an incubator, however, be aware that with such
a long incubation time, it’s difficult to maintain the humidity at a proper level.
Incubating eggs that length of time requires a great deal of monitoring and care.
Your chances of success probably are far higher if you start with young adults
who will do the tricky work of incubating the eggs.
Feed
Emus can go several days without feed and several days without water. Their
ability to subsist under these conditions is likely a result of years of evolution;
they and their ancestors have existed in Australia surviving harsh environments
for millions of years. They do eat a variety of plants and insects and will seek out
such items. The one time I raised them, they seemed to survive and do just fine
on pasture with the sheep; they also received a balanced turkey breeder ration.
If I were to breed these magnificent creatures, I would want to make sure they
had a balanced diet specific for the species. Many feed companies can get a balanced ratite breeder feed for you if you request it.
If you are interested in breeding emus, then you should know that these
Australian natives were, for many years, considered a threat to the crops and
livestock there. The Australian government went to great expense to attempt to
fence them out of cultivated land. Only recently have emus been raised there
for commercial purposes. Emu farming in this country did not get under way
until the late 1980s, peaked in the mid-1990s, and then crashed.
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Rheas
Rheas originated in South America and had their peak in the 1980s, when they
were sought after for their exotic meat and feathers. They never seemed to catch
on in this country as they have in their native land, where their meat is a staple
for many. Interestingly, male rheas mate with several females, who in turn lay
their eggs in a communal nest. They then leave the hatching to the male — who
sets on from 10 to 60 eggs — and go on to find other males and start over again.
The males do most of the child-rearing and are very protective. Rheas grow to a
height of roughly 5 feet (1.5 m) and require a secure, 6-foot (1.8 m) fence for a
pen, similar to one for an emu.

Ostriches
Ostriches are large and fascinating, but although they are magnificent to look
at and can provide a raiser with large quantities of meat, they should not be
considered a pastime by the backyard poultry raiser. They require strong, tall
fences and can be very dangerous. Raising ostriches is not something one should
choose to do without research and understanding of all of the risks.

Peafowl
Peacocks, along with their female counterparts, are royalty, and the most beautiful of the poultry breeds. And really it is only their extraordinary display of
iridescent feathers that gives them the crown, because they really can’t be considered good layers or fast growers.
The raising needs of peafowl are comparable to those of turkeys in the areas
of growth, hatching, feed and disease susceptibility. Their practical uses for
humans, however, are far inferior.

PRETTY AS A PEACOCK
Male peafowl tail feathers are exquisite and unusual and can amount
to a profitable side income. They are frequently sought after by home
and furniture stores that display them like flowers in a vase. Or you
can sell them one by one at a flea market or farmer’s market stand.
Sometimes they are even sold to jugglers! Peacock feathers have
many decorative attributes and with a little honest salesmanship,
you can easily offset peacocks’ food and lodging expenses with profit.
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Peacock and peahen

“ U N C O M M O N ”

C

P O U L T R Y

Charles Kellogg, Yates City, Illinois

HARLES K E L L OG G is your typical poultry person with a passion.
At age five, curious about the pigeons in the barn loft, he convinced
his mother to climb to the top of the barn and rescue two young squabs, and
that started his lifelong poultry hobby. The first two pigeons were not a success, so he went on to chickens but returned to his first love, pigeons, before
the age of 10. Now some 50 years later he is still an avid fancier with a vast
array of pigeons in all shapes, sizes, and colors.
I first met Charles when he called me to find a home for a very rare breed
of chicken. Arriving at his farm to pick up the chickens, I was awestruck by
his collection of pigeon breeds, their colors and body shapes far more diverse
than I had ever imagined. The friendliness of some breeds and the standoffishness of others were similar to the diversity among chickens, ducks,
and other poultry. I saw after only a few minutes that a pigeon is not “just a
pigeon.” I was so impressed by these creatures’ diversity and Charles’s knowledge of their unique traits that I left the farm ready to start another project.
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It takes several years for peafowl to reach sexual maturity and attain their
dazzling color. Once the male reaches sexual maturity, usually by the age of two
or three, you’ll be amazed by the amount of time he spends trying to impress his
mates with his strutting and flashy, gorgeous display. The hen is in total control;
she decides if and when she will allow him to mate with her.
Like turkeys, peafowl require a 5- to 6-foot (1.5–1.8 m) roost, a dry place to
live, and adequate ventilation. Feeding and rearing peafowl is similiar to feeding
and rearing turkeys as their habits are closely related (see chapter 12, Turkeys).
If you raise and care for them as if they were turkeys, you should do fine.

Swans
Swans have long been associated with royalty, elegance, and sophistication.
They don’t lay many eggs in a season, however — usually a half-a-dozen or so.
Because they’re not prolific egg producers and bring in very little in terms of
egg sales, their cost-effectiveness is questionable. Prices per pair can range

Charles’s collection is rather large, but as he says, it is nothing compared
to what is out there. He has breeds from all over the world, such as his
Rehani Syrian Dewlaps, first imported from Syria in the 1940s and so rare
that he has not been able to find new blood in more than 20 years. This
unique breed is auto-sexing, where the hens are one color and the males
another. I was also duly impressed by his Parlor Rollers, which are unable
to fly. When placed on the ground, they do something like backflips as they
roll, an amusing and unique sight that leaves one wondering even more
about the wonderful variety of species. Charles’s concern, shared by many
with the passion, is that since so much genetic diversity is disappearing,
some of these unique birds will be lost forever.
Pigeons are birds that could be kept secretly in city backyards and still
satisfy that need for poultry when large fowl such as chickens are taboo.
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anywhere between $300 to more than $3,000 for some of the rare types. Feed
and caretaking are similar to domestic waterfowl; however, I recommend that
you pinion them at an early age to prevent your investment from flying away.
Although it’s not a requirement, swans never look content without a decentsized supply of water to swim in; a child’s wading pool is just not enough.
The biggest precaution to take when purchasing swans is to make sure they
are a proven breeding pair. Some matches made by man do not correspond with
the choices of the bird and they will not breed. And keep in mind that there is
no guarantee you’ll get a breeding pair out of batch of cygnets you raise.
The Resources section in the appendix contains Internet and paper sources
for interested readers to locate more detailed discussions regarding raising
methods for each of the bird species featured in this chapter.

ONE LOVE, TWO SCORNED
My first peafowl came as a breeding pair of Indian Blues. They got
along beautifully and she laid a few eggs that I did not successfully
hatch; I was still learning to regulate incubator humidity at the time.
Unfortunately, she lost her mate to a fox that winter.
Before the next breeding season, I found a beautiful three-year-old
male for my peahen. He displayed and strutted and was impressive
and fabulous for all of us to watch. The only problem was the hen
wanted nothing to do with him. He tried and tried, but she snubbed
him as if he wasn’t there. This went on for two years and eventually
he died. I purchased her yet another mate and the same thing happened. It is very true that the hen controls the breeding process and
decides when, and if, she will breed.
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Incubation
THE EASIEST WAY TO INCREASE YOUR flock size is to buy new stock
every year or two when you need to replace layers; you can also add to your flock
on a yearly or quarterly basis if you are raising broiler chickens. But nothing
about simply purchasing your birds matches the rewarding educational experience of hatching your own. Hatching your own can be accomplished by using
two general approaches: use broody hens or buy an incubator. Each of these
options has advantages and disadvantages.

Using Hens to Hatch Eggs
Prior to the advent of electricity, kerosene incubators were used to hatch eggs,
along with naturally setting (broody) hens. But before even the crudest incubators were used, the hens were the only option, and they did an excellent job of
carrying out the cycle of life.
Broodiness, or the desire to be a mother, is a trait that not all poultry breeds
possess.

Chickens
Broodiness is a quality not commonly found in the white egg-laying breeds
such as the Leghorns, Anconas, Catalanas, Campines, Brabanters, Lakenvelders,
Hamburgs, or any breeds of crested fowl. These breeds are genetically devoid of
the mothering instinct and have always relied upon others to do the mothering
for them. It’s extremely unlikely that they’ll go broody, and if they do, they’ll
rarely set on the eggs for the complete 21-day incubation period.
Other breeds are known for their excellent broodiness and mothering ability;
these include the Dorkings, and most all of the Orientals (Shamos, Cubalayas,
256
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Kraienkoppes, and Phoenix). Cochins, Orpingtons, and Wyandottes also make
good brood hens. Most Rocks, Giants, and Hollands are only average broody hens.
I have always found the Dorkings to be the most determined large-chicken
mothers. Silkies are the top setters for bantams. Shamos also make good setters
and they are fierce defenders of their chicks when they hatch; keep that in mind
if you have young children who want to catch Shamo chicks. Shamos will give
the average cat, small dog, or other predator a run for their money if they try to
bother the chicks. One should not forget that game hens — Modern, English,
and Oriental game hens — are outstanding broody hens and mothers. Their
naturally feisty nature makes them protective as well.

Ducks, Geese, and Turkeys
Ducks raised primarily for egg production, such as the Campbells, Welsh Harlequins,
Golden Cascades, and all of the Runners, normally make very poor setters and
mothers. They rarely get broody, and if they do, they rarely set for the full term.
Buff ducks, Swedish, and most of the heavy breeds make fine broody hens.
Older Pekins also will do well.
Geese are particularly good setters and mothers and all of the naturally mating turkeys make good setters and mothers. Do not use modern commercial
white turkeys; they are just not able to do the job.

BREAKING THE BROODY DRIVE
You can try “breaking up” a broody hen, that is, keeping her from setting if you don’t want chicks and you want her to return to laying. One
method involves taking her and placing her in a wire-bottom cage,
depriving her of bedding, and providing only food and water. It may
take a week or more to discourage her. When she’s lost the urge to
set, her voice will change and she will no longer just be setting on
the wire.
If the above method doesn’t work, you can place her in a cage
that fits over a shallow pan of water. This way she has to stand in
the water and can’t sit down. Be cautious when using this method:
Do not leave her standing in the water overnight; make sure it’s not
cold outside; and make sure the water is not so deep that she could
drown. Just 1 or 2 inches (2.5–5 cm) of water should suffice. This
method will usually break up a broody hen within one or two days.
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DORKINGS RECOMMENDED
If you want to raise just a few chicks a year using a “surrogate mom,”
I highly recommend one of the colors of Dorkings as the stand-in. This
breed lays well in times of low light and in cold weather. When the first
hint of spring comes, you will know it by the behavior of the Dorking
hens. Just one mild day and you will see a Dorking hen go broody —
sticking to her nest, fluffing up, and making a distinctive clucking sound.

How Do I Know If She’s Broody?
Identifying a broody hen is not terribly difficult. Many times the beginning
chicken raiser thinks a hen that is setting is not well because she refuses to get
off of the nest and makes strange noises. Do not panic if suddenly one day you
find a hen on the nest when you are gathering eggs. Her whole demeanor will
change when she wants to be a mom. You may find that she makes a differentsounding cluck, fluffs up, and squawks, or even pecks at you.
Ducks and geese exhibit the same sorts of behaviors as chickens when they
become broody. The duck hen will hiss, puff up, and usually try to bite you.
Geese are by far the most aggressive and if you don’t fend them off, they grab
any exposed flesh they can find on you and twist, leaving bruises and blisters.
The sweetest old goose friend of yours will literally twist your arm off during
breeding season when she goes broody. Always be careful when you bend over;
broody geese will take advantage when your back is turned and leave you with
a rather painful reminder of who is in charge.

Isolate your broody
hen in a separate
nest box with some
artificial eggs to test
her commitment.
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Readying the Nest
If you want to hatch out some chicks, first separate your broody hen from the
rest of the flock and give her some fake eggs to determine if she’s committed to
the process. For an isolation chamber, I use special portable nest boxes placed
in a larger cage, such as one used for a rabbit. (Use the design from chapter 2,
Housing and Supplies, when building nest boxes, and keep some spare boxes
that you can rely on for these special circumstances.)
Keeping your broody hen apart from the other hens allows you to keep track
of the eggs she’s setting. Otherwise, she’ll continually let her flockmates lay
eggs in her nest. By the time she rotates and turns all the gifted eggs spilling
out underneath her, you’ll end up with few, if any, chicks; they’ll all eventually
become chilled from being rotated to the outer reaches of her nest.
Once you move the hen to her new mothering chamber, it’s time to test
her broodiness. Give her either fake eggs, such as nest-egg gourds, or wooden
or plastic eggs, to see if her dedication to hatching persists. Be sure to fill the
plastic eggs with sand or something and seal them — otherwise she’ll recognize
them as too light and kick them out of the nest. If you don’t have any fake eggs
for her trial period, use real eggs that you don’t want to eat. But don’t immediately give her the eggs you want hatched.

P R E - H AT C H E G G S T O R I N G
Before incubation, keep eggs to be hatched in a cool place. Avoid
storing them in places warmer than 70°F (21°C) as this will cause
slow egg development and weaken the embryo.
Cool is the key for proper egg storage, not cold. Between 50 and
60°F (10–15°C) is an ideal temperature range for storage. With
these conditions, you can keep eggs for up to two weeks before placing them under the hen or into the mechanical incubator. This timeframe varies slightly with the species of egg, however; for optimal
hatches, try not to store eggs for longer than one week.
Stored eggs can be shifted from side to side to prevent settling,
but in most cases simply remembering to store them small end
down is sufficient. The air sac can be found on the larger end and it
is crucial that it be pointed upward, where it will stand without the
weight of the egg on it.
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BROOD FEEDING TIP
Don’t be afraid to give Mom and babies the same feed. The babies
will need a little high-protein feed and the mom will enjoy the
boost to restore her body to proper health after her long ordeal of
incubation.

Some hens, particularly young hens that haven’t been moms before, will go
back to laying eggs once you move them to the isolated mothering chamber. If
she sets on her fake eggs for two or three days, replace the fakes with the eggs
you want her to hatch. Give her any eggs to hatch; it won’t matter a bit if they
are not hers.

Hatching
A typical hen can usually handle about a dozen eggs of the size she lays. Do not
put a dozen jumbo-size eggs under a small bantam hen. The number of eggs
a hen can handle is also directly related to the weather. During the cool early
spring, make sure your hen is able to fully cover all of the eggs when setting;
eggs should not be exposed at the side of her body. If hatching during hot summer weather, she can handle more, but you still don’t want to overcrowd her
nest. If you do, she’ll rotate too many of them to the outer reaches of the nest,
where they will chill.
Once the chicks hatch using a broody hen, you needn’t set up a brooder and
heat lamp. You need only the eager hen and a proper place for Mom and babies
to be. A small, confined space — a large rabbit cage or similar structure — works
well. When the chicks are several weeks old, they can roam more freely and
should do fine, barring problems with predators such as cats and hawks. As a
general rule, the mother hen will guard and protect her chicks with all of the
force she can muster.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Hen Hatching
The biggest advantage to using setting hens for incubating eggs is that you
needn’t worry about power outages, equipment failure, or supplying the proper
amount of humidity. A hen can set on eggs in all kinds of weather conditions
and despite human limitations of time and money, supplying a breeder with a
great percentage of successful hatches.
Good setting hens are able to regulate temperature and humidity, and provide
continuous turning that increases the hatch rate over even the best incubators.
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Given eggs from the same collection, a setting hen will nearly always beat out
the incubator. Of course, this assumes you are choosing a setting hen from a
breed known for good mothering and you provide a proper place for her to
perform her job where she is not bothered by other fowl.
Alternatively, when eggs are hatched in an incubator, just the slightest variation in temperature will cause enormous problems. You’ll experience everything from late hatches of sickly, weak chicks to early hatches of premature
chicks that do not pull their yolk sac inside their body and die. While you are
tinkering with incubator humidity and temperature controls, wondering when
you’ll have chicks, a hen can set outside in the cold, on straw placed on the
ground, and hatch every egg right on time.
Healthier Chicks from Hens
Many breeders testify that chicks raised with a mother hen are healthier and
grow stronger than those raised under lights in a brooder. Years of doing it both
ways, and seeing the results, leads me to believe that the mother hen route is the
best route. It may not be practical for large operations, but using mother hens
as hatchers is a hassle-free method with an excellent outcome for the backyard
poultry raiser who only wants to raise 25 to 50 young a year. Chicks raised with
a mother hen are exposed to diseases and pests at an early age, thereby developing immunities and tolerances to these early in life. They seem to survive
diseases such as coccidiosis better than those raised in large groups together
under lights.
Shell membrane
Shell
Chalaziferous layer

Chalaza
White (albumen)
Yolk
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Parasites While Incubating
One problem that can occur when using a broody hen is a lice or mite infestation. If she’s infected, she will transfer the parasites to her young chicks at an
age when they cannot successfully handle them. In the worst-case scenario,
mother hen will die from her incubation-weakened condition combined with
the stress of the insect invasion, and the babies simply cannot fight off a heavy
parasite infestation. Knowing this, it’s nevertheless vital that you do not treat
the mother hen for mites and lice while she is incubating. Insecticide sprays and
powders are harmful to the incubating eggs.
It is always best to treat the mother for parasites well in advance of incubation (see chapter 25, Flock Health) and then check her once the chicks are about
a week old, when the babies are stable and fairly mobile. If you have a regular
maintenance program for parasite control, you’ll have no worries when it comes
to incubation time. If you don’t, it’s a good idea to get the parasites under control
in the early part of spring so that when the first hen goes broody, you’re ready.
In light infestations of parasites, the mother hen is able to dust-bathe and
keep the situation under control, especially if you provide her with a bath of
wood ashes or one containing a little diatomaceous earth. But if she has a heavy
infestation of mites or lice — bugs all around the vent and under both wings and
many eggs on the feather shafts — and has young chicks, you can treat her, but
go light on the toxic products for the sake of the babies. Remember, her chicks
snuggle in her feathers next to her body and strong chemical residues can be
just as harmful to their respiratory systems as they are to the mites and lice.
If you’re uncomfortable giving pesticide, try the dust bath treatment, but
don’t wait more than a week or two before killing off the parasites, as they can
drain the strength of the mother and the babies rather quickly.

Adoptive Mothers
Broody hens can be used as adoptive mothers for hatchery-hatched chicks. This
is a tricky process and should be tested with care to be sure your adoptive hen
truly accepts the chicks. Some hens are natural mothers; they’ll adopt just about
anything and do a wonderful job. Other hens immediately peck to death and
toss aside, or sometimes gobble up, chicks placed beneath them. If you plan to
foster chicks out to a hen, it’s always best to place eggs or fake eggs under the
broody hen in the morning, and carefully replace them with real chicks in the
evening, without causing too much disturbance to the hen.
To deposit the chicks under a hen, simply lift up the hen a few inches from
the nest, take the babies by handfuls, and place them under her. She will cluck
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WAT E R F OW L S U R R O G AT E S :
NOT SO SIMPLE
Ducks can foster babies, but they are not as easily fooled as adoptive chicken mothers. I can honestly say I have experienced many
disasters getting geese to adopt, but I’ve heard many success
stories from others. Success depends upon the goose’s individual
temperament.

and call to them if she is receptive. Placing them by her side works for some;
she will direct them under her if she is a good mom.
Once you’ve offered the hen her foster chicks, it’s best to watch her reaction
for a few minutes, and if she isn’t harming them, go away and come back after
15 minutes to see how she has adapted.
A good mother will immediately start clucking to the chicks and place her
beak near them, using it to direct them into her feathers. She will fluff up a bit
and be receptive. Good mothering is typical of some breeds, but as with people,
there are always exceptions, so don’t leave the chicks until you know for certain
that she’s happy to adopt them.
An improbable mother will flee or immediately peck at the new chicks. If
this occurs it’s best to not leave the chicks with her as she will probably kill them
or abandon the nest, leaving them to die from chilling overnight.

Using an Incubator
The days of choosing between innumerable brands, sizes, and types of incubators have passed. In 1950, when incubator sales peaked, most small towns
had a poultry hatchery and many companies competed for the market. Many
of these apparatuses handled up to 2,000 eggs and had a hatching compartment at the top. These are still out there and can be purchased at old farm
and exotic animal sales for those who want something a little larger than
those I suggest below.
Today, there are very few incubators made for a midrange breeder. You can
buy either small tabletop devices or gargantuan models for corporate farms,
where the climate-controlled building is essentially the incubator.

Choose Your Device
Because the price ranges and capabilities of incubators vary greatly, establish
your goals before choosing one. Do you hope to achieve one successful hatch a
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season and raise all of your birds for that year from that hatch? Or will you set
eggs every week for a number of weeks and hatch and raise chicks of all ages in
a multiple grow-out pen? You’ll find incubators are made with different production sizes in mind.
Incubator manufacturers usually include the chicken egg capacity in the
labeling or instructions. To convert chicken egg capacity to egg capacity for
other poultry species, use the following general rule of thumb: Duck and turkey
egg capacity is roughly two-thirds of that for chickens. Goose egg capacity is
one-third the capacity for chickens. When incubating bantam eggs, increase the
capacity by about 20 percent. So, an incubator designed to hold 42 chicken eggs
will hold approximately 28 duck or turkey eggs, or 14 goose eggs, or 50 bantam
eggs. The size of game bird eggs will vary, but an incubator this size will generally hold around 100 Coturnix or Bobwhite quail eggs comfortably. Pheasant
eggs are similar to bantam eggs in size.
“Toy” incubators that use a light bulb and hatch one to four chicken eggs
really aren’t suitable for the backyard chicken raiser. Their success rate is fairly
low and unless you place them in a climate-controlled room out of direct sunlight they will not hatch anything.
The next step up — the small square Styrofoam incubator intended for
42 chicken eggs — is very economical and can be purchased at most farm stores.
For these you can buy an optional automatic egg turner that moves the eggs
from one side to the other, usually four times a day, but more often with some
top-quality brands. A height attachment also can be purchased for incubating
goose eggs. This is simply a ring of Styrofoam, which can be added to change
the distance between eggs and the heat source.
Several companies that make small cabinet incubators have survived the
trend toward factory farming and breeding. These devices generally handle
around 250 eggs, feature automatic turners, and recent models have installed
controls already set for specific temperatures. This is a huge technological gain
for raisers.
Smaller machines use wafer control, a method that produces a wide variation in temperatures. This happens because incremental changes in barometric
pressure alter the wafer thickness, thus changing the temperature as the wafer
comes in contact with the switch that controls the heat source.
Electronic controls are definitely worth the extra expense. I have had more
than one share of disasters from failed thermostatic wafers. Recently, manufacturers of the small 42-egg Styrofoam incubator added electronic controls for an
additional cost; I wasted no time purchasing one.
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Use More than One Incubator
It is probably best to try to have one incubator for early incubation and a separate
incubator for hatching. This is one of the key methods for lowering incidence of
disease in baby chicks. Hatching in an apparatus also used for incubating eggs
works okay if you incubate and hatch one batch at a time. It’s not a good idea
to have eggs at an earlier stage of incubation in a device that contains hatchlings simultaneously. The bacteria load inside the incubator increases, with the
manure, chick down, and other mess from the hatchlings threatening the incubating chicks that will hatch at a later date. The younger, unhatched eggs often
suffer from very rough treatment.
If you want to hatch a batch of eggs more often than every three weeks,
you may choose to get two small Styrofoam incubators. Use one incubator as a
hatcher, the warm place wherein the hatching process takes place, and the other
as a setter, the incubator wherein the eggs are warmed and properly turned.
This system is helpful because you can set a higher humidity level for the incubator used strictly as a hatcher. Regular vacancy of the hatcher allows for more
frequent sanitization. It’s imperative that you keep things clean because bacteria
can pass through the shell and cause many problems.

Regulate Temperature
Each and every incubator purchased will come with specific instructions for use
and it’s essential that you follow those guidelines. In most cases, temperatures

C L E A N I N G A N I N C U B AT O R
Clean your incubator by vacuuming out the residue and removing
and disinfecting the hatching trays. Use a “shop vac” to suck up the
debris, and find a container for soaking the hatching trays in a disinfectant for 15 to 20 minutes. Use Tektrol, a bleach solution, or any
other sanitizer found at farm supply stores. Read the label to make
sure it is suitable for poultry operations. Chances are it will not say
specifically “for cleaning hatching incubators,” as that is a rare use;
but look to make sure it can be used around living creatures.
Once you’ve vacuumed, the simplest and safest route is to use a
10 percent bleach solution and a good scrub brush to scrub down
the machine from top to bottom. Rinse with clean water and let dry
thoroughly before reusing.
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ranging between 99 and 100°F (37°C) are optimal for incubators using a fan for
forced air. Temperatures between 102 and 103°F (39°C) are necessary for stillair incubators. Both forced- and still-air incubators are sometimes electronically
controlled, sometimes wafer controlled.
Guidelines will vary based on the poultry type you are hatching. No matter
what incubator you use, always measure temperature at the top-surface level of
the egg. It’s always a good idea to let the incubator run for a few days to stabilize
the temperature.
Wafer Controlled
If the incubator is wafer controlled, this step is extremely important, as you
will have to tinker with the adjustment for a day or so before getting it right.
Once you’ve found the proper setting, leave it alone! Expect some variation
in temperature, especially with rapid changes in air pressure. To allow for
such changes, be sure you don’t tighten the adjustment down too tightly.
Snug, but not tight is the guiding principle for mastering use of the adjustment knob.
Wafer controls, while adequate, can contribute to irregular hatches because of
variance in temperature. It is difficult for some to understand that the temperature
range in an incubator has to be very narrow to turn out a good hatch. It is especially perplexing to see a hen set on eggs in a drafty barn that gets down close to
0°F (−17°C) the entire time she’s setting and have her still pull off a near-perfect
hatch on exactly day 21. Meanwhile, a batch of eggs in an incubator can result in
a horrible if not totally disastrous hatch when the power goes out for a few hours.
Electronically Controlled
Electronic temperature regulation is much easier to manage, although it’s still
a good idea to let the machine run a few days before adding the eggs. In some
incubators, you need simply set the control to the temperature required for the
poultry you are hatching. Others use an included temperature-control thermometer that works on a relay switch. These can be broken down into one-quarter
degree (0.14°C) increments. Species temperature requirements are as follows:
■■ Turkeys, geese, guineas, and quail 99.25°F (37.36°C)
■■ Ducks 99.5°F (37.5°C)
■■ Chickens 99.75°F (37.63°C)

When using forced-air incubators, it’s important to follow the manufacturer’s recommendation for temperature precisely, because a discrepancy of as
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little as one-fourth of a degree makes a huge difference to hatchlings. While the
half-degree difference between turkeys and chickens may not seem like much
of a variation, turkeys improperly incubated at 99.75°F (37.63°C) will hatch too
early and fail to pull in the yolk sac, or they never even pip. Chickens at 99.25°F
(37.36°C) will hatch a bit late and can have bent toes, sticky down, and many
other problems.

Bring On the Eggs
Once you’ve let your incubator run for a few days and all seems to be working
properly, it’s time to set the eggs (start the incubator). You can keep eggs for up
to two weeks prior to setting (see box, page 259).
Eggs should be sanitized before they are moved into the incubator. Use a
disinfectant recommended specifically for eggs, such as Tektrol or a quaternary ammonia compound. Mix it with water that is slightly warmer than the
eggs according to the product directions. I usually place the eggs on plastic
egg flats and set them down in a tub filled with water that’s roughly 100°F
(38°C) for 5 to 10 minutes and then rinse them off with a nozzle in a sink,
being sure to loosen and remove any manure or other matter that’s accumulated on the surface. While you can wash the individual eggs on a daily basis
as they are laid, I have always found it better to wash them as close to incubation as possible. You could wash the eggs daily and then rewash lightly prior
to setting, if you wish.
However you decide to schedule your egg-washing task, keep in mind that
it’s important to use the cleanest eggs possible for hatching. Washing makes it
possible to avoid bacterial growth in the incubator that can impede hatching
and cause disease problems in day-olds. Once the eggs have been washed and
rinsed, allow them to sit for a while to attain room temperature prior to placing
in the incubator.

Candling
Candling is the process of checking incubating eggs for viability with the use
of a light held up to the egg to see the contents inside. It’s best to candle on a
weekly basis during the incubating process and remove all of the infertile and
cracked eggs. If you remove bad eggs frequently, you’ll be rewarded with the
greatest possible number of hatchlings. Rotting eggs give off a toxic gas that
suffocates those surrounding them. Eggs that explode from bacterial decomposition also cause problems for the remaining eggs. The bacteria emitted by the
explosion run wild, leaving a horrible mess for you to clean up.
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Waterfowl eggs are particularly prone to decay during the incubation process. Goose eggs can explode as early as two weeks into incubation if they’re not
fertile or have cracked shells. Duck eggs are nearly as bad, but the explosions are
not quite as dramatic.
Candling Devices
A variety of candling devices are available for purchase, or you can make your own.
Cardboard. A simple candling apparatus can be constructed out of a cardboard box containing a light socket attachment and light bulb on the end of
an electrical cord. A small hole is cut out of one side, so that when you bring
the large end of the egg up to it you can see the growing — or dying — matter
inside the shell. The heat given off by the bulb inside the cardboard box makes
this choice a potential fire hazard, however. Never leave it unattended, and never
candle more than a hundred or so eggs at a time.
Wood. A wooden candler is simply a more permanent, safer version of a
temporary cardboard one (see illustration below).
Metal. The same type of device can be made with a metal can, but care must
be taken with the sharp tools used for cutting the hole in one end that you put
the egg up to. Metal can-type candlers also can be purchased and will work fine
for the average backyard poultry raiser.
Cool-light plug-in. You can purchase any number of handheld electric candlers resembling a small flashlight of sorts. One cool-light device resembles a
bike handlebar cover with a small 7-watt high-intensity indicator bulb inside.
With this candler, you can leave the eggs in the incubator and place the open
end of the candler on top of each egg to check the viability.

A homemade wooden candler (cutaway)

Egg
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How to Candle
A week from the first day of incubation of any fowl’s egg, take the following
steps to candle an egg.

1. Take a carton of eggs into a dark room.
2. Place the large, rounded, air-sac end of one egg against the hole on the
candling device.
3. Examine the egg.
Held in this position, the light illuminates the entire egg, allowing you to see
inside. The empty air sac can be seen on the large end, and if blood vessels have
begun to develop, you’ll see them as well. A properly growing egg has a dark
central disk — the growing embryo — and blood vessels extending outward away
from the disk in all directions.
If you don’t feel confident determining the health of the embryo at seven
days, wait another week and you’ll see a much darker, much larger embryo
developing. At the very least, candle the eggs when they’re moved to the hatcher,
three days before the end of the incubation cycle. If you’re not using a hatcher,
you should still candle the eggs at this last incubation mile marker.
Remember: It’s always a good idea to remove infertile eggs or those that have
cracks in them; otherwise they’ll rot and eventually explode in the incubator.
An infertile egg looks totally dark inside if about to blow, or completely void of
color and clear if not fertile.

Turning
Eggs should be turned a minimum of two times — but preferably three times
— a day, with equal intervals of time between turnings. Turning is a daily (and
nightly) chore until the final three days of incubation, when the embryo starts
to turn toward the air sac and pip its way out. You stop turning at this point to
allow the embryo to adjust and move in the proper direction.

Humidity Control
The level of humidity within the incubator has a huge bearing on the final hatch
rate. Humidity requirements are extremely variable; the type of incubator used,
the region in which you live, the location of the incubator on your property, and
the species you are hatching all affect the level of humidity necessary for the hatch.
Chickens are perhaps the easiest, being most forgiving of humidity mistakes
(although I have gathered fresh Coturnix quail eggs, saved them for less than a
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W H AT T O L O O K F O R W H E N C A N D L I N G
Candling eggs is a skill that
takes practice to learn.
Eggs with white egg shells
are easiest to see through;
practice with them. Once
you’ve candled eggs a few
times, you’ll be able to see
rapidly if the eggs are fertile
by the one-week point, even
in the darker-shelled eggs.
One week. At the oneweek stage of development
for all species, you can see blood vessels and a developing body
structure. The blood vessels form a network but do not encompass the entire egg at this point. Duck and goose eggs can also be
candled at one week’s growth and their shells make it easy to view
growth. Turkey eggs at one week are easy to identify once you get
your skill level up.
Three days before the hatch. If you remove all of the infertile eggs
at the one-week point, you’re probably safe to refrain from candling
again until three days before hatching. You can candle the eggs when
you move them to their hatching incubator or compartment. At this
point you should be able to see a completely dark structure inside
the eggs of all poultry species. In a fertile live egg you can see a
few blood vessels that are distinct in shape around the edges. An
egg about to blow looks totally dark with no visible vessels, and will

week, and unintentionally supplied them with wide humidity variations, which
nevertheless resulted in a respectable hatch).
Your incubator comes with an instruction manual explaining how to manage humidity within the incubator by adding a certain amount of water. The
challenge then, comes with the humidity that’s far more difficult to control —
the local humidity.
Old-fashioned cabinet incubators made from redwood are the best for managing humidity. It’s much more difficult to control the internal humidity during
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feel lighter than a living egg. In addition, in some cases it will slosh
inside. When an egg sloshes it is like a hand grenade, so be careful:
shake too much and you will have a mess.
Movement. Chickens can usually be seen moving at day 18 of
incubation. Ducks are the most motile of all poultry species during
the incubation process. When the light is shined upon them through
the air sac prior to their transfer into the hatcher, they will kick and
move around. Geese will also give a good kick at the light. As you
candle more and more eggs, you’ll find that, as you approach the
final days of incubation, you can almost tell by the feel of the egg
and its weight if it contains a healthy embryo.
THE STAGES OF EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT

the incubation process when using modern devices made of plastic or pressboard. You’ll often discover too much humidity, with water condensing on the
walls of the machine, or no dampness inside whatsoever, only dry air.
Although inexpensive and readily available, small Styrofoam incubators
cause the beginning poultry raiser the most stress. The instruction manuals
usually indicate that you should add water every day during the entire process.
I grew up in the arid West where these instructions are appropriate. Later in
life, I followed the same procedure here in the humid Midwest and had horrible
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results: sticky, unhealthy chicks, turkey chicks that survived all the way to the
end of incubation but ended up being stuck in the shell. Hatches were dismal at
best. I finally learned not to add any water at all to the incubator until the final
few days before hatching, when I stopped turning the eggs.
As you gain some experience you will be able to candle the eggs to determine
from the size of the air sac how the humidity level is being maintained.
Checking the Humidity Level
You must find a way to easily check the level of humidity in the incubator.
Round, self-sticking humidity gauges intended for greenhouses are available for
purchase and can be placed in the incubator for a quick reading. The readings
aren’t exact, but display measurements close enough to the actual level to facilitate the hatching of most species. Digital humidity sensors are also available at
many discount stores, and worth the investment.
You can also purchase a wet-bulb thermometer at most poultry supply
houses, or make your own by wrapping a piece of cotton wick around the bulb of
a thermometer and placing the other end in a container of water located in the
incubator. Using this method you’ll get very accurate wet-bulb readings and will
need to refer to a chart (see appendix G) to determine the humidity level. Take
extreme care to use only distilled water for this system; contaminant minerals
from hard water will coat the wick during the evaporation process and rapidly
change your results. Be sure to change the wick several times a season because
chick dust and other particulates blowing around the incubator will coat the
wick and affect its accuracy.

The size of the air sac can
indicate whether the incubator
humidity level is optimal.
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T H E H U M I D I T Y FA C T O R
Humidity is the toughest thing to control in an incubator and errors
are common. With so many climate and regional variables, your best
bet for determining how to proceed with humidity regulation is to
contact local people in your area to see what has worked for them.
If you take good notes during the hatches, you’ll eventually be able to
figure out the tricks for your incubator and your environment.
Remember that the air in the room where the incubator is located
has a huge impact on the humidity in the incubator. Simple things
such as whether the incubator is located in a damp basement or in
a dry, air-conditioned room can make a huge difference. Using a fan
adds another level of complexity.

Humidity control is the central concern at the end of the hatching process
when the birds are trying to pip, or peck their way out. Chicken pipping begins
on day 18; duck pipping, day 25; goose pipping, day 27; turkey and guinea pipping, day 24 or 25.
The day that the eggs are transferred to the hatching compartment, or if in
the same incubator, the day you stop the turning, is the day humidity becomes
increasingly important. Each species is a bit different at this point. Chickens are
the most forgiving of errors here; geese and turkeys the least forgiving.
I transfer the eggs three to four days before the scheduled date of hatch. I
hatch on Tuesday, so I transfer eggs to the hatcher on Friday night.

Pipping
If everything is moving forward normally for chicks of all species, they’ll start
pipping (pecking through the shell) on schedule and rapidly progress to the
outside world within the expected time period (see box page 271). For chickens,
this is typically 24 hours.
The place on the shell where the chick begins to pip out tells the breeder
a number of things. The pip hole should be started at the large end of the egg,
where the air sac is located.
A healthy hatchling comes out of the shell, dries rather quickly, and gets
fluffy within a few hours. A sickly bird often sticks to the shell or comes out
sticky to the touch, looking like it was rolled in jelly or syrup.
If the pipping is lower than the air sac located at the large end of the shell,

then the humidity has been too high during the incubation process and the bird
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will either die on the way out, stick to the shell, or come out all sticky and have
continuing troubles.
If pipping begins high in the air sac, it’s an indication that the humidity was
too low during incubation. The chick will probably emerge early, be smaller
than usual, and appear somewhat emaciated when it hatches. These chicks
often don’t survive.
Ducks will vary some by breed as to the exact time they start to break
through their protective shells. Duck breeds known for high egg production are
the earliest pippers. Khaki Campbells, Harlequins, Cascades, and some varieties
of the Runners, will usually start to pip at about day 25. If everything proceeds
smoothly, they will be out and dry by day 27, just when some of the other breeds
are starting to pip.
Ducks take a little longer to get out of the shell than do chickens so do not
be alarmed. Refrain from opening and shutting the incubator every few hours
to check on them. After you place the eggs in the hatcher, it’s best not to open
the incubator more than once a day. Once they’ve begun to pip, it’s tempting
to “help” them out, but let nature take its course, be patient, and allow them to
emerge on their own.
Turkeys are not particularly tolerant of varying conditions during incubation and hatching. From early incubation, the lower the humidity, the better
for these birds. In the final few days, however, once moved to the hatcher, it’s

Too humid: Slow to hatch,
sticky chick, weak; does
not dry fluffy

Too dry: Quick to hatch,
smaller than average;
yolk sac may not be fully
internalized

Just right: Fluffy and
ready to go
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crucial to bring up the humidity level. Turkeys hatch best if they complete the
pipping of their hard shell in about 18 hours. If the process stretches on too
long, they die in the shell.
The best way to regulate the process is to maintain proper humidity at the
end. This may mean adding additional pans of water to the incubator and misting the eggs with a sprayer. It also helps to not open the incubator constantly,
which lowers the humidity by releasing it to the outside world.
Turkey poults emerge healthiest if they have few struggles; the eggshell must
be moist enough for them to pip their way around quickly. If the humidity is too
high, turkey poults peck out below the air sac and have little chance of survival.
The moisture from the egg plugs the peck hole like concrete and the beak gets
stuck. If it successfully pecks out, the poult is usually sticky and won’t thrive, if
it lives at all.
Guinea fowl have humidity requirements very similar to turkeys. They do
best with lower humidity levels during the incubation period and higher levels
in the hatching phase. One requirement unique to the breed: guinea eggs must
be crowded together in the hatcher. Whenever the eggs are spread thin, the
keets have leg problems such as splayed legs. When they are bunched up snugly,
they do much better.
Geese, from day one, require the most cautious humidity regulation. These
eggs also respond best if they are cooled down daily. To do this you must try
to replicate the process of the mother goose. She gets off the nest each day for
close to an hour to bathe, then returns with wet feathers. Thus, beginning one
week into the incubation process, allow the eggs to cool down to room temperature — 65 to 75°F (18–24°C) — for roughly 30 minutes each day. Once they’ve
cooled, gently spray them with water before turning the incubator back on.
The last few days of incubation, place the eggs into the hatcher and spray
them with water. Be sure all water pans in the incubator are full and try to not
open it until the birds have hatched. Keep humidity levels on the high side, as
geese take several days from the first evidence of pipping until they are fully free
of their shells. Geese hatching periods are variable; some breeds take a day or so
longer than others. Most hatch within the 28- to 30-day range.

To Help or Not to Help?
Resist the temptation to try and help birds out of the shell when they’re hatching. Until you have experience enough to know when help is needed, be patient
and let nature take its course. You may wish to speed up the process, but intervention can be disastrous. For example, if you start pulling back the shell too
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quickly, it will dry out and stick to the unhatched chick, causing the little one
trouble. In a normal hatch, the bird pulls in the yolk sac as it starts to peck its
way out. When it leaves the shell the last of the yolk is pulled in and the navel
starts to heal. But if the chick exits the egg too soon, it may not have fully pulled
in the yolk sac. This will mean death within a few days.
Once you have a little experience under your belt, you’ll learn that you can
sometimes help a young bird out a bit without causing problems. In cases when
the humidity level is not proper, an examination of the shell after a day of pipping can indicate whether or not it’s safe to peel a bit of shell off. If the membrane under the shell has no blood vessels with flowing blood in it, you can pull
the membrane back gradually to help unstick the bird.
Don’t rush things; if it appears things are not progressing, you can slowly,
gently take off small dime-size bits of shell a little bit at a time. But be cautious!
Don’t touch the membrane containing blood vessels. This type of living membrane
looks bright white, with reddish and spiderweblike blood vessels visible beneath
upon closer inspection. Older membrane that can be pulled back safely appears
dull and discolored, no longer bright white.
Some breeders argue that helping a chick emerge is wrong and should never
be done because it allows weaker stock to enter into the population and eventual gene pool. Perhaps that statement is true to some extent, but anybody who
has ever watched a chick emerge in a natural setting knows that hens pick at
their eggs, helping their young out of their protective shell. While it is probably
not a good idea to do this for every pipping chick, it does little harm to occasionally save a special bird.

Know Your Birds
Understanding the needs of your species of birds and the particular requirements of the breeds classified within that species will help make the hatching
experience more successful. For example, not all chicken breeds take 21 days
to hatch, just as not all ducks take 28. Geese are variable and hatch anywhere
from 28 to 30 days.
Once you acquire several breeds, you’ll learn which birds are the early indicators of your success rate. In the duck world, the Khaki Campbells are early
hatchers. For example, eggs set the same day and at the same time from Khaki
Campbell and Buff ducks will always have the Khakis happily pipping at least
24 to 36 hours before the Buff ducks do. If you see that the Khaki Campbells are
getting stuck in the shell or struggling because of a lack of humidity, you can
adjust the humidity to help the remaining birds get out of their shells.
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Some breeds are out in just a little more than 19 days and others can take
as long as 22 and still be fine. At first, if you haven’t done your homework, you
may think something’s wrong with your incubator. But if you do the research
required to know your bird varieties and their incubating needs and start recording completion times and dates for each step of the process, you’ll soon have
a deeper understanding of the diversity that exists in the poultry world, and is
evident in every stage of a bird’s life, even reproduction.
Although I can assure you that if you give incubating eggs your focused attention and care you’ll eventually have some chicks to raise, problems with incubation and hatching are not uncommon. Trial and error is often the best way to
learn. Adjusting to the environment, species differences, incubator quirks, and
humidity levels are among the minutiae that are the necessary and vital concerns of the raiser.
To help you hatch a healthy batch of chicks, an Incubation Troubleshooting
Chart is included in appendix E, where you can find it with ease when things
are taking a turn for the worse or to validate your hatching intuition.

19
Home Processing
FOR BREAKFAST, NOTHING IS QUITE LIKE A farm-fresh egg sizzling
and buttery in a pan, the deep rich orange yolk standing tall. Once you have
tasted a truly fresh, pasture-raised egg, your taste buds will never be satisfied
with a caged-bird supermarket egg again. You’ll sniff and swiftly walk away from
a fast-food egg sandwich.
For dinner, what’s better than steaming turkey pot pie on a chilly night, or a
second fried chicken drumstick at the annual June picnic? Only deviled eggs to
go with them, of course!
All of these delectable foods can be raised and prepared on your property and
in your kitchen when you know a few key home-processing tricks.

Eggs
The first eggs from a newly established flock will always be the smallest. Those
are called pullet eggs. When your bird first starts her egg-laying cycle, they are
naturally smaller, as her ovaries are developing and producing eggs for the first
time. Depending upon the breed, once she gets an established pattern, usually
within several days, you’ll notice the eggs have increased in size. Some breeds
are a little slower to develop into laying their normal egg size, while others lay
very few pullet eggs and move directly into the full-size egg-laying stage.
Pullet eggs are perfectly edible. Sometimes the first eggs the hens lay will
be without a yolk, however. Don’t be alarmed by this, as it usually happens only
once in a while. It sometimes occurs at the end of the hen’s laying cycle as well.
If it continues to happen, however, you probably should cull the hen; but it
rarely does.
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As pullet eggs increase in size, you’ll soon have a good sense of the size, type,
and amount of eggs your flock will produce. The pullet year is always the hen’s
most productive laying year; laying steadily decreases in the following years.
This productive year can be somewhat modified if you start the laying cycle just
before a fall molt. For example, chicks hatched early from March, early April,
and before begin their own early laying cycle in July or August; they most likely
will go into a molt in October or November, thus quickly ending their pullet
egg-laying year. They then start laying earlier the following spring, and that year
is their first full egg-laying year — and it’s their best.

Egg Handling and Cleaning Methods
When keeping eggs for your own use, it is important you not worry yourself
to death about spoilage. For hundreds of years, people gathered eggs, washed
them, and put them in the cellar or just kept them on the shelf in the pantry
until they were ready to use them. I’ve kept eggs on a basement shelf for more
than a month, then washed and refrigerated them, and discovered they were
still fine for eating for several weeks after that.
Today’s germaphobic society has people believing that eggs must be refrigerated immediately after gathering, otherwise danger of a bacterial infection
growing in the egg exists. In fact, refrigeration is not required immediately,
and the chances of acquiring a bacterial infection are slim. However, when you
wash eggs, they lose the protective layer or “bloom,” and you need to take proper
precautions. That means refrigeration. Common sense tells you not to save or
eat any eggs that have a crack in the shell. Even though as children we ate only

CANINE CRACKED-EGG COLLECTORS
If you are someone who hates to waste things, fresh cracked eggs
can be cooked and fed to your cat or dog. These pets enjoy eggs,
and as long as you didn’t keep them in the refrigerator for a long
period, they’re not harmful to the animals.
My dogs follow me around as I gather eggs because they know
they get to eat the cracked ones. I cannot recommend that practice to everyone, as it takes time to properly train a dog not to be a
nest raider. I have spent the time with my dogs, and they only come
near the eggs that I hand them. I am one of those who hates to see
waste, so this little ritual works out great for me and the dogs.
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cracked eggs after selling all the perfect eggs, it’s not worth the risk of illness
caused by bacteria that a crack poses. Adhere to the practices in the following
paragraphs and you will avoid most problems.
Make a regular routine of gathering the eggs. It’s probably best to gather
eggs at the end of each day; that way the hen does not set on them overnight and
start the development process, should you have roosters present to fertilize the
eggs. Gathering the eggs at a set time every day helps you to be certain that the
eggs you are gathering have been there less than 24 hours. Although there are a
few early layers and a few that lay toward the end of the day, most chickens lay
their eggs sometime during the daylight hours. A hen’s internal cycle produces
eggs at a routine interval, and therefore, the hen consistently lays within an
hour or so of the same time each day.
I always gather eggs as I’m doing chores in the evening. Other people
gather eggs in the morning. You have to develop whatever system works best
for you.
Make sure your eggs are always fresh and unspoiled. Any egg with a crack
in it should be considered spoiled and immediately discarded. If your pen is
not heated in the wintertime, be careful that the eggs do not freeze. You may
want to make frequent trips to the coop when the temperatures are below 20°F
(−7°C) outside, as eggs freeze rather quickly. As the egg freezes, the contents
swell, causing the eggshell to crack and thus exposing the contents inside to
the surface bacteria, which can then grow rapidly in the nutrient-rich environment inside the shell. Frozen eggs will spoil much quicker if they have a crack
in them. Always test an egg you think may be spoiled (see box below).
Once you’ve gathered the eggs, wash them. Use a soapy water solution to
scrub off any surface manure, feathers, straw, and anything that adheres to the
outside of the shell. Rinse with clear water, let them air dry, and then refrigerate. The eggs are safe for consumption as long as there are no cracks in the
shell. Once you wash the eggs, you have removed what is called the bloom, the

SPOILED EGG TEST
To determine if an egg is spoiled, simply place it in water. Spoiled
eggs almost always float. Remove these from your eating-egg stock,
as they should never be consumed. In years past, people would eat
these eggs and eggs that were cracked as quickly as possible, but it’s
best not to take any chances with cracked eggs, or eggs that float.
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HARD-BOILED TOO HARD TO PEEL?
The most common frustration encountered by first-time chicken raisers is the difficulty in peeling hard-boiled fresh eggs. Boiled eggs
made from fresh eggs do not peel easily. When they’re fresh, you
lose most of the white with the shell during the peeling process.
The remedy? Simply refrigerate the eggs for a couple of weeks
and the shell will come off much more easily after boiling.
Or, if you have only fresh eggs and you’ve promised to bring your
famous deviled eggs to the family picnic tomorrow, add a teaspoon
or so of vinegar to the water when you boil the eggs. Then, always
peel the eggs when they are still warm. A tablespoon of salt added
to the cooking water helps as well.
If you use the freshest eggs for today’s cooking and baking and
save the older ones for hard-boiling, your peeling frustrations will
disappear.

protective coating on the outer surface of the eggshell. Most people naturally
wash eggs if they see they are covered with some sort of waste product, but even
when the eggs look clean, they will have some sort of bacteria on them, so washing should be done to all eggs that will be eaten.
Always refrigerate the egg after washing. If they are not washed immediately, then the refrigeration doesn’t have to take place for several days. But once
you wash the egg, it needs to be refrigerated. After that, eggs may be kept for
several months in the refrigerator without much difficulty.

Selling Your Eggs
Before you decide to sell your eggs, check your state’s regulations. Most states
require that you purchase or obtain at no charge an egg handler’s or egg seller’s
license. This usually means that the first time you decide to sell your eggs you
must schedule a visit from a state agricultural inspector, who will make sure
that your egg washing and handling facilities are up to code.
Requirements for egg sales vary from state to state and as this book is going
to print, federal guidelines are being established that will probably standardize
at least minimal state requirements. Currently, flocks of fewer than 3,000 birds
have different requirements from those of large commercial facilities. But for
businesses with the smaller number of birds, cleanliness is key.
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Most states mandate the following:
■■ A refrigerated storage area with a visible thermometer and kept at less
than 45°F (7°C)
■■ A clean processing area where eggs are washed and then dipped in a solution of bleach (between 50 and 200 ppm)
■■ After the bleach dip, rinsing the eggs in clean water that has a negative
coliform test on a yearly basis
■■ A labeling system
■■ A clean storage area for the cartons
■■ Use of new cartons only, to avoid contamination from outside sources
Fewer Incidences of Salmonella for Backyard Raisers
Simply taking eggs to farmers’ and open-air markets has become more challenging
in recent years due to bacterial scares that make people afraid of contracting salmonella. The salmonella scares that worry consumers have emanated from large-scale
production facilities where sanitation measures and the sheer volume of chickens
and eggs processed provide vast opportunities for bacteria to get a foothold.
That’s not to say that the backyard producer can’t have problems with salmonella contamination. However, the smaller size of the operation necessitates
more personal attention on the part of the raisers. Personal inspection of the
eggs occurs more frequently with small producers, in part because they must
come face to smiling face with the consumer. A small producer is ever building a
relationship with the buyer. Trust and a top-notch product are keys to becoming
a successful backyard or small farmer producer.
In many states you can sell fresh eggs from your doorstep or driveway. But if
you decide to do this or take your eggs to the marketplace to sell them, it would
be best to check your state, and in some cases local, ordinances to determine
whether or not you are able to sell or market your eggs publicly. When thinking
about selling your eggs, consider the following fundamentals.
All eggs sold must be candled. A small cool-light candler costs less than $15.
Some states require grading by size, which is actually a measure of the
weight of the eggs, using the terms small, medium, large, extra-large, or jumbo.
Small egg scales can also be purchased for an average of $30, with which each
egg can be graded by weight.
Freshness is another way regulators rank eggs. It is highly unlikely you’ll ever
keep your eggs long enough in storage that they won’t make the highest grade
ranking. The demand for farm-fresh eggs is great in most parts of the country.
Refer to chapter 21, Marketing and Sales, for more on marketing your eggs.
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Duck Eggs
Chickens are not the only fowl that lay salable eggs. For baking, duck eggs are
far superior to chicken eggs. The best bakeries have long sought duck eggs for
their thick, rich nature. Duck eggs, by far, make the moistest cakes one can
find. Although fried duck eggs have thicker yolks and somewhat rubbery whites,
when hard-boiled their texture and flavor are similar to chicken eggs. Do not
use them for meringues or angel food cake.
Some of the finest omelets are made with duck eggs because they give
an entirely different texture —fluffier and slightly lighter in hue. Because
of the duck egg’s thicker consistency, added ingredients such as onions,

EGG REGS ARE STIFLING
Many people have forgotten where our food comes from; often consumers who purchase eggs in the supermarket have no idea how an
egg is produced. Others would rather not think about it too closely.
That the egg comes out of the same opening as does the manure
terrorizes some into thinking that eggs are not sanitary unless they
have gone through some “special” process that only the large-scale
producers can do. Whatever this corporate “magic” might be, these
consumers wholeheartedly believe that only supermarket eggs are
safe.
In reality, simple care and sanitation methods — selecting, washing, and refrigerating eggs — makes home-produced eggs as safe
to eat as commercially produced eggs. As urban lawmakers take a
greater role in creating farm legislation, their lack of understanding
ties the hands of the small producer. Without the lobbying power of
the huge multistate corporations, the voice of the smalltime guy or
gal is frequently lost.
Regulatory fees and special equipment costs can be shouldered
only by huge operations; small producers are simply unable to compete. Although media reports make this legislation seem crucial for
food safety, swallowing their message generally boils down to a lack
of understanding, respect, and appreciation for how food has been
safely produced for thousands of years.
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peppers, and ham do not fall out as easily as they do from an omelet made with
chicken eggs.
Remember that duck eggs are usually larger than chicken eggs, so you need
to make an adjustment to the number of eggs you use for a recipe (one duck egg
is typically equal to two chicken eggs).
One must be careful with duck eggs. A small percentage of the population
has an allergy to the protein found in a duck egg. If you have an allergic reaction to duck eggs, that doesn’t mean you can’t eat chicken eggs, but it may mean
you’re allergic to duck meat. And it’s worth noting that some people who are
allergic to chicken eggs can eat duck eggs without incident. Once you have
determined that they are safe for you to eat, they make a delicious and pleasant
alternative to chicken eggs.
If your duck eggs are to be consumed, be careful about what you are feeding
the ducks. Ducks with access to a pond where they eat fish and other creatures
tend to produce an egg with a slightly fishy taste and smell. Ducks ranging on
green pasture produce a delicious egg with a rich, dark yolk.

Goose Eggs
Goose eggs are perfectly edible and tasty when cooked. They tend to have a
paler yellow yolk and are volume-equivalent to about three chicken eggs. The
taste is somewhat stronger in most cases than a chicken egg, but if scrambled
(not fried), you’ll probably have trouble telling the difference.
Geese are not usually raised for egg-laying abilities, but the Chinese geese
lay a good number of eggs. If you have too many goose eggs, they can easily be
used as a replacement for chicken eggs in any recipe.

Turkey and Guinea Eggs
Turkey eggs also make a fine substitute for chicken eggs. It is very difficult to
taste a difference. The turkey’s diet is fairly similar to the chicken’s diet, resulting in similar flavors, and their eggs are of a similar composition and texture
as well. But most people don’t raise turkeys for eggs. If you find you have a rare
surplus of turkey eggs, use them just as you would chicken eggs. They are about
1½ to 2 times bigger than a standard large chicken egg.
Guinea eggs also make a desirable substitute for chicken eggs. The only problem with guinea eggs is that they have a very hard shell, making them difficult
to crack. If you’re not careful, you end up with more shell in your mixing bowl
than you’d like.
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E G G M A R K E T I N G C AT E G O R I E S
ORGANIC

Federally regulated raisers who sell organic eggs must be feeding
their layers certified organic feed and have their records inspected
once a year.
CAGE FREE

Layers must not be confined to cages. This does not mean they are
free to roam all over the farm, however, but instead are typically confined to a barn or large building.
FREE RANGE

Eggs must have some pasture component in their production. Ideally
this means layers are running on a grassy area to enhance the flavor
and color of the yolks. Currently guidelines are being established
regarding what can be called free range. Best is to be up-front with
your customers and tell them your policies so they understand what
you are doing.
OMEGA-3

Layers must be fed a diet high in feeds containing omega-3 fatty acids.

Meat
Many folks choose to raise chicken, duck, goose, turkey, guinea, and quail to
stock their refrigerator and provide their family with fresh meat. Others want
to broaden the reach of their offerings and sell freshly harvested birds to local
markets. These ventures are both possible from your own home with some planning, organization, a bit of courage, and a stiff upper lip. When choosing home
processing, you can know with absolute certainly what the birds ate and were
given for medicine, how they were treated during their lifetime, and the practices used for slaughtering and processing them.

Antibiotic Push-Back
Awareness of antibiotic use by large operations has grown in the past decade, and
many folks are concerned about the long-term health effects of these additives on
consumers regularly eating the meat. Current megafarm practices pack thousands
of animals into small spaces with narrowed genetic diversity that can cause diseases
to spread rapidly. This makes stepped-up use of antibiotics and other supplements
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— many vitamins and minerals that the bird would get naturally if allowed to range
on pasture — necessary to keep the animals alive long enough to process.
Some folks who otherwise enjoy eating poultry have allergic reactions to
the antibiotics. Although antibiotic withdrawal periods are required — legally
regulated periods between the last antibiotic given and slaughter — people with
sensitivity find they cannot afford to take the chance of even small amounts of
antibiotic residue in their diet.
As medical awareness grows, so does consumer knowledge of the popping
up of smaller farms and CSAs (community-supported agriculture operations)
raising meat without additives. These home producers can monitor conditions
more closely and are choosing from a variety of breeds, a practice that supports
genetic diversity and keeps flocks more naturally disease resistant.

Mustering Up the Courage
The temptation to raise poultry in the manner that one raises a beloved pet may
be the biggest challenge for people hoping to try home processing. Adhering to
the philosophy that all animals deserve a healthy, stimulating life makes it very
easy to turn all the animals you raise into pets. However, if you want to eat meat,
and you want to raise it yourself, slaughter will be a fact of your life.
If you have small children you’ll need to very carefully explain your intentions for the birds from day one. As a child I had a habit of making all of the
chicks and ducks pets and butchering was not something I wished to participate in; in fact, I hated the thought of killing any of the birds and always
convinced my parents to find homes for the extras. Needless to say, I ended
up with way too many roosters, and as I got older, I realized the importance of
flock maintenance and culling. I still dislike butchering, but I recognize that if
I want to eat meat, know where it comes from, and control the quality of the
birds’ lives, I have only two options: doing it myself, or sending my birds to a
commercial slaughterhouse.

Slaughtering Choices
Some raisers have a harder time slaughtering their birds than others; some find
that they cannot even eat the meat produced on their farm! If either is the case
for you, find a local processing center that accepts all types of poultry and have
a professional process the birds. At that point, the decision about whether to
bring the meat home or sell it off is yours.
Processing the poultry at your own facility can be done simply as long as you
do not have a large-scale operation with an immense flock. If you do choose to
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COMMERCIAL BUTCHERING
Commercial processing is an excellent home-processing alternative. It will save you the hassle, and for some, the trauma of chopping the heads off of animals that members of the family may have
loved as pets.
Find a reputable facility with proper practices regularly inspected
by state or federal agencies. This can be difficult in many areas;
even here in the agricultural Midwest you sometimes have to travel
100 to 200 miles (160–320 km). Make an appointment to simply
drop off your birds in the morning and pick them up later that day. Or,
in some cases, they may be able to quick-freeze the birds for you to
pick up at a later date.
You will soon learn whether or not commercial processing is costeffective for you to make such an option useful. Prices for these services can be quite high, as these folks too are faced with numerous
regulations that add costs to the final product. The advantage to having your flock butchered professionally is that the facility has all the
supplies and equipment, and uses practices regulated by the state
or federal government. It also saves you a whole lot of time,
of course.

slaughter your birds yourself at home, guidelines exist that ease the process.
Once you have the basic tools needed, decisions must be made about how to
best slaughter the birds, and what steps to take to clean, butcher, and package
the meat. The following process has always worked well for me and seems to be
the simplest and most problem-free way to do it.

Tools and Equipment
Make slaughter simpler with the right tools (see list, page 288). Have a chopping block at the ready: a thick, sturdy, waist-high chunk of wood, such as an
old stump, is a great help.
To prepare the chopping block, drive halfway into the middle of the wood,
two 16- or 20-penny nails. Space them 2 or 3 inches (5–7.6 cm) apart —the
width of the necks of the birds you plan to slaughter. You want them close
enough to hold the bird’s neck tightly in place when you chop it. Because the
chicken’s head is larger than the neck region, the nails will hold the head in
place and allow for a clean cut at the neck.
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SLAUGHTERING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

■■
■■
■■

Sharp hatchet or meat cleaver
Several sharp knives, preferably 6 inches (15 cm) or longer
Knife sharpener
Chopping block
Four 5-gallon (19 L) buckets (or other large containers), two of
which can withstand being repeatedly filled with boiling water
Large tub or wheelbarrow for feathers
Large, clean tub of cold water for chilling birds after plucking
Thermometer

To prepare the picking area, you’ll need a hot water source for scalding

the birds — a process necessary for feather removal. Poultry supply mail-order
companies often carry a standard size laundry tub with a heating element that
makes processing your birds easy. After filling it with water, simply plug in the
tub and wait a few hours for the water to heat to around 140°F (60°C). (My
rule of thumb is this: If you have to yank your hand back after plunging the
chicken in, the temperature is probably about right!)
If you’d rather not make a large monetary investment in special slaughtering equipment, you can always heat water to boiling on the stove in containers
such as soup pots or large cookers. Figure that a 5-gallon (19 L) container about
half full works for several chickens. You will need to add water periodically as
some of it will be lost through evaporation and as you pick the feathers, and if
you keep heating water and switching containers when the water cools, you can
keep the process moving. While you are slaughtering and picking feathers off
some of the birds, you (or a helper) can be heating more water.
To prepare the slaughtering area, pick an area away from the main facility
but near a good source of clean, cold water and where surfaces and tools easily
can be washed down after you’re done. You may want to locate it fairly close to
the stove or hotplate used to heat your water so you don’t have to carry the pan
or kettle filled with boiling water a great distance. It’s also a good idea to avoid
being next to the pens with live birds are so they don’t get a taste for blood.
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Slaughter
The following slaughtering steps are appropriate for the simplest, smallest-scale
job, for the person who has fewer than a dozen birds to process.
Killing the Birds
1. Begin heating to boil enough water to partially fill a 5-gallon (19 L) bucket.
The water should be the right temperature — around 140°F (60°C) — by the
time it hits the bucket. In the winter, I fill the bucket close to full with the
hot water, as it cools fast. In the summer, I mix it about 50-50 with tap water.
With very hot water the feathers slip off easily after scalding.
2. Gather the birds and put them in a cage in the slaughtering area.
3. While the water is heating, place the first chicken on the chopping block.
4. Place the chicken’s neck between the two nails on the chopping block.
5. Holding the wings, grab the chicken by the feet and pull them back tight
away from the head with one hand. Do this all quickly so the bird doesn’t
pop his neck out of the nails.
6. Keeping the feet pulled tight with one hand, pick up the chopper with the
other hand. Make a quick, clean chop, severing the head from the body
between the nails and the body. The chicken dies quickly.
7. To prevent bruising in the meat, particularly in the wing area, don’t let the
chicken flop around. Instead, hang on to it or place it in a 5-gallon (19 L)
bucket neck-down to bleed out. You don’t want to allow it to sit there too
long, however, or the feathers will “set up,” or become stiff and hard to pick.
The bleed-out takes 3 to 5 minutes.

Proper position for a quick, clean kill
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Removing the Feathers
	To keep from burning your hands during this next stage, some folks may
want to use insulated chemical rubber
gloves, available at many farm stores
and building supply stores.

1. While the bird is bleeding, bring the
first few pots of your boiling water to
the slaughtering area and pour it into a
5-gallon (19 L) bucket.
2. Next, grab the chicken by the legs
and immerse it into the 140°F (60°C)
hot water.
3. Make several quick dips of the carcass,
quickly dunking it up and down, and
allowing the water to go through the
feathers. Be careful not to burn your
hands in the process.

Holding the bird by its legs,
immerse it several times in the
scalding water.

T I P : T H E R I G H T T E M P E R AT U R E WO R K S
If the water is not hot enough, you’ll start ripping the skin. If the
water is too hot, you’ll see the skin blistering — on your hands and
on the bird! Make sure the temperature is 140°F (60°C) and the
process will proceed smoothly.
It’s easiest to slaughter in summer when the water doesn’t cool
so quickly, although you must deal with all kinds of flies and every
other creature in the world smelling the blood and coming at you. In
winter, it’s much more difficult to keep the water hot, but you don’t
have to deal with pests swarming you once the blood starts flowing.
Once the feathers are removed, place the bird into the bucket of
cold water with its feet still intact to let it chill for just a little bit while
you’re slaughtering the other birds. This keeps your water hot and
minimizes the running back and forth for more hot water. When you
reach the point where you’re done with your need for hot water, you
then can focus on the second part of your project.
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Scrape off clumps of
feathers by moving your
hand “against the grain.”

4. Holding the bird with one hand, quickly rub and pull out big handfuls of
feathers and drop them into your collection bucket or wheelbarrow with the
other hand. When rubbing and pulling off feathers, move your hand against
the direction in which the feathers naturally grow. You’re pulling the feathers “against the grain,” so to speak.

Don’t start defeathering and put the bird down expecting to come back to it
later. Once you start removing the feathers, pull them all out swiftly; otherwise,
they’ll get stuck in the bird and will be very difficult to remove.
Gutting and Cleaning
1. Once the bird has chilled a bit in a bucket of cold water (see box opposite), take
a sharp knife and quickly sever the knee joint and remove the lower part of the
leg. I bend the foot down and make a nice swift clean cut at the knee.

1
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2. Grab the crop — the lump in the V of the chest — and pull outward. Make a
cut into to the body there to remove both the esophagus and the crop.
3. Next remove the trachea, the rigid structure that goes to the lung. To do this,
cut at the point where the V closes in on the chest.
4. Next, go to the back end of the bird and you will see where the pubic bones
come together and the anal opening is located. Below the base of the breast,
make a shallow incision in the skin in a somewhat triangular shape, down and
around and including the vent area. Be careful not to go too deep and cut the
intestines, which makes the rest of the process very unpleasant and smelly.
Remove that skin.

2

3

Pull out the crop and the esophagus.

Remove the trachea.

4

Cut a shallow triangle
around the rear end to
create an opening.
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5. Next, reach into the opening you have made and grab and pull out all the
organs (except the lungs) with one quick pull. You will not be able to get the
lungs as they are embedded in the ribs.
6. Put the chicken down into another bucket of cold, fresh water. In the summer, I like to place the end of a garden hose in it and let it run to cool the
fowl off as quickly as possible.
7. Rinse off any blood or other waste matter. Some people may unintentionally
leave some of the intestinal contents on the carcass, so constant running of
or changing of the water helps lower your chances of bacteria. Make sure
the water is cold. It’s ideal if the container has fresh water running in it at
all times so you can rinse the bird off when you remove the internal organs.
5

7

Reach in and pull out the organs.

Immerse the chicken
in a fresh bucket of cold
water, ideally with a
hose running in it.

INTERNAL ORGANS
Gizzard
Gallbladder
Intestines
Vent
Heart
Liver
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8. If you choose to keep the heart, liver, and gizzard because you enjoy eating
chicken giblets, trim those off rather quickly (see box, opposite).
9. Located beneath the back of the chicken, the lungs are by far the biggest
challenge to remove. Push your fingers into the base of the rib cage, and
starting at the top, pull carefully, scooping the lungs out with your finger
in one move. If not successful in one swoop, you’ll have to go between each
individual rib to remove them.
8

9

Remove the lungs.

Rinse the carcass inside and
out with cold water.

Butchering and Storing
Once you have killed, scaled, plucked, gutted, washed, and chilled the carcass,
you’re ready to prepare the bird for cooking. You can cut it up there or freeze it
whole for later processing. Whole fowl take up more freezer space but stay fresh
longer in the freezer than do cut-up pieces.
Don’t leave the birds chilling in the water long. Head to the area where you
will either butcher the birds or prepare them whole for the freezer.
Butchering
I am by no means a superb butcher but anyone can make the basic cuts to
slice up the chicken. Although the steps listed below do not necessarily result
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REMOVING THE GIBLETS
Some folks enjoy giblet gravy poured over their rice and potatoes,
while others simply fry up the heart, liver, and gizzard for a nutritious
meal. Even if you’ve never used them for pâté or pet food, keep in
mind that they must be taken out when processing your bird and
needn’t be wasted. Here’s how to remove them:
The heart is easy to remove. Grab it from the top of the pile of
organs you have removed and turn it into a pail of clean, clear water.
When removing the liver — located in the middle of the pile you
took out — look carefully for the kidney bean–size greenish gallbladder, and be careful not to poke it. If you accidentally poke the
gallbladder, greenish black liquid called bile will squirt out on the
liver and destroy its flavor. This liquid tastes nasty; don’t let it touch
the meat! It also stains your hands and anything else it touches.
Carefully cut out the gallbladder with the lobes of the liver; don’t be
surprised if you ruin the liver the first time — e
 xperience is a great
teacher.
After removing the gallbladder, rinse the liver. Even if you don’t
keep the liver, it’s an excellent indicator of the health of your birds:
If it’s pale yellowish or spotted, discard it immediately because that
indicates the bird has been ill. You want a bright, reddish liver.
Cut the gizzard loose at the front of the internal organ mass
(where it connects to the crop) and at the back (where it connects
to the intestines). Split it down the middle and remove the contents.
The lining of the gizzard of chickens can be removed very easily by
running your fingernails under the ridges inside, going across the
gizzard.
Gizzard

Gallbladder
Liver
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BUTCHERING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
I prefer to butcher my birds in the kitchen, where it’s clean and I can
use lots of fresh water. You can also use a table and set up a butchering station with a cutting board in the garage or somewhere else
with easy access to water for cleaning. The tools you’ll need are:
■■ Knives with good handles
■■ Plastic bags
■■ Freezer storage containers or freezer bags
■■ Permanent marker or butcher’s pen

in commercial-grade pieces, the process avoids the more challenging cuts and
separates the parts efficiently and with minimal equipment.
For this process, you will need a large cutting board with a smooth surface
and no cracks or crevices where bacteria can grow. Be sure to use knives with
good handles.
1. Grab one leg, pull it off to the side, and take a sharp knife to the joint that
connects it to the body. Make a clean cut right through the connecting bones
of the joint and you’ll have a leg-and-thigh piece.
2. Find the joint at the top of the leg (drumstick), and with another quick cut
at the connecting bones, you have two pieces, the leg and thigh. Repeat steps
1 and 2 on the other leg.
3. Next, make a cut up each side through the thinner area at the base of the
keel. Cut along the side until you reach the area where the wing attaches to
the body. Find the joint where the wing attaches and cut between; do this
on both sides and you have removed the breast.
4. Split the breast by slicing across the keel to separate a large section and a smaller
lower section of breast. Splitting the breast allows it to cook more evenly.
5. Take the back, cut off the neck, and then bend the back at its midpoint to
separate it into two sections.
Chilling and Freezing
Freshly butchered poultry should be cooled as quickly as possible. It can be stored
safely in a refrigerator set at 40°F (4°C) or colder for several days, no longer. I
never store mine in the refrigerator for longer than two days at that temperature.
If you don’t plan to eat your poultry right away, freeze it as quickly as possible to 0°F (−18°C) or lower. When packaged in plastic bags with all the air
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squeezed out, the carcass can be kept for two years with little loss of flavor or
texture. If storing for long periods, regularly check that your freezer is operating
properly.
If you want to freeze the bird whole, do one final quick rinse with cold, clean
water, and if you want to keep them, stuff the giblets back inside the carcass.
Place the birds in proper freezer bags, mark the date that you butchered them
on the bag, and pop them in the freezer.
Freezing chickens whole can use more freezer space than many people have
available, so you may wish to cut them up beforehand (see steps opposite).
Once the bird is cut into the pieces you desire, quickly place them in the
freezer. The longer you delay, the greater the risk for the meat acquiring bacteria.
I use freezer storage bags with twist ties or a lock and seal for my birds, but
any freezer storage containers will do. For larger birds, you’ll need larger bags.
These can be purchased from commercial sources, but usually you have to purchase in bulk. If you’re only butchering a few large birds and can’t locate just a
few large plastic freezer bags at a reasonable price, you can always wrap them
in freezer paper, which will keep them fresh for quite some time.
It’s wise to rotate your stock and always use the oldest birds in the freezer
first. If slaughtering and processing are done properly, you shouldn’t have any
worries about contracting salmonella. Don’t be alarmed if, during slaughter, you
poked the intestines and intestinal contents got on the meat. Simply rinse it off
and get it into the freezer as fast as you can.

Slaughtering Other Poultry Species
Turkey slaughter is perhaps simpler than chickens, except that they are larger
birds, which makes slaughter a bit more awkward. Picking feathers off turkeys
is easier but you need larger containers for the hot and cold water. Large rubber
tubs or old laundry-room sinks work well. An extra helper should make the task
a little less burdensome, depending upon the size of the turkey.
Guinea fowl and pheasants are also very easy to pick and are a simple, quick
source of meat.
Coturnix quail are simplest to process if you skin them rather than pick off
their feathers. As cruel as it may sound, it is most efficient to just pull their
heads off. Once their heads are off, don’t even bother dipping them in hot water;
just skin them quickly, remove their internal organs and rinse them. You can
have a dozen quail ready for the freezer in no time. (See chapter 15, Coturnix
Quail, for more details.)
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Waterfowl present the biggest home-slaughtering challenge, because the
removal of their feathers is difficult. Try to slaughter in cooler weather when
their feathers firm up. Waterfowl butchered in warm weather will retain fluffy
down feathers on the carcass, making them unappealing and unpalatable.
The water for defeathering needs to be hotter for waterfowl, sometimes
even boiling to get the feathers off geese. After checking that the water is the
proper temperature, dip the bird, pull off some feathers, and repeat as often
as is necessary to get all the feathers off. Skinning the bird may be simpler

TA K I N G F E AT H E R S O F F W I T H WA X
If you’re set up for it, defeathering is easier if you have a small
heater with a container of what’s called duck wax warming. Duck wax
can be obtained from most hunting or outdoor stores. To melt the
wax, fill the container half full of hot water and add the slab of duck
wax. The wax will melt and float on top of the water.
The container should be big enough to get at least part of the fowl
into it. I used a kettle on a kerosene heater before kerosene got so
expensive. A standard stockpot also works great on a hot plate.
Once you’ve dipped the duck or goose in the plain hot water several times and have most of the feathers removed, you’ll find there’s
that nasty little downy stuff left stuck to the skin. That’s when you
dip the carcass in the duck wax and then into a container of cold
water until the duck wax hardens.
After the wax hardens, peel the wax away from the skin the way
you’d peel an orange to remove the down. You may have to dip them
in the duck wax and dip them in the cold water and peel several
times before all the fluff is removed.
Reuse the duck wax by putting it back into the container of hot water
after you’ve stripped it off the duck. When the wax melts again, and at
the end of the day, use a strainer to skim out the feathery parts.
This process effectively prepares a duck or goose carcass for sale
to a consumer; all other methods are far more complex. Keep in
mind that waxing requires more time; you certainly won’t be able to
get as many ducks or geese butchered per hour as you will chickens,
turkeys, pheasants, or guineas.
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CLEANING TIPS
■■

■■

■■
■■
■■
■■

 eep the water you’re rinsing the birds in before cutting and
K
freezing clear and cold, not tepid
Rinse the birds in the cold water frequently and change the water
after every bird
Don’t take a lunch break when birds are sitting in water
Continuously rinse and wash all tools and surfaces
Use clean water and a bleach solution to clean up afterward
Pace your work to get your birds into the freezer as quickly as possible

than picking, but it removes some of the flavor. Many people use duck wax
to strip off the downy feathers that stick maddeningly to the carcass (see box
opposite).

Cleanliness = Healthfulness
Use the highest degree of cleanliness you can manage during slaughter and
butchering processes. Whether you’re preparing a bird for your own or for
someone else’s future meal, ask yourself if you’d want to eat that finished product after what’s been done to it. Processing will turn out a safe, healthful bird
for consumption if you are meticulous about keeping all tools and bird parts free
from debris and fleshy materials.
When the cleanup is finally done and the birds are in the freezer, you can
take a breath and feel good about the fact that you’ve processed meat that you
raised yourself. All that’s left to do with those birds is cook yourself up a delicious roast duck or chicken and biscuit dish, sit down with your family, and
dig in!

20
So, You Want to Be
a Breeder?
SOME DO-IT-YOURSELFERS ARE SATISFIED with simply raising a few
birds for eggs, meat, or the beauty the birds contribute to their lives. Others
want to maintain specific breeds or varieties, or they may have that little scientist inside them that wants to create a new variety of bird or improve on birds
already available. Whatever the reason, a number of poultry raisers are eager to
move up to that final level of poultry raising — breeding.
You may hear that breeding separates the amateurs from the professionals. Whatever your station, if you choose to breed your birds, you’ll find the
hobby (or business) is a wonderful adventure. If you start breeding and working with particular varieties or start making crosses and developing highly
desirable traits in the varieties that you are maintaining, you have entered a
deeper level of knowing and caring for your flock. Once bitten by the breeder
bug, you never again will be content to just receive a box of chicks in the mail
from a hatchery without having a clear purpose in mind for their use in a
breeding project.

Planning Your Breeding Project
The first step toward becoming a breeder is to sit down and decide your intent.
You do not have to be a budding scientist setting out to create a new breed of
chicken that lays the largest egg or is the fastest-growing meat bird. You may
well be looking to deepen or make more prevalent a particular feather color in
your birds. Or you may have a particular disease in your area and wish to create
birds with a resistance or tolerance to the disease and select out your strongest
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candidates for this purpose. Some people just like to play around with breeding
projects; they want to see what happens if they put a particular rooster with
certain types of hens. Whatever your reasons for wanting to become a breeder,
your desires can quickly develop into a rewarding hobby.

Know Your Breed
Before jumping into a breeding project, take care to fully understand the history and traits of that breed. For example, Dorking chickens have a long history
and well-documented traits that make it easy to ensure that you are not inappropriately altering the breed. Dorkings are known to have five toes, a broad
body situated low to the ground, and a desire to be broody even during their
first pullet year. If you want to breed true Dorkings, you must strive to maintain
those characteristics.
It’s inappropriate to select hens that never want to set if you are breeding
Dorkings, as the desire to hatch eggs is a key trait of this breed. By constantly
culling — not selecting for breeding pairs — all of the hens that go broody in
an effort to increase the egg production in your Dorking flock, you may think
you are doing something spectacular; but in fact, you’ll eventually destroy the
traits of the breed. The same thing can be said for selecting breeding pairs
that are higher off the ground than is typical. Continual selection of breeding
pairs that appear to have desirable traits that don’t actually meet the guidelines
of the standard is not breed improvement but breed destruction. These rules
hold true for all breeds or variety. So before starting on a breed maintenance

B R E E D P R E S E R VAT I O N
A N D C O N S E R VAT I O N
Many groups of raisers are devoted to preserving and conserving all
the many breeds of poultry. If you share this interest, these breed
clubs and conservation groups would be the first place to turn for
information about how to do it right. The two most prominent agencies in the United States intent on breed preservation and conservation are the SPPA (Society for the Preservation of Poultry Antiquities)
and the ALBC (American Livestock Breeds Conservancy). Both
groups provide newsletters and breeders’ directories that can put
you in touch with people who will help you select the proper breeds
for your projects and sources for obtaining breeding stock.
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program, know the traits and characteristics that make that breed unique and
be sure that you select for those traits and shun traits that are not representative of that breed.

Small-Scale Breeding
The easiest and least stressful of breeding projects — and perhaps the best way
for most novices to get started — involves simply penning up a rooster with a
particular group of hens who you know are about to start or have already started
laying eggs. You add the rooster even though the sperm from the previous mate
is still fertilizing the hens’ eggs, because you will be letting the hens “clean
up.” That means not saving any eggs for hatching for a full two weeks. Hens are
capable of storing sperm in their bodies for up to two weeks without much of
a problem. If the rooster the hens have been with previously was an aggressive
and frequent breeder, and you start saving eggs too soon, you’ll have a considerable number of chicks running around with unknown parentage. You’ll be asking yourself, “Are these chicks from the old rooster or the new one?”

BREEDING TERMINOLOGY
Selection. A process all breeders must undergo that involves choosing
the specimens for breeding that conform to and match the desired
traits outlined in the APA or ABA standard. If selecting for breeds
not listed in the standards, breeders use guidelines established by
reputable organizations such as the SPPA or ALBC. Breeders might
also select for traits that don’t necessarily match those outlined in
the guides, to create their own breed or to minimize certain characteristics and highlight others.
Culling. The act of removing specimens from the breeding flock that
don’t meet the established criteria for the breed. Culling does not
necessarily mean killing. You can take pullets that don’t conform to
the required color patterns or size and use them for egg production.
As a general rule, though, culling roosters means killing (and often
eating) them.
True breeding. If a bird or pair breeds true, the offspring resemble
their parents in all color and physical traits. For most breeds,
true breeding is required for inclusion in the APA, but there are
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When the hens have been penned up with a new rooster for at least two
weeks, you can be fairly certain that the eggs collected after that time span are
of the combination that you desire. Wait three weeks to be totally sure.

Simple Strategies
A basic breeding strategy requires some study on your part and may take more
than one year to get started. First decide if you want to select birds to maintain
the breed’s current temperament and behavioral traits, physical characteristics,
and constitutional makeup, or to improve upon the breed. A Welsumer chicken,
for example, should be a rather laid-back, calm breed that lays a deep brown egg.
The breed is supposed to be of medium build and not slender. Knowing that, you
don’t want to choose breeding pairs that have a trim build or that lay anything
but the darkest eggs, regardless of other redeeming traits they might have.
Once you’ve chosen the breed you want to work with and researched the
traits that conform to the standard, it’s time to seek out several commercial
breeding businesses that raise the breed that interests you and purchase some

exceptions where known genetic variations do occur and selections
must be made. For example, the color Red Pyle does not breed true
and it is understood that you will have to cull some of the offspring.
ORGANIZING CHICKENS

Class. A division of chickens with similar types grouped together
because they have a common ancestry or point of origin. An example
of a class is the American, which includes all breeds developed in
America, typified by yellow skin and legs. Representatives from the
American class are Rocks, Wyandottes, Reds, and New Hampshires.
The English class includes Sussex, Orpingtons, and Dorkings, which
are usually characterized by white skin and legs. Leghorns and
Minorcas are of the Mediterranean class.
Variety. A color or comb variation of a breed in a class. For example,
Leghorns are a breed and Single Comb Light Brown (Leghorns) and
Rose Comb Light Brown (Leghorns) are varieties of that breed.
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eggs or day-olds. When you get the birds home, carefully identify the birds from
each strain (each breeding business) with a different color or style of wing or
leg bands. This enables you to compare growth rates and other characteristics
of the strains.
If you keep accurate, detailed records, this yearlong study will teach you a
great deal, not only about genetic diversity, but also about selection strategies.
From such a broad genetic base you can begin to make your own selections of
the best birds for breeding and begin the raising process.

Establishing New Pairs
It’s important to carefully observe a new rooster’s relationship with the hens.
Spend a few minutes each day observing the flock dynamics. In many cases with
chickens, and even more so in turkeys, hens will have an established, more serious relationship with a particular rooster and will be resistant to mating with
a new male.
Chickens may or may not take to your matchmaking efforts without resistance. Occasionally hen and rooster have a mutual understanding; the hen will
squat without a fuss and the male will mate with her. More frequently, because
chicken reproduction is a male-dominated act, the hen has little choice in the
matter and the male decides when and where it will happen, overtaking the hen
as he pleases. This is especially true with specific breeds, such as some of the
egg-laying types of chickens that tend to be a little higher strung.
If you are shifting hens away from a strong, dominant male to a weaker one,
you may have to wait a while longer to get pure eggs. The new, weaker male
may not want to mate until he has control over the hens. Or the females may
resist the new male. They may not have ever been with a male, or a dominant
matriarchal hen may set up a challenge to the less aggressive male. When you
have strong challenging and resistant hens you’ll either need to be patient or
present them with a very controlling, dominant male.
Ducks will not present you with the problem of liberated females; drakes
dominate the entire reproductive process. Heavier ducks, such as exhibition
strains of Rouens and Saxonys, sometimes show a decreased interest in breeding and even the male’s desire is lacking except for short periods during the
year. Changing drakes will sometimes stop the breeding process altogether.
Geese are much more particular than are chickens when it comes to matchmaking. It seems that geese need to have some time to establish a relationship
before they will accept a new mate. Newly introduced pairs often won’t start a
family until a year after meeting.
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Turkeys do not respond well to any changes in breeding situations. Hens
are attracted to and become very attached to particular males before the laying
season. If breeding pens are not set up several months before laying starts, it can
be tough to obtain fertile eggs from the desired male- and female-relationship.
In most cases, hens don’t respond well to a new male.
Peafowl females, similar to their turkey sisters, are very much in control of
the breeding process, always deciding when and with whom to mate.

Prepping for Breeding Season
You must get your breeding pens set up at a time that coordinates with the
needs of the type of birds you plan to breed.
For chickens accustomed to natural light, it is a good idea to set up your
breeding pens, which means placing the chosen male with the chosen hen
or hens, during their “downtime,” when they are molting usually during the
months of November, December, or January. You can introduce chickens to
their new partners at any time, but the chances of a new partnership taking hold
are lessened as the laying season progresses.
For example, if in the middle of June or July, you decide to remove a breeding
rooster from the group of hens you initially established in December, you will
have extremely variable results: the hens may not respond to the new match
or the male may not be interested in the new hens. But then again, a particularly aggressive male might show increased interest and resultant fertility, making the exchange a huge success! You never can tell exactly what will happen
until you try, but it’s much less risky to establish a breeding pair or group many
months before the laying season begins.
For ducks, switching drakes as the season progresses also decreases your success,
and in some cases will not work at all with some of the heavier breeds. If you are
trying to change established duck breeding partners or groups, make your switches
during the summer molting time. With proper feed, they will come back into lay
soon, and in late season/midsummer, your new combination will be successful.
As far as geese go, switching breeding pens once the season begins is most
likely a recipe for failure.
Turkeys need to have breeding pens established by the middle of January in most
instances. Allow a group of turkeys to run together much past that time, and you’ll
find the hens have already picked out their boyfriends. The longer you wait, the
more reluctant they will be to cooperate with any sort of matchmaking on your part.
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SADDLES FOR YOUR TURKEYS
It is a good idea to purchase turkey saddles for hens to wear during
mating. Male turkeys can be slow to complete the breeding process
and tend to be rough on the backs of the hens. Their toenails are
sharp and as they tread the hen they slip and slide and their toenails
can rip her sides. A turkey saddle protects her back while providing
the male with something to hang onto.
Turkey saddles, made of canvas, are placed over the wings of
the hen — usually in late winter before mating thoughts begin. It is
easiest to leave the saddle on until she dies and then remove it and
reuse it on a different hen. This avoids stress on the wearer and
protects you from getting hit in painful places by turkey wings as you
take the saddle on and off.

A turkey saddle ensures less stress and
more success during the breeding season.

Inbreeding
Once you’ve introduced the breeding couples, you need to set up guidelines to
prevent inbreeding. Inbreeding occurs when you mate closely related individuals — such as brothers and sisters — and then continue to mate the brothers and
sisters of the following generations. Inbreeding results in the development of a
serious set of problems ranging from genetic abnormalities to reduced health
and vigor.
Poultry can be looked at in a slightly different light than larger livestock. It’s vital
that you avoid inbreeding and you should consider the threat of inbreeding when
selecting breeding pairs, but keep in mind that it is far easier to locate and purchase
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birds with different bloodlines than it is to find different strains for larger livestock.
Check breed clubs, poultry publications and groups such as the American Poultry
Association, the ALBC and the SPPA for breeders list and purchasing terms; the
Internet makes research a breeze, and express mail makes purchase of pairs inexpensive compared to other large livestock, even when shipped great distances.
Do the necessary research and complete the footwork and you won’t have an
inbreeding problem.
Inbreeding Clues
Inbreeding problems can be detected early if you’re observant. The first sign that
you’ve inbred your flock is a reduction in egg weight. To monitor egg weight, set
up a regular time each year to weigh and record the weight of a random selection of eggs from each breed you’re raising. It’s best to weigh several dozen over
several weeks to get a more accurate average egg size. Carefully keep track of
these weights and take note if they decrease in weight.
Egg productivity, hatch rate, and growth rate of the offspring are the other
traits to monitor as measures of inbreeding. If hatch rate declines from year to
year, you are beginning to have a problem. Keep detailed, accurate records of
egg numbers per hen as well as annual egg weights. Weights of adult breeder
birds are another important measurement to record.
Health and vigor of the offspring are also crucial qualities to monitor. If you
notice that your chicks are not growing well, or seem to get every disease that
comes along, you are likely entering a problem zone of inbreeding.
Invigorating Your Stock
When health and vigor start declining, it’s time to start seeking new bloodlines
and determine the best strategy to invigorate your stock. Often a new male from
a different strain will do the job.
You may have to outcross — mate your hens with a different, but similar
breed — and select back, which means seek out through several generations
of offspring the birds that have the proper, desired traits of the breed. It is best
to outcross with a different breed only if you have reached a bottleneck. When
you only have breeding birds from the same inbred strain to choose from and no
source for new bloodlines, you have no other option but to use other bloodlines
from a different breed.
Outcrossing with a different breed is not a beginner’s project. Wait and
take on a project of this nature after you’ve had some experience with breed
improvement using different lines of the same breed.
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Maintaining a Breed
Proper breed traits can be found in the APA standard, or the recognized description for those breeds not yet recognized by the APA (see Resources). If you’re
setting out to maintain the traditional traits of a breed, start with as diverse a
population as you can while still selecting birds comprised of all of the traits
that typify the breed or variety. Finding birds from distinct families can be difficult if you’re interested in rare breeds, as their numbers are already limited.
You can’t always count on getting chicks from two different hatcheries, as
many places drop ship, which means that one hatchery ships their chicks on
behalf of any number of other hatcheries, so that the babies of one breed are all
a single strain of chicks from the same place and the same breeding pens. Some
breeds of poultry are so rare that the larger hatcheries don’t maintain their own
flocks. In that case, even if you purchase a particular breed of chicks from two
different hatcheries located at great distances from one another, you may find
that the chicks actually originate from one place — one of a few where the breed
is being preserved.
When this occurs, you are going to lose some of the diversity in the breed’s
population because you don’t have a diverse pool from which to pick the breeder
birds. This becomes very apparent in breeds with particular traits such as odd
comb, unique body shape, or exceptional feather patterns. What breeder Joe
might think is the ideal bird, does not gel with what breeder Sal believes is
exemplary of the breed. For breeding purposes, Joe selects birds for traits that
are different from those Sal. They have different-looking or different-acting

Males and females have clearly different body shapes which depend on the breed.
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D I F F E R E N T H AT C H E R I E S , S A M E B I R D S
Even though you may order chicks from Hatchery 1 in one part
of the country and Hatchery 2 in another part of the country, the
entire breeding flock and your chicks may come from and be dropshipped from one place. You can sometimes check this out by
looking at the postmarks on your boxes of chicks when they arrive,
although you may not be able to detect the chicks’ origins from the
actual shipping labels.
It’s not all that easy to be proactive and contact the hatchery to
find out where they get their stock for the breed you’re interested in
before ordering. A great majority of the time, they do not want you to
know they drop-ship and will not give you a straightforward answer
when you question them. You’ll find out when you get the chicks.
This doesn’t necessarily mean that you are starting out with
inbred chicks, because the hatchery that maintains that breed probably has a very large flock. What this does mean is that all of these
chicks are descendants of one hatchery, and represent one opinion
of what this breed should be.

birds that both still fall within the guidelines of the breed standard. After years
of independent selection, they end up with two groups of birds that aren’t all
that similar any more. When this occurs, and you have the opportunity to
choose pairs of birds with representatives from both sets of gene pools, you can
avoid an inbreeding situation rather quickly by crossing those two lines.
Choosing breeding partners from two separate gene pools may result in a
hatch of diverse first-generation off types with color variations, comb differences, build differences, and so on. Gazing upon this group of offspring, in which
not all of the chicks are identical in all aspects, you may think you have “crossed”
birds. What you are really seeing is the diversity of the gene pool. By crossing
these diverse and separate lines, you are flushing out some of the genes that
aren’t always visible within a particular line. This renews the breed’s vigor and
ensures that breeding diversity will flourish for several more generations.

Mating Strategies
When setting up breeding pens — establishing poultry matings for breeding
purposes —choose the strategy that balances your needs and those of the particular breed or cross you hope to breed. One approach is to keep a single male
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Hold each chick facing the same
direction while you apply the toe
punch. Carefully center the punch over
the web between toes, and then firmly
press to make a clean hole.

with a set number of hens. This strategy works best if you keep a distinct breeding record of parentage. Trios (two hens and one rooster) are ideal. With just
two hens it can be rather quickly determined which hen is laying which egg
based on the color, size, and shape of the egg. You can easily document the
parentage of each chick that is hatched.

Pedigree Record Keeping
Using pairings as small as these, you can quickly make selections and establish
pedigree, meticulously documented parentage of the offspring for the birds in
your flock. To do this accurately, you must wing-band the hatchlings, identifying them as offspring of particular pairings. This requires a great deal of record
keeping but is valuable for establishing a sound breed improvement system.
You’ll soon find that this system is for detail-oriented people, but it can be simplified with the use of record-keeping tools.
Methods for Keeping Track of Parentage
Large matings of 8 to 10 hens per male are possible and you are still able to document the parentage, but you’ll need more time to become familiar with each hen
and the look of their eggs. Most hens will lay the same type each time they lay.
You’ll need a system for marking each egg and separating them in the incubator
each time one is laid. This requires divisions of some sort in the hatching tray.
Small wire or hardware cloth baskets can be made for placement in hatching trays. These will help you separate the eggs and make it possible to keep
an accurate documentation of the parentage of each chick. Use these baskets
together with the marking system described opposite for best results. Separation
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of eggs, and eventually chicks, is vital
when you are attempting to maintain
the specific traits of a particular breed.
Once the chicks are hatched,
develop a method for keeping track of
the parentage using either toe punching or wing bands.
A chick toe punch is a tool like
a hole punch that provides a quick
and easy way to maintain records. If
you have several projects planned or
ongoing, a system of punching the
web between the chicks’ toes is efficient. Once you learn to avoid the
blood vessels and as long as the chicks
don’t squirm much, it doesn’t hurt the
chick. Develop a system that matches
specific hole-punch patterns with the
parentage and create an easy-to-fol- This chart shows how to track your chicks’
low chart to refer to when punching. parentage with 16 toe-punch options, each
Be sure you standardize the way you indicating a different hen-rooster pairing.
hold the chick so that when you punch
their toes the chick is always facing the same direction, or you’ll soon become
confused. Alternating patterns in the spaces between toes on each foot, you
have access to 16 possible combinations.
Wing banders are available for breeders who want to be a bit more sophisticated and band their chicks with numbers that will identify them for their
entire lives. Bands are plastic or metal and you must purchase a special applicator that matches the band brand.
Take care with wing banders: if
bands are not positioned in a way that
allows for growth and on the correct
part of the wing, the band can grow
into the skin. Be sure to refer to the
instructions provided. When correctly
applied to the upper web part of the Proper placement of
wing there are few problems, although wing band on upper
web part of wing
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the band has been known to occasionally
fall out, making the method not 100 percent fool proof.
Leg bands of various types and colors
can further identify the birds. Some folks
use plastic spirals of different colors, others use aluminum adjustable leg bands.
Whatever your choice, check the birds
periodically to make sure the bands are
not cutting into the leg.
See Resources for pedigree recordkeeping tool-purchasing sources and
websites with basket making and band
instructions.

Leg band and
applicator

Day-to-Day Considerations
Breeding program commitment is not just about pairing off the birds you think
will produce the best chicks. You have to decide what your plan of action is
and what you want for an outcome. It involves many day-to-day considerations,
including diet, fertility, wellness, and creation of a clean and stress-free environment. Of these, the ever-present effort is to properly feed your breeders.

Good Food = Fertility
The breeding season diet is very important. You can’t rely on the feeds given at
other times of the year. A laying ration does not provide all of the trace vitamins

A plastic or metal leg band
works well but requires regular
checking as the bird grows.
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GENETICS TERMINOLOGY
Some knowledge of common genetic terms can be helpful when trying to understand the process.
A homozygous genetic trait is the same from both parents.
Heterozygous means there is a gene for each expression of the
trait. Heterozygous describes a bird that displays a rose comb but
actually has an allele (a form of gene) for both rose comb and single
comb.
The term for what the genes dictate is genotype. Phenotype is the
term for what we see. A rose-comb bird that produces single-comb and
rose-comb offspring is heterozygous for the trait of comb type.
Select back means to go through several generations of offspring
and continue to search out the ones closest to the proper type.
Pedigree is a documented lineage of parents.
Cross is taking two strains and using a male from one and a
female from the other and mating them.
Outcross means introducing unrelated genetic material into a
breeding line.
Dominant means a trait that always shows or expresses itself
when it is present in either the homozygous or heterozygous
condition.
Recessive means a trait that only shows or expresses itself when
it occurs in the homozygous condition.
Incompletely dominant is neither dominant nor recessive, but a
blending of the two alleles for the trait.
Polygenic means multiple genes involved in a trait.
Splash is a color that occurs when a blue-to-blue mating occurs,
and is usually a faint bluish white with bluish spots.
True breeding occurs when offspring look like their parents.

and essential nutrients that a breeding ration includes. A breeder feed usually has
a higher concentration of vitamin E and methionine, to name a couple.
Begin feeding the birds a decent breeding ration at least three weeks before
you start saving eggs. It is sometimes a good idea to switch the feed at the same
time you set up the breeding pen, if not slightly before then. If a breeder feed is
not available, add a vitamin and electrolyte supplement to the water. You can also
purchase water additives that increase fertility and hatchability.
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Alternatively, dry dog food can do the trick in a pinch. On a small scale and
with good results, I’ve tried adding dog kibbles to their birds’ and seen a remarkable increase in hatch rate. I used the 27 percent protein dry dog food, added to
their laying feed at a ratio of 1:5, and mixed in with scratch grains at a ratio of
1:4. While this is not necessarily a perfect ration, it does work well if you are on
a small scale and do not have access to a perfected breeder feed.
Foraging is usually not an option when you have breeding pens, as you want
them confined to keep the lines of breeding straight and pure. Greens and table
scraps are always good additions to their diet, however.

Thorny Gene Traits
Entire books are written on the inheritance of certain genetic traits, but a few
exist that even the average beginning breeder will encounter.

CHICKEN COMB STYLES

Single

Strawberry

Rose

Pea

Rose

Buttercup
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Chicken Comb Types
A rose comb trait is dominant over a single comb trait. That means if you breed
a male or female chicken sporting a rose comb with a single-comb bird of the
opposite gender, they will always produce chicks with rose combs. However,
if those chicks mate together, you will get 75 percent rose-comb chicks, of
which 25 percent will be true-breeding rose comb (both genes are for rose,
homozygous) and 25 percent true-breeding single-comb (both genes are for
single, homozygous).
This technique of mating rose-comb birds to single-comb birds can be used
to check the purity of your rose-comb stock. If the breeding is true (homozygous), none of their chicks will be single-combed; if you get single-combed
chicks in that first generation of offspring, then your rose-comb bird is not true
for rose comb; he is heterozygous (one gene for rose, one for single).
Other genes involved in comb-type expression produce pea combs, cushion
combs, walnut combs, and strawberry combs, as well as the distinctive buttercup and coronation combs. It can be difficult to breed for and maintain the
proper shape and comb size of the most unusual varieties. For example, a true
buttercup comb should be connected at the back, creating a “cup.” With the
unique genetics involved, it is not very easy to keep the comb totally connected
all the way around and obtain a true cup.
Coronation combs present raisers with another challenge. These combs have
an enlarged semi-pealike (three-lobed) comb at the back end of an otherwise
single comb. While this is considered a defective comb and a disqualification
in most cases, several breeds require this comb, the most common being the
Penedescenca. Mating two birds of this comb type often produces wide and varied results that leave the backyard breeder with a lifetime of breeding projects
because off types can and do occur.
Breeding and selection for proper comb type is an excellent project to tackle
and a great way to learn about genetics.

Other Tricky Traits
Another trait that is fairly difficult to maintain is the proper stance of Runner
ducks, which walk almost perpendicular to the ground. Because the proper
stance makes breeding more difficult, thus lowering fertility rates, it’s very easy
to lose this trait. Breeders hoping for a productive hatch are tempted to select
breeding pairs with a slight tilt to their bodies. When breeders surrender to this
temptation, the result is a larger batch of ducklings with improper body type.
Gradually you lose the standard body conformation entirely.
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Selection
Traits to select for are wide and varied but should always include those identified in the established APA breed standard if possible. If the standard is not
available to you, make every effort to read up on what is printed about the breed
and try to stay close to those guidelines. Purists say that if the APA does not
recognize it, then it is not a breed. But politics aside, if a particular bird type has
been around for a stretch of time and breeds true, you have established traits to
consider and a place to start.
Never select for breeding any birds with the following traits:
■■
■■

Growth habits inconsistent with type
Crooked toes

THE BLUE BIRD BLUES
The genetic occurrence in poultry that causes the most confusion
is the inheritance of the color blue. Blue fowl — chickens, ducks,
and turkeys — are some of the most highly sought-after poultry in
the world. Proper shades are tough to maintain and understanding
all that is involved in doing so can be overwhelming. Blue color in
poultry is said to be “incompletely dominant” and therefore will not
breed true. Some discussion has arisen that it may be polygenic.
Years of my own research and experimentation with crossing
blue birds does not seem to produce the phenotypes that the
genetics books all say will happen. I have worked with many different blue-colored birds and have had conflicting results. My blue
birds are not all the same shade of blue. It has never worked out
as simply for me as the genetics texts say it will. I am inclined to
believe that in future years we will see that it is no longer referred
to as incompletely dominant.
If you take two birds that are both the perfect shade of blue and
mate them together, you will not get 100 percent blue chicks. If you
keep track over the course of a season of hatches, you should end
up with 50 percent blue chicks, 25 percent black, and 25 percent
that turn out what is called splash. Splash is where the greatest
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Twisted wing feathers
Feathers on the legs (if the breed is not supposed to have them)
■■ Side sprigs on the comb
■■ Misshapen combs
■■ Twisted beaks
■■ Misshapen eyes or legs
■■
■■

Whatever your course for breeding projects, keep meticulous records. Good
record keeping is vital for keeping track of the project stage in which you’re
embroiled, and keeping your final outcome in sight. Wing band markings, leg
bands, or toe punches — or whatever you system you use — will be absolutely
necessary for identifying your work and verifying your results.

degree of variations occur. Birds will range from a nearly white
with blue undertones to a very off-white with blue splotches. Mate
two splash birds and you get nothing but shades of splash. Mate
splash with blue and you will get 50 percent splash and 50 percent
blue. Mate splash with black and you will get 100 percent blue, but
they will not be all the same shade.
The blue genetics are similar in ducks, with 50 percent blue
and 25 percent black offspring resulting from a blue-to-blue mating. With ducks, however, the other 25 percent are called silver, as
they tend not to be splash but a solid pale grayish white. In turkeys, you get the blue and black, and the third color is a very pale
grayish blue.
When maintaining a blue variety of poultry, it’s important not to
always discard all of the nonblue birds to uphold the proper shade
of blue. Continued blue-to-blue matings seem to make the blue
become dull after a period of time — possibly from too many blue
genes. Without the correct dilution, the pigment does not concentrate in the lace of the feather, but makes spots within the body of
the feather. It is definitely a good idea to involve a black or splash
bird in the breeding combinations once in a while.
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B R E E D E R S

“H

Rick and Tara Lee Higgins
Higgins Rat Ranch Conservation Farm
Central Alberta, Canada

E E L L OW ! ”
The stockman’s call is a familiar greeting from Rick and Tara Lee Higgins
in the foothills of Alberta. Their signature form of “hello” refers to the
Australian sheep dogs that help herd their collection of exhibition poultry,
sheep, and goats on the farm where they have made a childhood poultry
passion their life’s work. Higgins Rat Ranch Conservation Farm raises exhibition livestock guided by the concept of natural preservation and conservation. The couple have combined Rick’s cabinetmaking skills in designing
and crafting functional facilities with Tara’s analytical approach to animal
husbandry and genetics to turn their conservation dreams into reality.
“Making positive differences by preserving uncommon poultry was
foremost in our minds when we imported our heritage chickens and turkeys, pheasants, ducks, geese, and swans,” says Tara. “You can build the
barn, but if you don’t have the tint, you’ll never paint her right.”
To achieve healthy genetic biodiversity while maintaining biosecurity
protocols, the Higginses keep a minimum of 12 breeding birds per variety.
Rarer color patterns, such as bantam Chocolate ducks, require more individuals to ensure continued survival. Certain varieties at the Higgins farm
have 75-plus years invested in sustaining the color pattern integrity, and in
some breeds the lineage may be traced straight back to the original creators.
Rick credits an understanding of what makes birds “happy” for their
breeding success. He cites happiness factors such as limiting stress, providing greens and safe, quiet nesting sites, and attention to simple basics
of species-specific nutritional rations, whole grains, pure water, fresh air,
weather protection, and secure outdoor foraging on grassy lawns. All of
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this is paramount in establishing breeding groups of creatures that naturally want to procreate, Rick says. “If you give any living thing a stressfree, healthy environment, it will live well.”
Successful poultry breeding under extreme climatic conditions is
both “a science and an art,” Tara says, but it doesn’t intimidate them. “A
duck bevy may overwinter without a pond if the birds have access to fluid
water to unclog their beaks,” she says. “The ‘Sing Brightly Happy Hen’
egg-laying production flock of exhibition Chantecler chickens endures
such extreme conditions as –49°F (–45°C) to 86°F (30°C) while providing gourmet eggs November through to late spring, plus firm, tasty meat
and year-round enjoyment.”
Breeding methods on the farm track lineage, feather-pattern sampling, production/photographic records, and double mating. Selection
focuses on original breed purpose, vigor, beauty, intelligence, foraging
ability, amiable (calm) temperaments, longevity, ideal proportions/balance/conformation, natural disease resistance, reproduction/fertility, prepotency for desirable virtues, and adherence to exhibition standards.
“Until you meet a true heritage bird, you have no idea the personality,
intelligence, and endearing qualities these productive, historical birds
bestow to those lucky enough to enjoy their companionship,” Tara says.
“Why soar with eagles, when you may be enchanted by earthbound heritage turkeys?”
The Higginses may have remained earthbound in their commonsense approach to raising and preserving poultry breeds, but enthusiasm
is soaring among youth in the Exhibition Poultry Club where they have
taken to heart Rick’s quip to “Chicken UP!”
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AT SOME POINT IN YOUR POULTRY-RAISING ADVENTURE you
may find you have on your hands more birds or bird products than you can
possibly consume yourself. This may come as no surprise if you’ve planned to
make the changeover from poultry raising as a hobby to poultry raising as a
business. Or it may be that those half-dozen fanciful hens you couldn’t resist at
the animal auction or poultry swap were half-a-dozen more than you needed.
If you can become skilled at marketing and selling your products, live in a location where your product is in demand or can successfully ship it, and have the
desire to make this time-consuming effort flourish, then poultry may be the
profit-making venture for you.

A Business Plan
Despite the enthusiasm you may have about starting your poultry-based business,
it’s always best to start gradually until you have full understanding of the scope
of the work, time, and money involved. You need to know the particulars of your
chosen market. If you’re going to sell meat, for example, you have to know the
proper breeds to raise and when it’s best to butcher in order to have birds ready
for meat-eating holidays. You also need to figure out how you’re going to increase
your sales with this top-quality product that you’re going to produce.
Obviously, it’s outside of the reach of this book to go into great depth about
how to design a business plan, but all entrepreneurs should have a plan, even a
basic one, before venturing forth. You may be having great success on a small
scale, selling extra eggs or a few dressed birds, but trying to turn a profit is a
whole other business. Imagine you’ve been making a dozen cupcakes or muffins
for a weekly bake sale, and enjoying that work. Now imagine making 100 dozen
320
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a week. And now, 100 dozen a day. Whatever you do has to be enjoyable to you,
so try to imagine when your pastime becomes constant work.
Your available time, equipment needs, and even the amount of help needed
all increase once you cross that line from hobby to business. Once it’s a business,
consumers view you and your poultry-raising work entirely differently. People
expect to be treated as if they were shopping at a large discount store that always
has plenty of stock on hand. Much more is at stake. The more birds you have,
the more work you’ll have to do and the greater the chances for problems; a
small disease can become not only a single-season disappointment, but a financially crippling disaster. Do lots of research to find out what steps are needed to
outline a business plan and create a rewarding and successful business.

Pricing Considerations
When thinking about the pricing of your meats and eggs for sale, take into
consideration options that lower or raise your costs. For example, if you plan to
sell your birds for meat, you want to decide whether you are going to butcher
them yourself, whether you are going to have to pay to have them commercially
butchered, or whether the customer will pick up the live ducks and butcher
them themselves. You also must adjust your pricing for both eggs and meat to
allow for the extra maturity time and the lower laying rate of heritage birds.

What Do You Want To Sell?
Perhaps you would like to sell farm-fresh eggs from free-range chickens fed a
special diet to produce eggs higher in omega-3 fatty acids. Or maybe you have
fresh, pasture-raised frying chickens, or even stewing hens in mind. Many poultry product avenues exist. Possible markets include:
Coturnix quail eggs
Fresh-dressed quail, pheasant, or other game birds
■■ Butchered holiday geese and ducks
■■ Duck eggs to specialty markets (see box “Eggs Balut,” page 324)
■■ Fresh-dressed holiday turkeys
■■ Feathers and goose down for stuffing pillows and other items
■■ Ornamental feathers used for decorating or making fishing flies
■■ Eggs for decorating (especially goose eggs); these may be blown out and decorated with paint as in Ukrainian egg dying (pysanky) — some crafters even carve
the goose eggs in intricate designs with tools such as those used by dentists
■■ Poultry manure for gardening
■■
■■
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BUTCHERING COSTS/MARKETING
C O N S I D E R AT I O N S
When weighing the costs for butchering birds, consider the time and
money already invested into the project and whether or not it is economical for you to do it yourself. In many states, you aren’t allowed
to sell dressed fowl if you do the butchering yourself, so your decision is made for you. The following items for consideration should be
at the top of your list if you’re planning to sell meat.
Consider whether or not you can afford to:
Buy needed equipment and facilities: Sinks, knives, water-heating
equipment, tables, refrigerators and freezers, and building(s) to
house such items as are necessary to the operation.
Let someone else process your birds. It is most economical
to have the purchaser pick up the birds live and let them do the
butchering themselves. Currently, you can figure a savings of $2 per
chicken, $4 per duck, and up to $10 per turkey, though these prices
vary from area to area and year to year.
Sell at a flat rate. Sometimes it is the least hassle to just sell the
birds at a flat rate per bird if the buyer plans to butcher them. This
saves the time and effort of trying to weigh a live bird.
Market the butchering as federally regulated. If safety is an
issue for your consumers, the safest method involves taking your
birds to a federally inspected processing facility.
Pay for tote and transport methods. If you are going into the business full scale, you’ll need transport trailers, crates, and a freezer for
transporting the frozen butchered product.
Hire employees. If your business grows, you may find you need
some help.

It’s great to have an idea in mind for what you want to sell. But before you
launch into a project such as those listed above, do the necessary research to
determine if there’s a demand for it in your particular area.

Got Competition?
Raisers often choose to raise and sell a product that they know people in the area
like and know. It’s true that people are sometimes wary about trying something
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new; unfortunately, it’s also true that familiar
products are familiar because there are so many of
them to go around. Before you begin making plans
about selling your products, ask yourself if you
wish to compete with large agribusiness companies by selling something that is readily available.
For example, the common Cornish broilers
and white egg-laying commercial chickens may
be the varieties you know satisfy local customers, but how will you compete with the huge
economy of scale of the factory farms that can
produce and sell meat for peanuts? It may be
wiser to raise and sell a heritage-type breed,
which allows you to compete on a smaller scale
with a more selective market.
Remember, the best businessperson does
the research necessary to determine if there’s
a demand for such a product in your particular
area — before raising the birds.
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You may discover or develop a
niche market for your feathers,
whether for filling pillows or
adorning fishing flies.

Laws and Regulations
The first thing you will encounter when you
decide to go into the marketplace with your poultry products is the state and
local laws and regulations that you must abide by in order to keep out of jail.

Eggs
In most cases, you’ll have to obtain an egg handlers’ license if you sell eggs.
Criteria for holding this license vary from state to state; it’s best to contact state
officials listed in the Resources section at the back of the book. Generally, however, obtaining a license involves proving to state agencies that you maintain a
clean, safe facility and handle eggs using certain safety precautions.
In many states it means you have a rodent-free area set aside specifically for
the washing and cleaning of the eggs. You must also show that you don’t reuse
egg cartons and have access to a proper refrigeration system that maintains a
constant temperature of less than 40°F (4°C). Some states have more stringent regulations; most require periodic inspections to examine your facility
and enforce the laws. See chapter 19, Home Processing, for more information
on egg-selling requirements.
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Meats
Laws for processed meat sales also vary from state to state. Whether you can
butcher the birds yourself at home and sell them from your door, or have them
processed at a licensed, inspected facility, is the purview of the particular state
in which you reside. In all cases, before you begin advertising or even raising
your animals for the products you plan to sell, contact the state agricultural
agency to determine the regulations that apply to your venture, so you don’t find
yourself stuck with fines — and even jail time — for practices you didn’t realize
were illegal. Courts are usually lenient on your first offense but repeat offenders
will be prosecuted.
A recent case I’m aware of involved a woman with a rather impressive homebased poultry butchering business. To my knowledge, she was doing an excellent job in a clean environment. She had purchased proper equipment, built a
special building, and had a professional-looking setup.
Of course, everyone assumed she had obtained all of the necessary licenses
and permits for such an operation, but it turned out that she had failed to get a
permit for product waste disposal. The entire operation was shut down. She was
not prosecuted, but had to agree not to reopen her business.
I’ve heard tell of another small business fined not only by the Department
of Natural Resources for improper management of wastes but also by the
Department of Agriculture. It was determined they were giving the waste products to a fur farmer for feed and improperly burying the feathers. Additionally,
they were fined for not using proper methods for processing the meat, as the
water used for cleaning the equipment and surfaces was not hot enough.

EGGS BALUT AND MUD EGGS
Eggs Balut are eggs, usually from duck, that are incubated for 17 of
the 28 days and, if fertile with the developing duck inside, removed
from the incubator, boiled and eaten out of the shell.
Mud eggs are infertile eggs removed from the incubation process
and then coated with a mixture of alkaline clay. In many instances
they are rolled in rice husks and stored in containers for several
months while the contents of the egg change to a dark black
ammonia-smelling solid. The egg comes out of the process with the
consistency of a hard-boiled egg, only black and very odoriferous.
(There are other methods to make these in different regions of Asia.)
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Other Products
Don’t assume that just because you’ve always sold your products independent
of oversight by a regulatory agency that you’ve been doing so legally. Even if my
list below suggests you have no worries, check into it, as you never know when
the laws might have changed.
Feathers used for stuffing pillows, blankets, and clothing, and for tying flies
and making things for decorative purposes, are generally considered a safe commodity and no known laws regulating the sale of poultry feathers exist in this
country.
Eggshells used for decorating are also a safe commodity. At this point, no
laws govern their sale, providing they have been cleaned of all manure and
waste material.
Manure sales are another story. Increasingly, laws are cropping up regulating where and how manure can be spread and moved, and how long you must
retain it before incorporating it into the soil. Compost manure properly before
you consider selling it. Giving a few buckets or wheelbarrowfuls to a neighbor
for a garden is one thing, but a full-scale manure-selling business requires carefully checking into local Department of Agriculture laws.

Niche Markets
For some raisers, the best way to start out selling is to identify a niche market —
a group of customers that demands a product that cannot be regularly obtained
through mainstream retailers.
Specialty eggs, specialty meats, feathers, and so on are niche-market products for which there is no huge consumer need, but a need exists nonetheless.
A benefit to selling some of these things is that so far they necessitate little, if
any, compliance with governmental rules and regulations. A disadvantage to
trying to meet a niche-market demand is that the interested consumer doesn’t
often come to you for your products; you have to do the footwork to seek out
your customers.

Ethnic Specialties
If you live near a large metropolitan area, you may find ethnic groups who are
seeking items that are typical of their homeland. They will pay a fairly good
price for specialty food items that are a part of their daily lives in foreign countries, and especially for the products used for cultural celebrations and religious
holidays. Cultural foods are very much desired, but often not easily obtained in
American cities. Products in high demand include specialty eggs, dark-feathered
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chickens (such as Silkies — for their
Australorp
dark skin and bones), older chickens,
and quail, among other items less
favored by the mainstream U.S. and
Canadian marketplace.
Older roosters and hens, often
considered nuisances and “too tough
to cook” by the average U.S. citizen,
are considered delicacies by some
groups of immigrants from eastern
Europe, Latin America, and some
Asian and African cultures. From certain groups, you can get a very nice
price for the old rooster and older laying hens that you otherwise would just
dispose of in a humane manner.
Dark-feathered, dark-skinned chickens are usually in demand among people
of Asian, African, and many Latin American ethnicities. Some breeds to consider raising for this market are Dark Cornish, Black Australorps, Black Jersey
Giants, Black Orpingtons, and even Shamos or Malays.

Geese and Ducks
If you raise geese, shrewd marketing and committed outreach can result in a very
nice income, especially because geese are inexpensive and easy to raise, thriving
as they do on grass and pasture land. Cooking and eating a Christmas goose is
an old tradition especially enjoyed in the past by Germans and Scandinavians;
it is a shame that it has not continued on a large scale. However, the demand

T H E G O O S E I S G E T T I N G FAT
Geese provide a wonderful source of appetizing, rich meat, and if
cooked properly, do not have to be the greasy or fatty dishes people
often imagine them to be. When we cook a goose or duck, we roast
it up on a rack to keep the bird from sitting in the grease. We also
put a quartered orange or two inside the cavity of the bird to help
soak up the grease that might collect there, and impart a citrus
flavor to the meat. (See chapter 13, Waterfowl, for more on this delicious bird.)
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for fresh-dressed ducks and geese during the holiday season can be quite high,
especially if you live in an area where nostalgic or historical groups enjoy celebrating in ways akin to their forefathers’. To these groups, promotion of the
old-fashioned Christmas goose is welcome. Acquaint yourself and help them to
make their traditionally themed dinners a reality.
The demand for ducks usually occurs during fall. We have something in our
region called “feather parties,” when hunting clubs and other organizations hold
card party fund-raisers using dressed ducks and geese as prizes.
Wild game dinners and other such events are venues where you can successfully market your ducks. These organizations — Pheasants Forever, Ducks
Unlimited, the Izaak Walton League among them — frequently want large numbers of ducks, and offer you a great opportunity for harvesting your entire crop
with minimal advertising. Just a few phone calls on your part, and you may be
able to secure an annual chunk of income.

Educating the Public
As part of your marketing strategy, expect to spend a portion of each week educating consumers about the special circumstances of raising and processing
your products. Some areas of the country are more aware and appreciative of
diverse practices and the corresponding expenses than are others. Expect that
you’ll have to explain all variations from factory farms in practice and cost, and
you’ll have every subject covered. Plan to tell buyers:

TIPS FOR MARKETING
YOUR UNIQUE PRODUCT
■■

■■
■■

■■

■■

Acquaint yourself with historical societies and nostalgic groups
who may want to use old-fashioned traditional poultry for an
annual celebration
Tap into “foodie” groups in your area or even on the Internet
Get to know the hunting groups in the area and market your
birds for the wild game meals they organize as fund-raisers
See if there are fly-fishing groups or fly tiers locally who may be
interested in the feathers of many of your fowl
Contact arts coops and crafters that may also want feathers or
blown eggs
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How it is better for the earth, their health, and the health of the birds to
buy locally grown, farm-raised poultry
■■ Why their advantages make buying your poultry products worth more
than the poultry sold in the supermarkets
■■ About feed costs and feeding practices on your farm, including the use of
pasture if that’s part of the production
■■

Once your buyers begin to weigh the quality of your product against that of
most supermarket birds, they’ll be hooked. I entered the farmers’ market scene
here in Iowa in 1990 — a time when your typical Iowan was not concerned about
where his or her food came from as long as it was cheap. I struggled to sell my
high-quality, pastured poultry eggs for a decent price, just enough to cover my
costs, really, because many people expected my eggs to be even cheaper than those
in the supermarket a block down the road. Of course, there were always a few who
realized the quality of the product was great and bought them every week.
Now, 20 years later, many more people seek out the few farmers who sell
fresh pasture-raised eggs. A tide of change has risen and consumers are becoming more and more thoughtful about the source of their food.

Heritage or Commercial?
Many people seeking out heritage-type breeds are an educated bunch. They understand the time, effort, and cost associated with raising a healthy, tasty traditional
bird in a sustainable manner that supports poultry breed diversity (see chapter 6,
Heritage Breeds, for a discussion about the value of heritage breeds). They are ready
to pay a fair price for heritage birds. But newcomers may need some help understanding why their cost is higher than birds in the supermarket. Be sure they know:
That it takes the heritage-type breeds longer to mature and to reach a
marketable size
■■ That egg production may not be as great from heritage breeds as it would
be from a caged layer-type breed
■■ That commercial breeds are fed many antibiotics, while your birds are fed
no antibiotics and are allowed to forage (if in fact they are)
■■ That buying heritage breeds is a good choice for the planet because it helps
to maintain a diverse gene pool and does not need to utilize great amounts
of energy to maintain climate- and condition-controlled facilities
■■ That local food boosts the local economy and is fresher and more healthful
■■ That heritage birds just taste better, plain and simple
■■
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Host a Taste-Test Event
Even though the market for heritage poultry is surging in the twenty-first century, you’ll still have to convince some modern consumers that it’s worthwhile
purchasing your product. Taste tests and farm trials, events where visitors sample different locally grown foods and learn how they are raised and harvested,
are wonderful ways to give the consumer a chance to compare the flavor of the
modern, commercial chicken with that of heritage poultry.
Keep in mind that both birds must be cooked the same way at the same time
so potential consumers can taste the true difference between the bland, fastgrowing broiler and the savory heritage bird. Remember that heritage breed
meat may be firmer, a texture some might consider tough, so be prepared to
educate about the benefits of the raising methods and why the meat is more
firm and actually has texture.
If you can attract folks to an on-farm taste test, you shouldn’t have any trouble selling your product. Many young people have grown up eating tasteless
chicken with flavor contained only in the added coating or marinade. Once they
have a mouthful of heritage-breed meat, which matures at a rate that allows
for a nice layer of flavor-filled fat to develop, you will have no trouble marketing your birds. While this is especially true for chickens, it is even more so
for turkeys.

Eggs
When marketing eggs it’s always a good idea to try not to compete with the
grocery-store market, but rather have a unique feature that makes your eggs
special. If you’re not raising white egg-laying type breeds in cages and forcing
them to lay, then use your chicken type and raising practices as part of your promotion. If your birds are free range or semi-free range and receive only organic
feed, for example, make sure your potential customers are aware of these facts,
as these aspects of the life of your birds make your eggs something special. Eyecatching, informative labels could be key to sales. Look for egg carton sources
in Resources at the back of the book. The cartons come unmarked so you’re free
to design the labels as you see fit.
A special display can also attract new buyers. Perhaps you will choose to
market dark brown or green or blue eggs. A color assortment of eggs boxed
by the dozen or half-dozen or eggs of a particular breed can be turned into
an appealing marketing promotion. You might try using a particularly ornate
package created by a local artist or that you design yourself. Something that’s
eye-catching usually does the trick.

TAS T E T E S T ING
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W H AT YO U G E T W I T H YO U R
SUPERMARKET BIRD
Read the label when you purchase modern turkeys or chickens in the
supermarket. You’ll notice they contain an artificial flavor–filled broth
solution that makes up between 10 and 20 percent of the weight.
This broth solution also contains additional salt. When you purchase a
20-pound (9 kg) turkey, you’re often purchasing 1 to 4 pounds (0.5–2
kg) of liquid flavoring and sodium, added to achieve the turkey taste
familiar to most consumers.
Although the heritage turkey may be 2 to 3 pounds (1–1.5 kg)
lighter than a commercial bird, artificial flavor needn’t be injected.
With a slower growth rate and more varied diet, birds produce their
own delectable flavor, especially if they are free-ranged heritage
birds. You can still add salt when cooking a heritage turkey, but
you’re in control of how much is added.

Sample Schedule for a Poultry Taste-Testing
Education is the key to changing peoples’ attitudes about heritage birds.
Visuals and taste buds convince people far quicker than an article in newspaper or a magazine. To host a taste comparison between a commercial turkey
(or chicken) and a heritage bird, you need to plan ahead.
Two weeks before taste test:
Begin advertising your event in newspapers; on the radio and local television;
through flyers posted on street corners, telephone poles, in feed and farm stores;
and on the Internet via farm and even social-networking sites.
One week before taste test:
Decide how you are going to standardize the cooking method. I believe you
must cook both birds using the same methods and the same equipment. Two
electric roaster ovens would work great. This makes any claims of a better tasting bird more valid. Plan for the proper cooking and serving equipment and any
seasonings you’ll use. Plan the tables, chafing dishes, plates, toothpicks or forks,
and so on. Purchase any necessary items.
48 hours before the taste test:
Purchase a typical-grade commercial bird, or better yet a frozen discount bird
that so many others will purchase. Make sure you save the supermarket bird
label to place on poster board or a sign next to the bird during the test. Try to
have the turkeys close to the same weight.
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Place both birds in a roaster or other pan; season them exactly the same. Make
sure you are treating each bird exactly the same. If you baste and turn one, baste
and turn the other. Set up a visually pleasing tasting station and any outside
signs announcing to the drive-by public that the test is happening.
During the taste test:

Offer tasters the meat fresh and hot as it comes from the roaster. Let the consumer see the cooking container and the contents. If you are able, you may also
offer a tour of the facilities, so that the consumer can see how the birds are
raised, but keep in mind biosecurity issues here.
Remember that turkeys might be harvested a bit late to get a proper inventory for a taste test your first raising year. The following year, however, you may
want to host an early to midsummer taste test in order to raise enough turkeys
to match the demand. Chicken taste tests can be done more frequently and the
grow-out time is much shorter than that for turkeys.
Pass around the following information on a preprinted recipe card or piece of
business stationery during the taste testing. Your testers will find the combination of education and succulent mouthfuls of heritage bird irresistible.

C O O K I N G A H E R I TA G E B I R D
If cooked slowly with plenty of moisture, they are succulent and flavorful
with no additional “turkey-flavor salt solution” added. We often season
ours with a mixed poultry seasoning of sage and other herbs; we don’t
use much salt. We also find they cook better at 350°F (176°C) and for a
slightly longer period of time than we would cook a commercial bird.
Rather than using a “dry roasting” method, we prefer to cook a
heritage turkey in an electric roaster or a large oven-roasting pan with
water added to the level where the bird sits on the rack. The bird is
often covered with aluminum foil, as the keel of the heritage turkey
sticks up some and the roaster does not seal tight. This makes for
a very moist and juicy turkey with a reduction that makes delicious
gravy. Basting the turkey with the juices adds to the moist flavor.
We know when the bird is done by checking the meat thermometer:
Slipped into the thigh without touching the bone, the thermometer will
read 190°F (88°C) when it’s fully cooked. If the meat starts to pull away
from the bones it is usually a bit overdone, but it will still be delicious.

TAS T E T E S T I N G

4–5 hours before the taste test, if preparing a 12- to 15-pound (5.5–7 kg) bird,
earlier for a larger bird:
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Currently, the green- and blue-egg-laying hens are hot commodities. These
“Easter Egg Chickens,” produce an abundance of nicely shaped and very colorful
eggs. One way to attract attention and appeal to a wide audience is to place a mix
of four green and blue eggs in a carton with four dark brown eggs, from breeds
such as the Penedesenca, Welsumer, Barnevelder, or Marans. Then add four bright
white eggs to the final slots in the carton. You’ll have an alluring display as colorful
as a tray of rainbow tomatoes, adding variety and color to a buyer’s life.

Truth in Labeling
Don’t market your eggs organic if they’re not really certified organic. Strict legal
standards exist as to what can be marketed as organic. If you fraudulently sell
“organic” eggs from hens raised on commercial feed that is not organic, you may
find yourself in a real mess. The consumer and other raisers are expecting you
to be honest and professional.
Organic feed is expensive, but prices continue to come down as the market
for organic products increases. If you think you might like to market your eggs
or meat product as organic, refer to the box on page 285 for brief descriptions of
marketing standards. Then be sure to check the more detailed organic standards
manual and contact your local certifying agency to make sure that you’re doing
things the proper way.
People are becoming more discerning about the food they eat. Organic
products are a distinct niche market heavily sought after in certain areas of the
United States. While the current desire for organic goods can be found primarily on the east and west coasts, it is rapidly spreading to the larger cities across
North America and is even creeping into the rural areas.

Where to Sell Your Wares
Once you have pinned down the product you wish to supply consumers, and
have begun thinking about marketing, you’ll need to decide where your advertising will be most effective. Your decision must depend in part upon where
you’re located and your budget. Advertising for such adventures can become
quite pricey, but sometimes it’s worth investing a little more up front to draw
attention to your product.

Roadside Farm Stands
If you have a particularly good location in your town, and your farm is located
along the edge of a well-traveled road, that’s going to be an ideal place in which
to market your product. A carefully designed sign using letters large enough for
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LOCAL YOLKS
With a recent rise in the “buy local” and “support the local farmer”
campaigns, this is the time to seek out local venues with your unique
offerings. Bring your special color assortment of eggs, a basket of
tiny quail eggs, or cartons of the darkest brown eggs you can find.
Let folks in your area know that your birds were scratching on the
same dirt their children play on and they will seek you out.

the passerby to read can really draw attention to your business. Be sure that the
sign describes what you’re trying to sell — fresh eggs, fresh roasting chickens,
or fresh geese, and so on. A giant egg, or some other eye-catching symbol, pops
even the drowsiest driver into thoughts of what to make for dinner.
Set up your roadside stand at the end of your driveway or closer to the
house or barn. Your refrigerators and freezers will need to be located close to
an electricity source, of course. Be sure they are secured with latches that keep
varmints out. Here in Iowa, sweet-corn sales are carried out using the honor
system; you just leave your money in a box by the corn. I have even seen egg
sales made the same way. It’s up to you to decide if your eggs, meat, and other
products are at risk for theft.
Don’t be afraid to put reasonable hours on your sign to let possible customers know when they are and are not invited. Make sure you have a large sold
out sign so that when your inventory is depleted people don’t make the effort,
mouth watering, and then get discouraged when nothing is available.
A well-decorated sign can be a boon to your sales, but there may be regulations in your part of the country that prohibit signs. Be sure to check these out
before you spend a great deal of money on a sign that ends up being illegal.

Farmers’ Markets
If you do not have an ideal location for a sign or individual farm stand or you
are located off of a backwoods road with little traffic, you may have to be more
assertive with your marketing approach. Many indoor and outdoor farmers’
markets allow you to sell meat products from freezers and eggs from coolers. In
some markets, the staff handle the product for you, taking a percentage of the
profit made off your product. Don’t be afraid to seek out such places. You don’t
always have to be the face of your farm. Trusted markets can do the selling for
you while you spend time with your live birds or processing those to be sold.
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Robert Gibson and Joseph Marquette
Yellow House Farm, Barrington, NH

ELLOW HOU SE FA R M, owned by Robert Gibson and Joseph
Marquette, is a modest homestead in Barrington, New Hampshire, yet it
has had a substantial impact on the locavore culture of the region. Robert and
Joseph’s marketing efforts are based on education, not gimmick. They raise
purebred heritage fowl, breeding on-site and selecting toward the American
Poultry Association’s Standard of Perfection. Their first goal is to be thorough
and professional stewards of their breeds, and that care and intention inform
their presentation to customers.
In this local food market, in which Yellow House Farm sells to friends
and neighbors, the what and how of their farming forms the basis of their
marketing:
“We strive to know everything about our breeds, and then we market them,”
the partners say. “We don’t sell ‘roasters’; we sell ‘Dorking roasters.’ ‘What’s a
Dorking?’ people ask, and therein lies our opportunity to make a sale and educate people about our breeds. They leave with their Dorking roaster, excited to
give it a try.”
Robert and Joseph sell heritage fowl, so they try to know absolutely everything about the cooking and preparation of their breeds. “Our goal,” they say,
“is that no one leaves our table without a sound idea of how to cook our products properly.”
Product consistency is crucial. Pleased customers must remain pleased
when repeating the experience. “Choose one breed per product and steward it
well,” they advise. “Brahma meat is not the same as Dorking meat, Faverolles
meat, or La Fleche meat. All have qualities to recommend them. If your customer walks away with a Dorking and is pleased with the product, they want
another Dorking. They do not want a Wyandotte, and the same is true in
reverse. Eventually, your repeat customers will develop a cookery based around
your consistent product. Just as breeding one breed for a desired end leads to
mastery, so does cooking one breed.”
The presentation is also key: well-dressed birds and clean eggs. Consistent,
attractive packaging reveals pride in the product. “We have developed our
own labels,” the partners say, “which we use consistently. We use new egg
cartons that are clean and labeled correctly in accordance with local and state
regulations.”
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Yellow House Farm regularly develops handouts and flyers to promote its
products. Many would-be customers shy away from “in your face” marketing
techniques. When Robert or Joseph notices a reticent onlooker, he simply
offers a flyer describing the products. “Sometimes they step back and read it,
sometimes they take it home; very often they return for the product.”
The Internet is effective for connecting with the customer base. Robert and
Joseph work with the community and the organizations and farmers’ markets
that collectively promote local food, efforts they call a lifeline.
The partners work diligently to make their farm worth noticing. It is clean
and orderly. Sound husbandry practices reign in all aspects of production. Robert
and Joseph make their farm beautiful, using extensive and lush landscaping.
“People are drawn to beauty; somewhere, on a visceral level, we all hope for
beautiful things,” they say. “Heritage fowl bred to the Standard of Perfection are
truly beautiful, and meant to be beautiful. Indeed, standard-bred heritage fowl
aim for the perfect combination of beauty and utility. When people really think
about their food, they want it to come from a beautiful place. Much of that
which has angered consumers concerning industrial food is that it is deeply
unbeautiful. Our hope is to be the beautiful farm that our customers want to
see. It is a happy goal.”
At Yellow House Farm, Robert and Joseph try to know exactly why they
make the farming decisions they do. “We have our niche,” they say, “which
allows us to live the kind of life we enjoy. By not trying to be everything to
everybody, we can be something substantial for those who wish to share our
vision of what food is meant to be.”
Raising heritage poultry has associated costs. The partners ask a price that
reflects those costs and a modest profit. “Our customer is willing to pay that
price,” they say. “Industrial food is what it is, and we are not industrial food.
It would be foolish for us to attempt to compete with it on price points. Our
customer understands that.” They do not underprice their product, believing that small-scale farmers do not produce so much as to be able to sell it at
a loss.
Above all, Robert and Joseph aim to sell nothing of questionable quality and
work to be meticulous in cleanliness. This allows them to sell their products
with confidence in their healthful benefits.
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Selling poultry products at farmers’ markets will vary in different parts of
the country. In some locations, regulations are such that you are required to
spend much more money than you receive in profit. Consider the fact that coolers necessary to keep your product at a safe temperature can be expensive. On
the other hand, you never want to sell something that’s not safe and of the best
quality. Never take chances with spoilage. You want to be known for providing
excellent service and a top-quality product to your customers.

Fairs and Annual Celebrations
Renting a booth at a county fair or annual town celebration to talk about your
operation and offer samples is a great way to get the message out. Your local
fair officials will be very clear about the public health policies regarding food
sampling.

Using the Media
It is sometimes cheapest to advertise your wares by taking out a classified ad in
a local shopper paper or your local newspaper. Don’t be afraid to contact your
local newspaper and let them know you raise turkeys; as the Thanksgiving season approaches, every newspaper wants to do a turkey story. Even raising birds
in a unique manner is a story on a no-news week, especially when editors tie
it in with national salmonella scares or reports of animal cruelty. The publicity
you can get from newspapers is unimaginable.
The Internet is an excellent advertising tool for products that can be successfully delivered through the mail and private shipping companies. This is the
ideal way for marketing blown-out goose eggs and feathers, for example. Don’t
forget e-mail or social media sites for letting everyone you know (and all their
friends) hear about tasting events or additions to your business’s offerings.

22
Showing Poultry
SO YOU’VE DECIDED TO RAISE POULTRY because the county and
state fair exhibition scene delights you. You are not alone. Nearly every county
has at least a 4-H poultry show, and many also have open classes for adults.
American Poultry Association–sanctioned poultry shows occur during all seasons of the year and in hundreds, if not thousands, of locations around the
United States and in Canada. European countries also have huge, well-attended
shows endorsed by their national poultry associations. Perhaps you’ve decided
to help your kids give the 4-H or FFA project a try. Or maybe you already have a
few amateur shows under your belt and have decided to get serious and register
your birds for an APA-sanctioned show.
Fanciers and show enthusiasts will tell you that the rearing of these birds is
not the same avocation as raising egg or meat birds. Many show birds do not
have supreme — if any — production capabilities. Show fowl require an entirely
different focus: you’re aiming to raise birds that are in the finest feather and
the finest conformation, corresponding as closely as possible to the standard
of perfection.
When one refers to “the standard” it means the regularly updated publication, the APA’s Standard of Perfection. The American Poultry Association is one of
the oldest livestock organizations in America and began publishing their guide
in 1874. Whether you are showing for 4H or professional purposes, the Standard
is a must-have. It provides detailed information about accepted breeds and varieties including trait qualifications and disqualifications for each. Sections at the
beginning of the book delineate proper body types, feathering, feather colors,
numbers of toes, types of combs, and overall characteristics of the birds you will
want to exhibit.
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While you may be perfectly fascinated with the bird you’re taking to the
show and feel it’s the most outstanding, beautiful specimen you’ve ever seen, if
the bird does not conform to the APA Standard of Perfection, you may become
quickly disillusioned and hurt by a judge’s comments. Show judges do not necessarily look for the prettiest or the best-behaved bird; they seek a bird that fits
the breed standard to a T. The choice of best bird to show often comes down
to things as seemingly minor as the number and location of points on a comb,
and the proper distribution of feather patterns such as spots, speckles, stripes,
or stipples.

Showing for Young Beginners
Many raisers begin exhibiting their birds as part of their participation in 4-H or
FFA clubs. Judges for shows sponsored by these groups choose winners based
on two criteria: first, they consider the breeder’s participation in and knowledge
of the bird’s production and rearing needs; second, they measure the quality of
the bird on its own merits.
Participation in a 4-H or FFA show should be a learning experience. During
the months when the exhibitor is raising the bird, he or she gains knowledge
about the breed’s traits and how to provide feed, care, and daily maintenance.
Raisers then do their best to show the judge what they’ve learned about the
bird. An engaged judge gives them positive feedback about what they’ve accomplished, pointers about aspects of raising, and sometimes tips for selecting a
different bird to show in the future.
The best amateur shows hire a judge who will take time with 4-H and FFA
exhibitors to tell them how they can improve upon the project for future years.
4-H shows are judged very differently across the country, however, and in some
cases are judged to the APA standards, rather than as a growing, learning experience for the exhibitor. Be sure to make inquiries into the show that piques your
interest to have a better understanding of what is expected of you.

Challenges for the 4-H and FFA Exhibitor
When first starting out on your poultry-showing project, seek out a seminar,
workshop, or 4-H function, put on by the county councils of the Cooperative
Extension Service and area 4-H clubs. These workshops offer insight into proper
4-H strategies and area expectations for how to exhibit your poultry. Don’t feel
you need to limit your exhibition experience to chickens. Consider waterfowl,
turkeys, and even game birds. Some 4-H poultry shows encourage entrance of
many species of poultry.
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Show Stock
You don’t need to spend a great deal of money and buy prime exhibition stock
for your first or second show experience. When you’re just learning the exhibition routine, it may make sense to get economical hatchery-run chickens.
Learn a few raising tricks before you invest large sums of money in professionalbreeder-quality stock. Show-bred chicks will be almost two to three times the
cost of commercial-grade chicks. Once you’ve established yourself and know
what’s needed to nurture your chickens to the proper size in time, then do a
little research and invest in higher-quality breeding stock. Even the 4-H exhibitor may choose to carefully select a higher-grade line to show at the fair.
Showing Chickens
The biggest challenge for many 4-H exhibitors involves acquiring chicks early
enough for the birds to mature in time for the June, July, and early August shows.
Plan to obtain your chicks in January, February, or at the latest mid-March, to
allow them time to reach the appropriate size for the show. It seems county 4-H
shows take place earlier and earlier every year, making it more of a challenge for
4-H exhibitors to compete.
Keep in mind that some breeds mature more quickly than others. Leghorns
and most of the light egg-laying breeds mature quickly enough for you to be
able to raise a decent show specimen at a much earlier age. Large-bodied Jersey
Giants and Dorkings simply will not be mature enough to show at three to four
months old. To properly show these breeds, they must be at least six, if not seven
or eight, months old. That means you need to acquire these birds in December
or January for a show in early July. Read the fine print, though: many 4-H shows
require the birds to be hatched after January 1 of the year they are shown.
Keep in mind that because heritage birds grow more slowly than do the light
egg-laying breeds, many shows have classes only for commercial-production
poultry. Heritage breeds may not have a category that gives them a fair shot.
Over the years, fairs and exhibitions have come to require a greater number
of tests for disease before showing birds. Media hype has fanned the bureaucratic
flame over avian flu and other diseases, leading people to fear that poultry might
pass illness along to humans and other animals. Be sure that the ages of your show
birds are properly documented and that you have all paperwork on hand when registering. This required paperwork varies from state to state, but generally includes
National Poultry Improvement Plan certification — proof that the birds came from
pullorum-typhoid-clean stock — and in some cases, verification that the stock is
Mg (mycoplasma gallisepticum)–clean and AI (avian influenza)–tested.
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Ducks and Geese
Waterfowl are perhaps the easiest poultry group
from which to choose your 4-H showing project. They grow fast and are more forgiving than
others of beginner’s mistakes. If you provide
them with a decent supply of water and a clean
place to live, they groom themselves and maintain a beautiful condition for the 4-H show.
The biggest challenge for showing waterfowl involves providing them with a properly balanced protein feed. Be sure to switch
the feed from starter feed to a lower-protein
higher-plant-matter feed as they get to be
about three weeks old. Begin cutting back on
the protein ratio at this time and increasing the
plant material so that they do not develop angel
A Bali can make an exemplary
wing (see chapter 13, Waterfowl) and destroy
show duck.
their show quality. This is especially crucial for
geese. They need that green, fresh material to develop the proper bone structure
to hold up their wing feathers. Remember, geese and ducks love to forage and
eat green things and confinement just does not do their physiology any justice.
Geese usually need 12 to 16 weeks to grow into a decent show specimen,
but they can be exhibited at an earlier age if you are unable to get them in time.
Ducks can reach maturity for show status in about 8 to 12 weeks, depending
upon the breed. They aren’t as heavy as they will be later, but they’re usually in
proper form and ready to show. Ducks younger than 8 weeks typically don’t have
their full set of feathers yet and do not possess an appealing look.
Turkeys
Turkeys are a bit of a challenge for the 4-H exhibitor because they’re not available until late March or April generally, and so usually aren’t big enough to show
at a midsummer fair, even if they are fully feathered and of a respectable weight
for their age. Commercial white turkeys, which grow at a rather rapid rate, may
be ready to show, but heritage types hatched in March or April do not grow fast
enough and generally are not large enough to show at a July show.
If you can successfully locate heritage turkeys born of an earlier hatch,
you’ll find that they make excellent show specimens. They usually need to be
about five months old. I know people who keep their own breeders and, under
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controlled lighting, get them to lay in the early winter and set the eggs to have
poults in February.

Show-Bird Diet and Health
The keys to successfully raising 4-H-quality champions are a balanced diet, a clean
living environment, and good health, all of which allow them to develop as properly
as possible in the short time you have to get them to the fair. Resist the temptation to
buy cheaper, lower-grade feed if you want your chicks to be prime show-quality stock.
Choose a carefully balanced chick starter and grower and follow the directions on the label. You may think it makes the most sense to feed 50 or 100
chicks so you have plenty to select from for exhibition. However, the more
chicks you raise the more your costs will rise. You might find you suddenly
have to start cutting back and feeding a cheaper feed such as whole-grain corn
or oats. This will cost you your birds’ growth and health. Quality of feed is not
a place to cut corners, so raise only the number of birds you can afford to feed.
Talk to other raisers, 4-H club members and Extension agents about what may
be needed, then price out feed and equipment before you order your chicks.

Show Preparations
Once you’ve chosen the individuals in your flock you plan to take to the 4-H exhibition, acquire some wire, off-the-ground cages. Cages allow you to separate the
birds for two to three weeks before the show, and get them accustomed to being in
a cage — their fairground home away from home. Some fairs require you to bring
your own cages; others provide uniformly sized and shaped cages.
Generally, individual cages help you to tidy the birds up and keep them as
clean as possible. This is especially true for chickens, but not as valid for waterfowl as they cannot clean themselves daily in water and the wire cages are also
very hard on their webbed feet. Allow waterfowl to be on green grass and dry
bedding and offer them a good clean place to bathe and they will fix themselves
up for the show without your help.
Three weeks before the show, gather up the fowl you plan to exhibit and put
them in separate pens so that they don’t peck at one another, causing unsightly
sores and feather loss. Initially, when you gather them up, you may want to wash
them at that time, not only to get them used to the process, but also to perfect
your technique. Begin the cleaning process by washing their legs and then proceed by giving them a bath and just teaching them how to handle cage life. The
day before the show, wash them, scrub their legs and feet, and perhaps rub their
legs with a little mineral oil to make them shine and look even cleaner.
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SHOW PREP STEPS
A WEEK BEFORE

1. Check for lice and mites and spray or dust if needed. Pick
out any egg cases and destroy.
2. Make sure all of your paperwork is available and collect it
in a single file.
T H E D AY B E F O R E

3. Give your birds a nice warm bath. I put mine in an old dishpan and just use my hands and mild dish soap in the water.
Pretend you are washing dishes when you decide how
much soap to use. Take care to wash and clean feet. A nice
soft toothbrush works well for this purpose. Feather-legged
birds may be more of a challenge to wash and require more
grooming and maintenance to get the feathers on the legs
properly shaped. You may wish to wash these birds several
days before the show.
4. Dry them with a bath towel or hair dryer and then groom
them. Another clean, old toothbrush works well to comb out
the feathers; waterfowl will groom themselves.
5. Check over the bird to make sure there are no off-colored
feathers. If you see some that can be carefully plucked,
do so. If you have too many off-color feathers, it is time to
choose another bird.
6. Clean the cage, scrubbing it with disinfectant. (Repeat after
the fair.)
T H E D AY O F T H E S H O W

7. Recheck the feet to make sure they are still clean. Use the
toothbrush again if needed.
8. Refluff any matted feathers using a toothbrush or other soft
brush.
9. On older birds, rub a little mineral oil or petroleum jelly on
the legs to brighten them up.
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Diet
In this preparatory stage, try to limit the amount of corn in your birds’ diet if possible, especially for white birds. Excess carotene in corn can cause white feathers
to take on a yellowish tint, an undesirable quality in exhibition birds. At this
point, also give them the special treats such as sunflower seeds or dried dog or
cat food — the extra oils and fats in their diet that will help their feathers develop
a sheen so that they look like the truly healthy specimens they are.

Handling Practice
How you handle the bird is a crucial part of the show for some judges. If you
have mastered removing and replacing the bird, and can hold them with confidence and care, the judge will know that you have practiced handling those
birds and take note. Certain breeds of fowl are easier to handle than others. The
challenging, flighty breeds can be somewhat tamed with constant handling and
care by you, the showperson.
Steps for Taking Fowl In and Out of the Cages
When prepping for the show, practice taking your birds in and out of their cages
properly. Always remove birds from and return them to a cage headfirst.

1. Reach into the cage and capture the bird.
2. Place one hand over its back and the other hand on the feet.
3. Turn the bird inside the cage so that the head points to the opening and
move it through. Do not drag its feet through the wire opening, or it’ll be
flopping and screaming all the while.
Once you have the bird out, carefully hang onto it with one hand on the feet
and the other over the back close to your body.

To remove the bird from its
cage, place one hand on its
back and one on its feet,
turn it to face the entrance,
and slip it out.
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As a person who judges many 4-H poultry shows, I feel it’s very important that
the individual showing the bird spends a lot of time with his or her birds and that
it’s not the parents taking care of the fowl. For the youngest exhibitors, parents
obviously need to have a big role overseeing progress and troubleshooting problems, but raising and showing the birds should not become the parents’ project.
The primary goal of a 4-H project is to provide an animal-raising opportunity
for the child to gain understanding of many aspects of animal husbandry, learn
record-keeping and communication skills, and develop a sense of responsibility.
The goals of FFA projects are similar, although this organization also focuses
members on the business opportunities involved in raising animals.
Youths gain far more from 4-H and FFA experiences if they do the work
themselves. Handling ability and body language make it obvious to judges if an
exhibitor has spent time with his or her project. An exhibitor that hesitantly
opens the cage door and timidly reaches toward the bird, obviously afraid to
touch it, shows the judge that he or she has not spent much time with that bird.
If after practice, you’re still afraid of the chicken or goose or guinea hen, then
you probably should be showing something else. The birds can sense your fear
when you reach toward them and they will respond accordingly. If you show
that you have handled the birds and proceed with confidence, the birds, and the
judge, usually will respond with approval.

APA Shows
If you are an adult, or a young exhibitor that has shown your 4-H birds with
some success and enjoyment, you might like to attend an APA-sanctioned

CALM IN THE CAGE
You’ll do far better at the poultry shows if your birds seem content and
are not flying all over and beating themselves to death on their wire cage
at the fair. It can be very disheartening for a 4-H exhibitor to enter their
birds at the fair the night before the show and come back the next morning, prior to the judge’s arrival, only to find bloodied birds that have spent
most of the night beating themselves against the wire.
If they are accustomed to being in a cage and respond calmly
when you reach in to take them out, it will impress the judge and let
him know that you spent some time handling the birds.
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show. These typically occur at various times in the fall, winter, and early spring,
though it’s possible to locate one at just about any time of year.
The best way to find out about poultry shows is to regularly peruse a publication called The Poultry Press. This newspaper lists the dates, locations, and
contact information of every poultry show in the country and publishes the
results. If you find a show in your area, plan to go and just watch the first
time to see how things work. It’s an entirely different experience from 4-H or
FFA shows.
In an APA-sanctioned show, you don’t stand with your bird when it’s being
judged. Only the judge and the judge’s secretary are with the bird during the
judging process. No one can watch and listen to the comments of the judge to
learn at an APA-sanctioned show; the quality of the bird is the only thing that
matters. Your knowledge about the bird or breed is not considered.
You may find you are competing against a professional show exhibitor the
first time you show. These folks may never really raise the birds but just simply
show them. They buy the best of the best to go from show to show to compete
in competition. In the mid-twentieth century, there were sometimes many of
these “stringmen” who purchased the flock and traveled from show to show.
The show birds rarely saw the exhibitor’s home place.

Junior Division
You may choose to show in the junior division, where only youths compete.
If you fit in that category, that’s a great place to start. Don’t be discouraged if
your birds are left in the dust in the race to show the top bird. If you don’t take
home any prizes and find yourself humiliated when trounced by the competition, remember that the winners probably have much more experience. It’s key
to get back up and try again.

Learn What You Can
Closely examine the winners in the breed classes you have entered and even
take pictures of them as a reference. Back home, compare your birds to the
pictures of the winners. Then get out the APA Standard to see how to improve
your birds’ quality. To compete in the APA you may have to buy offspring from
specialized bloodlines from professional breeders.
Hatchery chicks may win a few shows, but in most cases, these chicks are
for production purposes and not for showing. Show specimens are often larger,
have feather colors more closely matching the standard, and possess other traits
that you may not see in the hatchery-quality chicks.
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At APA shows, you often can find someone who breeds specialized lines.
You’ll find folks who have raised these birds for years, perfecting and selecting
breeding pairs based on the most desirable traits dictated by the breed standard.
You also may meet members of breed clubs such as the Crested Fanciers Club,
the Dorking Club, and the Jersey Giant Club. These groups sponsor contests
within the poultry show, providing prize money, and using the spotlight to promote the breed they love. If you, too, have a fascination with a specific breed,
get involved, so that you can also become a breeder and perpetuate traits of the
breed you enjoy.

Post–Show Date — Isolate!
Never, under any circumstances, bring your birds home from the show and place
them right back in the pens with the rest of your stock. You must house birds
returning from a show in a separate place, as you will almost always be bringing
home a virus or bugs of another sort that you don’t want to share with the rest
of your birds. Sometimes it will be lice or mites, varieties of which are, with only
a few exceptions, fairly easy to control. But it’s not uncommon for your birds to

S H O W I N G

P O U L T R Y

Duane Urch, Urch-Turnland Poultry, Owatonna, Minnesota

D

UANE URCH began showing in 4-H in 1949, and 2011 marked his
62nd year exhibiting in the Minnesota State Fair. This is a record that
probably will never be topped. Duane has been active in the poultry world in
many ways. His early start in 4-H showing advanced to selling hatching eggs
by 1958; he then expanded to his own exhibition poultry business.
My first contact with Duane was in the mid-1970s when he was secretary of the Society for the Preservation of Poultry Antiquities. He eventually became SPPA president and has served in many capacities in the
poultry world, promoting exhibition and preservation. Duane has been
an American Poultry Association director for more than 30 years and a
licensed APA judge for more than 20 years. I can blame him for some of the
breeds I maintain, as he would corner me at a poultry show and show me
the birds he had entered and encourage me to take them on and perpetuate
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pick up serious diseases such as laryngotracheitis, coryza, Newcastle, pox, and
numerous respiratory ailments caused by mycoplasmas.
Although most 4-H shows are fairly safe, as the birds are young and hail
from the same geographic area, always isolate your birds for at least three weeks
after returning from the show. I always retest mine for pullorum-typhoid while
they are separated. It never hurts to be cautious with this disease, as the results
can be catastrophic! And don’t be fooled by the post-show glow: the birds may
appear quite healthy when you first get home, but each illness has an incubation
period before symptoms can be observed.
I remember well the time I lost every bird I’d exhibited 10 days following
the show. Luckily, I had isolated them before turning them back into the fold.
Disease and pests are not likely every time you exhibit, but prepare for the worst
in case your fowl come in contact with that one sick bird.
Don’t expect to bring home first prize from your first show. Just do your best
to network with other raisers, take notes (and photos) on the winners, and learn
as much about raising practices and your breeds as possible. If you don’t snag a
ribbon, try, try again. Eventually you will be successful!

them. Many times he would enter breeds not recognized by the APA to
encourage others to raise them, hoping to increase their numbers enough
to get them in the APA Standard. Duane, along with his wife, Phyllis, can
be seen at many poultry shows; they have sent thousands of chicks to 4-H
exhibitors and poultry fanciers all over the United States.
The Urches are poultry show people to the core, with no sign of slowing
down. They have spent a lifetime attending many shows each year either
as exhibitors or with Duane as judge. Their high-quality breeder flocks and
their desire to breed for the proper standard have put them at the top of the
show world for many years. They have made a huge impact through the perpetuation of many high-quality birds, their guidance and showing, and their
years of service to the APA. Their daughter, Julie, and son-in-law Tim have
joined them to help carry on this great venture.

23
Poultry as Pets
NOT EVERYONE’S INTEREST in poultry revolves around having a large
amount of eggs or producing a fresh source of meat. Some are just looking for
an unusual pet. Poultry can provide a unique alternative to the typical pets if
you’re willing to put in just a little bit of extra time. Although you’re never able
to potty train or housebreak a chicken, duck, goose, or turkey, you can make
certain breeds into pets — or at least loyal companions. As you consider this
venture, understand that there are certain limitations to how much poultry can
be “domesticated.”

Geese and Ducks
Waterfowl have many qualities that make them wonderful pets. They are loyal
and dedicated to their master. They will follow you everywhere and can be very
possessive of you when there are other people around. They can be almost as
protective as a dog.

Pet Geese
The birds that attach most easily to people are goslings, although I’m not sure it’s
the preferred place to start when you’re looking for poultry as pets. They can be
kind of messy, grow rather large, and can be a bit cantankerous for some. If you’re
fortunate enough to be able to hatch goose eggs in your own incubators, talk to
the goslings inside the eggs as they near the end of their incubation cycle. Once
you can hear them moving around inside the shell, they can hear you and will
begin to identify your voice as caretaker. Upon hatching, when they hear your
voice they will come toward you. This is called imprinting. All poultry are somewhat attracted to human voices, but geese are particularly strong in this trait.
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If you’re not able to hatch them yourself, start with very young goslings. As
soon as they arrive, spend a great deal of time with them. They bond rapidly and
will be attached to you for their entire lives. I’ve taken many goslings to school
for projects with my college biology students and watched babies become
extremely attached to the student who adopted them for the week.
The more time you spend with them, the more they attach and even follow
you. If you leave them alone for long periods of time, they won’t bond as tightly.
As they grow up and become adults, geese still want to follow you around the
yard and be in your company any time they have the opportunity to do so. This
is not true of all geese breeds; the exception is the Egyptian goose, which never
fully domesticates. Even the rather obnoxious Chinese geese attach rapidly to
people. Embden, Toulouse, American Buff, Pilgrim, African, Shetland, and
Roman Tufted all can make excellent pets.
Remember that a cute, soft, vulnerable gosling quickly grows into a 10- to
20-pound (4.5–9 kg) bird with a large wingspan and a strong bill. When they
become adults, male geese in particular become very protective of their owners.
This is true during any season of the year, but particularly true during the breeding season. Exercise care when young children are present around pet geese and
their owners; they will attack and pinch perceived trespassers with their sharp,
serrated bills. Geese also change temperament during the breeding season, even
when they’re around their master, with whom they will not be as docile. Male
geese become very protective of their mates, and of their owner if they have no
mate, and act exceedingly aggressive.

If you spend time with newly hatched goslings — or even talk to them when they are still
eggs — they will be attached to you for the rest of their lives.
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CHILDREN + PET GEESE = BAD IDEA
Geese have a distinctive, forceful pinch, and their bills are serrated
and sharp, making the experience of being “goosed” all the more
memorable. A goose can seriously harm a young child. It is better to
err on the side of caution and avoid having children around geese during the breeding season. If a young child comes running toward the
goose’s master, the goose will defend its owner, the person it sees as
its mate. While this aggressive protective behavior is merely annoying
to adult humans, it can be dangerous for young children.

Duck Pets
Ducks may be the better option for pets because ducklings don’t grow as large as
geese, they imprint easily, and they are less aggressive and cantankerous toward
people who approach their master. They show some protective behavior around
their owner, but nothing compared to geese. Like geese, ducks follow their owner
everywhere, until breeding season, when the behavior diminishes. The only drawback: ducks are extremely messy when they reach the three- to four-day-old stage.
You can drive yourself nuts trying to keep them and their living quarters clean,
because they love to go from the water to the food and back to the water until
they’ve transformed their whole pen into a complete mess. Wet feed and bedding
ferments and develops quite an unpleasant aroma after only a short period of time.
Most duck breeds make decent pets. Buffs are perhaps the easiest pet breed
and are always my first recommendation. Pekins come in a close second.
Although they are large and somewhat messy, they gentle down fairly easily and
can be managed without much hassle. Rouens, Magpies, and Swedish all have
a relatively even temperament. Stay away from the Campbells (Khaki, White,
and Dark), as they are somewhat nervous and it’s very difficult to tame them.
Runner ducks are also nervous, but some can be domesticated to make suitable
pets. The ease with which you are able to tame waterfowl is directly related to
the time you spend with them during those early formative days.

Turkey Pets
Those who like a challenge find turkeys to be loyal, faithful friends. I don’t know a
breed of turkey alive that cannot be domesticated to the point where they follow
you just about everywhere you go. It’s easiest to make poultry pets when you have
just one of the species. This allows them to bond with you and not their own kind.
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The challenge with turkeys comes from the difficulty of keeping it warm enough
when it’s by itself. Turkeys can be dangerous pets for small children because they
peck at shiny things. They don’t do it maliciously; it’s just that their near vision
is not very good, so when they see eyeglass frames, rings, earrings, or eyelets on
shoes, for example, they peck at them. They peck forcefully, and their beaks are
rather strong. If they peck at something shiny on a child, they might cause injury.
Male turkeys are perhaps easier to handle and make into pets as they tend
to always want to show off. I had a turkey that was retired from a zoo. He would
follow me everywhere around the farm and when I least expected it, he would
show up behind me and gobble. A few times he scared me so much with his gobbling that he caused me to almost jump over a fence. He was fairly harmless, but
I made sure that he was confined when young children came around so that he
could not reach or peck at their jewelry or shining eyes.

Chickens
Chickens make great pets. They’re small, relatively harmless, and easy to purchase and feed. Breed choice is crucial, however. Stay away from the highstrung, high-producing, laying breeds, as they tend to be somewhat nervous

W AT E R F O W L B AT H , B A N Q U E T,
AND BEDTIME
You’ll need bathing facilities and a water source for your young waterfowl pets. Always make sure they have plenty of water and a place to
bathe. I have seen people use their own bathtubs for such purposes,
but I recommend you get an old washtub to provide a place for the
waterfowl to bathe. Geese and ducks typically want to bathe even if
it is –20°F (–29°C) outside.
Be sure to give your pet ducks and geese plenty of dry bedding
where they sleep and a balanced source of food. They love occasional treats, especially lettuce, other greens, and pieces of melon.
An outside house, such as a small doghouse, works fine as a
shelter for waterfowl. Ducks and geese are very hardy; minimal
insulation in the shelter is needed. You’ll need to protect them from
predators: be sure you can close up the house tight at night, and
keep it within a fenced enclosure for protection when you’re not
home during the day.
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and prefer a hands-off policy. While not unfriendly, these breeds don’t want to
be touched, held, picked up, or carried. Mine sometimes come over and take a
treat out of my hand, but they aren’t happy if I reach out to try to pick them up.
If I do, they squirm, flop, and try to get away.
Most bantams make excellent pets. Cochin bantams are easy to pick up,
carry, and put down, and they'll be your buddy for life. Silkie and Japanese bantams have the same endearing qualities. Remember to be mindful of the differences between males and females of certain breeds. For example, Old English
bantam hens make docile, friendly, and affectionate pets. Old English bantam
roosters, however, are cantankerous and always looking for a fight.
Large chicken breeds that become rather friendly, calm, and easy to handle
include the Buckeyes, Cochins, Speckled Sussex, and some of the Wyandottes
and the Delawares. These breeds are so friendly, they can be somewhat of a
nuisance, following you everywhere and seeking your attention.
You can train your poultry pets to come when you call. Usually they recognize your voice; you can yell anything and they come to you. Over the years, I
have had chickens that would fly to me when they saw me coming. I’ve even
had birds fly up and land on my shoulder or jump up on my lap when I sat down
on a bucket in the barnyard. I have had ducks follow me everywhere, and there
is no end to how attached geese can become. They’ll follow you to the doorstep
of your house and wait by the door, dropping smelly little love presents for you
while they wait.
Housing for chickens is ideal if they have a roost at least two feet off the
ground, though roosts three or four feet off the ground make them happier.
Because you’re giving them pet status, and not liquidating them as part of your
stock on a regular basis, they’ll need some sort of semiprotected facility. Provide
them with table scrap treats if you like, much as you would a dog or cat. Leafy
greens, fruit products, and chunks of bread are their favorites, but — like all
pets — they must have a balanced diet, not one composed entirely of treats.
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Growing Your Own Feed
NOT EVERYONE HAS THE OPPORTUNITY OR DESIRE to raise crops
as feed for their poultry. However, if you keep your flock to less a dozen birds
you can successfully grow a great percentage of their feed. And what better way
to control what your birds eat than to be in charge of the plants they consume
from seed to harvest? A modest-sized garden can supply nutritious food for
poultry to eat, either for the main course or for added treats.

Grains
It is way too labor intensive for most people to raise oats, wheat, or barley on a
small scale. They are difficult to harvest and require a great deal of time to thresh.
The planting part of a grain-growing process can be handled easily enough and
without large equipment by broadcasting the seed by hand, or using a small row
seeder with a matching seed plate. To plant wheat, barley, and oats, I use the seed
plate labeled for popcorn planting. But hand scything and bundling the grain at
harvest is more work than most folks want to do. At least you don’t necessarily
have to thresh the grain, as poultry enjoy working the grain out of the grain heads.
Growing grain is labor intensive, but your
poultry will help with the threshing.
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If you’re ambitious, you can grow a few hundred
square feet of these grain crops without much difficulty. This supplies feed for a dozen or fewer hens
for quite some time. The bundles, simply placed in
the pens for birds to pick through them, provide fresh
bedding as well.

Oats
Oats are nutritious and a good feed source for poultry, and the straw is excellent for bedding. Oats do
not like hot weather. Seeds must be planted in early
spring — as soon as the soil can be worked.

Oats

Barley
Barley is a superb poultry feed but the grain heads on most are bearded, with
sharp parts, making barley seed heads rather pokey and miserable to deal with.
Nevertheless, poultry are more likely to eat barley than oats. Barley also needs
to be planted early, and in some areas can be planted in the fall. Check with your
local Extension agent to learn whether or not your winters are favorable for fallplanted barley. Barley is shorter, and therefore a bit harder to scythe and bundle.

Wheat
Modern wheat types consist of winter varieties, which are planted in fall, and
spring varieties, planted in spring. Winter wheat has to go through a winter

Barley

Soft white
spring wheat
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PROCESSING GRAIN BY HAND
Hand threshing of grains such as oats, wheat, and barley is far too
labor intensive to make it worth your while. When I was young, I
bundled these grains and hung them in the barn, tossing one down
whenever I needed. That sort of setup worked well for me then,
and it will work well for you if you have fewer than a dozen fowl. But
storage of grains in this manner requires that you really get a handle on the area rodent population or every day will be Thanksgiving
for them.
Corn, sunflowers, and sorghum are the easiest feed crops to
thresh and use. Hand shellers can be purchased for approximately
$10, and you can shell a bushel of corn in a few minutes by hand.
Sunflowers are easily harvested by rubbing two flower heads together
over the container used to store the seeds. To thresh sorghum, get
a good pair of leather gloves and strip the seed off with your hands.
The job is a quick one.

dormancy period in order to initiate grain head formation. Most winter wheat
is a bit hard to crack and makes better bread than feed.
Soft white spring wheat is the best for poultry. It’s softer and easier for them
to digest, so they get more nutrition than from the hard wheat varieties. Hard
red winter wheat is higher in protein, but when fed dry it takes more energy for
the bird to digest than soft spring wheat.
Wheat, of course, is just as much of a challenge as is barley to harvest on
a small scale. Of course, you can always place a temporary fence around the
wheat, turn the poultry out into it, and let them do the harvesting themselves.
This method is somewhat wasteful but will supply them with food for a few
days, and it does provide a good rotation for the garden.

Corn
If you’re looking for a grain that’s relatively easy to grow and use for supplemental feed, choose corn. It can be planted and harvested easily, and dries and stores
well. Dent corn is the common livestock feed corn. Though sweet corn can be
used, it is a bit harder for poultry to digest and utilize. Flint corns mature earlier
and are a bit hardier than dent corns, so they are easier to grow farther north.
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Hand sheller
Corn should be planted after all
threat of frost is past. Some corn varieties are as short as 3 feet (1 m) tall and
reach maturity in about 80 days; others
are 15 feet (4.5 m) tall and take 140 days
to mature. Corn provides more food per
square foot and is much easier to grow
than any other grain source. You can let
the corn dry on the stalk, store the ears
whole, and shell them as needed. Or
you can shell the ears once harvested to
reduce storage space. Hand shellers can
be purchased for less than $10. They are
made from cast aluminum and make the shelling job much easier.

Sunflowers
Infinitely beautiful, sunflowers make excellent poultry feed. Sunflower seeds
are high in protein and fat and are very healthful eating. Poultry love the seeds.
So do the wild birds, so you have to be prompt with your harvesting.
Sunflowers can be planted just prior to the last frost in the spring and succession plantings made up to about 90 days prior to your first expected fall frost.
It’s probably best to harvest just before the plants are fully mature — just as the
stalk starts to turn brown. Simply cut off the heads and lay them in a warm
place to dry. When the seeds are dry, you don’t need to remove them from the
flower heads to feed them to the flock. The birds love to pick them out of the
heads: it gives them something interesting and challenging to do in the winter.
Ducks and geese may have trouble removing the seeds, but they will work at it.
Chickens, turkeys, and most game birds greatly appreciate sunflowers.

Buckwheat
Buckwheat is probably not the best choice for a backyard poultry raisers’ grain
crop, as it is difficult to harvest on a small scale, though it can be done. A benefit
of growing buckwheat is its long flowering period that attracts bees and other
beneficial insects to your garden. The best way to utilize it as a food crop for
poultry is to turn the poultry out onto the patch and let them forage for the
seeds and eat the foliage. Plant buckwheat at the time of the last spring frost. It
will start providing you with mature seeds about 60 to 70 days later.
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DO BIRDS NEED ANIMAL PROTEIN?
Poultry can be raised successfully without animal products, though
ducks and other waterfowl are markedly more prosperous if given
animal protein of some sort. Of course, they acquire what they need
from creepy-crawlies when allowed free range or to reside in an outside pen. Because of this, it’s very difficult to raise ducks in confinement without outside access. Poultry given free range always eat
enough insects and worms to supplement their diet.

Millet
Many types of millet exist and some of them provide both good bedding and
small seeds that all poultry enjoy. Although it’s not time-efficient to thresh millet, it can be harvested with a scythe or pair of hand shears, depending upon
the variety, and bundled. I’ve cut millet when the heads were not quite mature
or dry and put the entire stalk into the pen. Geese enjoy eating these in their
entirety, while chickens and quail relish the tiny nutritious seeds.
Pearl millet produces the largest seed heads — some more than one foot
(0.3 m) long on plants more than 10 feet (3 m) tall! Japanese millet also grows
tall. German and foxtail millets don’t get as tall and the seed heads are loose in
nature. Plant millet after the last spring frost as it grows best in warm soils and
higher temperatures.

Amaranth
Although high in protein,
ornamental, and easy to grow,
amaranth is difficult to harvest effectively and does not
produce much feed for all
the space it inhabits. It can
be planted very early and up
until midsummer. Earliest
plantings make the biggest
seed heads and tallest plants.
Amaranth’s bright red
and orange flowers and deep
green leaves are a lovely sight.

Hand-scything grain
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I find it particularly pleasing when planted near the poultry pens. It provides
shade and beauty at every stage, and as it matures, I just break off part of the
plant and let the poultry peck at the seed heads and eat the leaves as a daily
treat. Quail and pheasants are particularly fond of it.

Sorghum
Sorghum is a very good grain crop in warmer climates. The plants like their
weather dry and warm, so up here in Iowa I never plant sorghum until mid-June,
when the corn is up and growing. Sorghum takes more than 100 days to mature.
Do not plant sorghum too thick. I use a row seeder with a seed plate designed
for beets and I either tape every other hole shut or thin plants later. Keep at
least 4 inches (10 cm) or so between plants. Careful selection of varieties is
important because birds prefer certain grain sorghums over others. If you grow
broomcorn, a type of sorghum, the birds will pick the seed from the broom
straw. Sweet sorghum seed heads are favorites for poultry.
Be forewarned: wild birds also love sorghum and will harvest your crop just
before it’s ready. Before they can get to it, cut the heads off the sorghum plants,
throw them into the pen, and let your flock do the work.

PROTEIN CONTENT OF VARIOUS GRAINS
Variety

Percent of grain per pound (0.5 kg)

Amaranth

17.6%

Barley

12.5%

Buckwheat

12.6%

Corn (commercial hybrids)
Corn (open pollinated)
Millet
Oats
Sorghum
Sunflowers
Wheat

7–9%
9–11%
9%
12–14%
9%
26%
12.5%

Leafy Green Supplements
Poultry love green leafy vegetables. Ducks and geese attack greens ravenously.
Chickens and turkeys are nearly as appreciative. Many crops can be grown for
poultry and fed to them on a daily basis. Each crop thrives in particular climates and types of weather. You’ll even find that your flock is picky about which
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supplements are most satisfying. You will have to give them samples to determine which feed your poultry like the best.

Lettuce
No matter which type of lettuce you choose to grow, the poultry will love any
of it. Red leaf, green leaf, head, and so on — they enjoy it all and all poultry will
gobble it up quickly. Lettuce can be planted as soon as the ground can be worked
in the spring and does well until the summer heat; what better way to clear your
garden of heat-stressed plants than to feed them to your poultry?

Cabbage and Its Relatives
Poultry love cruciferous vegetables: cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels
sprouts, kale, collards, Essex rape, and kohlrabi. This group of plants is high in
nutrition and can be planted early in the season.
Cruciferous veggies must to be fed in moderation to laying hens, as they can
impart a strong flavor to the eggs. Occasional taste treats from this group during

SOUP FOR THE GROUP
When I was growing up, my family had a wood cookstove in our
kitchen for heat and some cooking. I was always looking for ways
to supplement the diet of my chickens and ducks, which consisted
mainly of whole wheat and whatever I grew to feed them. In the
spring, summer, and fall they were let loose to forage. In winter, they
got wheat that I dropped into the big kettle of water at the back of
the stove. I added potato peelings, whole potatoes, chunks of mangel beets, carrots, and even rutabagas to the pot.
This concoction slow-cooked until the fire in the woodstove went
out in the wee hours. By morning I had a sort of vegetable-wheat
stew to take to the poultry. They gobbled up the still-warm mix with
zeal. I quickly learned to go light on the rutabagas; they added a
strong aftertaste to the eggs.
The size of my poultry flock has outgrown this method of feeding,
but it worked well then. Although it wasn’t a balanced feed from a
feed company, I got plenty of eggs and the birds were all healthy. A
winter root-veggie stew is worth trying if you have a small flock of
10 to 20 birds and want to produce more of their food.
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the laying season are okay, but go easy. Because these vegetables are still growing in the late fall and early winter during molting season, it’s best to feed them
to your flock then; you can give them all they want and not affect egg quality.

Spinach and Swiss Chard
Both Spinach and Swiss chard are excellent green feed sources for poultry.
Swiss chard is a gainful choice because you can cut and continue to harvest
it throughout the entire growing season. Both of these crops can be planted
as early as the ground can be worked and will extend the season well into fall.
Spinach will require multiple plantings, whereas chard usually lasts the entire
season with multiple cuttings. Feeding these two greens does not present an
egg flavor problem; however, poultry are not quite as fond of them as they are
of lettuce and cabbage

Chicory and Endive
Also good season extenders, chicory and endive are hardy greens. They are easy
to grow and can be planted early on in the growing season. Both have a bit of a
bite, but most birds find them palatable. When given with other greens, poultry
will usually pick through, leaving these behind and consuming them only when
other tastier greens are depleted.

Root Vegetables
In the winter months, when the snow is deep and the birds are bored and
anxiously waiting for the first hints of green spring grass, root vegetables are
healthy, nutritious indulgences.
Poultry usually don’t eat raw potatoes, but they enjoy them cooked. Mangel
beets are an excellent feed and can be placed in the pen where they will peck
at them. Hard raw carrots are not as easily consumed, but when softened by
cooking, the flock will eat them. Poultry enjoy rutabagas, turnips, and winter
radishes, but all of these will flavor the eggs; use them selectively.

Other Vegetables and Fruits
There is likely no end to what you can grow for poultry to consume. Just pitch
tomatoes and cucumbers into the pen and they’ll eat them. I have never had
my birds eat onions, though, and it’s a good thing; onions probably wouldn’t
enhance the flavor of the egg.
Don’t be afraid to offer your birds all kinds of fruits and vegetables. Plop
down into the pen that new vegetable you’re trying out for the first time. They
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love fruit of all varieties. Try them on the fruits of your area, when in season.
Pick a wormy apple, a mucky pear. See how they feel about it. You never know
what they might enjoy.

Squash and Pumpkins
Squash and pumpkins are easy to grow and easy to store, and all you have to do
is take the fruit to the pen, smash it, and let them have their snack. They love
the seeds and flesh and will eventually consume most of the rind. These vegetables provide exercise and nutrition during a time of the year when foraging for
goodies is not possible, at least for those of us who live where the snow piles up.
There are many varieties of squash and pumpkins you may choose. The
most efficient are the ones that get large; they make it easy for you to cut
down on feeding frequency. Poultry are particularly fond of the large seeds
in the heavily seeded, low-flesh varieties such as Thick Margin Silver Seed,
Campeche, and others from the species Cucurbita mixta. Don’t forget to give
the poultry old zucchini and any other summer squash you can’t eat. They like
them all, even those that have mold or rot on them. Generally mold and rot
on fruits and veggies won’t hurt birds; they pick and choose what they want.
However, try to avoid moldy grains and never feed moldy commercially prepared pellets or crumbles.

Melons
Muskmelon, watermelon, and honeydew are consumed at warp speed by the
flocks on our farm. They eat all parts: seeds, flesh, and rind. The older birds
seem to recognize the wheelbarrows of watermelons, and the young soon learn
that all the fowl on the farm rush to the edges of their pens when the melons go
by. Much as children chase after an ice cream truck, I have had several hundred
turkeys follow after me when they see the watermelons in the wheelbarrow.
Melon seeds are rich in protein and oils and the flesh helps to flush birds’
digestive tract. Given in moderation, watermelon provides an excellent feed
supplement. Think of them as a dessert item, not the main course. It will make
you very popular with your birds.

Crops for Forage
Several years ago we put together a mixture of seeds to plant in our pens for
young poultry to forage on as they were growing. This is a tradition we have
upheld. I typically plant the seed on the ground inside the pens when the chicks
are hatched and then turn the fowl out onto them five to six weeks later. The
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A homemade oat sprouter

mix contains millet for a fast-growing grass; Essex rape for a deep green leafy
source; and mustard for thin and tasty greens. This spring mix grows rapidly and
provides tasty forage and a bit of shade for young growing fowl.
In early August, we plant a fall mix of millet, Essex rape, turnips, and winter
radishes. Of course we’re planting these in empty pens that the birds aren’t
moved into until six weeks or so of age. This mix provides opportunity for the
birds to dig down and eat some of the roots as they develop. You can design
a mixture that fits your needs and thrives in the growing conditions in your
region. These plots work well as temporary pastures that provide feed supplements for the birds while also teaching them to forage.

Growing Winter Greens
If you search through old poultry books you’ll see that even into the 1950s they
sold an item called an oat sprouter. It was a device used to place oats in flat
trays for sprouting. Once the oats had sprouted they were given to chicken
flocks to promote winter laying. Although those devices disappeared long ago,
I have experimented with using greenhouse trays with no holes in the bottom.
I place a layer of oat seeds in the tray, cover them with a thin layer of water,
and let them sprout. In a week or two, when the shoots grow to about 4 inches
(10 cm) tall, I take the whole tray to the pen and let them feast on the shoots
and sprouted seeds. If you plant successive trays, starting them in a windowsill
each time, you’ll have a supply of sprouts all winter long.

25
Flock Health
KEEPING YOUR FLOCK HEALTHY requires a two-pronged approach.
Raisers must focus on both ongoing health maintenance and treatment of
illnesses and injury. Maintenance is a proactive matter of properly feeding
your birds to keep them well; keeping them safe from predators and weather
extremes; selecting healthy, diverse birds for traits such as hardiness and disease resistance; testing them periodically for evidence of the more debilitating diseases; and cleaning their living quarters and equipment regularly. These
measures all amount to prevention.
Some folks also choose to vaccinate their birds and give antibiotics in feed as
a preventive measure. I never vaccinate and I give antibiotics only as a last resort.
I focus instead on wellness: selecting breeders for disease resistance, a balanced
feeding system that includes pasture range, lots of exercise, and close personal
attention to my flocks. This method has served me and my poultry well.
The reactive aspect of health care is the treatment of already ailing birds.
To this end, raisers use first aid, restorative methods, and medications such as
antibiotics and dewormers to bring the birds back to health.
Although this chapter touches upon the wellness maintenance and prevention aspects of health care for poultry, the greater portion helps the new raiser
to recognize disease symptoms and offers treatment methods for eradicating
infection. Much of the rest of the book discusses best practices for healthy birds.

Disease Testing
The oldest U.S. program focused on the eradication of poultry diseases is the
National Poultry Improvement Plan (NPIP), founded to eradicate the common
hatchery-spread disease bacillary white diarrhea, also known as pullorum, a
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type of salmonella. Easily spread by breeders from contaminated incubated
eggs, this disease caused massive flock loss prior to the 1930s. A carrier chick
infected in the egg by chick dust in the incubator would spread the disease to
other members of the hatch. In many cases, the majority of the chicks died and
the survivors became carriers that further spread the disease from farm to farm.
When a blood test was discovered in 1913, breeders could be tested and
diseased animals eliminated. Great strides were made toward eradicating the
disease. But the disease still exists, and pullorum could threaten poultry again
if raisers fail to continue testing on their birds.
Today, chicks sent through the mail should all come from a tested flock.
The advent of the Internet, unfortunately, has made it easier for less-reputable
breeders to sell untested birds at a price that’s hard to beat. This has created a bit
of a biosecurity nightmare for those purchasing new birds. A safe, disease-free
chick supply is harder to ensure.
To counter this threat, all raisers should insist chicks come from tested breeders that participate in the NPIP program in their state, recognizing that sellers
who bypass this regulation endanger the industry and the animals. Fees and
charges for this program are minimal and make your operation legitimate should
you decide to sell any of your chicks, adults, or even hatching eggs. .
The NPIP program has expanded since its establishment, and now oversees
the regulation of other diseases such as mycoplasmas, avian influenza and forms
of salmonella. Each state has its own operating arm under the supervision of the
national organization and implements the NPIP rules and program differently.
Some states send officials from the Agriculture Department out to test your
birds for pullorum. Others have state-sponsored training schools for private
individuals who want to test their own flocks and the birds of others. Refer to
the box on page 366 for a description of the testing method.
Regardless of how your state implements the testing, it is a worthwhile
program to become involved in if you decide to ship poultry. Those raising just
a few birds for their own use may find that they are not required to participate in their state, while others with the same small flock in other states may
find flock testing mandatory. Check Resources on page 437 for state contact
information.

Vaccine-Free and Antibiotic-Shy
I prefer to limit the use of antibiotics and vaccines and rely on them only as
a last resort. I have experimented with both and have not found the modern
medical route to be the most successful prevention route. I do acknowledge,
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THE TEST FOR PULLORUM
The pullorum-typhoid test is a must for breeders who wish to safely
produce and sell their own chicks. Initially all birds kept for breeding
purposes are tested, and then if no new birds come to the farm, you
can gradually reduce the percentage of birds tested to only 25 percent
of the flock annually. If you enjoy showing your flock, or are constantly
purchasing new birds, the annual pullorum-typhoid test for all birds in
the flock is not only a good idea but also a requirement in most states.
The common test for pullorum-typhoid is a whole-blood plate test:
A sample of blood is obtained from under the wing and gathered on
a looped tool. The blood sample is placed on a glass plate and is
allowed to warm to a temperature of 70°F (21°C) or slightly higher;
then, a drop of test pullorum-typhoid antigen (a substance that stimulates the production of an antibody) is added. The plate is gently
swirled by hand for 30 seconds, and if the test is positive, the spot
of blood and antigen on the plate attains a clumpy look.
Do not become too anxious; the chances are minimal that you
will see a positive test. The testing program has nearly eradicated
the disease. It still crops up once in a while but usually only in the
schools where individuals interested in learning how to administer
the test may train and where birds at the testing schools are purposely injected to demonstrate a positive.
Take care to follow the directions on the antigen bottle and monitor the testing time carefully. Readings should not be taken more
than two minutes after the blood and antigen are mixed.

however, that in some areas of the country, certain disease conditions are so
prevalent that raisers must provide vaccines or antibiotics or other preventives
in the feed.
I advocate for ongoing selection of the hardiest individuals that survive ailments. I breed from this stock with the goal of disease resistance or tolerance
to a particular condition. I do not believe the best method involves constantly
anticipating problems and medicating when it is not necessarily a condition
that warrants drug use.
For the sake of the planet and all its species, raisers need to keep in mind
that bacteria and other microorganisms are resilient and adapt very easily to the
hostile conditions created by medications. When the bacterial survivors of these
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treatments are able to reproduce, they can quickly render an antibiotic or vaccine
ineffective, requiring stronger and stronger drugs for the next generation of birds.
My advice: Don’t vaccinate for a virus if you’ve never had a problem with it.
Most virus vaccines are live and bringing live virus on the farm, even in minute
amounts, can be risky when you may never have to deal with it otherwise. Don’t
create a problem if you don’t have one. If a condition does develop, then begin
the medication or vaccination program, whichever the condition requires.

Routine Maintenance
Limit the use of medication and avoid vaccinations with an attentive maintenance routine. Cleaning on a regular basis is essential. An exercise to keep you
on your toes involves simply picturing yourself in conditions similar to those
in which your birds live. If the pen is dry and clean – which means not allowing the litter to get more than a few inches thick and sanitizing after batches of
birds have moved on — the flock is happy and healthy. If the birds stand deep in
wet and smelly litter, they are not only uncomfortable but also live in a breeding
ground for disease.

Sanitation
A thorough once-a-year overall deep cleaning of the facilities is probably one of
the more important tasks of a poultry raiser. Conscientious sanitation practices
are crucial for long-term sustainability of your operation.
Litter Maintenance
Philosophies about proper litter and pen maintenance differ among raisers.
Some folks never let any material build up the litter in their poultry facility, and
in my opinion, this is extreme. However, it’s probably best to err on the side of
safety. The less your birds are left to live in filth, the healthier they will be.
Some sort of litter is essential for a healthy poultry operation as it is a good
way to collect manure, wasted feed, molted feathers, and other waste materials.
Litter also provides exercise, and cuts down on the birds’ boredom, which leads
to feather picking. In the winter, litter is essential for keeping feet from freezing; it provides a warm, dry place for waterfowl to sleep at night. Without litter,
you will have to clean far more frequently and birds will get bored much faster.
A good litter base of 3 to 4 inches (7.5–10 cm) in your pen is a desirable
thing. Many people use sawdust or pine shavings for this base, and these are
healthful choices. Do not use cedar shavings. Cedar gives off fumes that may
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harm your poultry when it becomes wet. Other people use straw or hay or some
sort of leaf matter; all of these materials are fine.
Time to clean? Deciding when the time is right to clean out the litter isn’t
an exact science. You must take into account the number of birds, the depth of
the litter, and the season of the year. During the warm summer months, when
the air is dry and the litter stays loose and does not pack down or stink, litter in
adult pens where birds have the proper amount of space need not get cleaned
more often than every six weeks or so. During the rainy, cool autumn and spring
seasons, many pens require cleaning on a weekly basis.
Number and type of birds are also a consideration. A small backyard shed
with six hens may need cleaning only every month or so. Add two ducks and
reduce the number of chickens to four, and even though you still have six birds,
you will most likely need to clean on a weekly basis. Ducks’ eating habits and
wetter manure makes their dwelling messy fast. They also have flat little feet
that pat things down and make the litter very compressed, increasing the smell
and trapped gases that can build up and create a problem.
Use the smell test. When pens aren’t cleaned often enough, your birds can
suffer respiratory illness from a buildup of ammonia, a product of decomposing
waste. If you smell a strong ammonia stench, it’s time to clean.
Try to keep the litter base in your pens as dry as possible. This makes for a
healthier flock. When it becomes wet and moldy, all kinds of situations may
arise. Birds can contract everything from respiratory disease to foot infections.
Even if there’s no stench, but the litter is packed down and resembling asphalt
or concrete, a cleaning is needed.
Roommate Review
While all types of poultry could, perhaps, coexist together, chickens, ducks,
geese, guineas, and turkeys can all live in the same facilities with some adjustments to the living system. Chickens, turkeys, pheasants, quail, and other game
birds are fairly dry birds that don’t dabble much in their water; their litter stays
on the dry side. This is especially true for guineas, which produce a very dry
waste product.
Waterfowl, however, are very messy and you’ll have to find time to deal with
that. They will cause a great deal of frustration for people who want to keep everything clean and dry 100 percent of the time. Once baby ducks discover water, they
go wild with it. Most of the health problems related to sanitation come about as a
result of improper cleaning for young stock. See chapter 4, Baby Basics, for more
tips about cleaning brooders and other facilities for very young birds.
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Sharing Disease
In certain parts of North America, it’s unwise to keep turkeys with other poultry
because they contract many of the diseases that chickens carry, yet show no
symptoms. For example, blackhead and mycoplasma (see pages 375 and 385)
are serious turkey illnesses, but infection is not as easy to recognize as it is in the
chicken population. You could lose a bunch of turkeys before you realize they
are infected with chicken diseases.
If you house all your poultry in one building, the waterfowl will make it
unbearable for everyone else. They like to splash and play in water — even
when it is cold and miserable outside — making all the birds around them wet
and miserable, and increasing their risk for contracting respiratory illness and
other diseases. It’s usually best to separate your waterfowl from other poultry.
Chapter 1, Should I Raise Poultry?, provides a list of considerations for mixing
and housing different species of fowl.

Parasites
Although the benefits of free ranging outweigh the drawbacks, all fowl allowed
to roam and forage in backyards and pastures are exposed to a number of different parasites. But even birds that are penned their entire lives will pick up
various types of parasite opportunists just from pecking on the ground.

Intestinal Worms
Most poultry species get worms at some point in their lifetime. The type of
worm they contract varies, depending upon the breed and the region in which
you raise them. You can usually count on them getting intestinal worms,
which measure about an inch or so (2.5 cm) and look like a piece of white
fishing line.
Symptoms
You’ll know when your poultry have worms by observing their behavior. A few
worms will not cause them much trouble, but as the intestinal worm population
grows in your birds, they’ll become skinny, unthrifty, and will stand around a
lot, listlessly.
When picking up a bird with worms, you’ll notice that the breast meat
around the keel is shrunken. You’ll often see worms emerging from the droppings. You need to do something rather quickly when you observe this. A heavy
worm load takes a great deal of energy from the bird’s body; the animal will not
be able to survive cold weather.
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Treatment
Worm medication can be given in the water during a time of year when you’re
not harvesting eggs. Usually the best time to do this is when they go into a molt
and slack off on laying eggs. An annual worming never hurt any chicken, turkey, or guinea, but is usually not needed for waterfowl. Don’t do this during the
times when you are gathering eggs, however, as this medication can be carried
through into the egg (see Withdrawal Periods box below).
Diatomaceous earth is the remains of tiny protozoa that contain silica in
their cell walls. The silica acts like ground glass to cut the bodies of soft-bodied
creatures such as worms and insects. Some raisers have had success using diatomaceous earth for worm control by sprinkling it onto the feed in small amounts
on a regular basis. Never use more than 5 pounds (2 kg) of this powdery, porous
rock per 100 pounds (45 kg) of feed. Be sure to use food-grade diatomaceous
earth, not pool filter grade.

Lice
No matter how hard you try to prevent it, lice will infest your flock. Even if you
allow your birds free range to take as many dust baths as they like — their own
method for controlling these parasites — lice will take hold of them. Once they
are established, you continuously have to work to exterminate them.

W I T H D R AWA L P E R I O D S A R E M A N D AT E D !
A withdrawal period is the time between when a medicine is given
and when eggs and meat from the medicated bird can be legally consumed or sold. For example, if you have to use wormer or any other
medication during the laying season, it is important that you follow
the withdrawal guidelines on the package, and dispose of the eggs
laid during that period. This often means refraining from using eggs
for about 7 to 10 days.
Although ingesting eggs or meat from poultry that has been given
worm medication may not noticeably harm some people, others with
an intolerance for or allergy to certain medications — even minute
amounts — may have allergic-type reactions. Follow all of the guidelines on the medication label. Better to be safe than sorry. Under no
circumstances should you ever consume eggs or meat that have been
given medication if the medication lists a standard withdrawal period.
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Certain varieties of chickens are more resistant to lice infestation and
will fight them off much easier than will others. Ameraucanas, Leghorns,
Andalusians, Shamos, and Cornish all seem to tolerate lice and mites well.
Other breeds seem to constantly have lice. Barnevelders, Orloffs, and
Cochins must be monitored constantly.
Symptoms
Most times, you’ll first encounter large crawling lice in the bird’s vent area.
Eventually feathers will start to look like they have little ornaments attached to
them. Those are the louse eggs that hatch into the insects that continue to move
around the bird and lay more eggs. Around the vent area, under the wings, and
in the feathers along the flank are the places most likely to have eggs and lice.
Once you find one infested bird, always check the entire flock and start treatment as quickly as possible, before the lice overwhelm the birds.
Nontoxic Treatment for Lice
You can control lice if you are proactive and don’t wait to be reactive. This
is particularly necessary if you want to control them using an insecticide-free
method, suitable for a farm that raises organic meat and eggs.
I used one method that worked fairly well for me as a child growing up in the
West where our house was heated with wood. It involves using the wood ashes
to help the birds rid themselves of the lice. The lye in the wood ashes seems to
have a harmful effect on the lice.
The steps for that method follow:

1. Take the wood ashes from the heater or stove and place them in a large metal
pan to cool, away from anything flammable, for several days.

Louse

Lice eggs on
vent feathers
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2. Once they’ve cooled, put them in an old washtub. Be absolutely sure there
are no hot coals. You don’t want to burn down your chicken house.
3. Place the cooled ashes in the pen and let the birds loose.
4. Allow the birds to take a dust bath in the cooled wood ashes.
Offering the birds wood ashes seems to do a better job than just dust by itself.
This works very well on a small scale. If you have just a few birds, and you have
a source of good wood ashes, try this method first. Diatomaceous earth mixed
in with the wood ashes can also help control the lice, because the sharpness of
the diatomaceous earth will cut the bodies of the lice and kill them.
See the section on page 373 for insecticide treatment of lice.

Mites
There are several different types of mites; some are extremely difficult to get rid
of and are quite hard on your birds. The tiniest of them are as small as a grain of
pepper and will literally consume your bird in a very short time. All mites have
a rapid reproductive rate, and are extremely difficult to kill. In many cases, once
the birds get them, it’s almost impossible to get rid of them. Without extreme
measures, they will suck the blood from the bird until it dies and then crawl to
the side of the building to wait to find another bird. Again, it is best to be proactive instead of reactive and to constantly watch and monitor your flock. Check
for mites monthly.
Scaly leg mites like to burrow into leg flesh. This creates crunchy-looking
outgrowths or scales, which are a waste product of the mites’ chewing up the
poultry’s leg. These leg scales eventually cripple the bird if not kept under control. Luckily, these mites are easy to control if you catch them in the early stages.
To control scaly mites without insecticide, paint the legs of the bird with
a mixture of 50 percent raw linseed oil and 50 percent kerosene about once
every 10 days. The leg crustiness may build up so much that you have to take a
pocketknife and gently scrape the outer surface to open the crust and allow the
mixture to penetrate deeper into the crevices. It may take three to four applications before the mites are controlled. You will kill most of them and the legs will
return to a somewhat normal state.
Occasionally I have mixed a tablespoon (15 ml) of Malathion with a quart
(1 L) of kerosene and a quart (1 L) of raw linseed oil to treat the birds’ legs. This
mixture kills the mites faster but produces toxic fumes that are hard on the birds.
After painting the legs, it’s a good idea to paint the wooden roosts with the
same mixture to kill any of the creatures hiding in the crevices so they don’t
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S C A LY M I T E B U Y I N G T I P
Raw linseed oil is becoming harder and harder to obtain. For a suitable scaly mite–killing substitute, mix old motor or vegetable oil with
kerosene in the same proportions. Oil makes the mixture smoother
and a little easier to paint on the chicken’s leg. I try to be environmentally friendly and save the changes of oil from my tiller and lawnmower for this purpose.

reinfest the chickens. In fact, the best proactive method entails painting roosts
monthly with this mixture, every time you clean your chicken house. If you
get into a routine, it doesn’t become a crisis management issue, but rather
“scheduled maintenance.”
Insecticide Treatment for Lice and Mites
Toxic methods involve using insecticides ranging from commercially prepared
products such as Prozap and Sevin to livestock dust. Although a product may
not be labeled for poultry, making it inappropriate for a bird used for meat or
egg production, it also may be your only shot to save a pet. Adams Flea and
Tick Spray is very effective for lice and mites that can’t be killed by any other
poison, but is not registered for poultry. Although anecdotal evidence suggests
Malathion controls some of the more difficult parasites, it is also not registered
for that purpose and not recommended.
Caution: If you choose to use Adams Flea and Tick spray or Malathion or
any of the other products found on poultry chat lines and web forums but not
registered for chickens, be careful. It’s always a good idea to read labels, check
with a poultry Extension agent explaining your intended use, and ask for professional advice.
Understanding of the effects of products is ever-changing. It wasn’t too many
years ago that Black Leaf 40 was the product of choice for controlling lice and
mites and was labeled for many uses; now it has been banned. Always consider
insecticides very carefully.

Gnats
Here in the Midwest, usually in May, we have swarms of gnats in wet areas.
Although tiny, gnats are a serious problem for poultry. Often raisers who live in
river-bottom areas or in close proximity to swamps will lose all of their young
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N E V E R S AY N E V E R
When I first purchased our farm, I said I was never going to have to
deal with lice or mites. Poultry hadn’t been raised there for 25 years,
making it unlikely that lice and mites that enjoyed poultry as hosts
had survived since outbreaks decades ago. I planned to start only
with baby chicks, which are less likely to spread disease than their
adult kin because they do not have lice or mites when they come
out of an incubator, and I was not going to take my birds to poultry
shows or any place where they could be exposed to the nasty little
creatures. I felt confident that I would never have to treat for lice or
mites. Was I ever wrong!
I purchased chicks from an April hatch and one day that fall, when
I was picking up and sorting my flock into different breeding pens,
I noticed tiny little things crawling around on my arm. Sure enough,
despite my efforts to isolate them, my flock had lice.
Where did they come from, you might ask? Wild birds, of course. I
learned the hard way that pigeons, sparrows, starlings, and other birds
that travel from farm to farm carry these parasites from place to place.
If the vision of these bloodsuckers crawling on my arm freaks you
out, don’t be afraid. These lice and mites feast only on poultry and
other birds. They will not take up residence on you; they will crawl
around on you only until they find a way off. Poultry lice are more
oblong in shape and tend to be kind of a clear or yellowish color.

poultry, and quite often adults as well, to these small but voracious bloodsucking insects. When the air is still at sunset is when raisers suffer the greatest
damage, as gnats swarm around the heads and even enter the ears of the poultry.
I have seen infestations so bad that on still evenings the entire heads of adult
male turkeys all the way down to their body feathers were totally covered with
gnats. Birds with this many feasting gnats rarely survive.
Treatment
There are no salves or medicinal cures for birds infested with gnats. Adult fowl
usually die — not from blood loss, but from the stress and pain of the insects
crawling around and into their ears. The only measure I have ever found to be
effective against gnats is keeping a fan on the birds to move the air and keep the
gnats from settling down and feeding. A fan that rotates is best.
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Common Diseases
I highly recommend that anyone truly invested in raising poultry and keeping
them healthy should purchase Storey’s guidebook The Chicken Health Handbook.
This book is a complete guide to the many (many!) diseases and ailments that
can develop within your flock. It’s impossible to try to match in this volume the
detailed information covered in that guide; numerous diseases exist that the
average poultry person will never see in a lifetime. However, some ailments
appear in most places where poultry are kept, and will likely show up in your
flock as well. They are included here.

Blackhead
Blackhead is primarily a protozoan disease of turkeys, although it occasionally
occurs in chickens. The amazing life cycle of the organism that causes blackhead includes living in the intestinal worms of chickens in its early life stages
before being picked up in chicken droppings by the turkey orally. Poults usually
acquire this disease when they’re about six to eight weeks old. Once introduced,
it develops quickly in the intestines of the turkey’s young body.
Symptoms
The name of this disease might have a newcomer looking for turkeys with black
heads, but it is a misnomer — it really doesn’t turn black; in fact, the turkey’s head
actually loses most of its color when affected.
The key identifying blackhead symptom is the
mustard-colored droppings produced when the
liver is failing.
After the turkey dies, a quick autopsy
tells you whether or not the bird had blackhead. If it was blackhead, the liver will have
large sunburst-type spots. Usually the liver is
enlarged two to three times the normal size.
The intestinal walls, in many cases, have large
ulcerations, are spotty, and emit a horrible
odor from the internal decomposition of the
bird in its final few days.
An enlarged, ulcerated liver
Typically, the bird does not live to the point
indicates blackhead.
where you can see all these manifestations,
but in many cases the liver will be a dead giveaway, and the sulfur-colored droppings you
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will see in your yard are an instant clue that you’ve got a problem. Frequently an
infected bird tries to find a tub or other container of water where it can stand.
I am sure they are miserable with fever and are trying to cool down.
Maintenance
You can no longer legally purchase medication in the United States for blackhead control. The easiest way to prevent blackhead is to raise chickens and
turkeys on separate ground. It’s a wise raiser who does so, because once the
birds contract the disease, there’s no stopping the process. You can save some
of your losses if you quickly butcher all the birds as soon as you start seeing the
sulfur-yellow droppings. The meat is still edible if caught soon enough and the
internal organs are not rotting from the infection, but don’t eat the liver. You
can still give it to animals, but it won’t look too appetizing.
Blackhead is catastrophic to poultry raisers who wish to raise turkeys and
chickens together. More research is needed to explore possible cures for this
devastating illness, which can sometimes take an entire flock of turkeys if conditions are favorable for its development. There may be a plant or herb that
can help control blackhead, a disease that makes it virtually impossible to raise
turkeys if you have chickens on the farm.

Coccidiosis
The most common chicken disease is coccidiosis. Although it can occur in turkeys and guineas, incidence is rare, and waterfowl never seem to have a problem
with it. This is the disease you’ll definitely become acquainted with if you are
using a nonmedicated feed or do not add medication to your chick water.
Coccidiosis is caused by a simple little protozoa — single-celled creatures
that live in or near water — that gets into a chick’s water and intestines, where
it destroys the lining of the bird’s cecal pouches. It causes the chicken to bleed
to death internally.
Coccidiosis shows up at about four to five weeks of age and continues
through the “teen years” of twelve to fifteen weeks. It tends to hit them at
that rapid-growth stage of their life; however, the time when it appears in a
chicken’s life depends upon the breed’s strain and your maintenance and treatment decisions.
Symptoms
Everything is going along smoothly and all of a sudden your four- to six-weekold chicks start to die rather quickly. Everywhere you look, you see a few large
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blood-clot-type globs on the litter. These are the most common indications that
coccidiosis has hit your flock.
As a proactive measure, I check my flock for coccidiosis symptoms in the
morning and at night. When I notice birds have become chilled and are clustering around the heat source, I always look for a little drop of blood. If I find one,
I know that’s the time to introduce medication into the water.
Treatment
Although medicated feeds can control coccidiosis, these anticoccidial products
seem to have lost their effectiveness over the past few years, probably because
of overuse, scientists believe. Numerous studies have proven that long-term
exposure to a particular medication eventually causes stronger drug-resistant
creatures to develop. These organisms tolerate the medication and render it
ineffective. When coccidiostat medications are used too frequently, coccidial
organisms become resistant to the drugs and thus better able to survive lowlevel treatment. Antibiotics do not work against coccidiosis because the disease
is not caused by bacteria.
Whether to keep your chickens on medicated feed throughout their lives
or to treat them with a stronger dose of medication for shorter periods of time
once you see a problem is a matter of choice. I am not one for keeping my birds
on medicated feed all their lives because I don’t think it helps. The protozoa
develop a natural resistance to the medication with continuous use, requiring
more and more, and stronger and stronger, drugs to kill the organism.
Several medications work, but the coccidiostat that is most effective is called
Corid, which has the active ingredient Amprolium. Withdrawal from the medicine — the time required to pass since the last treatment before you can butcher
the birds or sell their eggs — is easily achieved in most cases.
Once the disease breaks out, my typical course of action involves quickly
treating the chicks for a couple of days with the medication. I immediately clean
all the litter out and put a layer of dry agricultural lime directly onto the floor. I
add the new litter to the lime. In a very short period of time after these precautions, I find I have very few difficulties.
Maintenance
The best way to keep coccidiosis out of your flock is to make sure you keep the
litter as dry as possible and continuously clean the waterers. If you can stick
your finger in the waterer and feel slimy scum developing, you are asking for
coccidiosis to develop. I try to bleach out my waterers two to three times per
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week, depending upon the season and the moisture level. The protozoan that
eventually gets in and causes the disease thrives when it’s wet and humid outside. In dryer climates you may need to use bleach only twice a week, more
often in moist, humid, sticky weather.
I also bleach out the whole facility between batches of birds to help keep the
condition from perpetuating. Refer to chapter 2, Housing and Supplies, for best
drinker and feeder cleaning methods, and chapter 4, Baby Basics, for detailed
directions on how to clean out your facility between batches of chicks.
Yes, if you wait until the disease occurs before medicating the flock, you will
lose a couple of chickens. But a mild case of coccidiosis at a young age results
in a bird that’s stronger and more resistant to reinfection later in life. I’ve never
had to deal with coccidiosis in my adult birds. I believe this is because they have
always been exposed to it as juveniles and have developed resistance to a later
infection.

Coryza
The disease coryza, or as it used to be called, roup, is common among chickens
and, in a related form, turkeys. I have never seen or heard of it infecting waterfowl or guineas, though there is published evidence that indicates it can occur
in guinea fowl as well. The causative agent is a bacterium.
Symptoms
Coryza is often slow to develop. The disease usually attacks one eye of the bird
and produces a cheesy, foul-smelling
mass of puslike exudate in the eye of the
bird, eventually blinding it. The infection spreads from the eye to the sinuses
and the bird becomes slow and lethargic
and develops at a slower rate than is typical. The disease works slowly through the
flock and tends to occur in chickens older
than twelve weeks. Eventually, most of
your birds are exposed and the coryza runs
its course through all of them. Some get
it, some don’t. In some birds, the infection
will be minor and the eye is saved; other
birds die from complications.

An eye oozing a smelly pus
indicates coryza.
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ANTIBIOTICS AVAILABILITY
If you cannot find the antibiotic you need in your local farm store,
check the Resources section in the back of this book for sources.

Maintenance and Treatment
The best way to control coryza: cull all infected birds! If you choose not to, then
you’ll probably deal with the disease for the rest of the poultry at your particular
facility. You can vaccinate for this disease, but the vaccine has only moderate
effectiveness. You’ll have to revaccinate the same birds on a continual basis.
Although the untreated disease does not often kill birds, it typically leaves them
disfigured in some fashion. And affected birds — even those who are no longer
symptomatic — become carriers of the disease, causing problems in your flock
for years to come. It will continue to run its course.
Some medicines take care of coryza within a week of treatment.
Sulfadimethoxine works best, but other antibiotics such as Gallimycin are also
effective. Bring it under control rather quickly by simply adding the medicine
to the water following the instructions on the package.
You’ll know the medicine is working when the swelling goes down and no
more new cases appear. This is a disease you’ll want to catch in the early stages
to keep it from becoming a chronic condition in your flock. In some cases,
culling of the entire flock may be necessary to control or eradicate coryza.
Tetracyclines like Terramycin and Aureomycin will not have any impact on
this disease.
To save special birds with advanced forms of the disease and for whom the
antibiotics are not entirely controlling it, the cheesy material can be pushed
out, a process that usually pushes out the eye as well. Care and timing are crucial here.
Removal of the cheesy exudate is best done with the fingers. Simply apply
pressure to both sides of the bacteria-filled eye and press until the eye and
cheesy material pop out. Be forewarned: this may cause those with a delicate
stomach a bit of discomfort. If the visual doesn’t get them, the smell will.
Once the mass is removed, treat the area with a topical antibiotic and spray
with something like Blu-Kote. Although this is too messy and gross for some,
special pet birds can be doctored at home with a high success rate. The bird will
obviously have no sight on one side, but the entire area will heal over and the
bird’s overall health will return.
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Fowl Pox
Quite common in most regions of the country, viral fowl pox can be introduced
to your flock in wet or dry forms. Usually the virus is spread through a flying
vector such as mosquitoes, or contact with contaminated poultry litter or other
material. Birds typically develop one form or the other: either wet pox in the
mouth and throat, or dry pox externally.
If you live in the southern part of the United States where great numbers of mosquitoes thrive in hot humid climes, fowl pox is more of an issue. The farther north
you go, fowl pox is less of a problem. Exceptions, of course, can be found when northerners regularly transport birds from other parts of the country to poultry shows.
Fowl pox is not the same virus as the human chicken pox; we can’t contract
fowl pox, and poultry can’t get the chicken pox virus that affects us.
Symptoms
Wet fowl pox breaks out as blisters or sores in the mouth and throat of the
birds. The bird will appear listless and be gasping. In many cases, the bird dies
of strangulation.
Dry fowl pox breaks out as sores on the face, comb, and wattles of the bird,
which become dry and crusty. These sores are usually not nearly as detrimental
to the bird’s health as the wet pox. Some will die from the high fever, but usually
less than 10 percent.
Wet pox develops in the mouth and throat; dry pox
shows up on the bird’s face, comb, and wattles.
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I S O L AT I O N S PA C E
It is always a good idea to watch your flock for sick or ailing members and have at the ready a clean, dry space for patient isolation,
just in case something contagious or communicable is affecting an ill
bird. Often an old cage will do the trick. If you have a large number of
sick birds then you can treat the whole flock together.

Wet Pox Procedure
If you are hoping to save a special bird with wet pox, you can stop strangulation
using the following steps:
1. Pick up the bird, grab the lower bill, open the mouth, and look for the white
or off-white sores.
2. Pluck a single wing feather. Make sure this is not a blood feather, which is
an actively growing feather. (You can tell the difference because when you
pull a blood feather, the bird will feel pain. The feather will be limp and
bloody on the pulled end.) You want an older feather that has a strong shaft.
You will use this to dislodge the pox.
3. With one hand hold the bird, and with finger and thumb of the free hand,
gently pull out the bird’s tongue. You will see the opening of the trachea.
Chances are it will be plugged with a white or cream-colored cheesy plug.
4. Squeezing the bird against your body, with one hand holding the tongue and
extending the trachea and use the quill end of the feather to gently dislodge
and remove the plug with the other hand. Once the plug is removed, you’ll
see a little bit of blood.
5. Gently wipe out the back of the mouth with a paper towel.

Once the plug is removed, the bird is quickly able to breathe again, and
90 percent of the time, will recover fully. In severe cases, removal of the plug
must be done again a few days later.
Vaccination
If fowl pox is a problem in your area, you can vaccinate for it using the wing-poke
method at a very early age. The pox vaccine comes with a two-pronged hand-held
instrument designed to stab the web of the wing. Complete instructions come with
the vaccine. In many cases, birds that get fowl pox survive the virus without any
further difficulty. But in some instances of flock infection, the mortality rate can be
quite high. If wet pox hits birds before they’re full grown, your losses can be high.
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Laryngotracheitis
Sometimes called showman’s disease, laryngotracheitis is a common viral disease that tends to spread in the fall from poultry show to poultry show. It is
similar to whooping cough in humans as the virus affects the trachea. The main
victims of laryngotracheitis are chickens, but it is also found in pheasants.
Symptoms
You’ll know the virus has come to visit when you hear a long, choking cough
combined with a wheezing noise. The bird will be standing there with its mouth
open. These sounds are the birds struggling to get air. You can get a long distance away and still be able to hear them. Unfortunately, once the birds have
reached this stage, it’s unlikely you will be able to save them.
Sick birds cough up blood. If you examine the walls of your pen and see
bloodlike spots, this is another clear indication of laryngotracheitis.
Some chicken and pheasant breeds will die almost instantly by suffocating.
Your flock may be nearly wiped out, with up to 90 percent of the stock lost. Other
breeds will fight off the disease and survive; they’ll cough, gag, and wheeze for a
few days and then walk away without any other symptoms.
An autopsy reveals if laryngotracheitis is the culprit; blood can be found in
the trachea where the virus has taken up residence.
Maintenance
Vaccinate for laryngotracheitis at an early
age, and then revaccinate as the birds
become adults to prevent an outbreak. It
frequently hits in the fall, affecting birds
of all ages. If it’s not a problem in your
area, however, I don’t recommend vaccinating for this virus. You do not want
to vaccinate birds and bring this live
virus vaccine onto your farm unless it is
already an ailment you have to deal with.
In fact, certain states, such as Texas,
won’t let in vaccinated birds. It’s thought
that they may be carriers. Viruses, we’re
finding, are tricky little creatures that we
are constantly learning more about.

A wheezing, gasping bird standing
with its mouth open indicates
laryngotracheitis.
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I have experimented with several methods for controlling the disease once it
hits and have had fairly good results when increasing a flock’s vitamin and electrolyte levels to twice the recommended dosage listed on the packages. I add these
extra supplements in the flock’s water for about a week, then follow that regimen
with two to three days of 1½ times the recommended dosage for oxytetracycline.
This wait-and-see method is not a fail-safe cure-all; however, once deciding
not to vaccinate, I’ve experienced higher survival rates with this program than
I have with no treatment at all. The antibiotic seems to help when secondary
bacterial infections have moved in because the birds are in a weakened state
from the laryngo.
Crisis Vaccination
If an outbreak occurs, and you decide to vaccinate immediately, keep in mind
that the vaccine will impact many birds in the flock. Those that have yet to be
exposed will benefit from the vaccine, and those that are already exposed will
not benefit, and some will die since they received the vaccine too late. A few
days of high doses of electrolytes and an antibiotic should follow up the vaccine
to rejuvenate survivors.

Marek’s
Marek’s disease is increasingly common, and more and more chicken hatcheries are vaccinating for the virus. Unfortunately, the disease seems to be spreading despite the vaccine. Marek’s is a herpes virus that can take one of four forms
in the bird: cutaneous, neural, ocular or visceral. The organism is so widespread
that most likely every bird has been exposed.
Because the vaccine is a live virus, anecdotal evidence seems to point to the vaccine itself as the cause of the spreading. A great controversy exists over how deadly
it really is in North America in particular locations. Many raisers are questioning
the need for the sudden increase in large-scale vaccinations, similar to the outcry
in some areas over the increase in required human vaccinations. In regions where
great numbers of birds are affected, it is nearly impossible to raise chickens without providing vaccination. As of the writing of this book, I have never dealt with
Marek’s on my farm, other than in birds brought in that have been vaccinated.
The average backyard raiser should not run away panic-stricken, thinking
that they cannot keep chickens without vaccinating for Marek’s. Instead, talk to
some longtime poultry fanciers in the area first and see what they have to say.
Many backyard flocks with limited exposure to poultry from off their property
have no problems. Taking your fowl to a fair or exhibition does put them at risk
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Marek’s most often shows
up as tremors, paralysis of
half the body, and stiffness.

for exposure, however. A first-time raiser in fresh facilities with no intention of
bringing in adult birds or entering their birds in a fair will probably never deal
with the disease, as long as they start with day-olds.
Symptoms
The disease manifests itself in a number of different ways. The typical presentation is called range paralysis; the bird has neurological problems that result in
tremors, becomes paralyzed on one side of the body, and lays stiff and emaciated
in one place until it dies. Once the disease is established on your farm, it will
affect every bird in the flock.
Vaccination
Vaccination seems to be the only proven way to prevent Marek’s. Many hatcheries vaccinate their baby chicks with a shot in the neck as they leave the hatchery. You cannot vaccinate once the disease is symptomatic; the bird has to be
vaccinated before it reaches your particular facility, or it must be done at a very
early age on your farm. Once your birds contract the disease, there is nothing
you can do to save them.
Maintenance
Some folks believe that when chickens and turkeys are raised together, the turkeys “vaccinate” the chickens for Marek’s. No one knows for sure how this happens, but it may be the reason I’ve never had a single case of the disease arise
in my 42 years of raising poultry. I cannot prove it scientifically, but all of my
baby chicks are raised with turkey poults for some part of their life, and though
they move to separate facilities as teenagers, I’ve never had any birds develop
symptoms of Marek’s.
I can’t say for certain that the birds living with the turkeys are “vaccinated,”
that is, contract a slight, easily resisted case of the disease, but it seems to work
for me. This is something worthy of study on your own farm.
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Mycoplasmas
Mycoplasmas are microorganisms that cause respiratory disease in all species
of poultry; you will inevitably have to deal with them at some point, unless
you confine your poultry to a secure inside pen with no access to the outside
world. The most common of these is CRD (chronic respiratory disease). These
illnesses are particularly difficult and do not respond well to most antibiotics.
Symptoms
In some cases, mycoplasmas manifest as an upper-respiratory infection, and
swelling of the face is evident. Others contract a lower-respiratory infection
in the lungs, which is more common in turkeys, where it produces a constant
rattling cough.
Maintenance
Good sanitation and good fresh air are the easiest ways to try to keep mycoplasmas under control. Stale confined air just seems to perpetuate the situation.
Keeping birds confined and away from outside contamination is sometimes
tried, but mycoplasmas are often brought in from outside your farm by wild
birds such as starlings or sparrows. Even if you purchased mycoplasma-free
stock, you will probably constantly have to deal with it unless you keep your
birds in an isolated environment where they are never exposed to the outside
elements.
Vaccines are only moderately effective and are not always available. Good
sanitation and culling birds that display the symptoms — if they do not recover
rather quickly — is the best approach to this disease. Antibiotics such as
Gallimycin and Tylosin are effective when used at the first sign of the disease.

Infections
Sometimes it’s not a microorganism alone that causes the illness in your poultry
flock, but rather a bump or bruise, stress, or a lack of cleanliness that makes the
bird susceptible to infection. Bacteria that live on the bird at all times are great
opportunists and readily cause illness in areas of the bird already damaged or
made vulnerable by stress or injury.

Bumblefoot
Bumblefoot is a bacterial infection that results from some sort of bruising to
the foot of the bird. It is not a contagious disease, and the individual bird that
displays symptoms can be dealt with simply.
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Bumblefoot, usually
caused by a bruise, is
treatable and curable.

Treatment
If you see a large swollen foot on your bird, you’ll need to administer a little first
aid. Clean the bird’s foot using an old toothbrush and clean water with a paper
towel or old rag. Then gather together a nice, sharp 20-gauge needle; a bottle of
hydrogen peroxide; a 3 ml syringe; a tube of topical antibiotic; gauze and tape;
and paper towels or clean rags. Follow the steps below to treat the bird.
Bumblefoot Procedure. Take the following steps to drain and clean a bumblefoot infection and remove any foreign objects that have caused the problem
in the first place.
1. Locate the spot on the foot where the swelling is most prominent.
2. Poke the peak of the protrusion with the needle, draining out all of the pus
and blood serum.
3. Look for a hard foreign object that may have caused the infection, such as a
piece of glass or twig.
4. Remove any foreign object.
5. Using the needle and syringe filled with hydrogen peroxide, flush the
infected area thoroughly.
6. Spray Blu-Kote or other disinfectant onto the opening and surrounding area
to help the wound heal.
7. Speed the healing process by bandaging the foot with gauze and athletic tape
and placing the bird into a pen with a clean dry surface.

After several of the above treatments the bird will recover fully; however,
any bird that undergoes this process will no longer be of exhibition quality, as
the foot will become slightly disfigured.

Ear Infection
Sometimes a bird will get an infected ear and you’ll notice a cheesy or blackish material caking the feathers that cover the ear. Bites from mites and other
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parasites or respiratory illness can quickly turn into bacterial infection, but can
be treated just as quickly.
Treatment
Get several cotton swabs, paper towels, and a bottle of hydrogen peroxide. With
one hand, hold the bird firmly in your lap and apply slight pressure to both sides
of the ear with the other. The crusty, cheesy material should push out. Next,
drench a cotton swab with hydrogen peroxide and gently swab the ear out. Don’t
go too deep. Continue cleaning gently until the area no longer shows pus on a
clean swab. Next, use another clean swab to apply triple antibiotic cream to the
ear. You may have to repeat this procedure several times at two- to three-day
intervals.
In some cases, if the bird is not terribly perky and looks or feels a bit feverish,
you may also want to add an antibiotic in the water given to the bird.

Sinus Infection
Swollen sinuses usually indicate an infection, which can be mild or serious.
The sinuses located just above the nostrils and below the eyes will swell, in
some cases until the eyes appear closed. These sick birds appear droopy and
lethargic. Isolate any bird showing symptoms of sinus infection from the rest
of the flock.
Treatment
If you are set on saving the affected chicken or turkey, gently squeeze the sinuses
to remove the mucus for inspection (see drawing on page 388).
If the nasal discharge is clear, you can sometimes repeat the above sinusclearing procedure for several days and the bird will recover. It also helps to
give the recommended dosage of antibiotics (oxytetracycline works best) in the
water for a few days.
An ear infection can also be
cured if treated promptly.
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The arrow shows where to squeeze a
bird’s sinus to drain some mucus for
examination — and where to inject an
antibiotic if necessary.

If the bird does not seem to be improving, antibiotics injected into the
sinuses and breast muscle can make the difference.
1. Prepare a ¼-inch, 20-gauge needle and bottle of oxytetracycline.
2. While holding the bird in your lap with one hand, inject 0.5 to 1.0 cc of oxytetracycline into each sinus with the other hand. Before injecting, look for
the blood vessels in the area and avoid puncturing them, though if you do it
usually is not serious.
3. Using the same needle, inject 0.5 cc into the breast muscle (see drawing
opposite for injection locations). This will usually solve the problem.
You can try the above procedure daily over the course of the next three to
four days. If you still don’t see an improvement, it’s time to cull the bird.
If a cheesy, chunky material comes out of the nose when you squeeze the
sinuses, you have a more serious condition. You can try the above procedure,
but generally it is best to dispose of the bird. If you desperately want to try
to save the bird, you can try stronger injectables such as Tylan or Gallimycin,
although the latter will cause tissue damage. Black sores will appear at the injection sites. The sores will heal, but it takes some time. You also would want to
keep the bird on an antibiotic in the water until it improves.

Sour Crop
When a bird develops a swollen crop filled with a foul-smelling liquid and
spoiled food mixture, it’s sour crop. Something that the bird has eaten is not
moving along the digestive tract. I have seen autopsied birds with long strands
of coarse grass, pieces of twine, and numerous other compacted items. These
things plugged up the tract and caused food to stay in the crop, which, in turn,
contributes to the fungal infection that develops and creates a foul smell.
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I’ve had some success with helping the bird to regurgitate and empty the crop:
I take the affected bird by the legs, turn it upside down, and apply gentle pressure
to the crop, massaging it until the nasty mix flows out through the mouth.
Once the bird has regurgitated, I place it in isolation and provide fresh water.
In some cases one treatment is enough, but sometimes I have to repeat it several
times a day for several days.
Antibiotics available from veterinarians are also effective, and over-thecounter nonprescription antibiotics such as oxytetracycline and Gallimycin can
help in some cases. If the infection is fungal, however, these will not help. If no
obvious signs of improvement can be noted after over-the-counter antibiotics
are given for a day or two, assume it is fungal.
Antifungal medications for sour crop can be obtained from some veterinarians. Using live yogurt mixed with crushed garlic, both of which are known
to have antifungal properties, may successfully treat the condition. If the bird
will not eat it on its own after you have emptied the contents of the crop via
regurgitation, then use a syringe without a needle to inject some of the yogurt
mixture into the back of the bird’s mouth. You’ll need a fairly large syringe, but
be careful not to choke the bird in the process.

Vent Gleet
Vent gleet is a sexually transmitted poultry disease most commonly occurring in
ducks. Although there is some disagreement about what causes vent gleet, from
my experience, it appears to be a fungal infection that males will pick up on their
penis when it doesn’t fully contract and becomes soiled. Once the infection develops the male spreads it to the next hen he mates with who, in turn, spreads it to

The arrow shows where to
inject an antibiotic into the
breast muscle of an infected
chicken.
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the next male. Before long, if you are not organized,
every bird in the pen has the condition.
Symptoms of this disease include a crusty,
nasty-looking vent area, and in some cases, a
swollen abdomen. The enlarged abdomen occurs
because the infected vent closes off, making it
impossible for the bird to defecate.
Treatment
I have had some success clearing up the vent
infection with daily applications of triple antibiotic ointment. I smear the ointment over the area
and gently inside the outer rim of the vent for
about a week to 10 days. Keeping the area moist
with petroleum jelly also seems to help.

A crusty, infected-looking vent
area indicates vent gleet.

Weather, Handling, and Diet-Related Conditions
Extreme cold or heat can cause poultry a great number of health problems. Cold
is particularly destructive as the stressed body of cold birds may result in frozen
body parts which causes gangrene when the tissues thaw, die, and begin to rot.

Frostbite
Frostbite is best controlled by being proactive and not allowing a bird to suffer
the condition. Providing the birds with an adequate, draft-free building, especially in winter, keeps birds frostbite-free. Waterfowl rarely get frostbite; just
keep their wet little bodies away from the drier types of fowl.

Frozen Combs and Wattles
Those of us who have poultry in regions with subzero temperatures deal with
the problem of frozen bird body parts perennially. Numerous breeds handle the
cold better than others (see box, page 393), but this problem can be avoided
largely by having a well-insulated or heated facility to winter over the birds.
At just what temperature the damage starts to occur depends on the condition of the birds and the condition of the facilities, taking into account such
things as draftiness and moisture level (see chapter 2, Housing and Supplies, for
a more detailed discussion). Healthy birds face less damage, but birds in peak
egg production suffer the most as their combs are large and easily freeze.
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In many incidences of comb frostbite, the birds will do just fine without
intervention. The comb first becomes pale in color, making the frost line evident. The dead tissue then turns black and falls off. When this occurs, a period
of low fertility — particularly for the rooster — occurs and lasts for up to six
weeks after the comb has healed. Whether or not the bird is in pain is obvious at
first as the tissue swells and is uncomfortable, but once the swelling goes down,
the tissue is dead and so are the nerves in it.
Treatment
The best treatment for frostbite involves increasing vitamin levels in feed, and
in water if possible. In extremely cold weather, water freezes quickly, so make
sure your birds have access before it freezes. Birds that have serious damage,
with frozen wattles under the chin, will suffer from severe swelling of the facial
tissues, which can be fatal.
To save these birds, bring them to a place where the temperature is above
32°F (0°C), give them a low dose of antibiotic (Terramycin, for example) in
their water, then watch for swelling and pus formation, which indicates infection has developed. If infection occurs, give the birds an injection of 1 to 2 cc
of aqueous penicillin in the breast muscle several times at three-day intervals.
If the swelling around the area that was frozen does not go down in a day or
two, insert a 20-gauge needle and syringe into a particularly swollen area and
remove some of the fluid buildup by sucking it out.
Frozen tissue sometimes must be removed. If you have to do this, you need
a good pair of scissors, such as dissection or cuticle scissors. I recommend frozen

Frostbite can turn a splendid comb into a stubby one and can reduce a rooster’s fertility.
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tissue removal be done only by budding scientists and those with knowledge of blood
vessels and anatomy. Generally, it is best to let nature take its course; let the tissue dry up and fall off. The more you fiddle with it, stressing the frostbitten bird,
the greater the chances for infection and death.
Prevention
Don’t let the hands-off rule keep you from being proactive. If you’re aware of a
severe cold spell approaching your region, cover your flock’s combs and wattles
with petroleum jelly. This application prevents some heat loss once the cold snaps.
Petroleum jelly can also be applied after frostbite to aid in the healing process.

Heat Sickness
Extreme heat is another weather condition that kills fowl, particularly if there is
little air movement and the humidity is high. I witnessed temperatures greater
than 105°F (40.5°C) in the arid West with no poultry loss. Even in this scorching weather, the flock did fine because humidity levels were low and the birds
had a shady escape.
Here in Iowa, heat losses can occur when it is only 90°F (32°C) when humidity
is high and the air is still. It’s difficult to point to one temperature and one humidity reading as a threshold, as numerous factors play a role in heat sickness, including the breed. For poultry to survive intense heat, they need moving air — supplied
by fans if necessary — plenty of cold fresh water, and shade from the sun.

Shipping Stress
Shipping stress is perhaps the most common health-related condition found in
shipped day-old poultry. The condition is often misdiagnosed as being anything
but what it really is. A detailed discussion can be found in chapter 4, Baby Basics.

Egg Eating
Hens that are too tightly confined and not provided a balanced diet sometimes
begin to eat their own and other hens’ eggs. They seek out eggs and break them
to get at the yolk, a habit that appears to be addictive.
Resolving the condition involves locating the hen that is eating the eggs and
separating her as quickly as possible. If you don’t do this immediately, others
will join in soon, and before you know it an entire pen of hens are breaking and
eating eggs.
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“FREEZE-PROOF” CHICKENS AND
FROSTBITE AVOIDANCE
If you live in an area where you experience weather that dips below
zero (–17°C) on a regular basis, and you do not have heated or insulated facilities, choose your chicken breeds carefully. Try to avoid
large single-combed birds such as Andalusians, Catalanas, and
Minorcas. Single combs are best adapted to hot summers; the large
comb provides a release of heat. In cold weather, however, these
large exposed areas with many blood vessels tend to freeze quicker.
Breeds of this type usually suffer frostbite on the comb when it gets
cold. Instead, choose breeds with cushion, pea, or rose combs; they
have less exposed tissue to freeze.
I have successfully raised all types of chickens with large combs
through the winter in uninsulated, unheated facilities in –30°F (–34°C)
temperatures with only minor losses. The key is to not allow birds to
come into a period of peak egg production when it’s extremely cold.
Peak production is a time when birds are vulnerable because their
combs are larger and they have more exposed tissue.
A bird’s peak production is tied to long periods of light and proper
feed balance.To avoid peak production when it’s bitterly cold, do not
feed a high-production laying feed or leave artificial lighting on for
long periods of time. With only natural light and a feed ration that
does not promote intense egg-laying, hens can winter through cold
spells with only minor damage.
Turkeys, ducks, and geese have few problems with normal cold
weather. However, guineas do get frozen toes sometimes when they
insist on roosting in a treetop in a raging blizzard.

Prevention
To prevent egg eating, provide a balanced ration. Make sure that the birds are
receiving proper levels of calcium. Your feed may indicate that calcium is added
but levels may not be high enough, evidenced by thin- or soft-shelled eggs. Of
course you want to avoid your birds’ laying thin-shelled eggs because they break
easily, providing an opportunity for a bad egg-eating habit to get started. Provide
free-choice oyster shell and the hens will correct the problem themselves.
Sometimes a rooster is the initiator of the egg eating. When this happens,
roosters climb into a nest and try to attract a hen’s attention and get her to
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follow him to mate. While he is scratching in the nest and calling to the hen,
he sometimes breaks eggs, which lures the hen. He, too, can develop a taste for
the eggs.
Placing nest boxes above the eye level of the birds so that the eggs are out of
view is helpful. I have even nailed pieces of loose burlap bag over the top of the
nest box so it hangs down like a curtain and obscures the eggs.
Make sure you’re not confining the hens too closely. When chickens are
stressed by tight quarters or bored they will seek entertainment any way they
can get it.

Feather Picking
Boredom and, more often, nutritional lack bring on feather picking. Protein
deficiency typically triggers this condition, which some breeds, especially the
hybrid layers, are more susceptible to.
To avoid feather picking, adjust the protein levels in the feed. I always try
adding some cat or dog food to their ration first. My chickens love pet food, and
the addition to their diet clears up the problem rather quickly. If that doesn’t
work, contact your feed salesman and report the problems you are having. He
or she may be able to adjust the protein source in the feed.
Free-range time is an engaging activity that will also help cut down on
feather picking.

Rapid-Growth Illnesses
Poultry such as those raised to be commercial broiler chickens have been
selected for rapid growth. Although their meat carcasses are quick to appear at
the dinner table, this speedy development brings with it a whole slew of health
problems. For a thorough discussion of these conditions, turn to page 127 in
chapter 8, Meat Chickens.

Spur Overgrowth
It is not all that uncommon to become attached to a rooster and thus keep him
to an age when spur growth can be a problem. I have seen pets with spurs more
than 4 inches (10 cm) long!
The excessive length of a rooster’s spurs may impair his ability to walk and
harm the hens when he is mating. The spurs can also cause a problem for you
if your bird decides you have invaded his turf! But do not try to cut the spur off,
as this will cause a lot of bleeding and a great deal of pain.
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Trim an overgrown spur with a twist.

The simplest way to remove spurs without harming the rooster is a twist:
1. Hold the rooster in one hand.
2. Take a pair of pliers with your free hand, and firmly clamp them on the spur
close to the leg.
3. Twist the pliers quickly. Do not pull. Most of the outer layer of the spur will
come off in the pliers, leaving the rooster with a tender, slightly bloody (but
nothing serious) stub.
The spur will grow again, requiring you to repeat the procedure yearly, or
more frequently if needed.

Crossed Beaks
Crossed beak is a condition in which the top beak crosses over the bottom and
makes it difficult to eat and drink. This condition, occurring mainly in chickens but sometimes in turkeys and guineas, cannot be reversed. It occurs more
frequently in the crested Polish than any other chicken group.
Several theories exist as to the origins of crossed beaks, but the exact cause
of the condition is unclear. One body of research indicates high levels of the
element selenium are the reason. Other findings suggest improper incubation
temperatures and improper incubator fumigation contribute to the problem.
The most common theory, however, points to a genetic condition.
When you observe crossed beaks, it is best to remove the bird from the flock.
A bird with a crossed beak should never be used for breeding. It sometimes shows
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A bird with a crossed beak should be
removed from the flock.

up at hatching, but in other cases, doesn’t appear until the birds are several weeks
old. Unless the bird has special pet quality, it is best to cull as soon as possible.

Angel Wing
Angel wing is a condition most commonly occurring in geese. I have seen
ducks, turkeys, and chickens with angel wing, as well, but never quail or guineas. Because waterfowl tend to not grow wings until they are about three weeks
old, and because their wing structure is very small, they are most susceptible.
If feed is too high in protein when they start feather growth, their wings will
grow too fast, weighing down the small underdeveloped wing bones. The wing
bones cannot hold up the weight of the protein-laden feathers and the wings
collapse to the side.
At that crucial three-week life stage, be sure to watch the protein level of
your waterfowls’ feed. As the feather tracks start to develop on the breast and
you can see the tiny underdeveloped wings starting to grow, put your birds out

You can correct angel wing by securing the feathers in the desirable shape with masking
tape, reapplying as necessary for a week or two.
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CARCASS DISPOSAL
No matter how big or how small your operation is, you’ll have to dispose of dead birds. Burial is an option for many. If you live in a rural
community and can have a fire on your property, incineration in a pit is
an excellent method of disposal for birds that may be carriers of a contagious disease. In some states, if your bird is diagnosed with a contagious disease, it will have to be disposed of by state authorities. When
in doubt, contact the local Extension office, but in most cases the backyard raiser is able to dispose of dead birds without interference.

on pasture to enjoy the green feed as a preventive. This will help considerably.
Some folks say angel wing is a genetic condition, and perhaps there is a genetic
propensity for the condition, but I have bred birds severely disfigured by angel
wing, and the offspring, when raised on a proper diet, did not display the deformity. To test to see if angel wing is a genetic defect that skips a generation, I
have also taken those offspring and bred them together. To my delight, still no
angel wing.
Should your birds show signs of angel wing, start dealing with it with a
proper diet and using the following treatment as soon as you see it occurring.
I have corrected the deformity in some birds by using masking tape and taping
the feathers together in the natural way they should be. Leave the tape on for a
week or two and re-tape as needed to keep the wing bones properly shaped, and
the feathers develop normally. See page 191 in chapter 13, Waterfowl, for more
information about angel wing.

Oviduct Prolapse
Prolapse is a condition found in all species of poultry, but it typically occurs in
high-producing hens. Prolapse happens when a hen in high production lays a
particularly large egg that forces the oviduct out along with it. In most cases of
“blowout,” the hen perishes quickly. You can’t do much to save the bird unless it
is a very minor partial prolapse. If the oviduct is only partially exposed, lubricate
your finger and the exposed oviduct and carefully massage the area; this might
help it pull back into the hen.
In an attempt to resolve a complete prolapse, I have tried using lubricating
oils to moisten the oviduct and carefully pushed it back inside; I have even tried
ice packs to reduce swelling in the oviduct area. But usually the first time the
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hen pushes again to defecate or lay another egg, it all comes out again. Culling
is usually inevitable when this condition occurs.

Healthy Poultry Care
It can be rather depressing to read a chapter on poultry health and suddenly
become aware of all the disease-related things that can go wrong. It’s important
to remember, however, that if you maintain clean birds, pens, and feed and
water containers, your problems will be minimal. In fact, you may go years
with lice or mites as your only problems. If you always start with day-old stock
and never bring a started or adult bird onto the place, your life, and that of your
birds, will be a whole lot easier.
Always be careful of having your poultry around insecticides and herbicides.
As we are organic farmers, we have no toxic chemicals. I have, however, helped
others who used lawn care services and then turned their poultry out to have
them die from the toxins on the grass. I also helped a family whose house was
treated for termites, and the guineas feeding next to the foundation all died
shortly thereafter. It is best to use common sense. Don’t spray toxic chemical in
your brooder house and then let the chicks eat the flies that fall into the pen.

26
Dealing with Predators
MANAGING PREDATORS MAY BE THE single most challenging — and
frustrating — task for the beginning poultry raiser. Although some regions of
North America require greater vigilance, you must be on guard against hungry
predators constantly wherever you live. This doesn’t mean your flock will be
wiped out the instant you become distracted; you simply have to take precautions.

Who’s Out There?
To be proactive, familiarize yourself with native predators — domestic and
wild — and any animals of particular concern in your neighborhood. Once you
have researched what animals live in your area, you must develop a plan to outwit these creatures waiting to feast upon your fowl. In this chapter, you’ll find
descriptions of the more common predators of poultry. This list is not complete,
but it will give you some idea of what to watch out for and prepare yourself for.
Also included are some basic methods of protection for your flock.

Domesticated Animals
Sometimes your poultry flock’s worst enemy are the very creatures you’ve kept
as pets or working animals around the farm.
House Cats
Cats love birds. It is simply a part of their nature. However, you needn’t worry
excessively that your birds will be attacked if you train your cats to stay away
from them. I have had farm cats and poultry all my life without problems, except
on the rarest of occasions. My cats are trained to live peacefully with their poultry, and you can train your own cats to respect your limits (see box, page 400).
On the other hand, stray and feral cats emerging from woods and thickets can
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T R A I N T H O S E B A R N C AT S
Cats need to be trained at an early age so they can clearly differentiate between what’s acceptable behavior and what’s not. Expose your
growing, not-yet-weaned kittens to young poultry. Spend plenty of
time with the kittens observing their interactions with the fowl and
teaching them that the birds are yours and are not to be harmed. If
the kittens start to stalk the poultry, give them a spray of cold H20
and yell at them. Don’t expect to be able to leave a starving cat with
a supply of young poultry. Like all mammals, the cat will hunt for food
to survive. Keep your cats fat, happy, and well-trained, and they’ll stay
away from your flock.

cause you, your baby chicks, and even some grown chickens a great deal of grief.
I’ve seen my farm cats sleeping with half-grown chicks beneath brooder lights
on a cold winter’s day; I’ve also seen feral cats sneak up and grab adult bantam
chickens foraging in the yard on a warm, sunny afternoon.
Feral cats and baby chicks do not mix. The brooder facility must be secured
with tight-fitting screens over the windows, and all small holes covered with
screens, boards, or metal. Otherwise cats and other small predators will reach a
paw through a crack in a doorway and yank a young fowl out.
When your chicks reach an age at which they are able to roam around outside, between four and six weeks old, it’s time for you to have a good feel for the
presence of feral cats around your flock. If you’ve seen them in the area before,
keep in mind that they’ll most likely attack the young poultry if given a chance.
Because cats feed most any time of the day, you need to be on guard at all times.
Fences usually don’t keep them out of the area as they are skillful climbers. I
have seen feral cats scale the side of the barn and get in through the haymow
door. Leave no gaps for them to obtain access.
When chicks are eight weeks old, they’ve outgrown the stage where cats will
bother them. Stay vigilant, though, about more independent chicks that are
roaming around the yard alone.
If your chicks hatch underneath a mother hen, she’ll scare off a feral cat
unless it’s particularly aggressive. Most mother hens protect their baby chicks
from all predators. But don’t relax if you’ve seen one of your hens chase off a
stray, especially after the cat has captured and eaten a baby. Once a cat develops a taste for any variety of fowl, they’ll be back on a daily basis. It’s important
to be proactive and prepare yourself for this possible problem.
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Dogs
Beyond a doubt the creatures that have caused the most damage to my flocks
over the years are dogs. Our dogs are trained as protectors of the farm; they do
not bother the birds. This is both good and bad, as our flocks become accustomed to our dogs and therefore do not fear any dogs. So when a chicken-killing
dog shows up, the birds don’t know to seek protective cover.
Dogs destroy property. They pull down fences, tear wire, and rip through
pens to kill for the sake of killing. Cats, as discussed, tend to take one chick at a
time when hungry, or several a day to feed their kittens. Stray and feral dogs that
become predators tend to not stop their attack until all the chickens they can
reach are dead or so severely mangled they have to be put out of their misery.
Keep in mind that predatory dogs don’t have to be large; even toy poodles and
Chihuahuas can be very aggressive.
To prevent dog damage, put up sturdy fences with security gates and secure
doors on your buildings, and keep a watchful eye out for strays casing the place.
Often dogs do their damage when no one’s around, night or day. They come
when you are least expecting it.
Laws vary by state, but in many regions, if stray dogs bother you or your operation, it’s legal to shoot them. Before you pick up the rifle, however, check to see
if dogcatcher services are available. Many areas even have compensation funds
available for those who lose livestock to stray dogs. Poisoning is not acceptable.
Dogs are harmful and can destroy any and all poultry. Dogs have no limits as
to what they will attack — young and old, small game birds to full-sized turkeys
and geese. Fences work for some breeds, but large dogs are known to destroy
fences or jump them to get at the birds. Strong, high, secure fences are the best
defense for keeping dogs at bay.

Wild Animals
The wild animals in your area are a constant threat to your birds, but you needn’t
just stand by and watch while they search your property for food. Draw from my
experience methods for keeping them at bay.
Fisher and Marten
Active inhabitants of Northern forested areas, fishers and martens take poultry
without hesitation and do serious damage to fences and buildings. Strong and
rather mean, they are members of the weasel family and skilled killers that can
wipe out your flock in a short time. Build very strong structures with secure
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C AT- N I P ? D O G - G O N E ?
Although farms and dogs, and cats and barns, go together like butter and corn on the cob, the decision of whether or not to have a pet
or working dog or cat in and around your flock should not be made
casually. When you have well-behaved dogs and cats that are trained
to not bother the birds and mix with the flock as they like, the birds
get used to their company. Your fowl’s lack of fear then makes them
more susceptible to the attacks of feral dogs and cats.

pens, and be sure all the doors are secure at night and all windows are covered
with heavy-gauge wire.
Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, and Wolf
Plenty of predators such as foxes, coyotes, bobcats, and wolves live in fields and
open country. Foxes like fields and edges of forests. They are swift and tend to
kill one bird at a time, taking it back to their home. They can move in, grab a
chicken, and move out before you have an inkling about what’s happening. You
may be sitting in your house when you suddenly hear the chickens go wild.
Then the chickens will calm down as if nothing is happening while the fox is
carrying one of their friends away.
Foxes can pass through fairly small spaces, such as the holes in woven wire
field fence made for hogs or cattle, and a mesh fence provides an easy opportunity to sneak into the pen. Once they find a food source, they will set up residence somewhere in the area and continue to come back looking for what they
may find. They prey on chickens, ducks, and (rarely) adult turkeys. Chicks and
ducklings are particularly vulnerable.
Unlike the fox, the coyote probably will do most of its killing and hunting during the night. Coyotes can take down larger birds than can foxes. None
of your poultry is safe from coyotes; however, they are much more fearful of
humans than are foxes and usually keep their distance. If they see humans moving about, they won’t attack your birds. But once they get the scent, they’ll be
back to check out the menu when you’re not around.
Bobcats and wolves are big and strong enough to catch and devour all species
of poultry. Although they are extremely solitary creatures, they can’t turn down
a free meal if your poultry facilities allow them entrance.
All of these predators are large, and even with fencing, it’s difficult to keep them
out if they want to get in. It requires highly secured pens shut up safe and tight at
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night. Any exposed birds are at risk. A 6-foot-high (1.8 m) extremely heavy-duty,
heavy-gauge wire fence will deter most of these animals if there are no gaps and
no way to dig beneath the fence. Having a well-trained watchdog is enormously
helpful; an alarmist canine keeps prey at bay and warns you of their presence.
Hawk
Because hawks are federally protected, there’s not much you can do to control
them. When I lived in the pine woods of northern Idaho, I dealt with several species of hawks that thoroughly enjoyed the feasts my poultry provided. They are
skilled hunters that can swoop down, grab a chicken, and be gone in just a few
seconds. They made meals of every Polish crested chicken I attempted to raise.
If you live in an area where hawks are common and you want to raise chickens or any poultry, you will need to provide a wire or net cover of some sort over
the fowl. Hawks are skilled at darting in and out of trees and brush to get their
desired meal, so natural cover overhead won’t suffice. Fix properly covered pens
and only carefully let your poultry out when you are with them to help deter
losses. Free range is not an option if you have large hawk populations, unless
you can tolerate losing a bird or two a day.
Mink
A close relative of the weasel, the mink is another serious predator. If you have
a creek, stream, lake, or any other body of water within a half-mile (0.8 km)
of your poultry building, be aware that mink may be a problem for you. These
mammals follow streams up to the source looking for food, so even a simple
drainage ditch on your property that dumps into a creek can invite mink.

It’s essential to cover your pens if you live in hawk country.
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The one time I had a problem with a mink family, I discovered that the animals traveled from the creek the half-mile (0.8 km) up the ditch to the chicken
building. They successfully destroyed all the ducks living in four different pens
in one night. Rarely, mink will kill only one or two birds, but usually it’s mass
murder. They kill in a manner similar to that of the weasel, but prefer to eat the
heads off your fowl, leaving the rest of the body.
Mink have no trouble climbing and getting through any hole much bigger
than a golf ball. Both the weasel and the mink tend to do their damage at night.
Again, keeping all holes sealed and making sure your birds are locked in a
sealed-off pen at night is the only sure method to control mink. Trapping is the
best route if you have problems.
Opossum
The easiest predator to catch, opossums are also a nocturnal nuisance. If you
find a dead bird that looks as if the back end was eaten out first by the attacker,
and then it proceeded up the bird from there, you likely have an opossum problem. They typically start eating at the vent opening and work forward on the
chicken’s body.
When I first moved to the Midwest, I had mixed pens of ducks, geese, turkeys,
and chickens. Of course, chickens and turkeys roost and the ducks and geese sleep
on the floor. Every morning I’d find a half-eaten duck on the floor. It took me a few
nights of hourly checks to finally encounter the little marsupial in the act.
Although opossums generally feed on eggs, young fowl, and garbage, they
will graduate to adult birds as food becomes scarcer in the fall. They can squeeze
through any hole — baseball-size or bigger — and dig into earthen pens to do
considerable damage, mostly to birds on the floor, which they can reach easily.
Every small nook and cranny must be sealed off to prevent access. They love
my sandy-bottomed shelters and will dig under doors to obtain access, so a solid
floor bottom for your shed is a deterrent. They can also get through cracks in
doors that don’t seal quite tight, pushing through areas you’d never think possible. And remember, they also will climb up and obtain access off the ground,
so a shelter with a ceiling may be a good idea if opossums are about.
Live traps work best to catch opossums. Bait them with a dead bird, old eggs,
or table scraps. You then have to dispose of them, of course. Whatever you do,
don’t take them down the road near someone else’s farm and turn them loose.
If you have real issues with their disposal, call the local Department of Natural
Resources or state wildlife agency and let the conservation officer deal with them.
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I usually intercept opossums while doing chores. They move so slowly, I can
easily thump them with a stick or baseball bat that I keep at a midway point on
the chore route. You can also shoot them if it is legal in your area. Be careful:
Opossums have many sharp teeth and actually do “play ’possum,” pretending to
be dead. Do not assume the animal is dead and reach down to pick it up. More
than once I’ve thought my dogs killed a marauding opossum, only to have it get
up and walk away sometime later.
Owl
As a person who always tries to work with nature and not against it, owls are the
predators I can handle with confidence. They operate after dusk and prior to dawn.
If you are a responsible poultry keeper, your flocks are all locked up in their respective buildings before darkness falls and the owl has nothing domestic to sample. For
20-plus years I’ve had great horned owls living on the hill in the woods above my
poultry pens. Each year they raise a brood of young and I rarely lose a bird. They
feed rabbits and other wild creatures to their young and as long as I am responsible,
everything is fine.
Raccoon
These night prowlers love poultry and are especially fond of chicken. They are
relentless in their attempts to eat every member of your flock. Though they look
cute and innocent with their masked faces, they really are bandits. A mother
raccoon with her babies can cause the most damage. When training them to
kill, she’ll go to extremes to teach them. I never had the misfortune of having
to deal with them when I lived in the West where their numbers are fewer, and
here in the Midwest I’ve only had several encounters with them. The first was
brutal, tragic, and something I will never forget, but it taught me a good lesson
on their behavior.
My first encounter took place when I was renting an old farm and had fixed
a place in the barn to keep my small flock of chickens. I spent considerable
time sectioning off part of the barn with rigid fencing, built a sturdy wooden
door, and was sure I had created an environment that was totally safe for my
birds. But I made one mistake: I didn’t close in the space between the rafters on
the barn hayloft above. It was about a 6-inch-deep (15 cm) space about 2 feet
(0.6 m) wide and 12 feet (3.6 m) off the ground.
In hindsight, I realize my security measures presented no challenge for the
resident raccoon family. They climbed straight up the 12 feet (3.6 m) of wire,
squeezed through the hole between the rafters and the hayloft floor above,
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dropped to the ground, and proceeded to kill part of the flock, mutilate others,
and then tried unsuccessfully to drag their kill back up the 12 feet of wire to get
them through the small hole.
When I discovered the mess the next morning it was a hideous sight of
blood-stained wire, half-eaten birds, and birds that had to be put down. Do not
assume raccoons are incapable of getting in any size hole. If they think they can
make a tiny hole in wire larger, they work at it and make it large enough to get
through, ripping and tearing at simple chicken wire with great ease.
To keep out raccoons, you need strong, reinforced welded wire, such as field
fencing, covering chicken wire. Reinforce it with sturdy boards or metal close
to the ground.
Rat
Not as large as raccoons, rats are a serious problem for the poultry raiser.
Not only do they sample your flock, they can eat as much feed as the average
chicken. When they can’t find enough feed, they switch to eating the eggs and
poultry. They creep into the nests, break eggs, and eat them. They travel in
feeding packs, are death to poultry chicks, and can wipe out hundreds in a night
when they go on the rampage. An adult fowl of any sort that’s trapped or unable
to move is fair game for rats. A bird unable to flee from a rat’s feeding frenzy is
destroyed and all but the bones are consumed.
Rats can squeeze through quarter-size holes and chew through wood. I have
even seen them chew through thin layers of concrete. Concrete floors must be
at least 4 inches (10 cm) thick to keep them out of the pens. Metal patching has
to be thick or they will gnaw through it as well.
Vigilant dogs and cats should be your first rat population control measure,
but you may have to resort to poison. Be sure that poultry, pets, and young children
don’t have access to the poison. Follow a plan for changing poison types periodically to prevent rats’ developing a tolerance, rendering them ineffective.
Be proactive. Upon first sight of a rat, begin an eradication program, or you
will be sorry. The old saying, “For every one you see, there are 10 more” really
holds true for rats. See Appendix H at the back of this book for a rodenticide
chart with descriptions and comparisons of the poisons.
Skunk
The smelliest predator, the skunk, really prefers eggs to birds, although it sometimes will eat baby chicks. It only rarely attacks adult chickens in late fall or
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winter when the food supply is tight. Skunks love eggs and are typically content
to just pilfer from that part of your operation.
Use the same methods as for opossums to keep skunks from obtaining access,
although they do not climb as well as their rat-tailed friends, and prefer to dig to
get into the building.
Live traps work well, but once you catch a skunk, you’ll have to figure out
how to remove or shoot it without getting sprayed. You’ll hear lots of advice
about how to keep a skunk from spraying, such as finding the correct angle from
which to shoot it. Most of these anecdotes are simply tales that could get you
perfumed. However you remove the skunk, when it dies, the muscles relax and
the scent drains out of its body. Once you kill it, deal with it quickly.
Snake
Although I have a great interest in snakes and educate the public about all the
good they do and the bad rap they get, they are predators of poultry.
I grew up out West and dealt with rattlesnakes that would invade the poultry yard periodically to make a meal of young fowl. Here in Iowa, I have many
snakes on the farm; fortunately no rattlesnakes inhabit the region, but a large
number of bull snakes (Pituophis catenifer) do, and they are a great help in
rodent control. Occasionally, these snakes get a taste for eggs, and some days I
have had a bit of excitement, shoving my hand in a nest only to find a cool, slick
reptile coiled up instead of a clutch of eggs. Rarely do they find their way into
the brooder house and take a young bird.
I have had reports from some parts of the country where other species such
as black snakes are very fond of poultry. Therefore we must remember not all of
our predator problems are warm-blooded. The important thing is to watch for
them and remove them.
Weasel
Weasels are small, ruthless killers who get to your birds through the smallest of
holes: a hole the size of a quarter is enough for a chicken dinner. Once they start
killing, they don’t stop. More than once, I’ve opened up a building and found nothing but dead birds. Birds usually are found with two holes in the neck where a
weasel has grabbed it and then left the chicken to bleed to death. Lots of feathers
scattered about strewn, ruffled bodies or birds lying grouped in a corner where
they ran for cover before being killed are other clues to a weasel attack.
If you live in an area where weasels are abundant, you probably will end up
having this problem at some point in your poultry-raising experience. Keep your
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A weasel can enter a building
through a hole the size of a quarter.

buildings and bird facilities maintained to ensure that there are no holes big
enough for even your thumb to fit through.
When I was a child growing up in the mountains of the West, we had serious
weasel problems. I had to take great care to make sure all holes in the building
were sealed off with metal. I patch holes with sheet metal and even the ends of
metal cans, whatever it takes to cover all the small holes. A completely metal
building might resolve a weasel problem entirely.
Make every effort to keep weasels out of the building, because once they get
in, they won’t stop the slaughter until every bird of every species is gone.

Predator Control Tips
Don’t be discouraged if some unknown critter is pinching your eggs and babies
or slaying your birds. Every raiser has to deal with at least one predator at some
point in his life. Be proactive in the following ways:
■■ Don’t overfeed your birds or allow a lot of extra feed to lay around on
the ground.
■■ Keep all pen doors secure at night and train birds to sleep inside; don’t
allow them to sleep in trees or outside in the open, where they are more
vulnerable.
■■ Monitor fences around pens.
■■ Keep a guard dog.

27
Government Regulation
SINCE THE TIME WHEN the first European homesteaders arrived in North
America with their livestock, the agricultural world has been completely transformed. When our fathers and mothers, and theirs before them, kept the farms,
most anyone, anywhere, could raise and sell just about any type of livestock or
food product they desired. In recent years, as people sought work in urban areas
and suburban sprawl overtook farmland, laws were passed to restrict what a
person could do on their own property.
Over time it has become increasingly difficult to raise poultry wherever you
please. Many cities have strict regulations prohibiting poultry of any sort. Many
suburban communities have adopted regulations that make poultry raising illegal because residents are worried about livestock smells, noises, and diseases.
In some cases, rural areas are as restrictive as inner cities.
The twenty-first century brought with it a slight loosening of some of these
regulations, and more progressive cities and small towns are now relaxing tight
agricultural zoning restrictions, adopting right-to-farm laws, and changing flock
size limitations and housing restrictions. It’s now becoming easier for a person
to have at least a couple of hens in their backyard. Discrimination against roosters persists, but the outlook is brightening for smalltime raisers wanting to use
their properties in cities, towns, villages, and suburbs.

National Animal Identification System (NAIS)
A few years back, in the interest of food safety, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture proposed a policy requiring anyone with any sort of livestock used
for food to obtain a premise number identifying every animal and animal
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product produced on their property. The outcome of this recent regulatory shift
requires backyard raisers — even those with only one rabbit or one chicken, and
used only for family consumption — to identify each animal. The premise number tag attached to each animal enables those interested to track the animal’s
movements and trace it back to its point of origin.
At the onset, the law appeared to help promote food safety. It was originally
intended to identify holes in our food-supply safety net. With incidence of diseases that spread from animals to humans on the rise — mad cow disease and
scrapie, for example — the premise-number NAIS law looked as if it might act
as a biosecurity measure and possibly even prevent bioterrorism. Perhaps for
larger-scale operations it is an efficient, progressive regulation. The problem
exists when the measure is required of backyard raisers.
I fully agree with careful inspection of all food products imported into this
country to ensure they are free of disease and pesticide residue from chemicals
banned in the United States. The law becomes a bit ridiculous, however, when
it is applied to small-time producers who sell at farmers’ markets or to a few
selected individuals. In my opinion, the law was written and implemented by
people who either had no idea how a small, animal-raising venture operates, or
who ignored our existence altogether.
As of August 9, 2011, new proposals are being considered to apply the rules
only to animals moving from one state to another. If these new considerations
are adopted then this will relax some of the regulations on the backyard raiser
and small local producer.

Marketing Eggs under NAIS
The NAIS law is multifaceted and despite its impracticality and utter disregard
for raisers with limited time and money, it is slowly being forced upon people
in some states.
In addition, other licenses and permits are so restrictive and applying for
them so time-consuming, it is next to impossible for a smalltime raiser to sell
eggs. Some of the restrictions that apply include temperature requirements for
eggs for sale and the barring of sales at farmers’ markets that do not have continuous refrigeration. In some cases, the penalties for selling eggs for eating
without the proper licenses and permits can be almost as severe as selling illegal
drugs. It’s unclear whether or not the laws intentionally target backyard raisers,
but some people believe large factory farms wanting to control more of the food
supply have heavily influenced lawmakers.

Government Regulation
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Identifying Birds: My Experience

H E N I C A L L E D the state
official in charge of implementing NAIS for information about
the regulation, after being solicited
for my participation multiple times
via mail and telephone, I was shocked
to learn that the person in charge of
the program in this state seemed to
have little concept of how the hatching and shipping of baby chicks functioned. He told me that each of my
chicks must be identified with my
premise number prior to shipment.
I asked how I was to do this. He
said I could wing-band the day-old
chicks. When I indicated how long
wing banding would take and how
impractical such a task would be for
me, I was told to place a colored sorting dot on each chick’s head with our
ID number written on the dot. The
receiving customer could then wing
band the chicks upon arrival, he said.
I chuckled and asked if each of the
breeds of poultry would have to be
identified differently. His response:
“Of course.” I told him I raised more
than 230 breeds and that I didn’t
think they make 230 different colors
of dots. He was unimpressed. “Well,
it needs to be done,” he said.
I asked if he had any strategies
for keeping the dots on the heads of
the ducklings and goslings, which
love to pick at things. I knew the
dots wouldn’t stay on their heads for

five minutes, let alone during a twoday shipment. It didn’t take long to
determine that this person had never
worked with chicks in his life and
really had no idea about the challenges involved in raising fowl.
He had no concept of the time
involved in identifying each baby as
an individual and by breed the day
they were born. He couldn’t begin
to comprehend the Herculean task
of banding and dotting each one
and then packing all of the chicks
that same day into shipping boxes in
order to send them as day-olds and
ensure their arrival on time — so that
they would survive! He could relate
only to ear-notching pigs or ear-tagging lambs or calves.
If I were to abide by this law, I
would have to document every egg
that was laid and make note of every
egg that didn’t hatch. All chicks that
died would have to be documented
within 24 hours. The bookkeeping
alone for this would take 24 hours a
day! I was told that if my numbers did
not appear to fit the size of my operation, I would be subjected to frequent
and random inspections to make sure
things were being done correctly.
Fortunately this state has not
fully implemented the law; here’s
hoping it will stay on hold as people
in charge begin to realize its impossible expectations.
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Backyard Raisers Not a Risk
Increasingly, as our society moves farther away from producing its own food,
we become collectively more ignorant of how the animal world operates. A
typical backyard poultry raiser who has a half-dozen hens and raises a few meat
birds each year is really not a food public health risk. Typically, hens roaming
free in the backyard are far healthier than several million debeaked, dewinged
birds crammed into cages in close proximity to one another in a factory farm.
I’d rather eat an egg from a hen that’s been roaming in the garden eating worms,
insects, rotting fruits, and other items than from a poor bird trapped in a confined cage with a so-called balanced ration in a trough in front of her.
Those of us who have long taken the freedom of raising a few hens in our
backyard for granted must be proactive. We must protect our right to produce
our own food and raise it the way we see fit. We must educate regulators and
the public about the challenges involved in raising smaller flocks, and the health
and environmental advantages of raising poultry in fewer numbers. We must
inform them that laws created with factory farms in mind frequently aren’t
tenable for raisers of small flocks. If we sit calmly on the sidelines while factoryfarm-focused lawmakers transform the legislation that governs our lives, we
may have no birds to care for someday.

Connection = Health = Safety
The less connected we are to our food supply, the more likely we are to pass laws
that are not based on good common sense. When we were primarily an agrarian
society, most everyone knew how to raise a garden; can garden produce; rootcellar food; smoke and cure meat; and store eggs, milk, and butter.
Now, as we have become a more urban, industrialized society, we look to
the government to protect us and provide us with all the information that we
no longer garner from our day-to-day experience. When corporations, whose
primary motive is to make money and please stockholders, largely influence
governmental decisions, the small backyard producer is suddenly labeled an
unsafe producer. The truth about safety is the exact opposite: The producer of
100 dozen or fewer eggs a week has far greater control over his product than
does a factory farm producing a million eggs a day. The small producer is more
involved and concerned about the health and welfare of his birds; he sees them
all each and every day.
Small fowl producers must unite our voices to protect and preserve small
farms, and we must educate the public about the pride we take in our poultry
and the safe and humane methods used to raise them.

28
Calendar Considerations
IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO PINPOINT an exact time for each event that fills a
year, but you can refer to guidelines to better understand the life cycles of poultry, and to know where you can and should step in. You can expect these things
to happen to your birds and you need to be prepared for them.

The Poultry Bio Cycle
All poultry have biorhythms that coincide with specific natural weather and
light conditions. Human raisers often interfere with these natural rhythms.
They supplement their operations with artificial light, and they heat or cool
facilities to produce more eggs and meat, or to speed up the process. The more
humans meddle — trying to control the growth and lay rates with artificial
means — the more the natural biorhythms get out of sync, requiring ever more
human involvement and costly, unsustainable inputs.
Every poultry species is genetically coded for developmental changes, such
as mating, laying, and molting, and all of these are triggered by natural seasonal
conditions. When allowed to do things on their natural schedule, fowl are far
thriftier than when living in an artificially altered world.

Laying
The first event to prepare yourself, your birds, and their facilities for is laying
time. Chickens lay their first eggs when they are between 20 and 24 weeks old.
Some of the modern hybrid sex-links lay when they are as young as 16 weeks. If
you live in the northern United States or Canada, where the days get shorter in
the fall more rapidly than in the southern states, you’ll have a problem with a
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short egg-laying season. The January or February hatched chicks, perhaps purchased for 4-H purposes, may begin to lay as early as July. They’ll lay for a couple
of months and then stop suddenly because the length of the day has shortened.
This is the second event to prepare yourself for; don’t be disappointed in midSeptember when you stop finding fresh eggs to cook up for breakfast.
To keep chickens in a continuous laying cycle, provide artificial light. Between
12 and 14 hours of light per day will keep most breeds, such as Dorkings, laying at a fairly consistent rate. Anytime you drop below 12 hours of light, laying
starts to decrease. There are exceptions, of course; some breeds continue to lay
with less than 12 hours of light. Refer to chapter 7, Laying Chickens, for more
specifics on light requirements.
Don’t wait until the hens stop laying to set them up with artificial light, however. Lack of sunlight triggers both molting and cessation of laying, and these
biological processes seem to coincide. It’s a natural thing for chickens to molt as
the days start getting shorter. Whether it’s warm outside or cold, they begin the
process of feather loss. Cool weather speeds up molting compared to seasons
where warm weather continues late into the fall. Temperature also seems to
play a key role in how rapidly the birds regain their lost feathers; cold weather
speeds up the process.
Ducks have a laying cycle very similar to that of chickens, but it is more heavily influenced by extreme heat, which triggers molting.
Geese have a very narrow period of laying and even this thin time slot can
be cut short by an early hot spell.
Turkeys lay in spurts. Generally they produce a few dozen eggs, and then
experience a broody spell. If you can break up the broody habit, they’ll have
another laying cycle, not quite as long as the first, until broodiness sets in again.
You can usually get three to five cycles per year.
Game birds have a variety of species-specific laying habits. In many cases, if
you can continue to gather their eggs, they will lay for several months or longer.
Other species lay a set number of eggs and that is it.

Molting
Some chicken breeds begin to molt at the same time every year, shortly after Labor
Day, just like clockwork. My Wyandottes, Javas, and Rocks always start to molt that
early. Their feathers drop before the leaves begin to change color. Other breeds,
such as Catalanas, Andalusians, Leghorns, and Minorcas continue to lay into the
changing season. A few hard freezes seem to trigger their feathers to fall.
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Most chicken raisers acquire their chicks one year, keep them until the
following spring or summer, and cull and replace them on a continual basis.
Producers of this sort try to alter the molting cycle with artificial light. Any birds
that begin to molt despite the addition of artificial light are culled and replaced
with new birds.
An Altered Cycle
By using controlled light, monitoring the flock’s feed, and managing the unnatural environment, you can probably avoid molting altogether, much as the
large commercial egg-laying operations do. A bird will lay for as long as 18 to
20 months before eventually becoming tired and beginning to molt anyhow.
Molting Is a Resting Phase
Before you decide to alter your flock’s environment and bio cycle completely,
keep in mind that forcing chickens to lay for 20 months without giving them a
chance to rest is hardly chicken-friendly. Molting provides a resting period for
hens. This rest time naturally occurs if you don’t provide extra light — even if
you maintain the birds on a feed designed to promote laying. Make sure that
the birds have no artificial light and cut back on the calcium and they will enter
the molting process naturally.
Molting gives hens a chance to grow replacement feathers and gives her
ovaries a rest after all of the egg laying. Laying an egg every day or every other
day is a highly demanding physiological process. The hen needs a chance to
recuperate, restore some of her lost calcium, and rebuild her feathers while getting ready for winter. It’s humane to allow her to undergo this natural process.
But it’s not impossible to enjoy a continuous supply of eggs year-round. If
you have young birds just coming in to lay as your older birds are molting, you’ll
have your eggs. You can do this fairly easily by controlling them with light or
keeping them separated.
You may need to provide an old tarp or other divider of sorts in your pen to
keep one side artificially lit and the other side natural. Have your young replacements on the lighted side and let them lay, and give your old girls a rest on the
natural light side. The young spring-hatched replacements can be just coming
into laying when fall hits and the old hens are slowing down.
When you’re in the business of selling eggs, it’s important to maintain this
sort of system to keep your customers happy. They may start buying their eggs
at the grocery store when yours are in short supply, and fail to return when your
hens are laying again. That’s a risk most folks don’t want to take.
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Encouraging hens to lay during the winter months can be challenging if you
do not have insulated facilities. Without a protected place to live, the birds will
not lay well, and the eggs, of course, will freeze. So to keep your hens warm
and customers happy, provide some sort of insulated henhouse that maintains
a temperature above 20°F (−6°C). For details about weatherizing facilities, see
chapter 2, Housing and Supplies.
Roosters Rest, Too
Roosters also undergo molting; it’s when they gain a new coat of feathers and
some insulation for the winter season. While in the molting phase, all chickens,
male and female, regain some of the fat they lost during their active season. Birds
that are given a chance to molt and fatten up survive extremely cold weather
much more easily than do birds in heavy production. Constant layers will suffer
and in some cases perish in winter, because the physiological demands of laying
combined with weather stress are more than they can handle. In other words,
don’t be greedy. Allow your birds a chance to recuperate and refresh themselves,
and get ready for the next season.
Waterfowl generally molt once the temperatures reach summerlike
heights. I can usually count on my geese to stop laying and start molting once
we experience our first few days of 90°F (32°C) temperatures. Ducks usually
hang on for up to a month longer before molting, depending on the breed.
Light breed egg-laying types molt a little longer than do the heavy breed meat
varieties. Some birds, such as Egyptian geese, molt a feather at a time, and
always look terrific.

Original feathers

Slow molter

Faster molter

MOLTING PATTERNS

Fast molter
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Turkeys molt in cycles based on gender. Males tend to molt in the heat of
the summer and have nice new feathers come fall, whereas female turkeys don’t
molt until late summer or early fall.

Butchering
I field many queries in my role as educator and poultry raiser, but one of the
most frequently asked questions is “When is the proper time to butcher?” The
answer is one of individual preference, really, but several factors must be considered before jumping in.
Modern commercial broilers are usually ready to be slaughtered at an age
between six and eight weeks. If kept much longer than ten weeks, these birds
are affected by serious problems such as breast blisters and sore feet.
Remember that modern, commercial broilers are not genetically designed to
be on earth for long. These birds are specifically developed to be butchered in a
short period of time. Many wouldn’t live through winter anyway, because their
bodies are so out of shape. Anatomically disfigured from their enlarged breasts,
they don’t function well once they reach adulthood and are clearly best suited
for slaughter at eight weeks. If you have raised only chickens designed for commercial sales, however, and you switch to rearing heritage birds, you may find
the butchering timeline confusing.
Heritage chickens are usually not ready to butcher at eight weeks. They are
still small and may only dress out at around 2 pounds (1 kg). Developing hardy
bodies for long-term survival, they take longer to grow; usually you’ll have a
normal, reasonably sized bird at about sixteen weeks.
You know it’s time to butcher heritage breeds when the male birds start
showing sexual maturity and an interest in the hens. Once they begin to crow
and chase after the young pullets, wanting to mate, the meat will begin to firm
up rather quickly. Although they will continue to get bigger, their meat will be
too tough to eat if you wait for them to get any bigger. They won’t be the 6- to
8-pound (2.5–3.5 kg) whoppers that you may have been expecting, but you will
still get a decent-size, 3- to 5-pound (1.5–2 kg) bird.(Some are smaller, depending upon the breed that you are raising.)
Waterfowl
It’s much more difficult to try to pin down butchering time for ducks and geese.
Because they have a considerable number of pinfeathers — hard-to-remove,
nasty little feathers that can make one never want to raise ducks or geese
again — it’s very awkward and cumbersome to slaughter them too early.
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A Typical Two-Year Cycle with Chickens
To better understand the timing involved in raising chickens, let’s track the monthto-month flow of the planning and work. The following “calendar” provides a rough
outline of a two-year cycle.
YEAR 1, January. Plan your poultry
needs. Think about how many chicks
you want to raise. Choose your breed(s).
Decide if you want to order “straight
run” chicks — a batch that hatches into
a mix of pullets and cockerels. If you
want only future layers, then plan to
purchase pullets. Order your birds. Plan
their arrival based upon several issues:
the typical weather in your area at the
arrival time; when you want meat or
eggs; and how much heat you want to
afford them.
Once you have ordered and made
arrangements for the chicks’ arrival, it’s
time to get the facilities ready. Make sure
you have all of your “nursery” items ready.
Waterers, feeders, heat lamps, brooder
containers, and so on used to raise them
should be purchased and cleaned so that
when the babies arrive, you’ll be ready.
February. Pass the time away waiting
for the arrival of your babies by refreshing your memory on all of the dos and
don’ts and reading over the chapters that
interest you in this book. If you live in a
warmer part of the world, this is a good
month for your chicks to arrive.
March. I have chosen this month as
the average time period between startup dates for southerly and northerly

locations, but April, May, and June work
equally well.
The arrival of the chicks is an exciting moment. Open the box and all of
their little heads will peek up at you in
anticipation of what is going to happen
next. Ideally, they had a good, safe trip
and you are off on your new adventure.
If the babies are cold and stressed,
give some warm water with vitamins
to help them get going. Be prepared to
deal with a few who had a rougher time
than others, and perhaps have a separate
place for them for a few hours or days.
The first week is crucial. Keep a watchful eye on them. Do not neglect them,
but don’t handle them so much that they
get stressed. By the end of the first week
they are starting to lose their cute little
baby chick look and are getting feathers.
They will begin to get active and start
wanting to explore their world.
April. Once your chicks reach the age
of one month, start planning for a rapid
growth spurt and the problems caused
by the desire to fly. They are really into
exploring their world and seek to be out
and roaming in the yard. Once the chicks
reach six to eight weeks, they roam a bit
more each day. Control their adventures
some with fences or by limiting the
hours they can be out of their pens. If
you let them out of their building late in
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May. Your birds are teenagers now and
you hope they have passed the stage
when they acquire coccidiosis. When
they reach 10 to 12 weeks and have not
yet acquired the disease, you are in good
shape. At this stage in their life, you will
be able to easily differentiate between
the pullets and the cockerels. The young
males will have the larger combs, and
the feathers on their necks and saddle,
the area right above the tail on the back,
will be longer and more pointed than
the females’, which will be smooth and
rounded. Some young males start displaying their sexuality.
June. Assuming a March 1 hatchling
arrival, the birds reach late adolescence
by month’s end. You hear your first crowing from most breeds. They are about 16
weeks old, and you can start butchering
off the earliest roosters. The young pullets
start to show signs of comb growth. Some
of the hybrid layers (sex-links) are nearing
their first laying period.
You will want to switch to a laying
feed or the adult ration of your choosing
this month. If you have not already done
so, you will want to get your nest boxes
installed.
July. By month’s end, most of the roosters that you are not going to keep should
be butchered, as you’re getting close to the
time when they become a bit tough when
cooked. Some of the early-laying pullets

are producing their first eggs. Check for
lice and mites and treat if necessary. Now
you start enjoying the payoff for your hard
work during the spring; fresh eggs and
meat are yours to delight in.
September. Molting begins this
month, as does the decrease and eventual end to the laying period. To keep the
egg supply up, provide those birds that
you wish to keep laying with artificial
light. Supplement the natural light with
electric light for a minimum of 12 hours,
preferably 14, per day. Purchase a timer
and set it up to kick on in the early morning and then let them end the day when
the sun goes down. It is too hard on the
birds to have the light suddenly go off
when it is dark. The birds will be down
on the floor moving around and then —
bam! — it is pitch-black.
Lower-calcium feed can be given
during the molting process, and this is
an excellent time to get ready for winter barn-cleaning. Clean out all the old
feathers and litter and lime the floor
with a light coating of barn lime to
sweeten the sour moist areas. Lay down
new bedding.
October. Egg production dips a bit as
the weather changes. This is the first
month you might start seeing some
common diseases such as coryza, pox,
laryngotracheitis, and sinus and respiratory ailments. This occurs as they start
bunching up more to keep warm and
adjust to the weather changes. Take
appropriate precautions and monitor for
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the day they don’t go as far; when let out
early in the day they venture farther.
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symptoms of illness. Be ready to treat at
the first sign of any of those ailments, as
the longer you wait the more problems
you will have. Immediately isolate any
sick-looking birds.
November. Winter is getting closer
so it’s time to make sure your pens or
chicken houses are cleaned out well and
winterized. Patch the holes, cover the
windows, and so on to get ready for the
cold weather ahead.
This is also a good month to make
sure rodent populations are under control. Don’t let mice or rats build in population numbers, so choose your method
of removal and develop a consistent plan
of action for the winter months when
they, too, will be seeking shelter from the
cold. It is also important to do another
louse and mite check this month. All
opportunist pests will sap the strength
of your flock when it gets cold.
December. The days are at their shortest this month and egg production is also
at a low point. Continue to supplement
your day length with artificial light if you
want high egg production. Check for lice
and mites again. Paint the roosts with a
mixture of motor oil and kerosene. If
mites are rampant you might have to add
a fumigant to the mixture. Worm your
birds if they are in good condition and
not overly stressed.
YEAR 2, January. Natural light is starting to increase and birds on natural light
will start laying on their own. Colder days

require careful monitoring for frozen
combs and wattles, and monthly checks
for lice and mites that zap the birds’
already limited cold-weather strength. If
you are going to keep a constant supply
of eggs you will want to refer back to year
one and start again with a new batch of
chicks while continuing to care for the
grown birds in their second year.
February. If you forced the young to lay
throughout the winter, they are getting a
bit tired; expect some periodic drops in
egg production. Birds on a natural light
cycle are just starting to go strong by
month’s end. Increasing day length will
increase egg production.
March. Your babies are now a year old.
You’ll either receive a new set of chicks
to incorporate into the existing flock for
a continuous supply of eggs in the fall,
or see if any of yours are of the breeds
that go broody and plan accordingly. The
first warm days of spring will push some
of the mothering types of chickens into
broodiness. If you want to raise your own
chicks, provide your prospective mother
or mothers with a separate place to start
their 21-day journey.
April, May, and June. Your babies
are no longer pullets; they are now
called hens, as they are older than one
year. This is the time to check to see
who is laying and who is not. The easiest method is the two-finger method:
Take your two fingers next to your
thumb and they should fit between
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July, August. If you forced the hens
to lay by using artificial light, they have
now laid consistently for a year and are
showing their stress and tiredness. A
particular hot spell, predator attacks or
other trauma triggers a molt and cessation of the laying process.
If you raised new birds this year, they
begin to lay and you see no drop in egg
production from your flock. The question arises as to when it’s acceptable to
mix young birds with old birds. I never
mix very young birds with older birds as
that can be very hazardous. Don’t add
your new birds into the pens with the
older birds yet. Mixing this year’s birds
with older birds in midsummer is tough
as the hens are still laying and the males
are still interested in the hens.

September, October, and November.
September is the best time to mix adult
birds of different ages, now that the days
are short and birds are not much interested in mating. This works best for mixing male groups as well as female groups.
The hormone level in both genders is
low and aggression is at a minimum.
Always mix new birds in with caution.
Make sure you observe the new cohabiters for a short time to see that all is going
well. It is amazing how territorial certain
birds can be, and how they can traumatize and seriously harm new arrivals.
Even if you have kept your hens on
artificial light the whole time, by now
they need a rest and will molt, as they
are well over a year old. Whether or
not you choose to keep the year-old
hens over another year is dependent
upon the system you wish to establish
and the breed of the bird. For example,
sex-links and certain white-egg-hybrid
crosses may be more economical if you
start fresh with new layers at this point,
while many of the heritage breeds have
at least one more year of good to excellent production. Most raisers find it cost
effective to keep their backyard hens
yet one more year. Commercial operations discard the hens once they molt
but the backyard flock owner is able to
get at least one more year of successful
performance.
December. Do the necessary checks to
keep the flock healthy and enjoy a bit of
a rest and a decent holiday meal or two
of your freshly raised meat and eggs.
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the pubic bones of the hen. The more
space the better. If your fingers will
not fit, your hen is not laying eggs. The
hens that are the highest producers
tend to attract the most attention from
the males. The most abused-looking
hen with a pecked spot on her head and
her back feathers missing is likely the
best layer you have. The hen that sits
on the roost or walks around and looks
like she is ready for a beauty pageant is
most likely a laying dud.
Birds discovered to be duds can
be separated for a while and perhaps
given a special treat or two to see if they
can improve their habits. If there’s no
change after a month, it is time to either
have a chicken to dinner or find a new
home for her.
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Ducks can be butchered during what’s called “the green stage,” when they
are only about eight weeks old, but only certain breeds do well with that. Many
will not be filled out yet, leaving you with a scrawny, feathery, frustrating mess.
Modern Pekins will perform quite well green, but be careful to choose them at
a time when they’re not putting forth a lot of new feathers or they will be considerably pinny and you won’t be able to pick them all out without a great deal
of difficulty.
I try never to butcher waterfowl until we’ve had several hard freezes, and
usually wait until several weeks after that to do the job. This gives the birds
a chance to start growing firmer feathers, making them much easier to pick.
Raisers fortunate enough to live in areas without freezing weather must experiment a bit to determine when the feathers pick easiest. Sexual maturity can be
a guideline. Even though ducks don’t crow, keep an eye on the males, and when
they’ve started breeding, start your test butchering.
Geese are best suited for purchase in the spring and kept until after the first
good cold spell in the fall. But don’t rush to butcher geese. Geese put their fat
and muscle onto their bone structure a bit slower than does the average bird. A
twenty-eight- to thirty-week-old goose is typically at prime condition for butchering. So give them plenty of time to grow and you’ll be rewarded with a much
more palatable and handsome-looking carcass.
A March or April hatched goose is probably best butchered in November or
December when there are fewer flies and pests buzzing about. In fact, these are

Give geese plenty of time
to reach full size and
weight before butchering.
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the months when it is best to butcher most fowl. By mid to late fall, waterfowl
have put on a nice layer of fat under the skin, making the feathers easier to pick,
as they are firm and mature, and make a nice-looking carcass. Refer to chapter
19, Home Processing, for butchering and feather-removal tips.
Turkeys are eaten mostly for Thanksgiving dinner; people forget they are
perfectly edible commodities the other 364 days of the year. If you raise turkeys
to sell at Thanksgiving, it’s rather difficult to predict when you must hatch or
purchase the baby birds so they will be mature enough in November. You want
them to be full-size, but also easy to feather-pick. It’s easier to determine the
readiness of modern commercial whites because they have so few feathers and
you can see if pinfeathers are coming in or not. Still flying traditional-heritage
turkeys are not so easy to identify.
Turkey feathers tend to pull away from the carcass easily, unless you’ve
butchered too early. Unfortunately, you sometimes don’t know you’ve slaughtered too early until you get your water and everything ready for butchering
and the first one you kill stubbornly retains its feathers, or you find a significant
underlying layer of the smaller pinfeathers.
Many different factors, such as outside temperature, feed, breed, and so on,
play a role in age of maturity. But if your turkeys have reached proper maturity, they’ll butcher easily. Experience is really the best teacher here. Whatever
you do, don’t butcher them when they begin to look interested in mating; even
three- and four-day-old male turkeys sometimes strut and act like the big boys.

A Waterfowl Year
With waterfowl, you have fewer things to worry about, but a bit of timeline
know-how helps make for a smoother experience. The following list will help
you keep your farm and raiser calendar up to date with the ducks and geese.
Keep in mind that the ages of the birds (three weeks, eight weeks) are an
approximation.
Midspring (April, May or June) is the best time to acquire waterfowl. That
way you can raise them all summer, taking advantage of the readily available
nutritious meals on pasture. Let them eat lots of grass and weeds; for ducks —
bugs, slugs and worms.
At three weeks feather tracts start developing. Watch carefully for the emergence of these tracts and immediately cut down on protein content in the feed.
Simultaneously increase the plant material in the diet and monitor body growth
for angel wing.
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At eight weeks some ducks are ready to butcher, but use extreme caution if
it is midsummer and hot, as you will get more small, hard-to-pick feathers than
you have time for processing.
At five months your ducks will start laying eggs for consumption, if provided
proper food and light. You can encourage ducks to lay throughout the winter
easier than you can coax chickens to do so. With no comb to freeze, ducks adapt
to the cold better than chickens.
In November after the growing season has come to a close and the birds
have put on a little layer of fat, it’s butchering time. When your waterfowl have
feasted on pasture all summer and much of the fall, the meat takes on a different flavor and texture, and is far tastier than are ducks butchered earlier in the
season and fed only grain.

APPENDIX A
P O U LT R Y F E E D R E Q U I R E M E N T S
Lb. Eggs/100 Birds
Type of Bird

Age

Type of Feed

% Protein

White (Brown)

Chickens
Pullets

0–8 wk

Starter

20

280 (364)

8–12 wk

Grower

17

308 (392)

12–22 wk

Grower or
Developer

14

1,064 (1,289)

Layers

22+ wk

Layer

17

Broilers

0–4 wk

Starter

22

200

23 (25)

5–7 wk

Grower

20

500

Fryers

7–8 wk

Finisher

18

100

Roasters

0–4 wk

Starter

22

200

4–13 wk

Grower

16

1,200

13 wk to market

Finisher

14

1,000

Turkeys
Small
Large

0–7 wk

Starter

28

600

7–18 wk

Grower

20

3,000

0–8 wk

Starter

28

1,000

8–16 wk

Grower

20

3,000

16–24 wk

Finisher

14

3,500

White Pekin

0–2 wk

Starter

22–24

214

For market

2–4 wk

Grower

18–20

510

4–8 wk

Finisher

16–17

1,410

Ducks

For breeders

0–2 wk

Starter

16–17

2 wk to maturity

Grower

18–20

214*

Geese
White Emden or
Chinese

0–3 wk

Starter

20–22

525

3–14 wk

Grower

15

5,600

14 wk to market
(24 –30 wk)

Grower

15

*Ducks are particularly good foragers. From approximately three weeks of age with good forage available,
savings of up to 35% in feed consumption can be realized.
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APPENDIX B
C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S I N D I C AT I N G
HIGH AND LOW EGG PRODUCTION
Characteristic

High Producers

Low Producers

Vent

Bleached, large, oval, moist

Yellow, dry, round, puckered

Eye ring

Bleached

Yellow-tinted

Beak

Bleached or bleaching

Yellow or growing yellow

Shanks

Pale yellow to white, thin, flat

Yellowish, round, full

Head

Clean-cut, bright red, balanced

Coarse or overrefined, dull, long, flat

Eyes

Prominent, bright, sparkling

Sunken, listless

Face

Clean-cut, lean, free from yellow
color and feathers

Sunken or beefy, full, yellowish,
feathered

Body

Deep

Shallow

Back

Wide; width carried out to pubic
bones

Narrow, tapering, pinched

Plumage

Worn, dry, soiled

Smooth, glossy, unsoiled

Molt

Late molter

Early molter

Carriage

Active and alert

Lazy and listless

Note: The term “yellow” indicates yellow-skinned chickens; breeds with white skin will be a bright white
to pinkish. Keep in mind that specific breed differences will make some appear to be poor producers
because of particular body styles.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
L AY E R S A N D N O N L AY E R S
Characteristic

Laying Hen

Nonlaying Hen

Comb

Large, red, waxy, full

Small, pale, scaly, shrunken

Wattles

Large, prominent

Small, contracted

Vent

Large, moist

Dry, puckered

Abdomen

Full, soft, velvety, pliable

Shallow or full of hard fat

Pubic bones

Flexible, wide open

Stiff, close together

Modified from the original source: Culling for High Egg Production, Vermont Agricultural Extension Service
Circular 115RU
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APPENDIX C
U.S. WEIGHT CLASSES FOR SHELL EGGS
Minimum Net
Weight per
Dozen (oz)

Size or
Weight Class

Minimum Net
Weight per 30-Dozen
Case (lb)

Minimum for Individual Eggs at Rate
per Dozen (oz)

Jumbo

30

56

29

Extra-large

27

50½

26

Large

24

45

23

Medium

21

39½

20

Small

18

34

17

Peewee

15

28

–

Source: Egg Grading Manual Agricultural Handbook No. 75

APPENDIX D
S U M M A R Y O F U . S . S TA N D A R D S F O R
QUALITY OF INDIVIDUAL SHELL EGGS
Quality Factor

AA Quality

A Quality

B Quality

Shell

Clean; unbroken;
practically normal

Clean; unbroken;
practically normal

Clean to slightly
stained; unbroken; may
be slightly abnormal

Air cell

18

⁄ inch or less in
depth; may show
unlimited movement
and be free or bubbly

3 16

⁄ inch or less in
depth; may show
unlimited movement
and be free or bubbly

More than 3⁄16 inch in
depth; may show
unlimited movement
and be free or bubbly

White

Clear; firm

Clear; may be
reasonably firm

Weak and watery; small
blood or meat spots
present*

Yolk

Outline slightly
defined; practically
free from defects

Outline may be fairly
well defined; practically
free from defects

Outline may be
plainly visible; may be
enlarged and flattened;
may show clearly visible
germ development but
no blood; may show
other serious defects

* If they are small (aggregating not more than 1⁄8 inch in diameter)
Note: Eggs that fail to meet the requirements of the above consumer grade are classified as restricted
eggs, and except for “checks” or “cracks” can be sold to consumers only within the specified tolerances
stated in the above grades. Dirties, leakers, inedibles, losses, checks, and incubator rejects are classified
under the restricted categories.
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APPENDIX E
I N C U B AT I O N T R O U B L E S H O O T I N G C H A R T
Symptom

Probable Cause

Suggested Remedies

Improper mating

2 to 3 vigorous males per
20 birds

Eggs too old

Eggs set within 10 days after
date laid

Brooding hens too thin

Keep hens in good condition

Too closely confined

Provide recommended amount
of floor space per bird

Incubator temperature too
high

Watch incubator temperature

Badly chilled eggs

Protect eggs against freezing
temperature

Breeding flock out of condition
(frozen combs, dirty facilities)

Do not set eggs from birds
with frozen combs or with
contagious diseases

Low vitamin ration

Feed fish oil and alfalfa

Wrong turning

Close temperature regulation

Lack of ventilation

Plenty of fresh air in incubator
room and good ventilation of
machines

Faulty rations

Feed yellow corn, milk, alfalfa
meal, and fish oil

Improper turning

Turn eggs 3–5 times daily

Heredity

Select for high hatchability

Wrong temperature

Watch incubator temperature

Low average humidity

Keep wet bulb temperature at
85–90°F

Low average temperature

Maintain proper temperature
throughout hatch

Excessive high temperature
for short period

Guard against temperature
surge

Eggs candle clear
No blood ring or embryo
growth

Eggs candle clear
but show blood or very
small embryo on breaking

Dead germs
Embryos dying at 12–18
days

Chick fully formed
but dead without pipping

Eggs pipped
Chick dead in shell
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I N C U B AT I O N T R O U B L E S H O O T I N G C H A R T ( C O N T. )
Symptom

Probable Cause

Suggested Remedies

Eggs dried down too much

Carry wet bulb temperature at
85°F between hatches

Low humidity at hatching time

increase wet-bulb reading
to 88–90°F when eggs start
pipping

Low average temperature

Proper operating temperature

Small air cell due to high average humidity

Increase ventilation and lower
humidity

High temperature or wide
temperature variations

Careful operation

Low humidity

Proper humidity

Small eggs

Set proper sized eggs for the
breed

Low humidity

Maintain proper humidity

High temperature

Watch incubator temperature

Low average temperature

Proper temperature

Sticky chicks
Shell sticking to chick

Chicks smeared with
egg contents

Rough navels

Chicks too small

Large soft-bodied chicks

Poor ventilation

Adequate ventilation

Mushy chicks

Navel infection in incubator

Careful fumigation of
incubator between hatches

Short down on chicks

High temperature

Proper temperature

Low humidity

Careful moisture control

Temperature too high

Proper control of temperature

Temperature too high

Proper operation

Average temperature too low

Watch temperature, check
thermometers

Cross beak — heredity

Careful flock culling

Missing eye — abnormal

Matter of chance

Crooked toes — temp.

Watch temperature

Wryneck — nutrition?

Not fully known

Hatching too early
with bloody navels
Draggy hatch
Some chicks early, but
hatch slow in finishing
Delayed hatch
Eggs not starting to pip
until 21st day or later
Crippled chicks

Source: Modified from Embryology and Biology of Chickens, University of Vermont
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APPENDIX F

Poultry Ailments Checklist
and Diagnostic Aids
If you are fortunate to live in an area where you have access to a veterinarian with some skill in the poultry area, it is always a good idea to work with a
qualified person. But if you live in such places as I have lived, where vets have
only minimal experience with poultry, the following can provide you with some
starting points to help keep your poultry healthy.
I fully understand why many veterinarians cannot specialize in poultry —
there isn’t much demand among backyard producers who rarely take a sick fowl
to a veterinarian when the fee will probably be more than the poultry is worth.
Over the years, having neither the funds nor the veterinary expertise to work
with, I developed some guidelines and key things to look for both externally and
internally. Since I have a degree in biology, perhaps I have more of a scientific
curiosity than others when a fowl ails, and perhaps a stronger stomach. I do,
however, wish to know not only what ails a bird, but also how to deal with it and
prevent the condition in the future.
For those who do not wish to turn things into a biology dissection lab, the
following external checklist can be useful. Please use this as a starting point and
check with a qualified person for confirmation.

External Observations
These simple observations really don’t require a necropsy. They also can be performed on a live bird when treatment may still save it.

q

Head

Check birds especially around the nasal area to see if there are swollen sinuses;
check the eyes for swelling or built-up bacterial residues.
Sinuses. Swollen sinuses mean a respiratory infection of sorts; squeeze them
if possible to see if the exudate is clear or cheesy. If clear, it could be a simple
infection of the upper respiratory system; cheesy usually indicates a severe or
prolonged infection, typically a mycoplasma such as CRD, or chronic respiratory disease.
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Eyes. If you see chunky, cheesy material in one eye and the other is clear, you

have coryza, or as it used to be called, roup.
Mouth and throat. Look for sores and lesions. If feeding whole oats or barley,
check to make sure the corners of the mouth have not been penetrated by an
oat hull or barley beard. Check the back of the throat at the top of the trachea
to see that it is not plugged with wet pox.
With turkeys in particular, check the nostrils to see that they are not covered with a down feather and dried nasal discharge. Many times just removing
the plug over the nostril will get the nostril draining and the nasal swelling will
cure itself.
Ears. Check for plugs of a creamy cheeselike material, or hard plugs if they
have been there awhile. Apply pressure to the sides and wipe away the material
as it oozes out. Clean with a bit of hydrogen peroxide on a cotton-tipped swab,
and then apply antibiotic salve.

q

Feet

Swollen areas that feel warm are a sign of bumblefoot. Look for spots where the
swelling is near the surface to allow lancing for drainage after cleaning with
hydrogen peroxide. Then either apply antibiotic salve or spray Blu-Kote in the
lanced drainage hole.
Check waterfowl feet by looking for sores and lesions on the pads of the feet.
Make sure these do not become infected. Treat with antibiotic or Blu-Kote and
work on supplemental nutrition to heal the sores.

q

Additional Inspections

Check for parasites regularly; look under the wing and around the vent for
live lice and mites as well as the egg cases. Heavy infestations will result in
weakened birds that appear cold, with shriveled combs and ruffled feathers.
Heavy infestations in the winter will usually result in the bird perishing from
the inability to keep warm.
Other external areas of inspection include the crop area for swelling or compaction. Check the bird’s vent for prolapse.

Internal Checklist for the Bird That Has Perished
There are a number of valuable pieces of information that you can obtain at little
or no cost to you to help you identify some issues that can occur with your poultry. You will need a few supplies — nothing fancy, although it can be your choice
to spend the extra. The following items are key to your home necropsy kit:
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A box of disposable gloves (snug-fitting work best)
A scalpel or sharp paring knife
■■ A good pair of small scissors (cuticle or dissection scissors work great)
■■ A bottle of rubbing alcohol, which serves to clean up the utensils when
done
■■ An old piece of kitchen countertop or a good cutting board to support the
bird to be necropsied
■■ A stack of old newspapers
■■
■■

Steps to Follow
Place the deceased bird on the tabletop for the procedure. I place several layers
of newspaper down to absorb body fluids, blood, and mess as well as wrap the
bird after the procedure.
I like to skin the bird a bit to remove some of the feathers and clip off the
wings so that there are fewer feathers and less material in the way. The easiest
way to do this is to pick up the bird and take a pair of scissors to snip the loose
skin at the base of the breast bone. Start pulling back the skin with feathers
attached. You should be able to slip the skin and feathers slowly back to the
feather line on the legs; you can cut those off and then cut off the wings to leave
a bare-skinned carcass.
At this point, you can take the knife or scalpel and slit the skin under the
breast bone and make a triangular cut around the vent. Pull up on the breast
bone and expose the internal organs. Do a quick visual check of the liver and
appearance of the intestines and heart; slide your hand under the side by the
heart to view the lungs.

Things to Notice
The liver should be a nice bright reddish purple color. Make notes if yellowish,

or if a deep purple color. If dealing with blackhead in turkeys, you will see the
large sunburst spots and notice an unpleasant smell.
The gallbladder, located in the lobes of the liver, should be round, pea- to beansized and dark green in color; if larger or if broken, this can indicate problems.
Remove the gizzard from the intestines and slice open to check the con-

tents. Birds on range or with access to grit should have small pebbles inside.
Check for pieces of glass or stray metal. I lost a whole flock of Pilgrim geese
that had picked up lead shot from a pasture where the former owners of the
farm had a burn pile. The birds picked up the pellets and developed toxicity
from the lead as it slowly dissolved in their system. I have also seen turkey
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gizzards pierced from swallowed pieces of broken glass; the resulting tear in the
gizzard lining essentially created peritonitis.
In young birds, check to make sure the gizzard is not plugged with material
such as string, straw, sawdust, long pieces of coiled-up grass, and other items
that can slow down the digestive process. I have seen young guineas with gizzards plugged with compacted sawdust that was unable to move on through.
I have also seen gizzards packed with rough pieces of grass and no pebbles to
grind it so the material did not move on through the digestive system.
The gizzard contents can indicate many things that you should monitor in
your flock. Your feeding practices or whether you are providing ample grit can
be clearly determined from a gizzard check.
The heart should be covered with a thin, protective sac and be free from
bumps or lesions. In modern turkeys and fast-growing broilers, check to see if

the heart is firm and strong or large and flabby. Large, flabby hearts with little
firmness to them can occur at a rather high incidence in the commercial, rapidgrowing strains of broilers and turkeys. Heart attacks are frequent in birds with
enlarged hearts. Characteristic symptoms prior to death are a bird that has little
energy and sits a lot; if forced to move fast, it rapidly tires and sits down again
or will die when stressed.
The lungs, located in the back among the ribs, should be bright pink. If
grayish or with deep purple spots, you have a respiratory condition. There can
also be cheesy material in advanced cases of respiratory disease. In these cases,
look for cheesy material in the clear air sacs that you might not even notice
in a healthy bird. If you find this in your specimen, you may wish to consult a
professional and carefully monitor the rest of the flock. It would probably be
best to put the rest of the birds that have come in contact with this one on a
strong antibiotic.
Check the intestines for several conditions. In turkeys, if you are confirming
blackhead, you will see ulcers on the intestines as well as the spots on the liver.
In chickens, I also find it helpful to snip the intestine in several places and then
push the contents into a small container with water in it to check for worms.
If you have worms, they will depart from the intestinal contents and squirm
around in the water.
Examine the cecal pouches, which are places where coccidiosis will appear.
The pouches appear as two dead-end structures that are part of the intestines. A
quick check here will indicate a problem if the contents are bloody. In advanced
cases, this can be solid blood. If you find evidence of coccidiosis in a dead fowl,
quickly medicate the rest of the flock to save as many as you can.
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Very rarely you will find a condition that involves the crop. The old name was
sour crop or compacted crop. Basically, a fungus and/or bacteria builds up in the
crop and prevents proper movement of food and water through the digestive
system. This will be obvious before the bird dies, but can be confirmed if the
crop is opened.
If you suspect laryngotracheitis, remove the trachea carefully. If you are
careful, you can check the inside for bloody areas. Use caution when you remove
it and do not let blood from outside the trachea get into it prior to examination.

APPENDIX G
The top row of this chart shows the dry-bulb temperature within the incubator.
The readings within the chart are relative humidity (in percent). If you do not
have the skill or access to take wet-bulb readings you can purchase a greenhouse
dial hygrometer and use the percentage readings to get the proper humidity.

USING A WET-BULB SYSTEM
Wet Bulb

Dry-Bulb Temperature in the Incubator
98°F
(36.6°C)

99°F
(37.2°C)

100°F
(37.7°C)

101°F
(38.3°C)

102°F
(38.8°C)

80°F (26.6°C)

46

44

42

40

39

81°F (27.2°C)

48

46

44

43

41

82°F (27.7°C)

51

49

47

45

43

83°F (28.3°C)

53

51

49

47

45

84°F (28.8°C)

56

54

52

50

48

85°F (29.4°C)

59

56

54

52

50

86°F (30°C)

62

59

57

55

52

87°F (30.5°C)

64

62

59

57

55

88°F (31.1°C)

67

65

62

60

58

89°F (31.6°C)

70

68

65

63

60

90°F (32.2°C)

73

71

68

65

63

91°F (32.7°C)

76

74

71

68

66

92°F (33.3°C)

80

77

74

71

68

93°F (33.8°C)

83

80

77

74

71

94°F (34.4°C)

86

83

80

77

74
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APPENDIX H
TYPES OF RODENTICIDES
Drug Type/Name

Dose

Comment(s)

Anticoagulant
Brodifacoum

Single

Most potent rodenticide currently available for commensal rodents; good to use with warfarin-resistant
rats. With a single feeding, rats die within 4 or 5 days

Bromadiolone

Single

Less potent than brodifacoum, but better than chlorophacinone or diphacinone; rats die within 5 days after
a single feeding.

Chlorophacinone

Multiple

Rodents must feed several times but not necessarily
on consecutive days. For optimal effect, several feedings should occur within a 10-day period.

Coumafuryl

Multiple

For an effective kill, the rodents need several feedings.

Diphacinone

Multiple

Works the same as chlorophacinone, and either formulation can be used.

Isovalerylindandione

Multiple

It is used primarily in tracking powders for controlling
rodents that are not eating bait.

Pindone

Multiple

One of the early bait formulations; slightly less effective than warfarin, but still kills rats.

Warfarin

Multiple

First marketed anticoagulant; best known but used
less today because of development of more potent
rodenticides, like brodifacoum and bromadiolone.

Diphenalyamine
Bromethalin

Single, acute*

A single-dose rodenticide that causes central nervous
system depression and paralysis leading to death in
2–4 days

Diphosphide
Zinc phosphide

Single, acute*

A dark gray powder that produces phosphine when it
comes in contact with the dilute acids in the stomach
of animals after ingestion, killing the animal overnight.

Multiple

This is a single- or multiple-dose rodenticide that
causes mobilization of calcium from bones into the
blood, causing death from hypercalcemia in 3 or 4
days. Very safe with other animals, as rats are more
sensitive to vitamin-D toxicity at very low doses.

Sterol
(vitamin-D complex)
Cholecalciferol

*A single feeding kills the rodent in a matter of hours.
Note: Please remember these are the active ingredients in the poisons and not brand names. Read the
label on the brand that you pick up in the farm store and determine which brand has the ingredient that
you are looking for. In most cases it is a good idea to change active ingredients several times a year to
prevent tolerance levels in the rodents from making the poison ineffective.
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APPENDIX I
Poultry Manure Information
Manure Production
Layers:
25 pounds per 100 per day with normal drying.
0.4 cubic foot per 100 per day.
Moisture content 75–80% as defecated.
Pollution load: 7 to 12 layers equal 1 human.
	Weight of a cubic foot of poultry manure at 70% moisture
approximately 65 pounds.
Broilers: Manure and litter per 100 birds.
8 weeks equals 400 pounds or 11.2 cubic feet at
25% moisture.

F E R T I L I Z E R VA L U E O F P O U LT R Y M A N U R E *
Pounds per Ton

Moisture %

Nitrogen

Phosphorus

Potash

Fresh Manure

75.0

29

10

8

Stored Manure

63.9

24

13

16

Broiler Litter

18.9

72

25

30

Layer Litter

22.1

50

23

36

Slurry (liquid)

92.0

22

12

7

*Based on information from University of New Hampshire Bulletin 444 – Farm Manure, 1966.

When nitrogen is worth $0.25 per pound, phosphorus $0.15 per pound, and
potash $0.08 per pound, the values per ton of poultry manure are:
Fresh Manure
Stored Manure
Broiler Litter
Layer Litter

$9.39
$9.23
$24.15
$14.86

Other elements of plant food contained in poultry manure include calcium,
magnesium, copper, manganese, zinc, chlorine, sulfur, and boron.

Resources
Directory of Poultry Publications
A number of USDA and state Extension publications on poultry production and
marketing are available by contacting the local county Extension agent and state
or area Poultry Extension Specialists. A partial list of trade publications follows.
Egg Industry
Watt Publishing Co.
800-869-6882
www.wattagnet.com

Feedstuffs
Miller Publishing Co.
952-931-0211
www.feedstuffs.com
Poultry Times
770-536-2476
www.poultryandeggnews.com
WATT Poultry USA
Watt Publishing Co.
800-869-6882
www.wattagnet.com

Websites for Poultry
Information
Animal Science Extension’s Poultry Page
University of California, Davis
http://animalscience.ucdavis.edu/Avian
Information on production, management,
and health
The Coop
http://the-coop.org
One of the original poultry sites — many links
to other good sites

U. S. Poultry & Egg Association
www.poultryegg.org

Diagnostic Laboratories
Contact the American Association of
Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosticians for
an accredited laboratory near you.
American Association of Veterinary
Laboratory Diagnosticians
P.O. Box 1770
Davis, CA 95617
530-754-9719
www.aavld.org

Cooperative Extension
System Offices
The Cooperative Extension Service is an
excellent source of information on poultry
and other agricultural enterprises. Extension
personnel are located in county or area offices
in each state, as well as at agricultural colleges
of the state universities. Poultry specialists
are located at many state universities, but not
all of them. In some large poultry-producing
states, specialists may be located in various
areas of the state, as well as on state university
campuses.
(continued)
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RESOURCES

For more information and to find the
Cooperative Extension System office nearest
you contact:
The National Institute of Food and
Agriculture
(formerly the Cooperative State Research,
Education, and Extension Service)
United States Department of Agriculture
Washington, D.C.
202-720-4423
www.csrees.usda.gov

Sources of Supplies and
Equipment
Many of the supplies and equipment needed
for the small poultry flock may be found at
the local feed store, hatchery, or other agricultural supply outlets. Some of the large
mail-order houses, such as Sears, also offer
agricultural supplies.
Contact the following organizations for
sources of stock, equipment, and veterinary
supplies.
American Livestock Breeds Conservancy
919-542-5704
www.albc-usa.org
American Poultry Association
724-729-3459
www.amerpoultryassn.com
Sand Hill Preservation Center
563-246-2299
www.sandhillpreservation.com
Society for the Preservation of Poultry
Antiquities
570-837-3157
www.feathersite.com/Poultry/SPPA/SPPA.html

Glossary
Air sacs Parts of the respiratory system in

fowl, which contains hollow bones and the
avian lung. The air sacs function something
like bellows.
Albumen The protein component of an egg
white.
Amylase The enzyme secreted with saliva
from the glands of the mouth to help lubricate the food and aid in its passage down
the esophagus.
Ascites A condition in which the bird grows
so fast its immune system can’t keep up; it
became a serious issue for a few years in
the broiler chicken industry. Because the
rate of bodily development is so rapid with
the immunity rate lagging behind, the birds
are susceptible to many ailments, the most
obvious being sores on the legs and feet
and breast blisters that are slow to heal.
Blackhead Primarily a protozoan disease of
turkeys, although it occasionally occurs in
chickens.
Blood feather An actively growing feather that
has a soft bloody tip attached to the body.
Blood spot A red spot of blood found in eggs,
created when laying hens are spooked or
traumatized in some way. These are not
evidence of developing embryos from partial incubation, but rather a condition indicating the ovaries are not working ideally.
Bloom The protective coating on the outer
surface of the eggshell.
Breed true To produce a hatch in which the
birds resemble the parents physically and
genetically.
Brooder A structure used to start and rear
young fowl; it can be anything from a cardboard box or plastic tub to an elaborate multitiered metal frame structure complete with

attached waterers, feeders, and manure pans.
Broody Describes the behavior and attitude

of a hen obeying the biological instinct to
reproduce.
Bumblefoot A bacterial infection that results
from bruising to the foot of the bird.
Candle To determine the interior quality of an
egg through the use of a special light in a
dark room.
Clean up When one lets hens clean up, it means
not saving any eggs for hatching for a full two
weeks to be certain of their parentage.
Caging In this system, birds living in conventional cages are usually debeaked, and
troughs of feed and water are placed in front
of them so they have access without the
need to move. In most commercial caging
situations, great numbers of birds are kept
in a small space. No nest boxes are needed;
the eggs roll out from under the cage. These
hens never have access to the world outside of their cages and roosters are never
involved because natural mating is never
allowed to occur.
Cannibalism Birds eating other birds.
Ceca Two dead-end pouches in which some
additional bacterial digestion takes place.
Little is known of their function.Cervical
Relating or belonging to the neck.
Chalaza The spiral cord between egg yolk and
lining membrane.
Chick pad The pad that comes in the shipping
box when chicks are shipped.
Chicken tractor A lightweight poultry home
on wheels that can be dragged around
by a tractor, by a small truck, or by hand,
depending on the size of the unit.
Chondrocytes Cartilage cells.
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Class A division of chickens of similar types

due to a common ancestry or point of origin. An example of a class is the Americans,
which includes all breeds developed in
America, typified by yellow skin and legs.
Cloaca The area at the end of the large intestine that the digestive, urinary, and reproductive systems all empty into.
Cloacal kiss Act in which semen is transferred
from the cloacal area near the phallus on
the male bird to the cloaca on the female.
Coccidiosis A condition in which the cecal
pouches become infected with protozoa
that destroy the lining, causing a very
bloody stool.
Coccidiostat Medication, sometimes included
in feeds, designed to curb coccidiosis in
young fowl.
Cockerels Young males.
Coryza A bacterial disease of chickens and
turkeys; also called roup.
Crest Feathers coming from a large, bony
knob on the head.
Crop A storage place for food at the base of
the esophagus.
Crossbreed A bird that will not breed true
because it is the offspring of a cross
between two genetically different breeds;
a hybrid.
Crumbles Poultry feed that resembles a crumbled cereal; pellets crushed to a smaller
size more suitable for young birds.
Culling Killing flock members to improve the
flock, or removing specimens from the
breeding flock that don’t meet the established criteria for the breed and using them
of another purpose.
Cuticle layer The thin, protective layer on the
outside of the egg.
Debeak The act of removing a section of the
beak to prevent feather picking.
Diatomaceous earth The remains of tiny
protozoans that contain silica in their cell
walls, which cuts the bodies of soft-bodied
creatures such as worms and insects when
used by raisers for worm control.
Dominant trait A trait or characteristic of the

bird that expresses itself if present in the
genetic makeup of a bird.
Down A fluffy, first plumage.
Draft shield Anything used to protect young
poultry from drafts.
Drop ship A practice whereby one hatchery
ships its chicks on behalf of any number of
other hatcheries. When this happens, the
babies of one breed are all a single strain of
chicks from the same place and the same
breeding pens.
Dual-purpose bird A bird used for more than
one purpose, typically for producing both
eggs and meat.
Embryo The developing bird inside the egg.
Endocrine glands Glands that produce
hormones.
Esophagus The gullet, where the food goes
down.
Eukaryotic cells Complex cells that have a
nucleus (a central body where genetic
information is stored) and organelles.
Feathering The development of feathers other
than down.
Feather picking The habit of picking at the
feathers of other birds.
Feed conversion The amount of feed it takes
to produce a product such as meat or eggs.
Fines The fine, flour-like material created in
the feed-grinding process.
Flighty Used to describe breeds with a nervous
nature that do not like a lot of close human
connections.
Fledge Leave the nest.
Follicle The yolk part of the ova, covered by a
membrane that is highly vascularized.
Forage Search for food naturally; feed supplements gathered fresh from nature.
Fount The dishlike part of a no-drown waterer
from which birds drink.
Free range A system in which a domesticated
bird has a life of limited confinement, with
as few restrictions as possible. A flock kept
free range is not penned, roams the owner’s
pasture or yard freely during the day, and is
locked up in a barn or building at night to
prevent nighttime predation.
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Gangrene A condition that occurs when fro-

Isthmus The part of the reproductive system

zen or otherwise damaged tissues die and
begin to rot; caused by a bacteria.
Gastrocnemius muscle The “drumstick” muscle on the back of the leg, attached to the
toes by the gastrocnemius tendon, which,
when relaxed, causes the toes to grasp, thus
enabling the bird to sleep on a roost.
Gizzard A muscular organ of poultry, used to
grind food.
GMOs Genetically modified organisms such
as altered seeds; an example would be corn
that has gens forma bacteria moved into its
DNA to kill corn borers that bite the stalk.
Gonads The sex organs of fowl, consisting of
the testes in the male, and ovary and oviduct in the female.
Grit Tiny pieces of rock given to poultry to aid
in the food-grinding digestive process.
Hard palate The roof of the mouth.
Hatcher The warm place wherein the egghatching process takes place; an incubator
used specifically for that purpose.
Heritage fowl A fowl that has been a recognized or historic breed, will mate naturally,
and can reproduce on its own.
Homeotherms Animals able to regulate
and maintain a fairly constant body
temperature.
Hybrid A cross that will not produce offspring
genetically similar to the parents.
Hyperplasia An increase in the number of
cells in the body.
Hypertrophy An increase in the size of the
existing cells in the body.
Imprinting The process in which a young
animal will form an attachment to another
animal and treat it as if it were its mother.
Inbreeding When mating occurs between
closely related individuals — such as brothers and sisters — and then continues with
mating among the offspring.
Incubate To warm, nurture, and hatch eggs
that contain the growing embryo.
Infundibulum The first part of a hen’s oviduct,
where sperm storage and fertilization occur.

of the hen where the inner and outer shell
membranes are formed.
Keets Young guinea fowl.
Kidneys Organs that function to filter water
and excrete waste.
Laryngotracheitis Sometimes called showman’s disease, “laryngo” is a common viral
ailment that affects the trachea.
Lethal gene A gene with an expression that
results in the death of the organism, usually in the embryo stage.
Leydig cells Cells that produce the male
steroid hormone testosterone.
Loose-feathered A physical trait of poultry
that makes them look massive from a distance and appear to be heavier than they
really are — until you pick them up.
Magnum The largest part of the oviduct,
where most of the albumen is formed and
deposited around the yolk.
Mandibles The jaws; referred to as “the beak”
in poultry.
Marek’s An extremely contagious viral disease
of poultry that presents with paralysis.
Meat spot A hard lump found in the egg in the
white near the yolk that resembles a dark,
reddish brown piece of meat. This is not
evidence of developing embryos from partial
incubation, but rather a condition indicating
the ovaries are not working ideally.
Medullary bone Parts of bones found in many
areas of female fowl and a storage area for
calcium for egg formation.
Metal tier brooders Brooding systems that
usually include four or five separate tiers,
each capable of handling 25 to 50 chicks.
Molting A seasonal time of feather loss when
fowl decline in reproductive ability; sperm
count goes down in males, and females
stop producing eggs.
Mycoplasmas Microorganisms that cause
respiratory disease in all species of poultry; the most common is CRD (Chronic
Respiratory Disease).
Myoglobin The oxygen-holding molecule in the
muscle. Muscles that are used more tend to
accumulate more myoglobin and thus are
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darker in color, and called “dark meat.”
Naturalized Describes domestic birds that go

wild, live in the edges of fields and gardens,
and raise their own young.
Naturally mating turkeys Turkeys that are able
to breed naturally and without artificial
insemination; many of the modern white
turkeys are not capable of natural reproduction because of the weight and size of
their breasts, grown for meat.
Necropsy Postmortem dissection of an animal
for diagnostic purposes
Off types Choosing breeding partners from
two separate gene pools to renew a breed’s
vigor and to create a hatch of diverse birds
with color variations, comb differences,
build differences, and so on. By crossing
these diverse and separate lines, breeders
are flushing out some of the genes that
aren’t always visible within a particular line.
Organelles Miniature organs with specific
functions within each cell, not unlike those
in human body systems.
Organic feed Feed grown on certified organic
ground and using no artificial chemicals,
pesticides, or genetically modified seeds
(GMOs).
Osteocytes Bone cells.
Outcrossing Mating of birds with a different
but similar breed.
Ova Female reproductive cells.
Ovary Female fowl reproductive organ.
Oviduct The tube that transports eggs from
the ovary.
Oviduct prolapse A lethal condition occurring in all species of poultry, but typically
in high-producing hens. Prolapse happens
when a hen in high production lays a particularly large egg that forces the oviduct
out along with it.
Parabronchi Tiny, honeycombed passageways
used in avian respiration.
Partial confinement Keeping a confined bird
with no access to an outside source of exercise or green grass, but allowing it room to
move around within its building.
Pasty Manure-caked.
Pectoral muscle The breast muscle; the

largest muscle in any species of fowl and
therefore given the greatest attention as
a food source, particularly among largescale raisers.
Pedigree Documentation of the parentage of
the offspring.
Phallus Penis.
Pigeon milk The food regurgitated from a parent pigeon’s crop and fed to its offspring.
Pinioning Cutting off the tip of a bird’s wing to
prevent the development of flight feathers
and ground the bird for life. This must be
done on very young birds, usually less than
a few days old.
Pipping Pecking through the shell.
Pituitary gland The master gland of the body
that works in conjunction with the hypothalamus to control secretion of hormones.
Pneumatic bones Specialized hollow bones
connected to the respiratory system
through the air sacs; they include the skull,
humerus, clavicle, keel, lumbar, and sacral
vertebrae.
Poults Young turkeys.
Premise number The government number
used to regulate and track every animal and
animal product produced on a producer’s
property.
Prokaryotic cells Simple cells such as bacteria.
Protozoa Single-celled creatures that live in or
near water.
Proventriculus The true stomach of fowl,
where hydrochloric acid and digestive
enzymes are added to swallowed food to
aid in the digestive process.
Pullet eggs The first and smallest eggs from a
newly established flock.
Pullorum Bacillary white diarrhea, a disease
easily spread by breeders from contaminated
incubated eggs, and resulting in massive flock
loss. Testing for this disease is highly regulated and has resulted in near eradication.
Purebred A bird that when bred with others
of the same type will produce offspring that
resembles and is genetically similar to
the parents.
Ratites Emus, rheas, ostriches, and other
flightless birds.
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Rumpless fowl Poultry that lack a tailbone.
Scales The crunchy-looking outgrowths that

are a waste product of the mites chewing
up the poultry’s leg.
Scaly leg mites Insects that burrow into the
leg flesh of poultry.
Screenings A mixture of the material left from
cleaning local farmers’ dried peas, lentils,
wheat, and barley; lightly ground, lesserquality seeds given to poultry as feed.
Select back Seek out through several generations of offspring the birds that have the
proper, desired traits of the breed.
Selection A process all breeders must undergo
that involves choosing the specimens for
breeding that conform to and match the
desired traits outlined in the APA or ABA
standard.
Setter The incubator wherein the eggs are
warmed and properly turned.
Setting up your breeding pens Placing the
chosen male with the chosen hen or hens
for breeding.
Sex-link A hatchling created when crossing two
breeds; if male, it will hatch out one color, if
female it will be another color. Chicks can be
sexed at hatching by the color.
Shell gland A hen’s uterus, where the egg
takes up salts and water, and the final part,
the hard shell, is added to the egg.
Sour crop A condition in which a bird develops a swollen crop filled with a foul-smelling liquid and spoiled food mixture.
Spicules Needle-like bones.
Squab Meat from pigeons and doves.
Sternum Breastbone.
Testes Male reproductive organs of poultry.
Testosterone Male steroid hormone that
causes sperm cells to mature and enables
the development of secondary sex characteristics, including feather patterns and
colors, crowing, and sexual behavior.
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Three-way heterozygous cross Mating birds

that do not breed true; a result of a mating
in which not all the offspring resemble the
parents.
Tibial dyschondroplasia Leg weakness, a periodic problem with rapidly growing strains
of broiler chickens and ducks, and large
broad-breasted turkeys; its occurrence is
due to a forced surge in growth hormone.
Tight-feathered Birds with feathers that do not
fluff out.
Tinted eggs Off-white eggs.
Total confinement Constant cage dwelling.
Treading The mating action of the male on the
back of the female.
True breeding Mating from which the offspring resemble their parents in all color
and physical traits.
Tuft Feathers growing from the tissue at the
top of the head.
Variety A color or comb variation of a breed in
a class; for example, Leghorns are a breed
and Single Comb Light Brown (Leghorns)
and Rose Comb Light Brown (Leghorns)
are varieties of that breed.
Vascularization The development of fully
functioning blood vessels and structure.
Vent The external opening of the body out of
which the digestive, urinary, and reproductive systems all empty.
Vent gleet A sexually transmitted poultry disease most commonly occurring in ducks;
probably fungal in origin.
Ventriculus The gizzard, where food is ground
into smaller particles.
Vertebrae Spinal column bones.
Withdrawal The time period between a medicine’s last dosing and when eggs and meat
from the medicated bird can be legally consumed or sold.
Yarding A method of keeping birds that provides them with a building enclosed by
wire, or runway, for exercise.
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ALBC. See American Livestock Breeds
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albumen, 56
alleles, 313
allergic reactions, 284, 286, 370
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Amprolium, 377
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of digestive system, 52–53
of endocrine system, 58–59
of feathers, 48, 49–51
of muscles, 46–47
of nervous system, 57–58
overview of, 45
of reproductive system, 53–57
Anconas, 187
Andalusians, 105, 110
angel wing, 189–190, 191, 202, 396–397
antibiotics
avoidance of, 365–367
for coryza, 379
meat and, 285–286
meat birds and, 128
for sour crop, 389
for vent gleet, 390
antigens, 366
Araucanas, 112
artificial insemination, 161
ascites, 123
Aseels, 153
Auburn turkeys, 174–175
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Aureomycin, 379
Australorps, 105, 111–112
autopsy findings, 431–434
Aylesburys, 185
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babies
brooders for, 63–67, 81
equipment maintenance and, 80–81
feeders for, 68–69, 80–81
in first few days, 73–75
heating for, 70–73, 75
illnesses of, 79–80
litter for, 76–78
medicated additives and, 69
nutritional requirements of, 69, 75
pasting and, 77
raising mixes together, 62
at six weeks old, 78–79
at two weeks old, 76
waterers for, 68, 75, 80–81
back selection, 307, 313
banding, 311–312
bantams
breeds, 140–143
climate considerations and, 21
management of, 145–146
overview of, 139
as pets, 352
barbicels, 50
barbs, 50
barbules, 50
barley, 88, 355
Barred Rocks, 133
beaks, crossed, 395–396
beets, 361
Beltsville White turkeys, 175
Bender, Marjorie, 98–99
Beranger, Jeannette, 99
bio-cycle
butchering and, 417, 422–423
laying and, 413–414
molting and, 414–417
overview of, 413
typical 2-year with chickens, 418–421
typical year with waterfowl, 418–421
biology, 43–45, 52, 59. See also anatomy
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biosecurity, 15–16
bird doors, 33
Black Australorps, 111–112
Black East Indies, 188
blackhead disease, 13, 369, 375–376
Black Minorcas, 117
black sex-links, 105
Black Spanish turkeys, 177
blood spots, 57
bloom, 279, 281
blue coloration, 316–317
Blue Palm turkeys, 178
Blue Slate turkeys, 176
bobcats, 402
Bobwhite quail, 240
bones, 46, 47–49, 51
Bourbon Red turkeys, 173, 175
Brabanters, 151
breast blisters, 127
breast muscles, 44, 46
breathing, 51
breeder pellets, 84, 117
breeding pens, 305
breeding programs
day-to-day considerations of, 312–314
genetics and, 313, 314–317
Higgins Rat Ranch Conservation Farm and,
318–319
maintaining a breed and, 308–309
mating strategies and, 309–312
pedigree tracking and, 310–312
planning for, 300–301
small-scale, 303–307
terminology of, 106, 302–303
breeding true, 106, 313
broad-breasted turkeys, 166, 172
broccoli, 360–361
broilers. See Cornish Cross broilers; meat breeds
Bronze turkeys, 175
brooders
cleaning of, 81
for game birds, 228–229
for guinea fowl, 207–208
overview of, 63–67
for turkeys, 167
for waterfowl, 180
broodiness, 134, 256–260
brown eggs, myths about, 109
Buckeyes, 105, 113
buckwheat, 357
Buff ducks, 187, 350
building supplies, list of, 26
bumblefoot, 385–386
business plans, 320–322
butchering
costs and marketing considerations of, 322
of Coturnix quail, 225–227

of meat breeds, 123, 127–129
overview of, 294–297
timing of, 417, 422–423
C

cabbage, 360–361
cage free eggs, 285
cages, 34–35, 341
caging, defined, 20
calcium, 48–49, 86–87, 212
calendars. See bio-cycle
California Valley Quail, 241
Call Ducks, 139, 188, 189
calmness, showing and, 344
Canada geese, 244
candling, 267–269, 270–271, 282
cannibalism, 113, 235
capacity, of incubators, 264
carcasses, 397, 431–434
cardiac muscles, 46
cardiovascular system, 51–52
carotene, 343
caruncles, 197
Catalanas, 105, 110
cats, 399–400, 402, 406
cauliflower, 360–361
Cayugas, 187
cecal pouches, 53
cedar shavings, 67
chalaza, 56
chickens. See also specific chickens
as adoptive moms, 236, 243, 256–263
anatomy of, 45, 293
broodiness of, 256–257
establishment of new pairs of, 304
feeding of, 425
heritage breeds, 94–96
as pets, 351–352
roosts for, 40–41
showing of, 339
space requirements of, 23
types and uses of, 10
typical 2-year bio-cycle with, 418–421
chicken tractors, 36–37, 78, 145
chick pads, 66
chicory, 361
Chinese Button Quail, 241
Chinese geese, 200
Chinese Ringneck partridge, 242–243
Chocolate turkeys, 176–177
chondrocytes, 48
chopping blocks, 287–288
Christman, Carolyn, 98
chronic respiratory disease (CRD), 385
Chukars, 242
classes, 302–303
cleaning
of eggs, 267, 279–281, 282
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cleaning, continued
of equipment in raising babies, 80–81
of incubators, 265
in meat processing, 291–294
meat processing and, 299
climate, 19, 21–22, 40
cloaca, 53
cloacal kiss, 55
coccidiosis, 79–80, 376–378
coccidiostats, 69, 189, 377
Cochins, 140, 144, 352
coloration, 109, 313, 316–317
combs, 314–315, 390–391, 393
Comets, 108
commercial meat breeds, 94, 121
commercial processing, 287
commercial standard breeds, 121
commercial white turkeys, problems of, 94
competition, marketing and sales and, 322–323
conservation, 301. See also American Livestock
Breeds Conservancy
cool-light plug in candlers, 269
coops, 25–33. See also housing
Corid, 377
corn, 89, 356–357
Cornish Cross broilers, 121, 123–128
Cornish game hens, 145
coronation combs, 315
coryza, 378–379
Coturnix quail
climate considerations and, 22
color varieties, 226–227
feeding of, 221–222
housing for, 219–221
overview of, 219
slaughtering of, 297
uses of eggs from, 6, 8
coyotes, 402
CRD. See chronic respiratory disease
crested ducks, 188–189
crests, tufts vs., 151, 189
crop, 52
crossbreds, 106, 107–109
crossed beak, 395–396
Crovecoeurs, 148–149
crucifers, 360–361
crumbles, 68, 85
Cubalayas, 150
culling, 302
cuticle, 56
D

dark muscle, 46
debeaking, 113
defeathering, 290–291, 298
Delawares, 105, 113
Denzilis, 151
diaphragms, 51
diatomaceous earth, 370

diet, 44, 50. See also feeds
digestive system, overview of, 52–53
diseases
blackhead, 13, 369, 375–376
bumblefoot, 385–386
coccidiosis, 79–80, 376–378
coryza, 378–379
fowl pox and, 380–381
laryngotracheitis, 381–383
Marek’s disease, 383–384
mycoplasmas, 369, 385
testing for, 364–365, 366
vent gleet, 389–390
diversity, 93, 95, 98–99, 108
dog food, 314
dog kennels, 24–25, 35
dogs, 279, 401, 402, 406
dominance, 313
doors, 30–32, 33
Dorkings
bone growth of, 47
as broody, 257, 258
as dual-purpose breed, 132
history and traits of, 301
as meat breed, 121, 122
as ornamental breed, 149–150
doves, overview of, 245–248
down, 49
draft shields, 64
drop shipping, 308–309
dual-purpose chickens
American classes of, 133–134
English classes of, 131–132
laying cycle of, 135–138
management of, 134–135
overview of, 131
sex-links, 132–133
stewing of, 138
dual-purpose ducks, 186–187
ducks. See also waterfowl
blue coloration in, 317
broodiness of, 257–258
butchering of, 422
dual-purpose breeds, 186–187
egg breeds, 185, 186
egg laying and, 194–195
eggs of, 6, 283–284, 324
establishment of new pairs of, 304
feeding of, 189–192, 425
game birds, 244
handling of, 194–195
laying cycle of, 414
meat breeds, 184–185
mixing with other species, 12–13
Muscovies, 196–197
niche markets for, 326–327
overview of, 183
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for pest control, 9, 192–193
as pets, 350
pipping and, 274
predators and, 195–196
roosts for, 41
shelter for, 192–193
showing of, 340
space requirements of, 23
as surrogates, 263
types and uses of, 11
vent gleet and, 389–390
water for, 193–194
duck wax, 298
Dutch bantams, 140
Dutch Hookbills, 188
dyschondroplasia, tibial, 46, 48
E

ear infections, 386–387
Easter Egg Chickens, 7, 332
education, public, 327–328
egg eating, 392–394
egg money, 5–6, 102
eggs. See also incubation; laying chickens;
laying cycles
anatomy of, 261
bantams and, 145
blood spots in, 57
candling of, 267–269, 270–271
characteristics indicating high and low
production of, 426
coloration of, 7, 332
from Coturnix quail, 225
from different species, 6
duck, 185, 186, 283–284
goose, 284
guinea fowl, 284
handling and cleaning of, 279–281, 282
inbreeding and, 307
laws and regulations concerning, 281–282,
283, 323, 410
lighting and, 59
marketing and sales of, 323, 329–332
marketing of, 285
myths about, 109
overview of, 53–54, 55–56
pullet eggs, 278–279
quality classes for, 427
selling of, 281–282
spoiled, 279, 280
storage of prior to incubation, 259
turkey, 284
weight classes for, 427
eggs balut, 324
eggshells, 325
Egyptian geese, 179, 200, 349
electronic temperature regulation, 266–267
Embdens, 201
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embryos, 54, 271
endive, 361
endocrine system, 58–59
esophagus, 52
ethnic specialties, 325–326
eukaryotic cells, 44
F

factory farms, 14–17, 97, 102–103, 157–165
fairs, 336
fancy breeds. See ornamental breeds
fans, 169
farmers’ markets, 333, 336
farm stands, 332–333
Fayoumis, 154
feathering, rate of, 48, 49–50
feather parties, 327
feather picking, 113, 174, 235, 394
feathers
marketing and sales of, 325
overview of, 48, 49–51
of peacocks, 251
removing of after slaughter, 290–291, 298
feeders
for babies, 68–69, 80–81
for game birds, 229
for guinea fowl, 210
overview of, 38–39
feeding
of babies, 69, 75
of bantams, 146
of Coturnix quail, 221–222
of dual purpose breeds, 134
of ducks, 189–192
of emus, 250
of guinea fowl, 210
during incubation, 260
of laying chickens, 116–117
lifecycle of, 222–225
meat and eggs of, 225–227
of meat breeds, 121–122, 130
of pigeons and doves, 247
of turkeys, 162, 164–165
feed mills, 82–83
feeds
fertility and, 312–314
grains in, 354–359
homemade, 87–89
leafy green supplements and, 359–361
medicated, 69, 128, 189, 377
overview of, 82–86
sample rations, 89–90
for show poultry, 340, 341, 343
table of requirements, 425
vegetables and fruits and, 361–362
fertility, feed quality and, 312–314
fertilizer, manure as, 436
FFA. See Future Farmers of America
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fines, 83
fishers, 401–402
flavor, 94, 120
flaxseed, in homemade feeds, 89
flight pens, 237–238, 247–248
flying, turkeys and, 171–172
foot sores, 127–128
foraging. See also free range
crops for, 362–363
ducks and, 190–192
geese and, 202–203
meat breeds and, 121–122
scratch grains and, 86
turkeys and, 158, 170
4-H, 4, 5, 338–341
fowl pox and, 380–381
foxes, 402
free range, 20, 35–37, 122, 285
freezing, of meat, 296–297
frostbite, 390, 393
fruits, 361–362
FSH (follicle stimulating hormone), 58
Future Farmers of America (FFA), 339
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gallbladder, butchering and, 295
Gallimycin, 379, 389
game birds
brooding chicks, 235–236
equipment for, 228–230
flight pens for, 237–239
hatching of, 232–234
laying cycle of, 414
pinioning of, 231–232
purchasing of, 230–231
shelter for, 239
types of, 239–244
waterfowl, 233, 244
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geese. See also waterfowl
breeds, 199–201
broodiness of, 257–258
butchering of, 422–423
eggs of, 284
establishment of new pairs of, 304–305
feeding of, 425
foraging and, 202–203
game birds, 244
hormones, temperament and, 59
laying cycle of, 414
meat of, 198
mixing with other species, 12–13
niche markets for, 326–327
overview of, 197–199
as pets, 349–350
pipping and, 275
roosts for, 41
selection of, 201
showing of, 340

space requirements of, 23
as surrogates, 263
types and uses of, 10
uses of eggs from, 6
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breeding programs and, 313, 314–317
of coloration, 316–317
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diversity and, 93, 95, 98–99
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of heritage turkeys, 173, 178
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of pigeons and doves, 248
of waterfowl, 189, 202–203
genotypes, 313
Giant Dewlap Toulouse, 201
giblets, 295
Gibson, Robert, 334–335
gizzard (ventriculus), 43, 44, 52–53, 295
GMO. See genetically modified organisms
gnats, 373–374
Golden Cascades, 186
Golden Comets, 105, 108
gonadotropins, 58
gonads, overview of, 59
grading, of eggs, 282
grains, 354–359
grazing. See Foraging
Grey Partridge, 242
Grey Toulouse, 200
grit, 53, 86–87, 210
growth, overview of, 45
guinea fowl
benefits of, 204–207
caring for adults, 211–215
color varieties, 217–218
eggs of, 284
as food, 214
homing sense of, 215–217
mixing with other species, 13
for pest control, 9–10
pipping and, 275
raising babies, 207–211
slaughtering of, 297
space requirements of, 23
types and uses of, 11
as tyrants, 215
uses of eggs from, 6
gullet, 52
gutting, 291–294
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Hamburgs, 105, 111
handling, 74, 343–344
hard-boiled eggs, 281
hard palate, 52
Hardy Concords, 108
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hawks, 403
health concerns. See also diseases
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carcass disposal and, 397
of commercial turkeys, 159, 165
crossed beak, 395–396
diagnosis of, 430–434
disease testing and, 364–365, 366
in ducks, 189–190, 191
ear infections, 386–387
egg eating, 392–394
feather picking, 113, 174, 235, 394
frostbite, 390
frozen combs and wattles, 390–391
heat sickness, 392
of meat breeds, 127–128
oviduct prolapse, 397–398
parasites, 369–374
rapid growth illnesses, 394
routine maintenance and, 367–369
shipping stress, 74, 392
sinus infections, 387–388
sour crop, 388–389
spur overgrowth, 394–395
vaccines, antibiotics and, 365–367
hearing, overview of, 57–58
heart, butchering and, 295
heart rate, 51
heating
for Coturnix quail, 223
for game birds, 229–230
for guinea fowl, 208–210
for meat breeds, 126
raising babies and, 70–73
for turkeys, 164, 167
for waterfowl, 180–181
heat sickness, 392
Helmeted crested guineas, 218
herbicides, 398
heritage breeds
American Livestock Breeds Conservancy
and, 91, 92–93, 98–99
chickens, 94–96
cooking of, 170, 331
diversity and, 98–99
marketing and sales of, 328–332
for meat, 8
overview of, 10–11, 91
timing of butchering, 417
turkeys, 91–94, 173–178
turkeys, commercial breeds vs., 157–165
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homeotherms, 59
homing, guinea fowl and, 215–217
homozygous traits, 313
Houdans, 149
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for babies, 76
for bantams, 145–146
cleaning of, 81
coop construction, 25–33
for Coturnix quail, 219–221
for game birds, 228–229, 239
litter management and, 24
options for, 24–25, 34–35
ordinances and, 37
planning for, 18–22
roaming space and, 35–36
space requirements and, 23–24
for turkeys, 168–169
humidity, 269–273, 434
Hungarian Partridge, 242
hybrids, 106. See also crossbreds
hyperplasia, 45
hypertrophy, 45, 46
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imprinting, 198, 348
inbreeding, 306–307
incomplete dominance, 313, 316–317
incubation
assistance with hatching and, 275–276
of game bird hatching eggs, 232–234
humidity and, 434
in incubators, 263–275
troubleshooting chart for, 428–429
use of hens for, 256–263
incubators
selection of, 263–264
temperature regulation and, 265–267
use of multiple, 265
infrared lamps, 70, 168
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insecticides, 373, 398
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intelligence, turkeys and, 156–157
Internet, 335, 336, 365
intestinal worms, 369–370
isolation, 346–347, 381
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Japanese bantams, 142, 143
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labeling, 83, 332
laryngotracheitis, 381–383
laying chickens
characteristics of, 426
flock management, 113–117
heavy-laying crossbreeds, 107–109
heavy-laying purebreds, 109–113
illustrations of, 115
past and present practices, 102–104
recommendations for, 108
selecting best breed, 104–105
laying cycles
of Coturnix quail, 223–224
of dual-purpose chickens, 135–138
of ducks, 194–195
of guinea fowl, 213
overview of, 413–416
laying ducks, 185, 186
Laying Hen Ration, 89, 90
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LH (luteinizing hormone), 58
lice, 370–372, 373, 374
light, eggs and, 59
lighting, artificial
for dual-purpose breeds, 136
laying and, 414
for laying ducks, 194–195
molting and, 50–51, 416
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Lilac turkeys, 178
lines, defined, 106
linseed meal, 89
linseed oil, 372–373
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disease control and, 367–368
management of, 24
overview of, 76–78
for waterfowl, 180
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Long Crowers, 151
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lumbar vertebrae, 47
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Magpies, 187
maintenance pellets, 84
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Malays, 153
Mallard ducks, 244
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manure, 325, 436
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marbles, in turkey feed, 169
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business plans and, 320–322
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of eggs, 285, 329–332
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laws and regulations and, 323–325
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mating, 93, 161
mating strategies, 309–312
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Cornish cross broilers, 123–128
Coturnix quail as, 225–227
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feed and forage for, 121–122, 124–126
managing growth of, 129–130
options for, 119–121
raising for profit, 7–8
terminology, 121
meat processing
antibiotics and, 285–286
butchering, storing and, 294–297
chilling and freezing, 296–297
cleanliness in, 299
commercial, 286, 287
feather removal in, 290–291
gutting and cleaning in, 291–294
regulations concerning, 324
slaughtering and, 286–289
meat spots, 57
media, marketing and sales and, 336
medicated rations
for babies, 69
coccidiosis and, 377
for meat birds, 128
for waterfowl, 189
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melons, 362
Midget White turkeys, 139, 174, 175
Mike and Analisa, 16–17
millet, 358, 363
miniatures, bantams vs., 139
mink, 403–404
Minorcas, 105, 110, 117
mites, 372–373, 374
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with guinea fowl, 209, 215
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mycoplasmas, 369, 385
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